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¡ am addressing this to all of you this,
week because you are all ¡nierested

"MODERN WIRELESS" änd "WIRELESS WEEKLY "have become
influential jó%lrnals.
Need I say mòre in support of my contention that both publications have a
claim on your advertising appropriation? Do I need further to emphasise the
fact that by regularly using their busines pages you çan increase your trad
and extend the numbers of your customèrs? '
'-t.
Let some of the satisfled advértisers in ' MODE1N WIRELESS'S and
"WIRELESS WEEKLY" spak for themselves
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Permit us to congratulate Messrs. The Radio Press Ltd. on the
production of sucha magnifIcent weekly wireless maga2ine.
Yours faithfully,
PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.
Worthington, Managing Director
Scott
W

.
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you for your letter of the i8th instant and we are pleased
that the advert. insertÑ in your publication has resulted in so
many enquiries.
We are answering each enquiry individually and we are hoping that
substantial results will ensue.
Tifanking you,
Yours faithfully,
For and on behalf of AUTOVEYORS Ltd.,
C. Valley, Secretary
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Sirs,

Dear SIrs,
We beg to thank you for your further list of enquiries for our sets u
ecelved by you and same will have our prompt attention.
You might be interested tolearn that we have received 1,261 enquIrIes
the first issue of 'MODERN WIRELESS."
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Informing you that our advertisement ¡n "WIRELESS WEEKLY"
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Dear Sirs,
_
We understand from our Agents that our contract for 13 full page
insertions has expired with the current issue.
Because we are so pleased
with the results obtained from advertIsing in " WIRELESS WEEKLY "
we haveinstructed them to place with you a further series order of full
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Wireless Publicity
IT appears to us rather a remarkable fact
that so far no co-operative effort has been
made by the British Broadcasting Company and the wireless, manufacturers to
stimulate public, interest in wireless.
Several more or less successful individual
efforts have been made, of course. We ourselves modestly claim to have done a rood
deal in this lirection but, except for the
individual advertising efforts of rnanufac
turers and an occasional " popular stunt
onthe part of the B.B.C. no real publicity
work has vet been atteiìpted. The interests
of the B.B.C., the manufacturers, and, in. fact, all who are associated with the development of wireless, are identical in this matter,
and it seems to us high time tlat a eornbined
and concentrated effort was mìde by all con-.
cerned in order to make wireless really.
popular.
.
\Ve feel certain that now is, a .good opportunity for the organisation. of ..an inteiisjye -r-campaign, to be designed and carried out in
an energetic manner with the special object.:
of popularising wireless, merely as wireless,
and entirely apart from the question of the
merits of any particular., make of apparatus
or the individual gain of any wireless firm.
If such a campaign succeeds, and. there IS
really no reasou why it hQuld riot, everyoiç
will gain.
..
To ensure that publicit:rIfbr wireless,
the
broadest sense only, i to be gained, it. might,
be desirable to appoint someone with the
necessary experience and knowledge, to
organise and manage the suggested publicity
work,
hicli should be supported to the
greatest possible extent by members of the
wireless trade arranging numeious and really
satisfactory demonstrations, and by the
l3.E3.C. developing their relay Station and

simultaneous transmission programme; by
unreaxing efforts to brighten up, the transmissions from all stations and by inventing
and developing what are perhaps best
-deseribed as interesting ''stunts.''
The immense value to be derived from
skilful propaganda upon the hoardings and
in the daily press should also not be lost
sight of-and here we will leave the matter
for the present.

Mistaken Policy
.In connection with this subject of advert ising, we notice a tendency upon the part of
many manufacturers of wireless apparatus to
announce their various products in the daily
papers rather than in the established technical
journals. \Ve very much doubt the effectiveA

-

.

..

.

.

-

-

.

-

i!1

-

-

'

ness of this method in connection with the
sale of scientific apparatus such as wireless
receivin sets. How mañy people would
buy a set merely from reading the advertisenient-- -of one manufacturer?
The usual
-practice is to compare the claims made for a
particular set with those made for sets by
other firms. Incidentally, of course, cornparison of the prices is also made, and for
these reasons an advertisement of wireless
apparatus is only of real utility to the vouldbe purchaser when a ¡eady means of com
parison is affrded, asvlen the advertise.
ment: appears w ith its ontemporaries in the
pages of ateçhnical -ireless journal.
-

.

.

1923

5,

.

The .2L0 Announcer
We understand tlit the new announcer
made some comments
about whom
recently lias been relieved of his duties. The
announcer represents the B.B.C., and thé
company is wise in considering the public's
wishes in these matters.
I

3O4
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-

ETHER WAVES

By Sir OLIVER LODGE, D.&.,

atticle reminding us
.
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IN:

.

of

the

debt
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1

.

early wprkers.
.

.

-

-

.

.
.

..

virless telegraphy, land kiiov.nearly alì hat
can he knówi -about it, can hardl kno Ilie
ear1' stages quite as well as those who have
lived through the nascent and incubating
)eriod. Only those who have survived the
puzzled and preliminary stags of a
discovery can fully appreciate the
-contrast with subsequent enlightenment. It may suffice to sày that the
term " inductance '' or " self-jndtiction," which we now use so glibl, did
not at first
exist; and that
so late as 1888
S i r .VTilliam
Preece
spoke of it as

pioneering work is too ófter
overlooked and forgotten in the rush of
EARLY
a brilliant new generation, and amid the
interest of fresh and surprising developments.
I often think, however, that the early stages of
any discovery have an interest and
fascination of their own; and that
teachers would do well to immersethemselves in the atmosphere of.those
earlier times, in order to realise, môre
clearly the difficulties w hich had to he
overcome, and by what steps the new
knowledge had to be dovetailed in
with the old. Moreover, for beginners,
the nascent stages of a discovery are
sometimes more easily assimilated
than the finished product. Beginners
need not indeed be led through all the
controversies which naturally accoinpany the introduction of anything
new ; but some familiarity with those
controversies and discussions
on the part of the teacher is
desirable if he is to apprehend
the students' prohabledifflcul:

For

ties.

-

still

"a bug-aboo"; where-

as it is the absolute essential
to tuning, and
even to electrico s c.i
j

.

,.

capacity." The
name "self-induction '' was
given to it b

I

Sir Oliver Lodge.

t
a r g e
number now iiiterested in the most modern
developments of wireless will have hut little
idea-perhaps none at all-of tl)e early vorl,
in. apparently diverse directions, which preceded and made such developments possible.
And even those who arc high authorities in
I

,

in a t h e in a t-

ical coeftìcieni,
« without any exlilan atio ji;:
called it "electro - dynamic

(

of the race.

5

-

1

\

lation.

Kelvin,
who first introduced it as a

(î
-

I

Lord

-

-

though he does
not himself feel
them now, the
human race
did feel them
at its first iniróductioii;' and:
the individual
is liable to recapitulate, or
repeat quiddy,

-

M a x w e I I,
though it was
long befOre it

was understood or ,utilisecl, and the name
" inductance " w a nomenclature of Heaviside. It must he very difficult for sonic of you
who are so familiar with these things now to
realise the dense State of ignorance in which
your scientific ancestors were.
305
-
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Silvanus Thompson, wJl nown á an
historian of science, wrote in J91 i a carefully
drawfl up pamphlet about the history of wireless (though it was never published) for use in
a trial before Mr. Justice Parker when my
patent for tuned or selective wireless came up
for extension. This patent, dated May, 1897.,
was extended in 1911 for seven years, and was
then acquired by the Marconi Company from
the Lodge-Muirhead Syndicate. Its alidity
was subsequently contested before Lord
Moulton, but was triumphantly upheld, after
twelve days' trial, as containing the necessary
and fundamental prncip1e of all tuned wireless
not invólving continuous wave transmission

1923

5,

thought it mysterioüs and almost incredible;
and still knew noliing about the early stages.
Indeed, I hardly suppose that Signor Marconi
himsélf really knew very much about them.
He had plenty to do with the present; he felt
that the future was in his hands, and he could
afford to overlook the past vithout regrets.
It may be doubted whether the younger
generation, who are so enthusiastically utilising and perhaps improving the latest inventions, will care much about the past either;
but still they may like to know more about the
early incipient and pioneering work, on the
production and detection of electric waves in
the ether of space. With part of this work
-

i

ti'

Sir Wm. Preece, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.

Heinrich Rudolf

But my present object has nothing to do
willi details of tuning, nor with wireless in its
present condition. That all dates after iSgó,
most of it after 1900; and I wish to say prac-

James Clerk Maxwell.

Heriz.

it is true I as myself coicerned, but I must
not hesitate on that account, since it was this
early work-the outcome of splendid achievement by Kelvin and Maxwell and Fitzgerald
and Hertz-which laid the foundations and
made all the present superstructure possible.

tically nothing about anything later than 1896.
\Vhat I have to deal with is the early pioneering work apart from practical developments.
And let me here say at once, to avoid misunderstanding, that without the energy,
ability and enterprise of Signor Marconi,
hat is now called wireless would not have
been established, commercially, would not
have covered the earth with its radio stations,
and that without the valves of Fleming and
Lee de Forest it would not have taken the hold
it has upon the public imagination. Before
1896 the public knew nothing of its possibilities. And for some time after 1896, in spite
of the eloquence of Sir \Villiam Preece and the
demonstrations by Marconi, the public

Ether Exists
Incidentally, however, I want to say two
things to those who are occupied witfr thc
subject to-day. First, do not hesitate to speak
and think of the ether of space as the continuous reality which connects us all up, and
which welds not only us, but all the planets
into a coherent system. Do not be misled by
any misapprehensions of the theory of relativity into supposing that that theory dispenses with the ether, merely because it succeeds in ignoring it. You can ignore a thing
306
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without putting it out of existence: and the
leaders in that theory are vell aware that for
anything like a physical explanation of light
or electricity or magnetism or cohesion or
gravitation, the ether is indispensable. The
ether has all these functions, and many more.
I could suggest some which would astonish
you! We are utilising it every day of our
lises; and it would be ungrateful, as well as
benighted, if we failed to render due homage
to its omnipresent reality and highly efficient
properties. It lies at the origin of all electrical
developments and forms the basis for this
new and broadcast method of communication.
That is one tiling. And the second is to
congratulate ll those hose wonderful and
rapid advances have rendered possible the
astoñishing feat df, iii átì sense and by whatever. means, carrving the humah voice across
tile At1antic. \Vhén Mr. Marconi succeeded
in sénding the letter " s " by Morse signal
f rom Cornwall or Ireland tò Newfoundland,
it constituted àn epoch in human history, on
its physical side, and was itself an astonishing
and remarkable feat. The present achievenient of changing oser from Morse signals to
ordinary speech, made possible by th valves
of Professor Fleming and Dr. Lee de Forest
and others, is a natural though still surprising
outcome and development of long-distance
transmission, and must lead to further advances, of which at present we can probably
form but a very imperfect conception.

could be accounted for on known principles.
The 'alue of this is merely that it must have
rendered Thompson susceptible to methods of
detecting real electric waves, when they were
discovered later.
lt vas found afterwards that Joseph henry,
at the Smithsonian Institution in \\Tashing_
ton, had observed something of the same kind
so earls- as 1842. And he seems to have had
an intuition of the possible importance and
far-reach ng consequences of his observation.
For he speaks as follows: (I quote from a
passage cited in my " Modern Views of Electricity," an appended lectúré ' On tJe Discharge of a Leyden Jar.")
lt would appear that a single spark is
sufficient to disturb perceptibly the electricity
of space throughout .atieasta cube of. 400,000
feet of capacity, and.
it may be, firther
inferred that the diffusion of motion ii this
case is almost comparable with that ofa spark
from, flint and steel in the case of light."
ihat is to say, soearly as 1842 joseph
Henry had the genius to surmiseL_it was only
surmise, of course-that there as some simi
larit) between the etherial disturbance caused
h the discharge of a conductor and the light
emitted from an ordinary high temperature
source.
In the light of our modern knowledge, and
Clerk Maxwell's theory, we now know that
the similarity ïs very :near akin to identity.
Both sourfs emit ether waves, though prodigiously différing in length.
Subsequent to these early stray observa-.
tions, an amazingly suggestive ohseration,
of a partially similar kind, vas made by thai:
singular genius and brilliant experimenter,
David hughes, the inventor of the microphone or telephone traiismittr, and of the
hughes printing telegraph- still used: in
France.
11e. vas a man. w ho ''thought with his
fingers," and who worked with the simplest
home-made apparatus-made of match boxes
and hifs of -wood and metal, stuck together
with cobbler's vax and sealing wax. Such
a man constantly w'orking is sure to come
across phenomena inexplicable by orthodox
science. And orthodox science is usually too
ready to turn up its nose at phenomena which
it does not understand, and so thinks it
simplest not to believe in.
i

v%

.

-

Early Experiments
\Vell, now I must go back to early times. In
or about the year 1875 Mr. Edison observed
something, whih a't that time could by no
means he understood, about the possibility of
drawing sparks from insulated objects in ilte
neighbourhood of an eleétrical discharge. He
did not pUrsue the mafter, for the time was noi
ripe; hut he called it " Etheric Force," a
name which rather perhaps set our teeth ori
edge; and none of us thought it of much mportance. Silvanus Thompson, however, took
the matter up in a half-hearted sort of way,
and gase a demonstration to the:Physical Society of London in, I believe, June, 1876, a
paper w hich I have had a little difficulty in
finding in the proceedings of -that societvr
Nothing much came of it, however, though
his argun-ient tended to show that the sparks

-

.

(Continued On nage 310.)
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COMPONENTS REQUIRED
}Variable inductances.
Variable condensers ha ing
'

T,l Step-up
13f

intervalve

trans-

former.
- resistance telephone
receivers.

T: High

-

2'
.:

.

2)

0.001

zF or

0.0005 1iF.

C:
:

a capacity of

Fixed condenser of 000 ,zF
capacity.
D-:.Crystat detector of ctit's:v hisker type.
..

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

being coupled to the Inductance
L, so as to produce a reaction effect. This considerably
C a r estrengthens signals.
should, of course, be taken to
sée that the leads to the coil
are the right way round;
Reaction is not permissible with
this circuit when receiving
British broadcasting.

i
I

L3

In this circuit the first valve
acts as a high-frequency amplifier, the anode inductance

L3

U

ï

-

...-

AfRIAL

C,

u

PRACTICAL. WIRELESS NOTES-No. 3

!

VALVES
are often inadvertently burnt out
by carelessness in fitting the
valve into its hoider. Do not
attempt to insert all four pins of
the salve into the holder at once,
twisting the valve bout until
the pins fit. A safer plan is to
tilt the valve slightly, place the
little finger against the anode
pin and guide it safely into its
proper socket, after which thQ
remaining valve pins are easily
fitted into place.

In the case of a two or three
valve receiving set. having only
one filament rheostat, it is bad
practice to remove one of the
valves without first of all reducing the filament brilliancy. If
this is not done the remaining
salve or valves will increase in
brilliancy and, supposing a sixvolt accumulator to be in use,
are liable to be damaged. It is,
in fact, very desirable, and very
little extra trouble, to switch off
the filament current entirely

before either inserting or remov.ing valves.
Do not connect both L.T. and
H.T. batteries to an untried
receiving set. Connect up the
L.T. battery only, insert and
light up the valve and then con-

nect the H.T. battery. Probably the safest plan of all is to
include in the H.T. circuit one

-

of the reliable little fuses which
are now on the market. They
are reasonable in price and
easily fitted to a panel or set.

U

S

'

Al2

..

.
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A MODIFIED REINARTZ RECEIVER
By

-

S

MAURICE L. MUHLEMAN.

.

Readers wh have experimented with (he original circuit should certainly try this
modified arrangement.
.
.
-

.--:.-

---

-..

.

THE excellent result

-

ob-. 30 turns on the rotor and

tamed from the original
Reinartz receivel have niade
-it one of the most popular sets in
use to-day. The variable units,
although not unnecessarily complicated, ai-e not, in the usual case,
properly adjusted by the novice.
A more practical type for the beginner, and one that includes all
of the advantages of the original
Reinart receiver, is the modified
form described herewith.
The control units of this outfit
Consist of a simplified form of
variocoupler and a coot ¡iF variable condenser. All the-. actual
tuning is accomplished by the two
adjusting knobs attached to these
instrunients.

o

Ñrn

on the stationary coil. .The first
io turns wound on the stationary
-

coil are to be tapped and théir
leads connected in consecutive
order to io switch points. This
provides io taps, of one turn

point to thc eiid of the iotor col
leading to the grid condenser.
The wiring connections of this
receiver are clearly shown in
the photograph, Fig. i.
FOr
further reference, however, the
complete circuit diagram is given

))

s,!)

-

- _

-

T7L.

/

Z_,

/
i.

-

.

L
'I____t_

f-

_ji

.I-FT
yL1

Constructional Details
Sufficient details will now -be
given to enable the prospective
builder to proceed without difficulty. The general layout of the
receiver is shown in the photo-

iT

-

L

-

graph, Fig. i. This disposition
of apparatus should be followed as
closely as possible, especially if
the instruménts are to be mounted
on a panel.
The parts necessary for the construction of the receiver are One.
ariocoupler
one 000i
(2);
variable condenser
one
0.00025 1F grid condenser (s);
one x-megohm grid leak (6); on&
detector valve (y); one standard
filament rheostat (io); one 5 to
6o volt HT. battery (9); one 6volt 40 to 6o ampere hour accumulator (ii); and a switch-arm
and ten contacts (f2).

(-);

A few words are necessary concerning the variocoupler. It is
suggested that a variometer former
be purchased, and wound with
No. 26 double cotton covered wii-e,

.

-

/

J.

-

u
j

Fig. 1.-Photograph showing general arrangement of the apparatus.
ftguresare those referred to in the text.

each.
A standard variocoupler
can be used.with its original windings ; however, the results obtainedfrom the receiver in this case will
not equal the efficiency of a 'ariocoupler rewound in the manner
described. It will be noted that
the variocoupler is connected in
the same manner as a variometer;
that is, one of the terminals of
the rotor is connected directly to
the terminal of the stationary coil
farthest from the tapped end of
the coil.
To reach the higher broadcast
wavelengths, a 0000ç iF variable condenser should be connected 'from the eighth svitch-

The

in Fig. 2. The numbers in Figs.
i and 2 correspond.

Operation
The operation of this receiver
is comparatively simple, the wave-

length being controlled by the
variocoupler, and regeneration by
the variable condenser. Experiment should first be made on some
nearby station, to determine the
position of the switch-arm for that
particular wavelength. Changing
the position of the switch-arm
tends to loosen o tighten the
coupling of the aerial circuit.
When the set is completçy
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wired and ready for operation,
light the filament of the valve, by
means of the rheostat. With the
switch-arm on the third or fourth
switch-point, as a convenient
average position, proceed to tune
by the simultaneous adjustment of
the variocoupler and variable condenser. Starting from zero, on
the variocoupler dial, work slowly
towards i8o degrees, adjustinthe
variable condenser at the same
time, always keeping below the
point where the circuit tends to

'f'

-IuiIuIIIuIuII +

©

Fi

-

2.-Circuit diagram of

the
receiver. The figures in this illustration correspond with those' given in

osillate.
-

A squealing noise is a forewarning of' such an impending

Fig. 1.

5,

I923

condition. W hen this is heard,
slightly retrace the adjustments
until Operation is again quiet.
Broadcasting stations on different
wavelengths should be heard at
various sçttings of the variocoupler
dial. After a desired station has
been picked up, slight adjustments
of both .diaÍs wilJ considerably increase the 'volume. This last-mentioned operation is rather critica!,
and a " vernier " movement of
the dials will be found a great
advantage. Best results are obtamed jusi below the point on the
dials where squealing is manifested.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON AND' DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.

'-V

-4

f.

I

i

/',

/

-

-

:

Our pho1oraph shou's a general view oJ the, first exhibition held by the above-named society, on July 22nd.
There were among ike many exhibits no less than four ST100 sets made by members.

PIONEER

WORK

IN

ETHER WAVES

(Continued from page 307.)

-

-

Hughes unknowingly was very neriy on
the trail of what \vas subsequently discovered,
in a so much more enlightened manner, by
Hertz. hughes, too, got sparks in the course
of his experiments, but he also got something
very like coherer action too, by means of bis
microphone detectors.
These spasmodic observations are, not
exactly and strictly discoveries they were
more akin to vague intuitions. The first and
gigantic step in the real discovery was made

by Cleric Maxeli, in or about 1S65; and he
made it in mathematical form, not in experimental actuality, by one of those superhuman
achievements which are only possible to our
greatest mathematical physicists. He did not
discover either the way to generate those ether
waxes, or to detect them; but he did give their
laws; he legislated for them before they were
born. He knew the velocity with which they
must move, and gave implicitly, without ciaboralion, thecomplete theory of their nature.

:
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"Questions and Answers on the Vali'e.'

h
(Coptlnued from Vol.

,

No. 7, page 273.)

2,

h

Commences?
-'
There are two principal disadvantages. One
is that when listening-in to wireless telephonythe speech is distorted, and while Carrying out
adjustments -howling noises aie heai-d. The
other disadvantage, which is far- more imis that while the set is oscillating,
feeble electrical waves are radiated' from the
- receiving aerial, and these will be pjcked up
by neighbouring i-eceiving stations and will
produce howls and other undesirable noises in
their receivers. It is almost certain that if,
when adjusting your own receiver, you hear
squeals and howls, similar noises are being
produced in the receivers of neighbours. It is,
therefore, very important to stop the receiver
f rom oscillating, and this may usually be clone
.

.j.

..

b

What are the Disadvantages of Tightening the
'Reaction to such an extent that Self-oscillation
-

h

.

may be used either as a high-frequency amplifier or as a low-frequency amplifier. In dual
amplification circuits, the valve is made to carry
out both duties at the same time, and it is
found that it can do this quite well without
the two duties interfering with each other.

.

.

-

o

.

-

-

_

.

-

-

-

Fig.

How may the Fig. 4 CircuIt, shown' in our Last
Issue, be Converted Into a Three-valve Receiver
Using one Stage of Low-frequency Amplification?
Fig. i shows such a circuit. It will b seen
that the telephone receivers have been replaced
by the primary of a step-up intervalve trans-'
former T, T,, the secondary T, of which is
connected in the grid circuit of the third valve,
which acts as a low-frequency amplifier.

r

-

-.

.

..

1.-A

2.-A. -single

The

by lessening the degree of reaction or by detuning one of the condensers.

Fig.

..

...

-

three-valve circuit willi permissible reaction.

Vhat is Meant by "Dual Amplification"?
Dual amplification cil-cuits use a valve in
two capacities. A valve, as has been explained,'

...

.

.

'

valve duàl amplificálion circuit.

is 'used as a high-frequeny amplifier, and is followed by some form of detector;
the low-frequency currents supplied by the
detector are now led back to the grid circuit
of the valve and are amplified by it, the telephone receiver, or their alternative, being connected in the anode circuit of the valve.
Fig. 2 shows a simple dual amplification cii'cuit, in which the valve acts both as a highfrequency amplifier and as a low-f requency
amplifier. It will be seen that in the anode
circuit of the valve we have a tuned circuit L2
C, adjusted to the-incoming wavelength. The
nocle circuit also includes the high-tension
battery B2 and the telephone receivers T,
shunted by a by-path condenser C3. For the
moment we can 'eave the telephones T out of
valveS

consideration.. The high-frequency oscillations
in the circuit L, C, are passed on to another
tuned circuit L3 C, which is also adjusted to
the incoming wavelength, and which vill therefore pick up the oscillations passed on from
J3 The crystal detector D and the primary of
the step-up transformer T1 T, are connected
across the tuned circuit L3 C. \Vhen the
oscillations in L3 C4 are rectified by the crystal
detector D, they produce low-frequency pulses
in the primary T1, thus producing alternating
pulses of higher voltàge in the secondary
T2.

311
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This secondary, it will be noticed, is connected
in. the gid circuit of the first valve; the lowfrequency impulses are, therefore, given to the
grid of the valve and amplified. The lowfrequency variations of anode current flow
through the inductance L2, but do not in any
way interfere with the high-frequency oscilla-

Fig.

H

3.-The ST100

1923

well even with L, sparated from L
The first
valve acts, as a high-frequency amplifier, the
amplified oscillations in L3 C3 being rectified
by a crystal detector D. The rectified impulses
are passed through the primary T1 of the stepup transformer '1' T2, the secondary of which.
is connected in the grid circuit ofthe first valve.
A high resistance R1 of about Ioo,000 ohms
value, is connected in the position shown, in
order to stabilise 'the circujt. The first valve
amplifies the low-frequency currents, which then
pass through the primary T3 of the second
transformer T3 T4. The secondary T4 is connected in the grid Circuit of the econd valve
which acts as a low-frequency amplifier.
The loud-speaker, or the telephone receivers,
will be found in the anode circuit, shunted'
by a condenser of at least 0002 1tF capacity.
The high tension battery preferably has a value
of ioo volts.
.
.-.

What. is the Armstrong Super-regenerative Circuit?
This circuit, which may take many forms, is
a reaction receiver, in which more than the
usual reaction is used, but steady self-oscillation is prevented by lessening the degree of reaction by electrièal means at, perhaps, a rate

circuit.

tions flowing in the circuit'L, C.,. When, however, they pass through the telephones T, they
cause it to give forth the desired signals.
A blocking condenser Ç having a capacity of
about 0000. tF (microfarad), or any higher
capacity up. to OOO2 1tF, is connected in the
position shown in order to prevent the secondary T, from choking back the high-frequency
currents which are flowing in the grid circuit.
In this circuit the high- and low-frequency
currents actuate different pieces of apparatus,
but they really mix inside the valve, which is
amplifying both high- and low-frequency currents simultaneously.

:..

What Is the Advantage of the Dual Amplification

Circuit?
The advantage of this type of circuit,

5,

Fu. 4.-The Flewelling circuit

some-

times also known as the reflex circuit, is that
as a single vahe is used to carry out two
functions, an economy of one valve is effected.
Draw and Explain the Action of the STIOO Crcult.
This circuit-first described in 2Jíodcrn ¡Vireless-has proved to be probably the most
popular reflex circuit.
Fig. 3 shows the circuit. It will be seen
that the inductance L, is coupled to the inductance- L1 to produce a reaction effect, but this
is not permissible when receiving British broadcasting. The circuit, however, will work quite

with frame aerial.

of 3,000 times per second. Super-regenerative
reception involves the use of extra reaction.
What is the Flewelling Circuit?
The Flerèlling circuit is a form of superregenerative circuit in which the low-frequency
electrical oscillations required to inlerrupt the
tendency to self-oscillation of the yalve in which
reaction is produced, are generated in a rather
These circuits generally
peculiar manner.
work best when frame aerials are used.
Fig. 4 shows a typical FlevelIing circuit.
-

This concludes this series, and we shall shortly be In a position to announce its
publication, with considerable additions, In book form.
312
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THE Postmaster-Gneral,

gaged" of their own accord, and
I

see, has been coniplaining
rather bitterly of the way in
which certain miscreants enter the
neat little boxes which he provides
for the public, where instead of
putting the receiver to its proper
use they merely yank it out by
the roots and depart with bulging
pockets. It is presumed that the
criminals aie afflicted by the

dread disease ingrowing radiomania, and that they appropriate
the P.M.G. 's receivers in this
scandalous way in order to convert them into wireless headsets:
Probably they have been reading
articles in non-technical contemporaries on bow to construct an
efficient wireless set for s.
These helpful hints usually
iììake no mention of the 'phones,
so that the neophyte having wound
ihe mazy tangles of his inductance upon a piece sawn from the
drawing-room curtain pole, and
having made his condensers from
ancient tomato tins in the approved
style, suddenly finds himself up
against it. There is his set which
must perforce remain a mute, inglorious thing until it has 'phones
to give it voice. He has spent his
'Tis a point of honour
2S.
to spend no more. He therefore
hies him stealthily to the telephone
box and returns with the loot.
Personally I would be a little
shy of Post Office telephones,
even if acquired by the most
honest means. Long use will, I
feel sure, have given them certain
fixed habits of which nothing can
break them. Thus if you try to
get 2L0 they are sure to give you
Birmingham.
\Vhen picked up
they will remark " Number en-

ïid.

they
when
they
their

démodé, so utterly uartistic:. as
merely to serve up a prosaic pic
ture of Biffin (who is not ornamental) or of his set, which is, to
say the least of it, untidy.

are certain to go on strike
the three minutes to which
have been accustomed all
lives have elapsed.
-

-

Let Biffin Speak

Wireless Photography
think that any proper
account has yet appeared of my
friend Biffin's noble station. This
is a matter that must be set right
at once, and I hasten to do so.
Twould lik to give you a photograph in the style adopted by the
illustrated dailies of all the Biffin
family listening-in with 'phones
clamped about their ears what
time he loud-speaker bellows upon

My best course will, I think, he
to give Biffin's own description of
his apparatus. When a writer
niakes such a statenient as this it
usually means that he is too lazy
to d
things for himself; he
simply cuts out and pastes on to
his manuscript the passages that
he wants to quote, and goes on his
way rejoicing that he will get paid
for it just the same. In my case
there are no such reprehensible
motives. The truth is partly that
i am suffering from a severe

I do not

a nearby table.

You know the kind of thing I
mean? There should be Biffin
himself, Mrs. Biffin, a crowd of
little Biffins, and even the hullpup
all wearing the modern ear decoration and a rather strained smile.
The owner of the " fine experimental " set should he looking as
modest as circumstances permit,
and should not allow the strain
of wondering whether the B.B.C.
mark vill show, or whether that
infernal hound will shake himself
and spoil the picture to discompose the laboriously acquired blend
of inanity and fatuity that makes
up his expression.
I cannot show you this, for
there is no bulipup, nor are there
any little Biffins. In fact there
is not even a Mrs. Biffin, for he is
a bachelor, wedded, as he gracefully puts it, to the art of wireless. And so as I cannot provide
you with the conventional wireless
photograph I will give you none
at all, for it would go sadly
against the grain with me to do
anything so out of date, so

of fly swatter's elbow,
which makes it difficult to ply the
pen, and partly that no attempts
of mine could produce a description so clear and so well put as
Biffin's own. Here, then, is what
be says.
think that a short account
of my station may be of interest
to readers of TVireless Weekly,
who are always appreciative of
novelty and ingenuity.
I will
begin with the aerial which is of
the recümbent X type. My discovery of this novel form of
antenna '.as purely accidental; it
came about actually through the
agency of a gale of wind which
turned my original aerial inside
out, leaving its wires crossed in
the middle. Owing to its shape
it acts as a drain for atmospherics,
none of which reach the set; in
f act, there is nothing that I enjoy
more than listening-in during a
severe thunderstorm. The natural
wavelength of such an aerial is
attack

"I
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readily calculated by the simple

formula:

y/tan

angle of roof
height above sea-level
I notice, by the way, that
many text-books still print the
formula fo ordinary aerials as
i=i885i/LxC. This is, of
course, 38 years behind the times;
the correct figures for this year are

I923/LXC.
Further Details

"The inductances

used are of
my own 'catscradle ' design; the
method of winding is simplicity
itself. One simply takes a reel
of No. 50 d.c.c. wire and gives it
to the cat to play with.
A
feature of the design is the
remarkably low self-capacity since
no two turns are in the same plane.
Coupling between circuits is of the

link type with three forward
speeds and reverse.
The aerial tuning condenser is
again a novelty. To make it I
covered the door of my den with
tinfoil saved from chocolates, and
treated in the same way the wall
towards which the door turns when
open. When the door is partly
I
open the capacity is a jar.
cannot yet give you the precise
limits to which the set will tune
since not having yet paid my
annual visit to the seaside I have
had no opportunity of calibrating
my vavemeter."

True Genius
I will not quote further from
Biffin's beautiful description, for
I think that I have given you
sufficient to show that his is an
installation quite out of the

lt was aptly said not
long ago that it is to the experimenter of to-day that we must look
for those inventions which will
carry on the great forward march
of wireless. - That is why it is so
essenti'al that ve should have a
new licence.
Can you imagine such a man as
Biffin with a B.B.C. set? With
his own he has logged such thrilling call-signs as RVR, RSVP-,
E and 0E, RD, G\VR, CP,
PTO, and ETC. Free from the
effects of atmospherics he glories
like a Mother Seigel's Chicken in
storms that make us leap to our
earthing switches.
Give such a
man a B.B.C. set, arid pin him
down to a regulation aerial? No,
With them
a thousand times no
he might even hear 2L0.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
ordinary.

!

A

L

"BIG" RECEIVER

With so many demonstra(jots cars touring the country
the public
is becoming
familiar with all conditions
of open-air reception. A
few weeks ago the "Daily
Express" toured several of
our seaside towns with
cars fitted with wireless.
Before them The City Accumulaior Co. gladdened
the streets of Cardiff and
London in the same way.
The Marconi's Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., and
several others have also
contributed towards making
open-air wireless a com-
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The latest firm to take
action in tisis direction is
Burndepl Lid., and our
photograph shows one of
their vans featuring their
well-known Ethophone V,
the exterior being arranged
to represent Ilse receiving set.
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RADIOLA
A short description of the well-known French station.

()

-

O

O

*
THE first radio-telephonic
concert in France took place
on June 26th, 1921, from
the hail of the Institution dingenieurs Civils : on November
26th, 1921, a great radio concert
was given by the Société Fran-.
çaise Radioelectrique, on the occasion of the centenary of Ampère's
discoveries.
On December 15th
the same year a reproductioi of a
p e r f ormance
at the Théâtre
des Champs
Elysées was
given. In Febmary, 1922,
k
-

microphone in this room is connected by vires to a power-amplifier in a neighbouring room. The
second room contains also the
control panels, various ammeters,
rheostats, etc.
The
amplified
microphonecurrent is carried by a special telephone line to the transmission station at Levallois. This station has
three panels the first carries the

-

.

-

the
military
station of the
Eiffel Tower
inaugurated a
series of regitlar
concertñ

.

¡

O

ii
I

.

-

-

-

"

appreciation.

=--

1

It was not
until Noveniher 6th, 1922,
that a private
O r g a nisation
was authorised
transmit
to
regular concerts, and the
first Radiola

1

.

which
met
with vell-deserved public

high-frequency oscillations from
reaching the. lower frequency
apparatus and also suppresses
the ripple of the converted
current and assures a constant anode voltage for the oscillating valves. A resistance shunted
by a condenser reduces the meati
potential of the grid and thus protects the valves.
An oscillating cirdiit is arranged in the
grid circuit of
the oscillatory
valves,
t he
latter circuit
being coupled
with the plate
circuits. Thç
oscillating cir:
cuit is inductively coupled
with the transmitting aerial.
A variable inductance and
4
- i.
a
variometer
placed in the
aerial - earth
circuit permit
- of the adjust-i
ment of this
circuit to the

w-T-

-

I

.I______.
ç

-

i

2.

A
i

transmitted

-

concert met with great success.
'I'his success hs been vèll niain
tamed, and at the present time,
when various similar organisations
for the benefit of amäteurs are
growing up, it is fair to remember
that the Radiola station was the
first to inaugurate a regular series
of transmissions. The orchestra and
the artists assemble at 7, Bouleyard Haussmann in a large and
lofty room with thick curtains
round the walls, and external
sounds carefully excluded.
The

A eneral

view of the Radiola slaltòn.

modulating valves, which super
impose the sound-waves upon the
high-frequency current generated
by the valves of the third panel
the second panel carries the recti-

fyig

valves.
An addition1
panel carries the aerial regulating
coils.
-.
Continudus
are
oscillations
generated by a group of valves
mounted in parallel. A system of
condensers and inductances placed
between the rectifying änd the
oscillating valves prevents the
-

-

-. wavelength.
A T-aerial
.
is employed,
support
by two metal masts
65 ft. high. The wavelength used
for concerts is 1,780 metres.
The Levallois station is only a
temporary one, established on the
premises of the Société Française
Radioelectrique. It was originally designed for expérimental
purposes, and consequently it
requires several improvements. In
large
particular
the various
metallic masses which surround the
apparatus have an adverse influence upon the transmission.
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are given to understand that the Brazilian
Wireless Telegraph Cornpany has begun the construction of
a high-power station at Rio de
Janeiro.
O
Marconi
the
The proposal of
high-power station
Co. to erect
at Avebury continues to evoke a
great deal of discussion and
opposition. At a specially convened meeting of the \Vilts
Archeological Society held at
Devizçs recently, plans of the
nositiotis of the masts and build
WE

OO

ngs were examined, and the whole
question of the proposed station
was fully discussed. Eventually
was
the following resolution
passed " The Committee of this

a view to

contributing talks on

Football-Past, Present, and
Future.'' The football fan will
certainly appreciate this aspect
of the wireless programme.
O
O
O
Wireless entertainments are now
given daily on board ihe turbine
steamer Queei 41exa,d,a, sailin to and from Dunoon, Rothesay
Inverary. This vessel was the
first on the Clyde to install wireless receiving apparatus.
O. O
O
Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd.,
have received the following rather
amusing letter from a gentleman
on the Gold Coast, \\rest Africa

rl

:-

DEAR

SIRs,-Lately seen your

name on a certain list that you are
the best manufacture in the City of
London
therefore beg most
regretting
Society, whilst deeply
the choice ofAvebury as the site respectfully to forward me your
of the new station, having seen general catalogue, as to enable me
the plans as at present proposed,' to forward my indent at once;
and finding that no actual material Please r shall be glad if you will
damage is threatened to the circle forward same :-kindly send me
of Avebury, or to any other pre- samples of iadies silk headkerhistoric remains on the site, and chiefs so needfull in our coast
having in addition received an here
I am, yours truly,
assurance from the Marconi Co.
KWASIE ARMOO.
remains
the
respect
will
they
that
o
o
o
within the area,. do not see suffiThe
Blakburn
Reform
Club
cient grounds at present for offerbeen
has
presented
vith
a
4-valve
ing opposition to the scheme."
Lyrian cabinet Set 1w Radio Instuments,
Ltd., by tbe Rt. Hon.
Excellent results have been
Sir Henry Norman, Bart., MP.
obtained with regard to the broad- The apparatus has been in concasting of the Grenadier Band's stant use for the past month, and
performances, which have been
is giving very satisfactory results.
bèard as far south as Portsmouth
o
o
o
-and that on a single valve.
Radio telephonic .apparatus is
o
o
o
tobe installed by the Government
With the arrival of the football
of Trinidad at the Port of Spain
season provision is.being made for
wireless station, to link up with
the catering of football fare
stations already established by the
by 5SC.
Prominent " Soccer
British Oil Comanv on the
officials are being approached with
Orinoco delta i
Venezuela.

-J

'

According to Tite Times the development of a system of radio
telephony throughout the West
Indies is in contemplation.
O
O
O
It is reported that a 4-valve set
in the Hahnemann Hospital,
Philadelphia, supplies amusement
to more-than 350 patients daily.
O
O
OH
A broadcasting service is being
carried on temporarily by private
enterprise ib Rhodesia until the
Government stations commence
operations.
-

-,

o.

o

Fitted with three different transmitters and receivers, the S.S.
Leviathan is probably the best
wireless-equipped vessel iii the
world. Two transmitters 'and receivers can be operated simultaneously without interference.

o

o.--.

o

A wireless set has been installed
at Shoreditch Public Library. so

that ratepayers can listen-in. The
Corporation claims to be the first
municipal authority to introduce
wireless in libraries for educational
and scientific purposes.

o

o

o

The \\ ick wireless station recently reportéd that the Norwegian
steamer Holmedal was in distress
in latitude 53.46 North and longitude 3.39 East, and that the
steamer P,ccocia was proceeding
to her aid. An earlier message
from Scheveningen reported the
Lowestoft' trawler Roulette as
being in a sinking condition in
the exact latitude and longitude
given above, and added that Terschelling tugs had gone to her aid.
This note may interest those
readers who may have' heard the
S.O.S. calls.
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'I'he date for the forthcoming
Scottish National Radio. Exhibition in the City Hall, Glasgow,
is to be from September ioth to
i5th. The date has been altered
in deference to those members of
the public who will be travelling
hóme from their holidays during
the first week of the month, and
it is felt that the exhibition vill
now attract much larger crowds of
visitors.

That wireless helps to sell
gramophone records is the opinion
6f the majority of American musical instrument retailers,

for transmitting
receiving.

nd seven for

o

o

-

-

\Ve understand from the

-1Voi-

Evening Posi that Sir
William Noble, who, as a Member of the Board of Directors of
the British Broadcasting Co., has
beei so prominently identified with
the development of broadcasting,
made the interesting assertion recently that broadcasting in this
country has out-distanced that of
America in so far as reliability and
quality are concerned,
tiig/eam

-

-

It is a big claim to make, hut
anyone who is familiar with tbe

casting aid ordinary wireless telephony, which have so far remained
entirely neglected in ustria.
o
oo
The concession in this case, the
Government £tate, vill only b
granted to an Austrian firm or an
amalgamation of such firms, under
the condition that exclusively
Austrian machinery and appliances
are installed. A number of applications for concession have been
received, and it is expected that a
decision in the matter will be
arrived at early in October. The
concessionaires viIl he entitIec to.
lix their own tolls and rentals, in.
which the Government will partici-

-

''1
-.

.

-

.

''

n

lt

Capi. P. P. Eckersky, Chief Engineer of ih

According to Tiic TVcstminste,
the special wireless
equipped car for use between Sçotland lard and the famous Flying
Squad, after m4ny weeks of ex.
periment, is now an accomplished
fact. The car is actually on the
joad, and is keeping in touch with
the Yard ly wireless many miles
beyond the borders of Greater
London.. Messages can be transmitted and received when the Car
is travelling at 40 miles an hour
with a working range of 50 miles.
The set employed for the purpose
was designed by the Marconi's
\Vireless Telegraph Co., J.td., in
conjunction with Scotland Yard
engineers, three valves being used
Gazelle,

-

-

-

Broadcasting Co., is liete seen experimenting
and loud-speakers.

chaos which reigned in the United
States during the first few months
of broadcasting there will agree
that in avoiding similar confusion
those responsible for the development of the art in this country
have done extremely vell.
,

o

,

The Austrian Government announces the fact that both vireless telephony and wireless telegraphy are to he retained as State
monopolies. The rights to develop
wireless services between Austria
and other countries have, we understand, been leased to the Marconi
Negotiations, however, are
Co.
pending with regard to an inland
service, particularly, as to broad-

p.'izh

power-amplifierS

pate on a percentage basis. Large
revenues are anticipated by the
Government from, this source, as
tolls are to be, levied in gold
Crowns.
-

-

o

o

o

learn from a correspondent
that wireless enthusiasm is very
prevaleñt in Italy, and that a
Radio Exhibition will he held at
Locarno, commencing on or about
September 5th.
e

o

o

o

At a meeting o the Honor Oak
Park Radio Society on August
2fld Mr. J. McVey gave an acCount of damage done to his wireless set during the storm of
August i9th.
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A few noies relative

io experiments

with

wave-traps.
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-
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SINCE writing my article in IVireless
ugùst 15th I have been
Weekly for
.carrying out further experiments with the
It
trap circuit which I designated " C."
seems to have astonishing possibilities, and
as it is a little tricky to work Iam giving the
following few practical hints on its operation.
This trap will only reject the unwanted
signals when it is itself exactly in tune '.' ith
the wavelength we want to receive, and not
the wavelength we want to reject. Many
readers have wondered how it is that the few
turns across the aerial and earth terminals of
the receiver do not act practically as a dead
short-circuit for most wavelengths. Actually,
however, these turns do not act by themselves,
but only in association with the many turns
of the trap to which they are coupled. ReaJly
these turns and the trap turns act as one inductance. A great virtue of this trap is that
it does not upset the tuning of the recèiver

Signals of this adjustment will therefore
pass through both the receive'r and the trap,
whilst other signals of a different wavelength
will go to earth practically entirely through
the trap. This is a very fine circuit for cutting out interference from a number of wavelengths, for removing the " mush " from
C.W. stations, spark jamming, etc. There
is perhaps more sacrifice on signal strength
than in some other filter arrangements; but
my experiments lead me to think that this
may, after all, prove to be the best of the three
traps when one becomes experienced in

itself.

example of the degree with which the local
interference can be removed by this trap, I
will instance a case where I wa tuned onmy
ordinary receiver to irmingham, using an
indoor aerial. Without the trap Birmingham
and London could both be heard on the loudspeaker, the Tormer, however, rather weákly.
By attachingthe filter and tuning it accurately
I was able to hear Birmingham very loudly
i n the 'phones, whilst not a breath could be
heard from London. \Vhen it is remembered
that previously London could be heard on the
loud-speaker it gives sorne indication of the
value of the device.
I do not expect it will be long before traps
of one kind or another are built into broádcast
receivers as a part of the standard equipment.
It should be possible to calibrate these traps
before they lea\e tile factory, which should
considerably facilitate the adjustment of the

handling it.
The tuning of the trap condenser is very
critical, particularly for weak signals, and one
can easily miss the correct point of adjustment. I would suggest either that the trap
condenser have a vernier adjustment or else
you fit some long extension handle which will
give you more accurate control. To give an

The best method is first of all to tune your
receiver to the wveiength you wish to rçceive
quite apart from any interference which may
occur. Next connect the trap across the aerial
and earth terminals as shown in the illustration in Wireless TVeekly just referred to, and
very slowly turn the variable condènser: For
some time you will hear nôthing whateverneither your local signal nor the interference,
and it will seem as if the coil is acting as the
dead short circuit referred to. However,
when you have adjusted the condenser for a
little time, you will come to a region probably
(only two or three degrees) where your signals
will return with considerable strength (perhaps 50 or 6o per cent. of normal). This
means that the few turns of the coupling coil
and the trap itself are now in tune with your
local station or whatever it is you wish to
receive and act as ail impedance to this wave-

-

rece i ver.

length.

Speaking of inductances, a very convenient
318
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if not a ' ery emcient inductance, variable over
say the range between two broadcasting
stations, is to wind a small, cylindrical coil iii
the usual way and pivot within it a clic of
copper or brass so that it can be rotated to
make its axis either parallel or not to that of
the coil. The eddy currents generated \\hen
it is placed coaxially with the solnòid vill
materially reduce the inductance of the coil.
\Vhen it is at right-angles very little effect will
be found. I do not recommend this method
when the highest efficiency is desired, but
often a variation of inductance, even if some
losses are involved, is quite convenient.

'k

interested in the fact that whilst several makes
of receivers had given no results whatever, one
particular make liad brought signals through
quite well. Seeing that all were good makes
normally, he vas at a loss to understand the
reason.
Actually, however, the cause vas
that the successful set had particularly good
high-frequency amplifìcatioii, and it vill be
generally found that if anything will bring
signals at these spots it will be a set in which
the high-frequency amplification is of the
.
....
most efficient order.
If signals are not strong enough to operate
a detecting valve no amount of audiofreL
quency amplilicâtion after thi zalve will bring
them in. If, however, a radio-frequency
valve is placed first, it will often bring u
signals sufficiently stroiìg to operate the
detector, and subsequently allow great amplilication.
-

.

*

*

I was speaking the other day to a man who
had been to one of the "dead spots ' where
signals from the broadcasting stations1or at
least some of them-will not corne through at
all on most receivers. lIe was particuarly

:

-

-
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-
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P/iota by Gzlberi A.

R. Palmer.

Our photograph shows the Station Director of the Bir,ningham broadcasting station, Mr. Percy Edgar, on the occasion
The new studio
of I/ic station changing ils quarters, infotming the engineers aL Summer Lane of Iheir success.
innovation, the modulation light signal, is seen on the n'all and has already been nicknamed the " Rugby" station.
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troubles with manystage
high-frequency
amplifiers have
OSCILLATION
inspired much experimental work with
a view to finding a cure for the phenomenon.
It is particularly marked when more than one
stage of tuned-anode coupling is used, especially with fairly high plate-oltage.
Generally sorne form of damping is suggested, either by introducing resistance in the
anode circuit, in the form of very fine wire in
the tuned-anode coil; a separate resistance
unit outside the latter; or even, as in one wellknown multi-valve amplifier fitted with transformers, by winding the coils themselves of
high-resistance wire. Damping may also be
obtained by giving the grid a positive bias by
means of a potentiometer, thus producing a
grid current.
Another de ice is a metal damping-plate in
which eddy-currents are induced, giving the
desired damping effect. \ll these, however,
imply loss of energy: In the " STioo
circuit the energy that would otherwise ha e
to be wasted is utilised by.applying damping
with the aid of a rectifying crystal-circuit
across the anode inductance, the rectified
energy being reintroduced into the. gridcircuit via a low-frequency transformer.
When straight H.F. amplification is
wanted, it is better to avoid the necessity of
this (normally wasteful) damping altogether.
To do this, the effect of the self-capacity of
the vaIs e itself, which is the prime cause of
the trouble, has in some way to be neutralised. Mr. J. Scott-Taggart has shown, in
No. 12 of ITIreless Weekly, p. 7io. one
method by which this can be done by a
bridge" arrangement of balanced capacities and inductances.
The Hazeltine " Neutrodyne" circuit
(described in No. 4 of TVireless Weekly,
May 2nd, P. 225), for which great claims have
been made in recent radio literature-some
rather rashly-represents another solution of
the problem, but based on very much the
same principle (as is necessarily the case).
Fig. i, in which the "anode-to-grid" capacity is represented by the small condenser in
broken lines, shows how thee is a complete
oscillation circuit, comprising as inductance
the primary of the H.F. transformer (or tuned-

i

i

i

i

THE

"

.

5,
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NEUTROD
ANODE
By A. D.

Ç
Ç

COWPEI

.

The foU owing article deals with
Neutrodyne prtnctple to. circu

Ç
S

*
anode coil, as the case may. be), and as capacity, the tuning-condenser across this inductance together with the anode-to-grid capacity,
grid-circuit tuning, and H.T. blockingcondensers in series.
A sudden potential difference applied at the

c.r::/

-

&Zf

F.#
Fig.

Fig.

1.-Illustrating vatve-capadlly.

Fig.

4.-A

2.-The

orig

practical broadcast receiver.

point P, which should be handed on to the
grid of the next valve by the intervalve
coupling, also reacts backwards via this oscillatory circuit, and affects the grid potential
in a direction which increases the original
P.D., and so on; building up until violent
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NE " AND TUNED-

:

OUPLING
M.Sc.,

,

Safl Editor.

tue practical application of th
havtn tuned-anode cou plind.

te

oscillations' are set up, unless the circuit is
heavily damped.
Prof. 'L. A. Hazeltine overcomes this difficulty by introducing another tunable oscillatory circuit, coupled as to its inductance
with the former plate-circuit inductance

inal " nenirodyne."

Fig.

3.-A

tuned-anode neutrodyne.

v

Fig.

5.-A

stabilised H.F. amplifier.

able condenser to the same frequency as the
first Circuit. The primary and secondary of
the transformer are connected up so that the
impulses transmitted to the grid by these two
paths simultaneously are of opposite signs;
and by suitable adjustment of coupling and
tuning these impulses can be made to neutralise each other so completely that the circuit
remains stable even when critically tuned and
with high plate voltage.
The success of Prof. Hazeltine's " Neutrodyne " circuit using tuned transformers suggested its application to the "tuned anode
lI.F. coupling, where oscillation troubles are
even more pronounced. Here we have only
one inductance, the reaction coil. The first
step is to pros ide a second coil loosely coupled
with the first, after the manner of some H.F.
transformer-secondaries, but connected only
to the local earth, and by a very small variable condenser to the grid of the valve to be
stahilised, as in Fig. . If the dimensions
and degree of coupling be chosen rightly,
almost complete neutralisation of any disturbarice transmitted back to the grid of thé first
valve will be obtained.
On actual trial, this was found to be the
case.
n ordinary 2-coil holder and Igranic
coils were used for the interalve tuning unit,
the first or anode coil being tuned by a parallel
condenser of 0.0005 uF, whilst a 3-plate
vernier-condenser was used in series with the
second coil, which was of the same size as the
first. Using this arrangement with suitable
coils for reception of the Hague, complete
freedom from oscillation was readily obtained,
with high plate oltage and R valves at maximum brightness; critical tuning of the anode
circuit being possible without any damping
or positive grid bias, the grid-circuit being
connected to the L.T. negative.
Excellent amplification resulted, so that this
rather elusive transmission came in at really
valves, quité
comfortable strength on
undistorted and steady. By careful adjustment of the coupling of the Neutrodyne coil
and of the vernier condenser, the circuit could
be allowed to oscillate quietly and steadily,
or stopped at ill. A large Igranic variometer was used for tuning the aerial-circuit.
-

.

.

to

(actually, the secondary of the HF. transformer), with a minimal variable capacity in
series with it, connected to the grid of the
first valve, the circuit being completed via
the grids and filament connections as indicated in Fig. 2, and tuned by the small vari-

(Continued on 'page 330.)
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To mount the horn on the loudspeaker, slip a i-inch ength ot
-inch (or -mch it necessary)
garden hose over the seating of the
receiver and work the horn over
it.
This will give
tight and
secure joint.
R. W. H.

ß

A FOLDING LOUD-SPEAKER HORN
-

..
-

T is essential that the set that
one takes to picnics or on
river expeditions should have
a loud-speaker, for telephones do
hot appeal to everyone, and in any

-:
-

I

-

_ -r
.

-

-

-

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

C-

.

.

-

...

.

Fig.

-.

1.-The horn

unfolded showing
dimensions.

caseone cannot dance
that is brotght in

to the music

by them.
Whenever one takes the set about,
whether it is merely for a day's
expedition or for a summer houday, the horn of the loud-speaker
is al'ays rather a problem, since
it takes up so much room.
Nothing can be more convenient
when the set hs to be packed up
for transport than a loud-speaker
horn that may be rolled up into
a compact bundle or laid flat ox
the top of one's other gear. To
make such a gadget is really
quite a simple' business.
The

-

material used may be cardboard,
celluloid, or thin sheet fibre.
\Vhichevcr material is chosen, ohtain a piece meauring 12 inches
square. Lay this flat on a table
and proceed as follows.
Make a mark
in. from the
edge AC and rulea line straight
down it. Rule a similar line in.
inside the line BC. With centre
C and radius AC draw a quarter
circle. Now place the
int
the compasses on the intersection
of the ruled lines at C and draw
a quarter circle with a radius of
ii inches. Cut out the
bounded by this smaller quarter
ccle, and cut along the curve
from A to B.
The material can now be rolled
into a horn 12 inches in length.
A simple way of securing 'the
joint is. to use ordinary paper.
fasteners. If, however, a neater.
job is desired, get a shoemaker to
PAPER fASYENERP

Fig.

¡923

5,

2.-The completed horn.

insert half a dozen lace-hole eyelets along the sides AC and BC.
The horn can then be held together by means of a piece of
string or wire ...
-

-

-

SETTING PLANEiRONS

-

experimenters who
are in the habit of making
their own cabinets wifl appreciate the advàntages of an
efficient vood-lane. Tle point
in keeping a' plane in a really
good working condition is the
setting of the blade.
In the
first place1 a good cutting stone
should. be procured, which is
lubricated with oil.
The blade
should be removed from the plane
box and held on the stone at an
approximate angle of 300 to the
horizontal face of the stone and
moved quickly backwards and forwards. This operation being completed, the blade is tilted to an
increased angle of approximately
450, and the work is proceeded
with. The final operation is to lay
the blade flat on the stone on its
reverse side and give a few strokes
backwards and forwards. This
removes the burred edge which
results when sharpening -at an
angle. Iï the final operation it is
essential that.the blade should lie
absolutely flat bn the surface
.
H. B
the stone.

f
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COUNTING THE STURNS

.

-

IF

one is winding either inductance coils or transformers in
thelathe or in a small winding
machine to a definite number of
turns, it is not very easy to keep
count, especially if the number is a
,PIN

LEVER

N

Fig.

/

the mechanical
action of the counter.

3.-Indicaiing

large one. If a lathe is used, one
can do fairly well so long as the
gering ratio has previously been
ascertained, by counting the number of times that the foot working
the treadle descends.
Revolution counters can be
bought, but they are usually rather
The ordinary cyclo
expensive.
meter is not'satisfactory, since if
it is intended for a 28m, cycle
wheel, about seventy-five turns
have to be made before it registers
one-tenth of a mile, its smallest
graduation. Something, however,
can be done with an old clock of
the chean alarm tyDe.
The hair spring Is removed and
a pin is fixed into one end of the
part which regulates the escapement. I do not know its technical
name, but Fig. 3 will explain what
CLJ.

Fig. 4.-The clip with piercing
needle.

has to be done. A lever is now
fixed up on a pivot as shown in the
drawing. One end of it engages
with the pin mentioned above, the
other with a pin fixed into the
pulley of the lathe.
The lever

.

should be so mounted that its own
weight carries the end nearest the
escapement of the. clock down
against the stop pin. Each revolutioi of the lathe causes the lever
to give a kick to the escapement
device, which allows the second
hand to move forward usually one
space. As different clocks vary
siightly, the exact movement that
takes place must be ascertained by
experiment.
After being moved upwards, the
end of the lever falls back against
the stop pin. The escapement control also falls back, for the weight
of the pin which has been inserted
into it is sufficient to overcome its
natural balance. With most types
of clock, each turn will register
one second, sixty turns one minute,

Fig.

3.-Arrangement for measuring

the resistance of the windings.

and 3,600 turns one hour. If before winding begins the clock is
set at exactly 12 o'clock, the number of turns put on can be read off
any moment. If the alarm mechanism is still working, the clock
can be set to give warning when
one is nearing the end of a long
task, such as that of winding perhaps 50,000 tUrns on to the secondary of a low-frequency transformer.
Another method of counting the
number of turns is to measure the
resistance of the windings put ou
at any given time.
For this a
Wheatstone bridge, which can

be

picked up

cheaply,

is

necessary. The way in which the
bridge works has already been explained by another writer (see
Wireless Weekly,
No.
i, p.
743); it is therefore unnecessary
to enter into details here. The
second appliance needed is a clip,
such as that shown in Fig. 4, provicled with a needle point whkh
will pierce the silk or cotton covering of the wire without doing any
permanent harm to the insulation.
Let us suppose that several coils
of exactly the same size have to be
wound. The first is wound slowly,
the turns being counted carefully.
The total resistance of the finished
coil is then measured by the
bridge.
The winding of succeeding coils is done at top speed,
no counting being done. As each
coil approaches the size of the first,
the clip is slipped on and the resistance measured by the method
shown in Fig. 5. Winding then
proceeds slowly until the resistance, which is measured from time
to time, is exactly equal to that of
the first coil.
If the coil is not one of a series,
but contains a large number of
turns, the method is as follows.
Suppose that 5,000 turns are to
be wound. The first fifty are carefully counted and their resistance
is measured. Let us take it that
this is io ohms. As succeeding
layers äre wound òet the first
Lach turn will contaìn rather more
wire than those of the first layer
and will therefore have a slightly
higher resistance. Let us strike
an average and take a value of
10.5 ohms per fifty turns.
Five
thoisand turns will thus have been
put on when we obtain a reading
on the bridge of 1,050 ohms.
This method is accurate enough
for nearly all purposes, and it
saves an immense amount of time
when coils containing a large number of turns have to be wound. If
no bridge is available, fairly accurate counting can be obtained by
using a milliameter with a large
scale and a battery whose exact
is known.
R. W. H.

'olte
.
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A CABINET FOR

-

"POLAR" CÓNDENSERS

0

small mica-dielectric
variable condensers that are
rFHEobtainable nowadays ae
very much more compact than
condensers of the rotary vane
type; even with a maximum capacity of o.00i 1tF the depth of one
of these handy little instruments
They are very
is only lin.
pleâsant to use, for, as one has
a scale extending for 330 degrees
against the usual i8o, fine adjustments are not difficult to make. A
further good point is that there is
no such unsatisfactory brushing
contact as that which is made between the spindle and the lower.
bush of rotary vane condensers.
Mica-dielectric -condensers may
he inounted in several ways, one
of the neatest of which is the small
sloping frpnted cabinet seen in'
Fig. 6. This is designed to take
a trio of condensers,.one of o.00t
1F and two of 0.0005 ¡LF. The
first is intended to be the A.T.C.,
the others for the., secondary and
reaction circuits..
..
The panel for the mounting is
apiece of in. ebonite 131m. lohg
in width. It s laid out.
by
and drilled as shown in Fig. 7.
The easiest way of doing this accurately is to paste a piece of
paper right over the ebonite anti
to mark upon it with a lead
pencil. A horizontal middle line
is first drawn. A second horizon.'

Fig.

6.-The

-

Three vertical lines are now
drawn, one through the niiddle of
the panel, and the other.s on either
side of it at a distance of
The six centres on the line iiinediately below the horizontal middle
line are drawn as shown, and the
panel is ready to be marked with
the centre punch and drilled.
\Vith the exception of those fcr
the -spindles, which are gin., all
the holes may be 4B.A. clearance
size.

.

-

The cabint may be made of
any liard wood; oak is mexpensive and easy to work, besides
looking very well when Irnished.
Wood in. in thickness should be
used. The end pieces, shaped as
shown,in Fig. 8, are cut out, then

t

-t

-.-.--t--.--iq'í -t/aHO4,(s.

T7

-

4à

e'

tal line follos in. above the
first, then another i-in. above the
middle line.
Below the middle
line are two more, one lin. and one
i-kin. distant.

Fig.

-8.-Dimensions

of

side.

underside of the top of the wireless
table so that the panI projects
with a lopeiike that of a writing
desk. The condensers are then
out of the way, and the knobs on
the sloping front are conveniently
situated for one's hands- when
tuning has to be done.
.

-

4qg

__
-

.

',,

completed cabinet.

or at the,

back of the panel.
A very neat. way of dealing with
this condenser Unit is to fix the
cabinet by meqns of brackets to the

.-

-

Fig.

7.-Dimensions

of

anel.

-

the bottom (14 by 3in.) and th
back (14 by 5-hin.).
Piace the end pieces upon the
bottom and- lix .them by screws
driven up from below; then fix on
the back with screws. Inside the
sloping. 3art of each . end piece
tin. below the surface fi a small
bead. Secure the ebonite panel,
with its condensers mounted, to
these heads.
Now cut out the front (I3 by
-tin.) and bevel off the inner side
of its top edge until it will fit into
place neatly. Fix it by screws
driven through the end pieces and
the bottom.
The top measures
14 by Ihn., and is fixed so that
it overhangs the sloping panel.
-

The three pairs of terminals
may be mounted on the panel as
.shovn in Fig 6, or if preferred
they can be placed ön e onite

..

BARING ENAMELLED
WIRE .-

THE job of. baring the wire
on a slider coil in à neatstrip along the track of the
moving contact is not always a
very easy matter.
A simple method of doing it
accurately is to tie upon the coil
after winding two strips of vood
of suitable length, say, half an
inch apart, and arranged along
the length of the cylinder. Rub
the wire between the strips with
emery cloth
rapped ròund the
edge of a nìatchbox, and a neat
job vill be made quite easily.
G. P. K.
-
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VOLUME'

FIRST

An announcement regarding binding.

,

Ac7

(

T

UR reders will be glad to learn that

The prices of the cases only are. 2/6 (2/10
post free) and 4/6 (4/lopost free) respectively,
while the cost of binding hack numbers is
4/6 (5/6 post free) and 7/6 (8/6 post free).
These latter prices include the cost of the
necessary cover and also a very full and complete index, which last can be supplied sepa-

I)binding

cases in. two attractive styles
have now been prepared for the first
'volume of Wireless TVeekly, and can be ohtamed from the publishers, who will also
undertake the binding of readers' back
numbers.
.

It
WEEKLY

It

'

VOL,.l

Ip

.'EEh

VOL',

¿p'
I

L.

,,

LOL 1-L'
LL11''J4ø

$.

IL'
No,

j-14

rately at i/_ (i/i post free). Those readers
who do not POSSSS the complete volume are
requested to remit also the cost of the missing
back numbers. New readers can, of course,
obtain bach numbers for binding from the
publishers, or the volume bound complete for
1216 (cloth) or 15/6 (half-leather), post free.

The illustration shows the styles selected,
and conveys some idea of their handsome appearance. On the left is a binding case in the
cloth style, which is blue in colour and is
lettered upon the bacl in gold. In the centre
is a hound volume in this type of cover, and
on the right is the half-leather case.
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By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

LOVDON.-The

news bulletins
from 21.0 are now being broadcast simultaneously from all the
stations, and later, musical transmissions will also take place. It
may be possible to close down the
provincial stations on evening a
week in order that their listeners
may hear London.
It is rather
difficult to say what dwellers in
the provinces want. Some of
them are not particularly keen on
hearing London, and others could
listen to 2L0 every night.

The intention is that óne night
a week there should be simultaneous broadcasting, and this
raises anew the old question as to
whether there should he only one
programme.
The answer is very
much in the negative.
It is not
possible to guarantee perfectioI in
simultaneous broadcasting, and it
would be too great a risk at pre-.
sent to depend only on that for a
programme. Suppose that there
were a breakdown in the land
lines, where would the performance be?
iv.

iv

r

learn that a permanent
arrangement has just been conchided between the Post Office
and the B.B.C. for 2L0 to be permanently connected to all the provincial broadcasting stations by
land line from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
daily. Items of particular interest
on 2L0's nightly programmes can
thus be broadcast simultaneously
from all stations.
We

..

Request Night " has indeed
etablished its right to occupy the
ptemier position in 2L0's trans:
missions, and we sincerely trust
that it will become a regular fea-

turc (weekly for preference).
\\ hether the excellence of these
programmes is due to public taste
or the fine discrimination of the
airector of programmes we know
not, but the result certainly leaves
nothing to he desired..

The performances of the London
Wireless Orchestra, as received by
listeners-in (or should it be
listeners," vide Committee's
Report ?), are ideal. Their rendering of Grieg's beautiful " Death
of Ase '' was faultless, while
Wagner's " Preislied '' was interpreted in a remarkably artistic and
perfect manner by Mr. S. Kneale
kelly, on his violin.
iv

iv

The extracts from Chesterton's
Magic " wére good, but perhaps
just a trifle noisy and hysterical
when our " Amurican " friend, the
" business man," held the stage;
however, our tabloid sample more
than confirmed Our desire to see
and hear more of" Magic."
Forthcom(ng Events

SEPT.
3th (\\'ED,).-7.15 p.m., Archibald
1-laddon's 'Dramatic Criticism."
9 p.m., Sir J. Brookbank on
The Port of London." io p.m.,
F. E. lllingworth qn ' \Voollen

Industries."

6th (TituRs.).-7.15 p.m.. Mr. Percy
Scholes, "Musical Criticism."

\Valker on "St.
Paul's Cathedral." io p.m., E.
Farmer, M.A.; on -' Saving Effort
at \Vork.''
Ernest
7th (FRI.).-6.45 p.m.,
Elocution." 7.1Ç
Esdaile
Atkinson on
p.m., G.
E.
"Cinema Criticism." 9 p.m.,
Godfrey Cheesman ori "The
National Union of Manufac9

8th (SAT.).-7.15 p.m., Captain
J. B. L. Noel, F.R.G.S., on

"Climbing ilount
Everest."
9 p.m., Mr. E. Kai' Robinson on
"British Wild Life."

toth (M0N.).-7.15 p.m.,R. Pat-ks,
of Carter, Page & Co,, on
"Gardening Hints for Septeniber." 9 p.nL, Hubert \\Tellington, Official Lecturer to the
National Gallery, on "The
National Gallery."

)

ABERDEE V-It

is now understood that the new broadcasting
station which is in pr9cess of erection at Aberdeen is unlikely to he
ready in time for September iSt,
the date originally mentioned as
probable for the openingceremony.
Unforeseen difficulties have been
met with in the work, and these are
almost certain to retard progress by
a w'eek or two.
When in operation, however, the Aberdeen station should be a fitting companion
to 5SC.
iv

iv

B 51T

is now completely settled
in the new home, and listeners-in
are having the benefit of greatly

improved programmes.
Particularly pleasing is the clarity
1)0th 6f speech and music from the
new studio, and it may safely he
said that there is not another station
more successful from this point of
view

A. S.

turers.''

iv

lRiJ//NG1/AJI.-The staff at

.

t

recent transmission of
Faust,'' in which Mr. Moses
Baritz lectured and the Station
Choir and an augmented orchestra
rendered selections, was a lirilliant
affair, and it \vas not surprising
that the station director Shad over
600 messages of congratulation
fiom all parts of the country.

The
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The first programme by the
Station Military Band provided
another very enjoyable evening.
Here, again, the value of training
musicians for the specific purpose
of broadcasting was evident, for
the performance was marked by an
exquisite balance of tone which
vas the result not only of the right
technical control, but ,of the correct disposition of the instruments
in relation to the microphone.
Mr. Appleby Matthews (the conductor) knows his work, and it
may be taken for granted that he
will spare no effort in developing
this side of 51T's music to its
highest efficiency.
Forthcoming Events
SEPT.
ioth (M0N.).-Mr. Walter Hyde,
tenor, of the British National
Opera Company.
i ith (TuEs.).-Grey's Concert Party.
12th (\VED.).-Opera, "Merrie Eng-

land."

Beatrice
(Ti-nJRs.).-Miss
Evelyn, 'cellist.
15th (SAT.).-Station Military Band.
13th

Ev

Ev

G1ASW_By

the time that
this appears " Rob Roy " will
be broadcast from the Glasgow
station by Mr. R. E. Jeffrey, the
In selecting
Glasgow producer.
the cast an effort has been made
to secure persons with appropriate
voices for each of the charactersEnglish, Glasgow, or Highland.
The choral parts will be rendered
by a choir composed of 40 members of the Lyric Club, while the
band and pipers of the Royal
Scots Fusiliers will provide the
incidental military music. -The
production is the largest yet
carried out by any broadcasting
station. Little did Rob Roy, the
old Highland outlaw, dream that
the story of his stirring deeds
would be wafted through air in
this fashion to the most remote
hamlet in the land.

,iANCHESTER.-On

Mon-

we

had the

IVI day, August 20th,

monthly operatic lecture by Mr.
Moses Baritz, who gave a short
biography of Rossini, followed by
liberal extracts from the opera
Baber of Seville." The solo-

ists were Miss Madge Taylor,
and
Lee
Thistlewaite,
Mr
Mr. Frank Kippax. Every item,
without exception, was a pleasure
to listen to, and Mr. Baritz gave a
translation of the items rendered
in Italian he also gave a general
description of the plot and filled
in the gaps, so that we had a
fairly complete version of the
opera.
It was altogether a most
:

enjoyable performance, and we
shall look forward to Mr.
Baritz's next lecture, which will
be

"

II Trovatore."

.A " request concert ". is
given on Friday, October
Listeners-in are invited tò
to the Manchester station

to be

12th.
write
giving

TRANSMISSIONS
Coli-Sig
W15
CARDIFF
LONDON

........
........

5WA....353eh.,
2L0

MANCHESTER .... 2ZY
NEWCASTLE ...... 9NO
GLASGOW ........ lIC

.. .309
.. .385
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.400
.415

BIRMINGHAM.... 511
.420
TiMES OF WORKING.
Weekd,y, . . .3.30 to 4.30 p.m. and 5.0
to 10.30 P.m. BOT.
London 11.30 0m, to 12.30 Inotpod ot
.

.

.

4.30 p.m.
Sundon.. . .8.30 to 10.30 p.m. BOT.
2L0 3.0 P.m. to 5.0 p.m. I,o.
8/LENT PERIODS.
CARDIFF ................ 8.0 to 8.30
LONDON .................. 8.15 .. 7.0
MANCHESTER ............ 7.45 .. 8.15
NEWCASTLE .............. 9.0 .. 9.30
GLASGOW ................ 6.0 .. 8.15
BIRMINGHAM ............ 8.0 .. 8.45
3.30

t.

their ideal programme, and three
prizes will be awarded to those
who. most nearly specify the list
of items actually performed.
The closing date for receipt of
programmes "
is
September
5th. It i intended to give these
request" nights once a morfth.

not envy the lot of the postman
on whose round the new station
has been thrust.
-

,

\Ve hase it on good aùthority
that during the winter Sunday
afternoon transmissions are to be
given from 2ZY, and that commencing at the beginning of Octo
ber neit, the Monday evening
transmissions, from .7.15 to 9.45,
will be relayed entirely from
London. Lovers ot organ music
will also be glad to hear that Manchester is to have a Mustel organ
like the other stations.
Forthcoming Events
SEPT.

5th (WEa).-J aye Kaye, humorisr.
Joseph Lingard, flautist. harold
- Brown, baritone. 2ZY Orchestra:
6th (TI-iuRs.).-Shakespeare's "M k!summer Night's Dream," with
Mendelssohn 's incidental music.
Conductor, Dan Godfrey, jun.
Producer, Victor Smythe. Lyrics
by \Vinnifred Fisher.
7th (FRI.).-Miss Adrine Adjerian,
soprano. Massey Dance Orches-

tra.

8th (Svr.).-Olga Telba, soprano.
Jessie Cormack, pianiste. George
Jeffcock, baritone.
Henry J.
\Vinser, elocutionist.
9th (SUN.).-Concert by Oxford
Street Picture house, full orchestra. Emil' Seddon, soprano.
Win. Stansfield, baritone.
.ioth (Mos.).-Foden
\\ illiams,
entertainer. Stephen Williams.
iith (TUES.)._Third Symphony
Concert, full augmented orchestra. Conductor, Dan Godfrey,
jun., A.R.A.M. Madge Taylor.
Kati
12th (\VED.).-John Henry.
Vinter, soprano. Beatrice Eveline, 'cello. 2ZY Oi-cbestra.
M

7TEmCÁST2E.-The

impend-

ing departure of Mr. Bertram
Auntie Peggy (Miss Peggy Fryer to take charge of the new
O'Neil, the famous actress) spoke Boumemouth station is greatly
to the kiddies from 2ZY on Fri- regretted by the many friends he
day, August 24th, and her success hs made in the North as well as
in this venture may be judged.by by, those associated with the
the fact that she received 75. station's activities. As a sign of
letters from her yquthful ad- -their appreciation of his directormirers. Incidentally, the station- ship the members of Mr. W. A.
received altogether 122 letters on Crosse's orchestra have presented
the day in question, and as the him with a silver-mouñted ebony
studiois on the fifth floor, è do
alking-stick.
-

V
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L AN AUTOMATIC ALARM
By B. H.

J. KYNASTON.
a'i.
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:

L923

DEVICE

An interesting description of one of the Iciest attempts lo solve the probleni of
.
automatic call recorder.

...

5,

.

-.

-

:

.

.-

-

j

Pf-1RIS

description of a relay
alarm device for
which I have applied for
patent protection (Application No.
8782 /23) will no doubt be of interest to wireless experimenters
and others. The Circuits of the
device are so arranged that, upon
thê transmitting station sending
out a prearranged call consisting
f a thirty second dash repeated
at intervals for two or three
minutes an alarm bell will ring at
the receiving station.
Tests \vere carried out with this
device some time ago, in which
the transmitter consisted of an ordinary jo-watt C.\V. set and the
receiver, which was thirty miles
away, consisted of a detector and
single-valve L.F. amplifier. Sucessful results were obtained, but
for longer distances it was found
necessary to add another valve, as
strong signals are necessary in
order to work the relay
Fig. i shows the complete diagram of the device, the circuits
of the valve receive being omitted.
The relay used vas constructed
from a milliammeter by soldering
a small contact to the pointer, and
a similar contact to a small spring
as shown. The next portion of
the device is a small glass tube
having a bulb at one end and a
fine but stiff wire passing down
the Centre of the tube. This bulb
contains mercury, and is surrounded by a coil of tungsten wire
which is known as the heating
element. The action of the instrument is as follows :-The transmitting station sending out a continuous dash causes the relay
(owing to it being connected in the
plate circuit of the receiver) to
close its contacts for thirty
seconds.
The closing of these

çontacts connects the small tungsten coil to the filament battery,
which results in the coil becoming
almost red-hot. The mercury in
the tube wll, therefore, rise until
at the end of about twenty-five
seconds it has touched the end of
the wire which runs down the tube.
When the mercury touches this
wire, a current will flow from the
battery B through the wire sealed
in the bottom of the tube, through
the mercury and wire to the magnetic switch coil. The armature
of this switch is :attracted by the

action

Fig. 1.-The automatic alarm ercui1
arrangement.

magnets, and the closing of contacts C cause the battery B to keep
this coil magnetiseci after the level
of the mercury has dropped.
The closing of contacts D,
which are also controlled by the
armature, complete the bell circuit, causing it to ring until the
button E is pressed. This button
shorts the magnet coils so that the
armature can return to its normal
position.
When ordinary Morse
signals or atmospherics are coming
through, the relay opens and
closes repeatedly, and the tungsten
coil, therefore, cools during the
time the relay contacts are open.
1'he mercury does not therefore
rise high enough to complete the
magnetic switch circuit.
It will be noticed that a pointer
is arranged attached to the fine
vire which passes down the tube,
and this pointer must be kept level
-

with the top of the ñcury. j
owing to the change in emperature, the mercury rises or falls,
the pointer must be adjusted so
that it is still level vith the top
of the mercury. It vill be seeli
from this that the distance between the mercury and wire will
always be the same.
As the relay is likely to
respond to strong atmospherics
even when a long dash is being
sent, it is necessary that the
call be repeated in order to
make certain that the device
shall respond to the alarm signal.
The device, however, invariably responds to the first or second call.
By using this alarm it is possible
for the transmitting station to call
the receiving station at any time,
without the necessity of anyone listelling-in continùally at the receiving station. Any One Out of a large
number of stations all in the same
vicinity can be called, provided the
wavelengths of the various, stations
are different. With telephony stations the carrier wave is usually of
sufficient strength to work the
device.

FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
SEPT.
6th (THURS.).-Ilford and District Radio Society. Mr. G. F.
Hearn vil1 give a lantern lecture on " Post Office Tele-

graphs.''

(Fii. ).-Tt%e Vireless Society
of Hull and District. An informal meeting will be beld at
the Co-operative Social Institute, Jarratt Street, at 7.30
p.m.

7th

.
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---A Variometer for Secondary

Circuits

FROM the Bowyer-Lowe Co.,
Ltd., we have received a variometer, Model No. 2, wound
especially for use in tuned-anode
While
high-frequency coupling.
a variorneter wound with a smaller
number of turns for use in the
aerial circuit can be pressed into
use in a secondary circuit with the
addition of a condenser of about
0.0003 sF across it-to make up
for the lessened capacity of the circuit-it is evidently better to use
a variometer. designed specially for
the task.
This instrument is similar in
general design to the No. i model
already noticed in these columns
(Vol. i, No. , page'25i), being
of the ebonite-tube variety, but
wound with a larger number of
turns of finer wire. It is intended
for panel mounting, and is provided with a high-class fluted knob
and bevel scale and pillars which
facilitate the fixing behind the
panel. The design, workmanship,
and finish are sound, a substantial,
noiseless contact being provided
for the moving rotor connections.
On practical trial, for tunedanode coupling, etc., it vas found
to tune from about 240 to 450
metres or a little higher, according
to the valve capacity, and gave
good tuning adjustment and ample
magnification of signals. On the
broadcasting waves very satisfactory reception was obtained on two
valves, one HF. and detector,
using reactance capacity coupling
with this variometer for the reactance. As anode inductance in the
STioo circuit excellent loudspeaking resulted, and Birming-

ham and the Ecole Supérieure
were succesively tuned-in (in
NW. London) while 2L0 was
transmitting. Although not primarily designed for that purpose,
it was of interest to try the range
when used as aerial tuning inductance: this proved to be from 750
to 1,400 metres on a (approximate) P.M.G. aerial, bringing in
the Hague concert nicely.
A Comfortable Headset
Whilst the majority of listeners
in. are still subject to the tyranny
of the head-phones, the matter of
minimising the discomfort often
experienced when the head-set is
worn for some time continuously
becomes of great interest. We welcome, therefore, an opportunity of
trying a type of 'phones and headgear in which a special effort has
been made to overcome this draw-,
back.
A head-phone set manufactured
by the Radio Equipment Co., Ltd.
(No. A.i-R.E.C.), is the subject
of special claims for comfort and
convenience, and shows a considerable advance beyond some of
the types in commonuse.
The set is light; the leathercovered band does not grip the head
uncomfortably; while there is
nothing to catch the hair. On
appeal to a fair listener-in on this
important question the verdict was
that the 'phones could be removed
and replaced several times without
serious interference with the coiffure. When the knack of adjusting had been acquired, the
greater comfort of this head-set
when vorn for many hours continuously in arduous experiméntal
orl was noticeable. This is a
much severer test than a couple of
hours' broadcast reception. The
tone and sensitiveness were fair on
crystal and valve. A point of

=L=
favourable commènt was the generous length of lead supplied.

Basket Coils
From the Cenvro Radio Co. we
have received a set of basket coils,
covering a range of wavelengths
from about 300 tO 1,500 metres on
a P.M.G. aerial when used with a
o.00i
F parallel condenser, the
individual coils of the set of six
being distinguished, rather ingeni
ously. by coloured bindings.
On trial these were ?und to
cover the range indicated conveniently, with good overlap, perof
mitting favourable choice
secondary-circuit tuning inductance
and reactance coils.
The signal
strength with the No. i (red) of the
series on local broadcasting vas
favourable.
At the. very reasonable prices
charged for these coils, .the amateur has aailable means of tuning
that will give him all of the most
interesting transmissions, and en
able him to try out many different
circuits.
A little criticism might be offered
as to the fragility of the larger
coils of the series.
hich show
some tendency to brak loose at the
edges; this will, no doubt, be
rectified in later patterns.
Uniform with this series is a
tafrped basket coil, especially arranged for broadcast, reception.
This coil has ten fine and ten
coarse tappings, by means of which
any average aerial can be adjusted
to the broadcast waves without
further tuning mechanism. On
actual trial very good signal
strength was obtained at thirteen
miles from 2L0; and the tuning
proved quite satisfactorily fine. It
represents an economical and effective tuning device, which could be
readily incorporated into a siniple
and efficient broadcast receiver with
the minimum of trouble.
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Our weekly causerie written by the Editor

Capacity Coupling for Telephones and
Loud-Speakers
THERE are several disadvantages in
connecting a pair of telephöne receivers
for a loud-speaker directly in the anode
Circuit of a valve, particularly when high
voltages are employed. When the telephones
are connected directly in the anode circuit, the
steady current flowing through is a heay
strain on their insulation, and also there is
much more chance of them burning out,
owing to the fine wire used. A telephone
:transformer may he employed, but when this
is nt done the telephones my be oupled to

a,.
Fi,d.

1.-I1lustraing

82

C

the positions of the choke and

easily carry the current withóut danger of

injury.
In Fig.

i is showii an irniiedaiice Z havjng
an iron Core which is included in ihe anode
circuit of the valve, which may be the last
valve of the receiver. The telephones T are
connected across the impedance Z, a large
fixed condenser C having a capacity of not
less than
11F being inserted in one of the
leads. In fact, two cöndensers may he used,
one in each lead, in which case the telephones
are absolutely insulated from the hightension voltages, and there is not the slightest
danger of receiving a shock. The choke coil
Z should, of course, have a high impedance,
and the principle of the idea is that the
currents through Z are practically steady,
any current ariation, however, passing
through the telephones T and the condenser C.
Some consider that the use of these chokes
ánd condensers improve the quality of the
speech or music.
The idea is also ised for intervalve transformers, the steady anode current of a valve,
instead of passing through the primary of the
intervalve transformer, is passed through a

choke coil coupled to the primaryhy mean
of a large fixed condenser. This idea is particularly useful when the intervalve transformer is to be protected from a possible

condensers.

high irnpedane included in the anode
circuit of the valve, this impedance being
wound ith relatively thick wire which can
a

burn-out.

THE "NEUTRODYNE" AND TUNED-ANODE COUPLING
(Continued from page 321.)

circuit is shown in Fig 4. The itber broadcast stations were readily tuned in with good
signal strength and excellent selectivity.
There should he no particular difficulty in
applring the principle to a multi-stage 11.F.
amplifier, as suggested in the last diagram,
Fig. 5. The small coupling condensers are
tuned once for all, and can be of the simplest
description.

On local hroadcastng, using No. 50 coils

for anode and Neutrodvn&, even 2L0's
powerful carrier-wave could be held down, on
a fair suburban aerial ; and with a ihree-coil
tuner and a No.75 reaction-coil in the detector-valve, plate-circuit, critical reaction at
this (alloahle) point was obtained, giving a
very respectable volume of loud-speaking
without risk of causing any interference. The
330.
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Corrës oiidence.:

THE NEW ORGANISATION
SIR,-I should be grateful if
you would permit me, as President
of the Radio Society of Great
Britain, to make a few mments
upon Lt. Burbury's letter appearing in your No. 7 issue, wherein
he discusses the Society's efforts
to promote national unity in
amateur wireless matters.
First, I should like to remind
you that when the need for an
amateur society of national scope
became apparent some years ago,
the Wireless Society of London
initiated a scheme of annual conferences. At these meetings the
organisation of a national aiateur
parliament was discussed. The
conferences were all well attended,
and each of them enabled the
Wireless Society of London to
take a further step towards
national accord.
As a consequence the present position is as

:-

follows
s. The Radio Society of Great
Britain has been formed from the
Wireless Society of London and
its affiliated societies.
2. The Radio
Society has received the honour of the patronage
of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.
Memorandum
The
and
Articles of Association defining the
constitution of the Radio Society
are now approaching completion.
Meanwhile
the
affiliated
societies are being kept in touch
with by letter from the Hon.
Secretary of the Radio Society,
añd by memoranda circulated as
required.
During the transition period the
Committee of the Society is studyin how to ensure adequate repre-

sentation of the affiliated societies
In
on the Central Committee.
order to get the best advice on
this matter the Committee decided
to invite four provincial amateurs
to join them.
In view of the
urgency of the matter, the Com
mittee themselves chose four provincial members instead of trying
to organise a special election.
This is the step which has called
forth the létter of your. correspondent. But I can assure him
that neither the method of augmenting the Committee nor the
proportion of provincial to London members is intended as a
permanent arrangement or as a
precedent. Arrangements for the
future will be made with an open
mind by the augmented Committee.
Finally, as a practical step toards helping the Radio Society
to obtain complete representation
of every view, I suggest' that
those amateurs who sympathise
with your correspondent should
communicate with him and then
elect a representative, after which
I would do all I could to get
their representative appointed to
the Committee immediately.
i am, etc.,

.

.

W. ECCLES

[This is a ery restrained statement of the situation. \Ye feel
that Lt. Burbury is more or less
alone in his extreme view. There
is every indication that the Society
is trying to do vhat we have consistently advocated-by allocating
seats on the Committee to provincial representatives.
We trust
that a change of policy regarding
the patronage of inçffective and

unnecessary sôcieties such as the
Wireless Relay League will follow-EDITOR.]

RE NEW CIRCUITS
cor re s pon den t
"C. H. S." appears to be in a
SIR,-Vour

bad way.
So far as the virious new circuits are concerned, the only cornnient i can make is that all his
troubles will be overcome if he
adopts the unit system. Why he,
as an experimenter, has not discovered this for himself I do not
know.
.
With regard to his remarks,
Thank goodness amateur transmitting is washed out," goodness
only knows what he means. More
often than not the 4o-metre wave
sounds like a fair on a bank holiday, and the 150-200 wave is by
no means silent, at any rate, so
far as the London district is concerned.
I
like to inform
would
C. H. S." that I am not (and
have no intention of being)
washed out," and, doubtless
there are many other transmitters
who are of the same opinion.
I wcfuld advise '' C. H ..S.'' to
make up a collection of parts and
carry on, having a shot at the new
circuits as they appear, and I
should imagine that, his spirits will
rise above that level where the
B.B.C. is his only benefactor.
The chief use I have for this
worthy company is in experimenting with rejector circuits to get
rid of the London station.
I am. etc.,
.

Ei5.

A. GWINN.
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D en anm ent
J. A. B. (BARNSLEY) has constructed the
circuit ST100 from the instructions given in
'MODERN WIRELESS," No. 6, but complains that a persistent howl is heard when
using telephones with this receiver. He asks
what may be done to effect a cure.

C. H. F. (BIRMINGHAM) has a former
1km. in diameter and wishes to know how
nany turns and what gauge of wire will be
necessary to wind three coils to function as
aerial circuit inductances for the wavelength
of the Hague 1,050, Radiola 1,780 and the
Eiffel Tower 2,600 transmissions. He also

The effect you complain of is similar to that experienced when using a high-resistance loudspeaker with long flexible leads, and is due to
undesirable capacity effects. It may be controlled
to a great extent either by shunting the telephone
terminals with a still larger condenser, say 0005
or alternatively 1y using a step-down telephone transformer and low-resistance telephones.
In this latter case, the primary of the transformer should be shunted by a similar condensef
to that in the original circit.

wishes to know windings for suitable anode
coils to work in conjunction with these.

Using Yo. 28 s.w.g. dcc. copper wire, 100, 150
and 250 turns will be required respectively fo the
aerial circuit coil, and f50, 200 and 300 turns. for
the appropriate anode circuit coil.

A. V. L. (BARNSLEY) has a small chokecontrol teléphony transmitter, and wishes
to apply a speech amplifier to this in such
a manner that he can obtain the best
results from two microphones in his possession, each having diaphragms of different
frequencies.

N. B. (ELLAND) has constructed a threevalve receiver described in "MODERN
WIRELESS," No. 4 on page 265. He-states
that mention is made of a condenser
of
OOO2 F capacity, but this does not appear on
the diagram, and he wishes to know its
C1

position.

We regret that owing to a printer's error this tondenser was omitted from the circuit shown on
page 267, and have to say that it is placed across
',,

the primary winding
valve transformer.
instrument should be
casting successfully in

co.

A very efficient scheme of connections for accomplishing what you ask il given in the appeided

diagram.

British broadcasting.

The same size of coil, namely a No. 200 Igranic
or ari equivalent winding, may he used for all
w-avelength, as the object of this coil is simply to
keep high-frequency current from getting into the
'grid circuit of the second valve.

Coil L1 might have 50 turns of 20 s.w.g. doubl
cotton covered wire on a sin. former. Coil L,
nìight be similar, and coil L3 might have 75 turns
of No. 28 s.w.g. wire on a 2m, former.
.

your locality.

W. A. (TOTTENHAM, N.17) próposes to
construct a circuit in which the highfrequency amplifier is added to ST100 as
described in " MODERN VIRELESS," No. 7
He asks, with reference to the Fig. 4, page 528,
whether the choke No. 200 would be satisfactory on all wavelengths.

The essential values are clearly marked.

F. T. B. (CROSBY) is constructing a threevalve receiver employing the circuit ST45
in " Practical \Vireless Valve Circuits,"
Radio Press, 'Limited, and asks the correct
values for the different coils for the reception
of

of the low-frequency interIf carefully handled, this
capable of receiving broad-
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J. T. (MONKTON) has constructed a simple
crystal receiver described in "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," from which he obtains very
satisfactory results. In order, hOwev'er, to
extend his range he has been advised to
instal a two- or three-valve receiver and
wishes to know what circuit heshould employ
to ensure satisfactory reception of all the
British Broadcasting Stations on telephones.

R. B. (BARNET) refers to circuit ST34,

"Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio

Press, Limited, which he is constructing to
receive the British- broadcasting transmissions. He asks the values of the various
componeñts -for this purpose.

-..

As you do not wish to use basket or honeycomb
coils, we suggest you wind 50 turns of No. 20
s.w.g. dcc. copper wire on a
tube for the
aerial inductane L1, which might be tapped at
every 5 turns after the 3oth. Coil L, might be
wound on a similar size of former with 75 turns
of the same wire, and coil L, might consist of 75
turns of No. 26 s.w.g. d.c.c. copper wire wound
on a 2m, former, and a range to couple with L2.
might be tapped in three places.
The condenser C1 should have a value of 000z iF and C,.
F
0.00025 1tF. Condenser C, should be 00003
and condenser C4 0002 to o5 zF. The resistances R1 and R2 should have a value of 6 ohms
and R3 should be from z to 5 megohms. The
telephones T should be of high resistance.

We suggest' you adopt circuit ST35, " Practical
Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio. Press, Limited,
which is a very useful arrangement of high- and
low-frequency valve amplifier using a crystal as a

detector. If carefully operated and under favourable circumstances, you should be able to hear all
the British stations with this recei er.

L2

A. W. B. (MANCHESTER) has a vario
coupler, wound with 80 turns f No. 18
s.w.g. d.c.c. copper wire on a 4m, tube for
the aerial circuit and having the same number
of turns of a finer wire on a ball forming the
rotor, and wishes to know how to connect
this in circuit.

A. J. (DINGLE) asks: (1) Whether a loose
coupler with formers 4m, and 3lin. in diameter by
10m, long respectively, and wound with 28 s.w.g.
enamelled wire on the primary and 32 d.s.C. wire
on the secondary, would cover a range of from 300
to 5,000 metres. (2) Whether he could wind an
inductance on a tube 4m, diameter and lOin., long
to tune up to 25,000 metres. (3) Whether a tube
2m. in diameter by lOin, long or 4m. in diameter
by 10m, long would have a greater inductance
value.
.
(i) If you wind your tubes ith 26 gauge enamelled
wire on the primary and 28 gauge òn the secondary, you vil1 be able to cover this range. (2) It is
not a practical proposition to wind an inductance to
cover such a high wavelength on such a small tube.
A basket coil with an internal diameter of am, and
27 spokes wound with x,5oo turns of No. 38 s.w. g.
enamelled vire will cover this range. (3) All things
being equal, the tube 4m, in diameter ill 'naturally
have the greater inductance value.

As your primary winding is tapped at convenient
intervals, this should be connected in series with
the aerial and earth and tuning carried out by
means of the tapping switch alone. We do not
advise the use of a variable condenser here. The
secondary winding, shunted by a small variable
condenser having a value of about 0.0005 tF, may
be connected to the grid and filament negative of
your valve receiver in the ordinary manner, and
coupling is effected by rotating the ball within the
fixed winding.

M. A. U- (MILE END, E.2) requires a circuit
diagram of a low-frequency amplifier in
which the valves are coupled by means of
an iron-core choke and a small condenser..
He wishes to know the values of the various
components for efficient reception of speech
and music.

M. W. (CHORLEY) is obtaining very satisfactory results with the receiver as described
on page 173 of "WIRELESS WEEKLY," No.
3. He wishes to add an amplifying valve
and asks our advice.

\Ve give herewith a circuit diagram showing the,
most efficient method of arranging such a circuit.
The values of the more important components are
clearly marked.

The addition of a high-frequency amplifying valve
will certainly increase the strength of signals con
siderably, but its special purpose is to enable more
distant stations to be received. For the greatest
amplification of signals already audible on your
crystal set, the addition of a low-frequency amplifier is recommended, and it may take the form of a
single'valve panel as described in reply to I. H. P.
(Manchester) in Vol. 2, No. 2, or a two-valve lowfrequency amplifier as described in TVireless
Weekly, No.

o.

o,.,f

V21

C2
¿,

f.[

.
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SETS.

T

We give you Best Quality
Tools wth lowest prices by

t.

supplying

the user direct.

Send us your Postal
Order or enquiries today; youIl get our best
Immediate attention.

L2

None too small or too large.

WE PAY CARRIAGE
ON ALI. ORDERS.

Gears cut from full metal.
HAND DRILL as illustrated, capacity o-r.
10/6
Complete with Three-Jaw Chuck and set of Drills, 4,
ADJUSTABLE STEEL HACKSAW FRAMES, 8-ra', Nickel Plated, complete
2/with r Blade
8UPERIOR PARALLEL TABLE VICES,withclarnp,2)' steel jaws,accurate
6/6
finish
1j9
COMBINATION PLIERS. Flat nose, Burner Hole, side cutting, 6'
1/3
SCREWDRIVERS, London Pattern, flat handles, V
only 8d.
ELECTRICIANS TURNSCREWS, steel blades, hardwood handles,
1/6
HAMMERS; Kent Claw pattern, good quality
.. 1/6
For light model Work, tack or pin hammers
FILES, Best Cast Steel, set of 3,6' (Flat Bastard, Flat and-cut, Flat Smooth) 18
Half-round V--Bastard, each 7d., and-cut, each Bd., Smooth, each Bd.
STOCKS & DIES, B.A. (Dies
dia.) cuttIng 2, 4,6 and taps. Londonmade.
10/- per set.
On card with Taper Taps
with Taper and Plug Taps
..
..
.... 12J6
I
303 HIGH HOLBORN, po,

....................
.....................
........
..........
.....

-

:-

tory device
Core, 26 s.w.g. soft iron stamping, cros.;Section tin. by in., each lamination irsulated
from its neighbour. Primary winding, 4,500
turns.
Secondary winding, ii,000 turns.
D.C. resistance, primary i.,Ioo ohms, secondary 3,600 ohms. Inductance value, primary
8 henries, secondary co henries.
Gauge of
vire, 44 S.S.C.
.iaitity of wire reqired,
primary oz., secondary ioz.

'

'

...........
.

THE BILLING TOOL

LOFtDON, W.C.1.

liolbors8o&I

"ON THE S.L loo ¡T GAVE
A FINE ROAR WITH. 2L0's
DANCE MUSIC AUDIBLE AT
END OF A LARGE

j

1

CO.,

-

SUBURBAN GARDEN"
Extract from lesi report by Mr. A. D. Cowper, B.Sc. (LouL), in
"IVirciess Weekly,'' JUlY 25, regarding the EEC "Xtraudion' Valve.

IHead

Office:

10, FITZROY

SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.

ELECTRICF

Showrooms:
3O3,EUSTONRD.,NW.I.

WATMEL,VARIABLE

GRID
I1EA K (Poteut applied for.)
The Reolotonce otcodily Variable betwee,. to
io

5

\

B.

flranch Showrooms:
.TWICKENHAM.

/..
i'
f.J

the working of any volvo detector (50.000 tO 100.000 WiJi
ohm, for the ST. loo CircuIt. Price 3/0.)
Watmel Wireless Co.,
Price 2/6 each.
Connoughi Houe, la E,lgwore Road. MorUe Arch, Wi
The best Variable Grid
Tel.: 4575 i¼ddlngtoi
Leak made.
Be sure to see our Trade Mark "Watniel" engraved on the plate.

"MAGNORA"

LOUD SPEAKER.

42/- post free.
There appears to be some misunderstanding amongst the Genera! Public
regarding the proprietorship of the "MAGNORA" Loud Speaker. Mr. C.
Hering has now absolutely no connection- with the 'MAGNORA," the Sole
Manufacturers and Concessionaires being
The CONDUIT WIRELESS COMPANY. 47, Conduit St., London, W.l.
'Phose:

-

A38

-

BRIEF REPLIES
(NoRwIèLI).-The most sensitive crystal detector is usually one, of the various calena
crystals such a Hertzite, used with a' light
wire contact, commonly called a " catwhisker." The Perion
inbination, however, is rery nearly as sensitive, and is considerably more stable.
S. W. (BABBACOMBE).-.Since you are quite a
beginner, we do not advise you to attempt to
úse a frame aerial, since the attendant valve

j.

amplifiers which would be required to give you
a reasonable prospect of hearing the broad.
casting stations would be of rather a complicated nature. \Ve should advise you to put up
the best possible aerial and to use a simplér
receiving set.
N. DA C. (LISBON).-We think that to havea
reasonable prospect of receiving any of the
British broadcasting stations, you will need to
use at least two high-frequency valves and
probably one Or two low-frequency also.

PUBLIC NOTICE.
THE WONDERFUL

M. S. I. (OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER)
wishes to know how to make a high-frequency
transformer to cover the broadcast band of wavelengths.- He wishes to make this from two basket
coils if possible.If the internal diameter of your basket' coils is

in., and 'ou have spokes per former, you would
require So turns on each basket of No. 28 s.w.g.
single silk covered wire, The range of the apparatus
you mention is in the neighbourhood of o miles.

PTHE

ECONOMIC

-

There are three coils in this instrument, L1,
and
L3.
For the reception of British Broadcasting,
using a 2m, former,
spokes and 24 s.w.g. dcc.
copper wire, coil L, might have 3 and 50 turns,
coil L2 50 and 75 turns, and coil L3 75 turns.
This is probably the best way of connecting tip
three valves for the reception of British broadcasting, and conies under the category of nonradiating circuits. The following specification, if
carefully -followed, will result in a very satisfac-

,.±.

-

l92j.

W. B. (JARROW) ha s constructed a receiver embodying the circuit ST45, and would
like to know what size of former, how many
spokes, and .what gauge of wire will be required to make suitable' basket coils for use
with the, above to cover the British broadcasting range of wavelengths. He also asks
whether this is in our opinion the most
efficient method of using three valves for
the reception of British broadcasting, and
whether it is fi permissible circuit.

GOOD
TOOLS MEAN
7

5,

Regent 5475.
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Radio Préss. Books :jve him
ali the iñformation he needs
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....

operate
Speaker using only an indoor Aerial
-Crystal or Valve rectification. in a multia
valve Set? These are a few of the questions
which confront the amateur constructdf.

Price. Free
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John Scott-

-

Taggart, F.Inst.P.
z. Simplified Wireless..
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.
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F.instP

'

How to Make Your

Broadcast Receiver
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How to Erect Your
Wireless Aerial
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A.M.I.E.E
The Construction

'
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Wireless
Apparatus ........ ¡/6
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Receiver ...........
E. Redpath
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WirelessValves
Simply Explained
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j Wavelength-the type of circuit to
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1F1

Elementary Text-book
on Wireless Vacuum

Some wi1l find out the correct answers by
expensive experiment-others, more wisely,
WIil
benefit by the experience of thosOE
who have trodden the thorny paths of Radio
before them.

il

The concentrated experience of some of the
ngineers and experi=
best known Wireless
menters is àvailable for all readers of Radio
Press Books.
You cannot do better than
purchase the -complete Library-one Book
at a time.
Each Book covers a different
phase of Wireless and none overlap. Get
one or two to=day and keep them by you
for ready reference-they are sure to save their
From all Booksellers.
cost many times over
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I

Radio components,
" Sterling
are of the precision type,

i

.

.

:
I

I
I

I

I

i

.

No. R 1416 (mounted)
TELEPHONE TRANSFORMER.

(mounted)

(unmounted)

u
M

Ïii

apparatus intended for serious

A high-grade instaument for low resistance telephones.
Laminated statloy ctosed core. Mounted on insulating
base with four terminals.
Ratio of windings-13

No. R 1416
No. R 1416a

4

class of apparatus required by
th experimentalist, who
components that will ensure
success in the assembling of

I

L

r"i

,,

lrn

£1 iO

O,

£1

0

&

work.

No. R 1417
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER.
For radio transmitting circuits, nd also for power
amplifiers when used for amplifying focal speech and
music.
Ratio of winding, I : 28. Mounted on
insulating base wth four terminals.

PRICE

£2

(mounted)

O

O

Oa

u
u
u
u

NO..R1414(mounted)

.
=

-INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER.

-

i

Of efficient design with -laminated staltoy cloned
core. Mounted on insulating base with four
terminals. Rgtio of windings-1 : 4.

-

T'
fr'

r
No.

No. R 1414
(mounted)
No. R 1414a (unmounted)

£1
£1

7

6

2

6

rl
Inductance Ratio 9

Of improved desgn. with spenia! feotares embodying
cntical fitonveist control and adjastability to panels
of variou, thicknesses. May be used to control a
single valve, 01 tWO Valves sImultaneoUsly.

I

PRICE

-"

-

.

-

Obtainable 'rom all Electrical Dealers and
Stores.

4/6

-

I.

Unique construction providing efficient tossing. Range
250 to 2725 metres with 0005 mId. Condenser in
conjunction with necessary disposition of rotor
and stator windings.

PRICE

-

-

U

21/-

-

U

u

u
-

U-

r.
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STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.,

U

Manufacturers

of

Telephones and Radio Apparatus,

(WHOLESALE ONLY)

E

Telephone House,

U
U

=

VARIOMETER.

ROTARY FILAMENT RESISTANCE.
¡

-s:

Ï

No.R2674

R 1390

-

TeIepbdu,

E

BIRMINGHAM:

E
E
.

150, Edmund Street.
liii.. 111111111

:

210-212,

Museum 4144 (7 line,).

CARDlFF:

MANCHESTER:
Peter's Square.

10, Park PIace.

14, St.
I

II

TOUENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,.
Telegcam.

1111111111111
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:

U

etc..

W.1.

"Camus,. Weido, Loado,,."

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE:
9, Ciavering Place.
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The Outlook
SIGNSare not laçkin of a continued im-provèment. in. geperal onditi6ns 'in the
\Vitlj the gradual
world of wireless:
shortet:iing of the 'hours ofdaylight,' publicinterest in broadcasting is reawakening, and
there is no doubt that, when the change over
from '' Stininie '' to '' \Vinter '' linie is
made, oil SundayT next, many who hia'e dot:yet installed apparatus will ¿onsider doing
so in order to enjoy the broadcast programmes. Thosewlìo purpose building receiving sets are advised to put the work in
hand at once, so as not to miss any of the
winter programme.
l'

,'

The Reioì1
conditions are certainly more
favòurahle, one of the chief obstacles to
further progress, namel), the lack of a
definite settlement of the licensing question,
remains. There is also the important question of the provision of adequate revenue for
the Broadcasting Company, this being to
some extent involved with the question of
-

Although

licence fees.
At the time of going to press we are
unable to obtain any definite information regarding the publication of the Broadcasting
Committee's report, beyond the fact that
HM. Stationery Office will publish it in the
form of a \Vhite Paper, copies of which yill
pointed out iii
be available to the public
ill give the
a pre ious issue, the report
results of the Committee's investigations,
together with certain recommendations, the
final decisions resting with the PostmasterGeneral. In view of this, the publication of
the report could flot prejudice the case in any
way, but would let the public knov exactly
how matters stand, and the delay in publishing it appears to be quite unreasonable..

.s

-

-

has often occurred to us hat the average
purchaser entering a jre1ess shop and en.
quiring fòr crystals is at a considerable dis-

.

-

Crystals

lt

-

adantage. The experienced experimentei
cari pohably recognise a particular crystal,
but a beginner asking for one of the proprietary substances is more or less obliged to
accept w hatever is offered.
\Ve suggest, therefore, that it would he
greatly to the interest of all concerned if
manufacturers of crystals supplied them in
sealed boxes, distinctly labelled, ready for
sale.
The adoption of this scheme would
protect all parties-the manufacturer, the
dealer and the purchaser-whilst the cost in
vohed would be very slight and would be
mor than repaid.
Valves
Valve manufacturers also would do vehi to
consider a similar scheme. At present there
is nothing whatever to prevent stock valves
being used-for demonstration purposes, for
instance-and being subsequently replaced in
their original wrappings and sold.
Some purchasers of sets will no doubt'
prefer to buy the actual valves which they
haie seen used with the set, as possibly not
understanding very much about valves, they
wish to acquire those which they know to give
satisfactory results, but we consider thaL the
great niajority of purchasers would prefer to
buy their valves enclosed in a sealed carton
and thereby guaranteed unused. It could no
doubt be arranged that the valve pins projecteci, so that the usual
' filament test"
could be applied at the time of purchase, the
glowing filament being observable through a
small aperture in the side of the carton.
A
valve so protected could still he used, of
course, but not without silently calling
attention to the peculiar circumstancê.
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EARLY DEVELOPMENTS IN WIRELESS
i

Br SIR OLIVER LODGE, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.&
A further instalment of the fascinating story of wireless
which began in our last issue.

Up to the year 1842 tIle nature of light
was unknown. All the other theories ut
light had attempted to explain it on mechariical principles, like the ihrations of an
elastic solid. Light was kno n to consist of
trans erse waxes : the w'avelength and the frequency of oscillation could be determined.
But no one knew what as oscillating, nor
what the mechanism of propagation vas.

-

\Vith extraordinary genius Fresnel and
I\IacCullagh had explained the phenomena
of light in all detail as regards reflection,
refraction, diffraction, interference, and
polarisation. But thé nature of the waves
vas unknown; and the elastic solid theory,
tliotgh fascinating, was felt by those who
dived most deeply into it lo contain some
flaw and to he, strictly speaking, unvorkahle,
Light did not seem explicable on dynamical
principles-the principles which vere so
fruitfully devised by Galileo and Newton for
deaflng itli ordinary matter.
I\lacCullagh's theory, indeed, vas not dynamical, and in that respect had some advantage. But it as also more vague and less
definite on that account; though, being thus
indefinite and )et enabling results to be
achieved, it was Ies liable to he upset and
replaced by future discoery.
To Clerk \laxwell we owe the epoch-making
discoery that light was not a mechanical
oscillation at all, that the ordinary mechanical
properties of matter did not apply to it, but
that it as explicable solely and whoIl iii
terms of electricity and magnetism. It is impossible to sum up his discovery in a few
words, but roughly we may say that the most
obvious outcome was
(i) That if electric waves could éver 'be
generatd they would travel with the elocity
of light.
(2) That -light was éssentially an electromñgnetic and not ainechanical phenomenon.
() That the refractive index of a substance
was intimately related to its dielectric ch-

r

Lord Kth'in,

efficient.
-

-

.-.

337

.

G.C.V.0.,

FRS., LL.D.

(ir) That conductors of electricity must be
opaque to light.
Ile showed further, though he did not then
express it in language of this character, that
the ether had two great and characteristic
constants of value utterly unknown to this
day, though guessed at l a few speculators
like myself-one of them the electric constant
of Faraday called K ; the other, the magnetic
lt vas imposconstant of Kel in called
sible then, and it is impossible now-though
it is not likely alays to remain impossibleto determine the value or even the nature of
either of these constants. But he did perceive
a way of measuring their product; and he \vas
the first t measuie it. Their product is
knovn; and it is equal-as \laxwell showedit must he--to the rciprocal of the squàre of
thè velocity of light.
.\Vell, now, this great dicoverv aroused iii
us young plisicists the greatest--enthusiasm.
\ ud in the early 7o's-I tui nic about 1871 o1-.
';--1 remember .discussing it with J. '.

:

5
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.
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Fleming, who at that time was a fellow student with me in Professor Frankland's
advanced chemical laboratory at the brandnew College of Science, South Kensington.
A year or two later, at Heidelberg, I
studied Maxwell's treatise pretty thoroughly
and formed the desire to devote my life, if
possible, to the production and detection of
Maxwell's electric aves.
Other things supervened. One had to earn
a living; we all got immersed in teaching.
Some of us gót married, and the pursuit of
r
r

1-

t L

*

I

i'
f

4

12,

¡923.

to the conclusion that direct artificial generation of waves was really possible on Maxwell's
theqry, in spite of certain recondite difficulties
which at first led him to doubt it. (See
"Sdentific \Vrit.ings" of FitzGerald, edited
by Larmor, pges 90 to ioi) Indeed, one of
his papers on the subject was originally entitled " On the Impossibility of Originating
\\Tave Disturbances in the Ether by Ileans
of Electric Forces." The prefix "im " was

i

subsequently dropped, although his first, or
1897, paper concluded thus.:
.
"However these (displacement currents)
may be produced, by any system of fixed or
movable conductors charged in any way, and
discharging themselves amongst one another,
they will never beso distributed as to originate wave-disturbances propagated through
space odtside the system."
In other words, hertz's discovery was -impossible on Max eli's theory..
In 1882 lie corrected this erroneous conclusion, and referred to soi-ne early attempts of
mine at producing the waves. (" Scientific
\Vritings," page loo.) I state all thisjn order
to emphasise th difficulty which in those
early days surrounded the subject on its
theoretical as weil as on its practical side.
In 1883, at the Southport meeting of the
British Association, FitzGerald took a further
step and surmised that one mode of attaining
the desired result would he by utilisingthe
oscillatory discharge of a Leyden jar, if only
we had the means of detecting such waves
when they vere generated.
-.
-

Production of Waves
I
-vorking
was
In 1887 and i888
at the
oscillatory discharge of Leyden jars (initially
in connectión with the phenomena of light.
.-

Thomas

A..

Edison.

the ether had to he accommodated with a few
hours of spare tine every now and then.
I used to discuss the possibility of pi-oducing these waves with my great friend G. F.
FitzGerald, whose acquaintance I made at the
meeting of the British Association in Dublin
in the year 1878; and he wrote some mathematical papers discussing the possibility of
experimentally producing such waves. .1

ning), and I then found that the waves could
be not only produced but detected, and the
wavelength measured, by getting them to go.
along guiding wires adjusted so as -to be of
the right length for sympathetic resonance.
ThusI obtained the phenomenon of electric

myself also spoke at the British Association
about them in 1879, i88o, and again in 1882
at the Royal Dublin Society. FitzGerald, as
I
say, mathematically examined what then
seemed the abstruse question of electric wave
production and after sóm hesitation came

well's theory.
Transmission along wires popularly soûnds
'different from transmission in free space, but
it was well known to me that the process was
the same,. and that the waves travel at the
same speed, being only guided by the wires,

nodes and loops, due to the productron of
stationary waves by reflection at the distant
end, and ih my own mind thus erified Max-.
.
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much as sound is guided in a speaking-tube,
without the velocity of. transmission being to
any important extent altered. The theory is
given near the end of my paper-an important
one, as I think-i-in the Phil. Mag. for. ugust,
here the experimental production of
888,
much shorter waves is foreshadowed.
The beginning of my experiments vas reported to the Society of Arts in April, i888;
they are recorded in the Philosophical
Magasine for August, i888, and they were

more completely described orally at the
British Association at Bath that year. (See
The ElecIriciaj, Vol. 2!, PP. 6o7-8,
Sept., ¡888.)
in that year, also, I heard for the lrst time
of i Iertz's- brilliant series of experiments,
where, by the use of an open-circuit oscillator,
he had ohained waxes iñ free space, and by
reflection had also converted them into stationary \\ aves and observed the phenomena
.

of nodes and loops,- and measured the wavele n gt h.
These experiments of I Iertz vere called
attention to by FitzGerald in his Presidential
Address to Section .A of the British Association meeting at Bath in i888. And no wonder
thiey interested him ; for they showed that his
method of ut il ising the oscillators discharge
of. a Levden jar, was effective; and, to the
surprise of all of us, Including hertz himself, that the va es from an opened-out con-

denser had su lilcient po\erto generale sparks
in an insulated conductor upon which they
impinged; the detecting conductor, as geilerally used by Hertz, being in the form of a
nearly closed circle with a minüte spark gap
at which the scintilla appeared. The radiating power of even a small hertz oscillaor
was calcilated by me in a subsequent paper
(Phi!. Mag. for July, iSS9, p. 54), and was
found to he 1Go horse-po er, while it lasted.
The duration was excessively short, for at
that rate practically all the energy was expended in a single swing (about the too
millionth of a second), but its power of producing little sparks vas explained.
The work of Iertz was splendid. He was
then Professor at Carisruhe, still quite a
I-le had been trained under
young man.
Helmholtz; and I had made his personal
acquaintance in Berlin when I went to call on
I-Ielntholtz in i88i, on a tour of the univerI

sities of the continent. Ile was then Helmholtz's demonstrator, and was thotight highly
of by that great master.
1-le could speak
English, and was very friendly. i did not
see him again till some time after the publication of his great discovery.
Ue was not at that time fully acquainted
with Maxwell 's Theor) , though be knew his
equations better than any other German except I-Ielniholtz. Maxwell liad not then made
any serious impression on the Continent.
Even Hertz does not seem at first to have
realised what he was doing, and did not use

ords '' electric 'aves.'' 'Fhat title
attached to his suhsec1ucntly translated
book at the suggestion of Lord Kelvin. 11e
spoke about the outspreading of elettric
force; somewhat as Joseph IFeiry had donc.
That was one title of his book. But he_
worked out the phenomena he observed ithi
extraordinary skill, both experimentally and
niathematicalls, rapidk perceiving that Maxwell's Theory could be applied to it and that;
it might be elahàràtèd in detail so as to
the
via

-

elude the whole of -his phenomena. He .it
was who drew' those accurate diagrams of the:
genesi s of the w a'es,-shOv i ng what is luipI)eniIg near the oscillator at- every phìase-L
i

diagrams which now appear in most texthooks and of which- the upper half is represented as scouring across the country. Ile
knew that true waves were not emitted till
heond a qtarer-wavelength from the
ource. He knew how they ere polarised,
and bow their intensity differed in the equatorial and polar directions and how it varied
with what ma be called latitude. Iii fact lie
rapidlycanie to know all about thes waves.
.\ s to us, we k new not which to admire most
-his experimenttl skill when working with
a tiresome and irritating mode of detection,
or his mathematical thoroughness in ascertaining the laws of their propagation. À
synopsis of his eqiiatioriswill he found clearly
cited in Preston's "Theory of Light," as vell
as in other books. I translated some of his
papers into Vature. .\nd never vas there
the smallest iota of jealous betveen us, or

anything hut cordial and frank appreciation.
Maxwell and Hertz are the essential fou nders
of the whole svteni of wireless. That is to
say, they constructed the foundations solidly

and vell.
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I-l-

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
L1

:

C1

Variable inductance.
Variable condensr, capacity
tF.
o.000

R1'
R2

-Tlii-ee filament rheostats.

R4

:

T3

T4 f
C4

T
03 :

plug-in transformer.

'

I

C..: Variable condener, capacity

B1

B,

:
:

0.0003
C3

Grid

condenser,

capacity.

0.0003 j4F.

C:

Grid

leak,
value
2
megohms.
Iron-core intervalve trans-

former.
Fixed condenseí, capacity
0.002 tF.
High-resistance telephones.
Fixed condenser, capacity
0.002 tF.
6-volt accumulator.
High-tension batter), 4 to
ioo volts.
Large capacity
reservoir
condenser (up to i tiF).

GENERAL NOTE
This is a straightforward circuit comprising one H.F., detector and one L.F. valve, the highfrequency intervalve coupling
being performed by means of a
suitable plug-in type of interchangeable transformer wit h its
primary tuned by means of the
variable condenser C2. The tuning of the " transformer " and
aerial circuits should be varied
simultaneously when searching

u
u
u
u
.
i
u
u
u
.
i

for signals.

i2

PRACTICAL WIRELESS NOTES-No.

u

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS
not onv control the amount of
current flowing through the
valve filaments, but, in so doing,
atlord a very convenient additional means of control of the
For inaction of the valve.
stance, when difliculty is experienced in obtaining a line adjust-

rheostat vill often produce the
desired effect..
It is important that. the resistance wire employed in the construction of the rheostat should
be capable of carrying the required current vitliout undue
heating. This overheating will
be particularly noticeable when a

ment of reaction coupling, a
small movement of the filament

single rheostat controls the filáJ
ment current of several valves.

4

The fitting of a separate
rheostat for each valve is recommended. The additional cost is
not excessive, and not oniy can
each valve be adjusted to give
the best results, but the burning
out, or inadvertent removal of
one valve, does not involve the
remaining valves in any risk of
damage due to excesshre filament current.
u

-
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PRACTICAL TUNING
-'
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,

Stai

Editor.
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at'tempts to tune in
the
tor the first time he ciuicll re,lises,
as a rule, that tliè natter is by np
means so simple as he had anticipated. Ile
knows in a general way what he has to 'do;
he understands that he. must adjust whatever
kind of detector or áñiplifier he employs to its
world ng condition, and that there are certain
tuned '' circuits which must bé adjusted to
resonance with the wave it is desired to receie, and so on. All this seemed easy before
he attempted it in practice, hut on the application of that test pro.ed otherwise, for the
simple reason that, to hear the desired transmission, there are perhaps as many as three
or four controls on the receiver which must
all be set correctly, and of which any one
being-oit of adjustment will prevent recption.
To make matters more difficult for him
tlíere are no audible -indications (with most
sets) which lie can ça5ily recognise to tell him
when any one of the adjustments lias reached
its correct point; so long as the others are still
some way out, and it- may he seen that, so long
as he procëd in a haphazard manner, it may
he hours before he chances Oto hit the right

Fig.

-;
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Facility in iznñg a receiving stis best acquired by an undersiarding of the logical sequence of operatins.
The follôwñg article explqinshòw single-circuil receivers should be handled..
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.t'wiing in a practical manner, coupled vith
a few Instructions for ensuring that his cry stai
or vais e shall function correctly.
To undrstand the best methods of tuningin with complex circuits, it is necessary. to

-

-

¿o

D
______________________________
T

-

O

E
Fig.

0

i-A sins,le-circuit crystal recen'er wü1 two
sets of tappings.

2.-A

similar receiver provided with a sin1e
of lappings and a vor iabk condenser.

sc-i

understand these method in detail; and
far
the best wyof etting the necessary g?asp
¿if the subject is to take at first quite simple
circuits and see how they should be operated,
gradually passing to more complicated types,
which vill he the more readily understood with
the knowledge already gained. \Ve will take
- first some simple tvpe.s of crystal receivers,
reminding -ourselves at the outset of these
fundamental facts: to tune a circuit to a given
wavelength we may ' ary its '' inductance,''
which may be taken to mean the number of
turns on the tuning coil, or the '' capacity ''
in circuit, which involves turning the knob on
a variable condenser, or we may viry both.
The Irst example is a crystal receiver tuned
by means of a variable inductance of the type
known as a slider coil. The tuned circuit tiere
is composed of the capacity formed by the

aerial and earth, and the inductance provided
by that portion of the coil which is included
in the circuiti Hence it may he seen thatthis
is a \ery simple circuit to tune, since only the
inductance is variable. The procedure is,
therefore, as follows First adjust the crystal
to a sensitive condition, thus push the slider

combination, and he may een faiI to do so
altogether.
Now all these difficulties can be overcome
if the novice.is given a few simple rules, and
led to understand the elementary principles of

:
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slowly along the coil uttil " signals " are
heard. If the coil is of the correct size a point
will be found at which the sounds are heard
clearly and on either side of which they die
away. The sèt is then correctly adjusted.
Another popular type of receiver is shown
in Fig. i, having a coil provided with two
sets of tappings, one for coarse adjustment
and one for fine. The formeî.varies the inductance to the eteiìt of io turns at a time,
and the latter in " ones,'' andthe.to together
enable any desired number of turns to be included in circuit at will. Thus, suppose 25
turns are required, set the " coarse " switch

12,
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io turns provides the " coarse " adjusfmènt,
the " fine " being given by a small variable
condenser in parallel witkit; Themethod of
tuning is very similar to that given, the only
difference being that where the" fine " switch
was used previously the variable condenser is
now to be employed. The method would, of
course, be the same if the alternati'.e type 6f
circu it was used, in wh ¡ch the variable coudenser is placed in series w iththe aerial tuning

-

inductance.
The method of operating the two remain iñg
methods of tuning simple circuits is so
straightforward that there is no wrong way of
setting about it.. The
methods referred to
are those employing a variable condenser tnd
fixed-alue plug-in coils, or a variometer In
the case of the plugin coils the procedure is
sinly to inseçt a coil of a size guessed to be
suitable in the holder and rotate tiievariable
condenser until the desired signals arepicked
tip. If they cannot be.found, try a larger or.
a smaller coil. An estimate for the right coil
for given w'aelengths can he made by using
the table given in iIodern II ireless, No. 6, for
the purpose.
ssurning that the aeial has a
capacity of 0.0003 F (very roughly correct
for an a\erage P.M.G. aerial), add another
0.0003 1ttF if the tuning condenser is used in
parallel, and read off the required coi! number
from the chart, If the condenser is used in
series the total capacity in circuit will be reduced, and may he taken as about 0.00O2 /LF
for purposes of chart-reading.
Of variometer-tuned sets there is little to
say; in such a circuit, for example, as would
result from the substitution of a variometer for
the slider coil in thecircuit first considered,
all that has to be done is to set the crystal and

to

to stud 2 and the ' fine" switch to stud
6. These switches, by the way, are often
referred to as the " units and tens" switches.
The process of tuning-in with this type of
variable inductance is less simple, and unthinldng manipulation of the switches may
never yield the exact adjustment needed for

perfect reception at a distance. Tuning-in, to
be quick and accurate, must be done tipoll a
logical plan such as the one about to be given.
wish to tune-in to a waveSuppose that
length which happens to require 45 turns in
circuit. Place both switches back to the minimum
position, then place the tens switch on
stud i and rotate the units switch tinti! each
of its studs has been tried. Nothing will be
heard, so we know that the correct number of
turns does not lie between io and 19. Now
place the tens switch oil stud 2 and again try
each of the units studs, starting with No. i,
thus trying turns varying from 20 to 29. Still
nothing ill be heard, so we proceed to stud
3 on the tens switch and test turns 30 to 39,
still with no results. \Ve next turn the tens
switch to stua 4, and again commence to turn
the Unit switch, commencing with stud i. On
stud 2 we begin to hear faint sounds, which
become successively louder on studs 3, 4 and.
5, reach their maximum on stud. 6, and then
diminish again and become inaudible on stud
9 of the '' fine '' switch. Thus, if we had left
the unit switch alone and proceeded by haphazard twisting of the tens switch, we should
have missed the station altogether.
Another some hat similar arrangemeth is
shown in Fig. 2. Here a coil tapped at every

turn the variometer knob until the signals are
picked up.
In a further contribution two- and threecircuit receivers and their operation will be
considered, and it will he found that the elementary rules which we have deduced from the
foregoing simple circuits will be a great
assistance. Even users of multi-circuit sets
should follow the argument from the beginning if they are to obtain a proper under.
standing, of their, receivers.
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sirong men pushed and pulled and
sweated and heaved and swore as
strong men will. Slowly the mast
rose. Its foot was poised over the
step. Heave followed heave and

Aerial Adventure

AFRIEXD has just had an

*

experience with his aerial
that moved me to ribald
laughter and him to the use of
such naughty hut useful words
can be recorded in cold print only
by the use of dashes (how
feeble !), blanks or asterisks. Asterisks always seem a poor substitute to me. Do you not think
that those wicked looking little
daggers would be far better?
At present their use is confined to people like Professor
Slushitosh, who having made
ari abstruse statement that no
one can understand follows it
with a dagger. Hoping to find
explanations in a footnote, your
eyes seek the bottom of the page,
where they are met with nothing
but a reference to some fearsome
German book, whose very title is
enough to strike terror into the
stoutest heart.
My friend's house stands on top
of the highest bill in Little
l'uddleton. He was determined
that he would take the fullest
advantage of the height kindly
provided by nature by erecting
upon its summit an aerial, to be
the very last word in aerials.
Therefore he betook him to the
builder's, and there bought the
mightiest pole tobe had, fitting it
with a topmast :almost as long as
itself.
A wondrous
concrete
step " was contrived, and the
mast vas provided with a maze of
steel wire ropes.

at last-triumphant moment-it
swung into place.
In an ecstasy of joy my friend
flung up his arms and cheered,
and with that cheer came tragedy,
for the halyards flew from his
grasp, anti not even the Lenglen
leap that he made sufficed to
enable him to, catch the end as it
sped heavenwards.
The block
sang shrilly and next moment he
and his fellow toilers vere enmeshed in the coiling mazes of
many yards of wire cable, which
descended upon them from aloft.
W hen
they had disentangled
themselves and said their heartfelt
say, the fruits of their labours
were renresented by a mast that
stood poudly erectit is true, but
as no tame chimpanzee was available to shin up it and rethread the
halyards through the block, there
was nothing for it but to take it
down again and begin anew. At
this point the helpers went on
strike, declaring that they had
done enough for one hot day.
Those Blocks
And so the mast stands, beautiful to behold, but quite useless
until such time as another band
can be collected to take it down
and put it up again. Like most
sad little stories, this one has a
moral, which is make the haiyards fast to their cleat before you
begin to raise your mast. It is
just as well, too, to make sure that
they are not jammed 'betvees the
pulley and the cheeks of the block.
Some blocks are so poorly made
-

:

Up She Goes
At lengih the moment arrived
when all was ready for the aerial
to rise and proudly flaunt its twin
-to the ether. A gang of
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that to use one of them is to ask
for trouble.
If there is a big
wobble on the pulley, and fairly
big gaps between it and the.
sheaves, a jam will take place
sooner or later as sure as eggs are
eggs. Therefore when you fare
fürth to purchase yours you may
find it well to " blue " a few pence
more 'than you expected and to
purchase a really good block that
can be counted upon to behave

itself properly.
An Americen View
Our American friends, the
diyness of whose throats is
equalled only by that' of' their
humour,
been
terribly
have
tantalised by a receiving set
that was designer] some weeks
ago by some enthusiast on this skie
of the water. Fired with a noble
desire for novelty, he wound the
turns of his inductance upon a
whiskey bottle. Then he had the
set photographed to show how it
could be used to provide either
cheerful music or timely solace
in case a breakdown occurred.
Instead of moaning like one demented and tearing tufts from
your scalp in a frenzied endeavour
to find the cause of the trouble,
you merely removed the cork from
the inductance and at once felt
better.
The phofographs were published
in some of thé dailies here and in
due course they found their way
into the teeming pages of one or
two of Uncle Sam's monster Sunday papers, there to revive oli!,
Ialf-forgotten longings in the
breasts of his pussy-footed chi!dién. But I think that it was
unkind of one of the editors to
publish the picture with the capA15
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tion " Why Radio is Popular in
England " Still he did have the
grace to predict that if the set
could be imported fully charged
into the Land of the Great
Drought it would establish a
record in wireless sales.
!

A Bone to Pick

Then I have a bone to pick with
the book reviewer of another
American journal..
He devotes
some of his space to an examination of our wireless books. Of
one of them he says, " In spite of
certain Englishisms, it is a fine
book, which our amateurs will find
usefuL'' Englis/isrns, mark you.
The cheek of the fellow
Surely
we, who invented the blessed
language, have the right to use it
in our own 'was. One might as
well accuse a Frenchman writing
in his own tongue of being guilty
uf committing Gallicisms.
I suppose that what he means is
that a good mañy ireless terms
used by his countrymen are different from ours. That is certainly the case, as you will discover if ever ou tackle an American work on the subject. Such
words as antenna and groud for
aerial and earth are easily underslandable, but you may be left
wondering when you find references to the tickler, which is their
beautiful name for the reaction
coil. If they don't- ue that term
they call it the reactance-as do
!

.

-

some of our òwn wireless writers
who ought to kno*
better:
'Valves across the Herring Pond
are always tubes (pronounced
toobs "), and a wireless en.

thusiast is a radio fan.

Which is the Worst
I can never quite make up my
mind which part of the reéeiving
set is the most infernal, but I
rather incline towards giving the
palm for sheer malicious and
uncalled for misbehaviour to thehigh-tension battery. It looks an
innocent thing enough, for what is
it after all but a glorified flashlamp battery
Yet beneath that
simple looking exterior of white'
wax (or black pitch) lurk untold
powers of evil. Mine played up
terribly the other week. Something was wrong, but individual
cells tested at either end showed
that the battery vas apparently
u to snuff. After many profane
researches I put the voltmeter
acoss every single cell and discovered one that was absolutely
dud, bang i the middle of the
thing. Is this playing the game?
Would any other part of the set
behave in quite such a low down
manner with the thermometer at
something over 8o in the shade?
!

I think not!

Converting the Unbeliever
Did you hear the rather beauti-.
ful story about the disbeliever in
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wireless who was converted? He
was a mean, hard man who expected something for nothing and
the blazes of a lot for sixpence.
He scoffed at wireless as simply a
craze. He could not, it seemed,
see anything wonderful in it.
You can get music," quoth he,
by letting a needle scratch round
on a revolving chunk of wax, so
what is there wonderful in getting
it through the same old trumpet by
means of a row of electric
lamps ?."
A friend asked him round to
hear wireless for the first time one
Sunday evening. It was unjust,
he explained, to con(lemn a thing
until you had given it a fair trial.
The mean One cañie, occupied the
most comfy chair, accepted an expensive cigar and listened seeptically. lt happened that a sermon was being broadcast not from
the studio but direct from the
pulpit. " And now,' said the
preacher as he wound up his
peroration, " there wilr be a collectio in aid of the benighted

inhabitants of Darkest Africa."
M'yes,'' said the erstwhile
sceptic as he jingled the coins in
his brêches pocket,''you've quite.
cbnvi?ced me. This
ireless is,
quite 'the most wOnderful thing I
ever struck." Thus are conver,
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED
Davenport and Co., Ltd.,
publish a monthly bulletin'
giving the latest particulars and
prices of wireless accessories and
spare parts. Wireless enthu-S
siasts should obtain copies of
these leaflets, thereby being informed::of latest prices. and
-.
devekipments.
reRadio Specialities-We
ceived two leaflts fronthis
G.

.

hae

1irnidècribing the "Filtrön

"

variable gridleak
añd the
Static-Rster " protective de-

The former, which may
obtained as a variable gridléak or.as a combined ariable
leak and variable condenser,
might be:used in the Flewelling
circuit described in TVireless
vice.

-be

T.Vcekly,

Vol,

advantage.
Bay-Brooke Có.,

1,

No. 8, with

Ltd.-The Rayvalve template should
be of grat assistance to the
constructor who finds difficulty
in drilling his valve panels.
These templates are not of
13rooke

paper,. and consequently will
not be so liable to stretch or
tear; it is claimed that they
will
adhere to almost any
flat surface whilst the necessary
holes are being drilled.
The Eagle Engineering Co.,
Ltd.-\Ve are in receipt of the
"Chakophone" catalogue describing complete instruments,
accessories, and also parts. A
great variety of components and
sundries may be obtained from
this firm.
'
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A NEW SEVEN-VALVE SET FOR
"R&PT'S"

A detailed description of a specially designed set, built Ire the Radio Communication
Co to the order of Dr. Drysdale, for presentation to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
h

-

.

avoids the necessity for the repeated making.
and breaking of connections.
In technical details the set follows generally
the well-known practice of the Radio Cornmunicalion Co. in their standard Polar radiophones, except in the case of the tuner panel,
the use of a frame aerial making it possible to
employ a 0.0005 1F Polar condenser only,
connected directly across the aerial. 'l'wo
knobs on the face of this panel control resper-

special features of the set are, firstly,
hich it is
the ease and simplicity w'jtlì
put into use by means of a single master

còntrol, making it suitable for operation

by.

.

The front of the apparatus willi doors opened lo

sFio iv

the sel.

-

-

-

nurses and sisters not possessed of technical
knowledge; and, secondly, the finish of the
cabinet and fittings, which, with rounded
corners, smooth white enamel and polished
alumiiiiufn, at once present a handsome ap-

pearance arid conform to the best standards
of modern hospital practice. The cabinet is
mounted ori rubber-tyred castor wheels, so
that it can be easily wheeled f roin ward io
ard, and a special self-contained frame aerial

-

_
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tively the tuning condenser and a master
switch for the filament Current to all valves.
Coupling of the three I1.F. amplifying
valves to one another is effected by transformers, whilst the third I1.F. vals e is connected to the detector by the tuned anode
system. The two transformers and the anode
coil are made up as a detachable unit, which
automatically coni ¡iltes all circuits when slid
into posit4on in the case. The primaries of
the transformers and the anode coil are tuned
by three small variable condensers mounted
on a single spindle, earthed screening plates
being pros ided between the sections, to avoid
interaction. These three condensers may be
varied simultaneously by a single knob, with
a pointer reading on a scale calibrated directly
in wavelengths from 300 to 450 metres. The
method of amplification employed affords the
maximum of sensitiveness, selectivity and
stability. Two other knobs on this panel, in
addition to that of the triple condenser, regulate respectively a filament rheostat controlling all three valves and a switch which
cuts the entire H.F. unit in and out of

1923

12,

The filament current. is provided by an 85A.!!. accumulator. A potential of about 120
olts is applied to the anodes of the three
lI.F. !alves and the last two L.F. valves,
sorne 45 volts only being employed for those
of the detector and the first L.F. valve. The
result of this is to increase the punty of the
tone, while eliminating microphonic noises,
een if the set is jarred or shken. Large condensers are connected across the terminals of
both high-tension supplies. In addition, a
small dry battery gives a negative bias of 9
olts to the grids of the
L.S. 3. valves,
which are thus enabled always to ork on the
straight part of their characteristic curve,
giving increased amplification with a corn plete
absence of distortion.
The frame aerial consists of a square, whiteenamelled frame with rounded corners, the
turns of wire being completely enclosed in the
frame: the connections are made through the
centre of the plated pillar about which it
rotates. \ stop is pros ided, to prevent damage
to these leads by turning the frame too far.
The use of as many as seven valves allows
the aerial and frame to be kept of small dimensions, while still providing a large factor of
safety.
The outstanding feature. of the instrument
is the master control already referred to. As
it is desired to pick up, in this particular case,
the transmissions of one station-2L0---only,
it is possible to arrange all internal controls
once for all at the point where the best results
are ol)tained. On turning the knob of the
master control in a clockwise direction, a relay
is brought into action, which completes all
circuits; further rotation operates, by means
of a rheostat controlling the detector valve,
to regulate the brightness of this valse and,
through it, the strength of the music. By
turning in the reverse direction the relay is
cut out and the circuits opened. In this simple
way, therefore, one totally unskilled in wireless
can both put the instrument into action and
regulate the sound to the desired volume. The
instrument has proved remarkably satisfactory
and, alike in its technical details and its
general appearance, it reflects great credit
upon its designers and makers. " Bart.'s
is to be congratulated.

to

Circuit.
In the third panel, containing detector and
three L.F. valves, gridleak rectification is employed, the coupling of the valves being by
means of Igranic intervalve transformers.
Two telephone jacks are provided, one being
in the anode circuit of the detector and the
other in that of the second L.F. amplifying

salve. On plugging into either, the respective
transformer primary is automatically disconnected. The loud-speaker, which is a 2,000ohm Amplion, with. white-enamelled horn
fitted flush with the cabinet, is connected in
the anode circuit of the third L.F. valve,
special precautions being taken to ensure that
the sound from it does not react upon the
valves and produce "booming." The two
knobs on the detector panel control filament
rheostats for the detector and first two L.F.
valves, and for the last L.F. valve respectively.
Mullard R valves are used throughout, except
for the second and third stages of L.F. amplificat ion, for hich loud-speaker type vals es are
employed.
High- and low-tension batteries
contamed in the lower compartment of the cabinet.
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The Director of the Norwegiai
Telegra ph Services lia s recenti y
returned from a tour, of inspection
in the northern provinces, where
he prepared the plans for the new
wireless station to be erected at
Varcloe. 'l'his station 'ill hase a'
transmission rad jus sufficient for
messages to be sent to the station
at lngoe, near Hammerfest, and to
the Meteorological Institute's station at 'I'romsoe. \Veather reports
are to be sent regularly from
Tiomsoe, and these will he
of very great importance to British
and other trawlers fishing in Actic
and \\'hite Sea vaters.

o-

o

According

o'

reports

to

-

in

the

Lithuanian press, the Minister of
Communications is negotiating
with the Marconi Company regarding the erection of a big wireless station in Lithuania.

o

o

-

-n..

o

The 'station
angel aid" Siberia.
will be specially fitted up for
scientilic and meteorological purposes, and the personnel will indude a meteorologist, a zoologist.,
arid a geologist.

receiver with master control attachMarconi aerodrome stament.
tions are now in operation at Croydon, Haren, Ostend, Cologne,
Geneva, and several aerodronies
'
in Spain.

Volunteers willing to give their
blood in order to save the life of
a patient in King's College Hospital, Denmark Hill, SE., were
asked for by wireless from the
London station on September 3rd.
The Governor of the hospital
stated that half a pint of blood
Volunteers were
was required.
asked to be at the hospital for
medical examination on the follòwing morning, when, we understand, some fifty persons put in
an appearance, amongst whom
were five women.

Agency is informed
that the Commercial Cable Co.
laid the American end of the
world's greatest cable on August
25th at Far Rockawav, Long
Island, and the British end òn
August 31st at \Veston-super-Mare.

o-

o

We are

o

o

o

o

gi'en to understand that

there has been formed in Calcutta
the Radio Club of Bengal, the
official opening of which took
place on August ist. Any reader
interested in the particulars of this
club should make application to
the hon. secretary, Mr. G. Briggs,
addressing him at the RadioClub
of Bengal, Calcutta.

o

o-

o

are given to understand
from Moscow that the Soviet Government has ratified a five years'
agreement with the General \Vireléss l'elegraph Co., Paris, the
latter to supply apparatus for
èrectiilg
wireless
stations
in
Russia.

In connection with the extension of the Handley-Page Loudon-Paris Air Service to Zurich,

A further rel)Ort from Moscow
states that the Soviet Government
is erecting a large wireless station
on the Island of Nova Zembla.
capable of transmitting to Arch-

\Vithin six days òf the order
being received in London the station was in operation at Zurich.
It consists cf a Marconi standard
A.D. 2 aircraft transmitter and

Reuters

o

\--

"L
-

-

TH1 first amateur' in the Isle
of \Vight to receive a
'I icence for transmission is
Mr. W. T. Sherratt, of sí, Bath
Road, Cowes. He proposes to
experiment nu Sunulavs at 2 p.fll.
on a lixed wavelength of 440
Z.
metres, the call sign beiiìg

o

'

/

(__

-

.

o

-

temporary wireless telephone
station was established at the
Zurich aerodrome by Marconi's
\Vireless Telegraph Co., -at very
short notice.
a

o

o

o.

o

o

Reuters'

The cable is expected to be in
actual operation by September
15th, establishing the sixth complete cable circuit between the
United States and Europe for this
company. In the construction of
this new cable, which is the
largest ever manufactured for
deep sea operations, more than
4,000,000 lb. of copper, i,800,000
lb. of gutta-percha, and some
8o,000 miles of iron and steel
vire (more than enough to go
three times round the earth) of
various sizes vere used.

o

o

:1

o

The deep sea portion. of this
cable will not be much more than
if inches in diameter, and, contrarv to common belief, it will
everywhere sink down in the ooze
at the bottom of. the sea to lie
there some two to three miles below the surface. It is interesting
to note that the entire cable has
been manufactured in E ngl and
by British labour.
O
-We are given to understand that
he Radio Orient Co., of Paris,
has recently opened for public
traffic the Beyrouth coast station.
T his statión commenced service on
-

0

O'
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August 20th on a normal wavelength of 600 mètres; other wavelengths used by the station are
450 and 800 metres.
The call
sign of this station is FFD, and
the hours of working are 6 to jo
am. G.M.T., and noon to 4 p.m.

G.M.T.

-

.

0
0
.0
Accordiug to The Times, the
Bulgarian Ministry of Railways,
Posts and Telegraphs has under
consideration a scheme for setting
up twelve wireless telegraphic

of humble listeners-in whose only
means of.hering one of the gea,test
singers in the world was by means
of broadcasting. They doubtless
thought that listeners-in would get
something for nothing. It should
be remembered hat these people
pay for théir licences, and in the
country places it is their only
Those
means of entertainment.
who were responsible for this outrage upon the listeners-in ca.n expect but little sympathy from the
country when they growl about the

.

.

1

-

A lifeboat aerial being erected
-.

o

lo the wireless

practice.

stations in the principal towns of
the country.

o

:

Rezdes are given to understand
that the Government of Macao,
the Portuguese colony in China,
is to accept tenders for ,the construction of a racecourse, a big
market equipped with freezing
chambers, an electric supply station, a system of electric tramways, and last, but not least, a
wireless station is also to be estab-

o

Captain Viscount Curzon, M.P.,
writing in the Yorkshire Observer
in an article " The Theatre
and
Broadcasting,"
states
Quite recently a body of purblind persons approached Madame
Melba's agent and persuaded him
not to permit her to broadcast onç
act of the opera in which she was
to appear. Apart from the antiartistic and the inquisitotial aspects of thi action, they succeeded in disappointing thousands

o

o

o

move has been shown to be possible if the tanks are not more
than five or six miles apart.

_____

prior

o

and brigade headquarters.
The
light " A " set, which can be carned in mule panniers, has linked
up brigade headquarters to battalions, and wireless telephony
between "contact " aeroplänes
and various land formations has
been utihised.
Telephonic communication beteen tanks on the

/

___

o.

o

In the army manoeuvres during
the last week or so the new military wireless sets have been thoroughly tested, and the " C '' set,
with a range of from o to 6o
miles, has been successful for
communication between divisional

/

:-

1923

bicycles, the local police wou1 he
less busy in this sphere. Lately
there have been one or two cases
of drunken drivers.
Perhaps
Captain Twelvetrees could tell us
one of these nights something
about the possibility of " spirit
fuel " fumes affecting drivers.

lished.

I.

2,

apparolus being used for

high charges and taxes:
\Vise
managers who are in äccord with
the spirit will doubtless give this
point serious thought. Any man
who hopes to live by the public
must have the sympathy pf the
public, and that is not won by
such exhibitions of meanness as
the one indicated above."
-

o

o

o

One has read a good deal lately
about careless motor drivers. If
some of these people would only
listen-in to Captain Twelvetrees'
absorbingly interesting lectures
and talks upon motor cars and

o
o.
o
We are given to understand that
Marconi 's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd., has presented a two-valve
Marcoñiphone to the Royal Berkshire Hospital, Reading.

o

o

o

The Mexican Government, we
are given to understand, intends to
change the apparatus in use in its
radio stations from the present
spark system to the continuous
wave tjpe. It is said that four'
modern stations of this class have
already been ordered from Germany at a cost of 200,000 doUars.
They are to be installed in
Mexico City, Menda, Vera Cruz,
and Tampico.
.
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WIRELESS

ON

SHIPS'

LIFEBOATS

A short article of topical interest in view oJ Ike reinark recently
made in the Prcss in connection wit!, the s.s. " Trevessa."

pROBABLY the first vessel

s

to carry a
lifeboat litted with wireless was the
Cunard ss. " quitania," in 1914. Since'
that date many experiments hase been conducted vith a \iew to making the apparatus
more efficient without disturhThg to an apprecLable degree its oerall dimensions.
One of the most successful sets designed
for lifeboat use is that manufactured by the
Radio Communication Co., Ltd., a photograph of which is given below. Tests carried
out with sets of tlis type installed in the lifeboats of the Union Castle Company's R.M.S.
Windsor Castle" have denionstrated that
communication can be carried ou over ranges
of from 200 to 300 miles, although the normal
working range is given as o to 6o miles only.
Sets similar to the one illustrated are at present being fitted to the motor lifeboat on each
of the vessels of the Bibby Line, and many
other shipping companies have under consideration the question of fitting wireless to
the lifêhoats of their passenger ships.
The set is primarily inteiìded for use in
ships' lifeboats, and is designed to operate
'on an aerial suspended from two light masts.

l)e adjusted instantly to suit,
aerials differing widely in dimension without
loss of efficiency, though the range obtainable
will he roughly proportional to the height of
the aerial. The set is arranged for transmission and reception on 600 and 300 metres,
the former being used to câli up ships which
are normally listening in on óoo metres, the
latter being proided so that the set may be
worked on the wavelength which gies the
better results when communicating with a
particular ship.
The transmitter is operated from an accuinulator battery of io cells, w hich is placed in
a watertight box. The battery has sufficient
capacity to operate the set continuously for a
period of six hours. It,is usually charged by
means of a flexible lead running to a vatertight ocket fitted in a convenient position on
tite ship's deck, so that it is not necessary to
remove the cells from the lifeboat for this

'is fitted in a

canvas-covered wood box, the
front of the box is divided into two parts, one
of which opeils downwards and provides a
support for the transmitting key ,and for
writing, the other opens upwards and serves
as a shelter for the set from rain, etc.
i'he set contains a panel on which are
mounted a wave change switch, variometer
handle '(for adjustment of aerial tuning for
transmission and reception), aerial ammeter,
spark gap and "send and receive ' switch.
The rotary interrupter and transformer are

r-"
-

H

I

,

-

T.

-

I.

Tuning can

\
-

-ç.fliustrafing the lifeboat equipment destned by the Radio
Communication Co., Ltd., and being fitted by them omj motor
lifeboals of the Bibby Line vessels.

placed on the left of the panel and can be
easily removed for purposes of cleaning orinspection.
On the right of the panel is placed the receiver which embodies three-val e amplification. The valves used are specially designed
to operate on a low anode voltage, vhic.h is
obtained from the transmitter battery. This
arrangement avoids the necessity for employing any form of dry high-tension battery, Uie
reliability of hich in an emergency could
not be guaranteed. The current fur lighting.
the filament is also 5uppliec! from the battery

pu i-pose.

The-complete transmitter and receiver unit

used for transmission.
349
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AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED
CRYSTAL REÇEIVER

--

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, Staff Editor.

+
+

+
+

The receiving set described in the following article is easily ¡nade,
simple to operaie and will give excellent reception of broadca.sting at distances up to about 20 miles.

+

.4

+

T

Fig. 2.-Explanatory diagram of the.

y

apparatus.

:

connected a small fixed con-.
denser, capacity about 0.0003 F,
hut in many cases this may be
omitted without any appreciable
reduction in efficiency.
After all the parts of the
receiver hare been assembled the
first essential operation is to adjust
the detector. This may be accomplished in several different ways,
the most satisfactory of which requires the use of a testing buzzer.

..

+

:

-+--+

pROCURE

Having completed the tuner to
this point construct the panel and
510. in length, and about half
wood base shaped as shown in the
a pound of No. 24 or No. 26
photograph, Fig. i. The wood
s.w.g. dcc. wire.
Punch two for these may be any dry, hard
small holes in the tube about bin.
wood about gin. thick. The terfrom one end and weave the wire minals for aerial, earth, and telethrough these holes in such a way
phones may be any that the conthat the end of the wire will be structor has available. The switch
arms and contact studs, together
firmly anchored, leaving about 6m.
free for connections. Wind the with the crystal detector, are best
remainder of the \vire in a single purchased complete. The contact
layer, tightly and closely, until studs should be spaced so that the
jo complete turns have been svitch arms vill not drop between
wound. At this point make first
the contacts during rotation.
tapping, leaving a few inches of
Having constructed or purchased
wire free for connecting purposes.
the several component parts and
Proceed in this manner until
mounted them on the wood base,
6 tappings have been made, one at
proceed to connect the tappings of
every jo turns.
After these 6o the inductance to the contact studs
turns haie been wound on the and attach other necessary wires.
former, take off further tappings Scrape the cotton insulation from
for every succeeding turn until
the ends of the tapping wires as
additional turns have been wound,
vell as from the two wires conleaving ten complete turns between
stituting the start and end of the
the last so-turn tapping and the coil. Solder the bare ends of
first single-turn tapping. After
these several w-ires to the contact
winding the last turn of wire studs or fasten securely beneath
anchor the end by weaving through lock-nuts.
Soldered connections
two holes punched in the former are greatly to he preferred. The
as as done with the start of the
method of connecting the various
winding.
tappings will be gathered on reference to Fig. 2.
A wire from the aerial terminal.
is taken to the switch controlling
the single turn tappings and
to the crystal detector. Another
wire is taken from the crystal
detector to one of the telephone
terminals; from the other telephone terminal a connection is
macle to the switch arm controlling
the 10-turn tappings and from
thence to the earth terminal, as
shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1.-Photograph of the completed
Across the telephone terminals
receiver.
former

in.

a
cardboard
in diameter and

-

-

is

This-the buzzer-is

used as a

miniature transmitting station, the
signals from which are converted
into sound by the telephones and
crystal, the loudness of the signals
depending upon the position and
pressure of the cat-whisker on the
crystal. To find the most sensitive spot connect the buzzer to a
dry-cell, place it fairly close to
the receiving set and adjust the
armature so that a clear note is
emitted. Vary the position of the
cat-whisker upon the crystal until
the loudest sound is heard in the
telephones.
Move the buzzer
farther away from the receiver
and readjust the detector until
the very best result is obtained.
So far as the tuning of this set
is concerned, this is attained by
adjusting the inductance of the
tuner. That is, one or both of the
switch arms are rotated until the
proper number of turns of wire of
the tuner form part of the aerialearth circuit, to bring it into
resonance with a particular transmitting station.
iVote.-Tlze tuning of a receiver
Of 1/eis type is dealt wit/i at sorne
length in an article entitled
"P,actical Tuning " appearing
elsewhere in this issue, and to
which readers are referred for
further details.
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THE PHYSICS OF THE .VALVE
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T. ROBERTS, D.Sc. F.InsLP.
oJ the

4,-

physical action of the dull-emitter taue. -

4>

The Advantage of the Thoriated Filament
addition of thoria into tungsten
the process of manufacture has
during
THE
the effect of improving the mechanical
properties of the filament, and it is, of course,
veli known that it also increases the electron
emission per unit area at a given temperature.
l'be '' dull-emitter ' lì laments have been
principally developed by the General Electric
Company in America, and various percentates of thoria have been introduced for the
prpose of increasing the therrnionic emission. In addition, the rare earth oxides are
sometimes coated upOn the surface of the
lament.
It is considered by some invest igatórs that
the use of thoriated tungsten for amplifying
valves is unsatisfactory in that it causes an
irregular electron emission and leads to valve
noises, but others hold quite a contrary -iew.
In so far as the use of these dull emitter lilanients permits a great sa ing in heating current, o that dry batteries can be emplo\ed

4,.

4>

4>

4,.

4>

.

4>

4.

4>

4>

a

poses revert to the condition of an ordinary
tungsten filament. There is a difficulty in
this connection in the exhaustion of dullemitter valves, as great care has to be exer
cised in the bombarding of the electrodes
during tue exhaustion process.

Relative Sizes of Valve Electrodés

i he dimensions of the electrodes of a

valve

dèpend n a generai 'av upon the intended
power or rating of the salve. \Taives are now
made to cover a very large range of powers,
from small receiving valves, having an output
of perhaps a milliwatt, to transmitting ialves
with a rat ng of io or 20 kilowatts.
Considerations which arise vliei dealing
with tile design of a valve are : ----1 low to make
the electrodes and glss envelope sufficient1y
massive for mechanical strength, without
causing the evolution of unduly laige quantities of al)sorhed gas in operaioñ,; how to
arrange that the heat radiation from the párts,
iarticu1arly the anode, shall he the most efficient; how to provid for the greatest possible

instead of accumulators, there is an obvious
advantage, particularly for portable receiving
sets.

4>

amount of therm ionic em ission ; aid how to
sture the maintenanée of th insulation
between the electrodes.
The relative sizes of the anode dianieter the
grid diameter, and the grid thesli- for any par_
ticular purpose bari ñow be calculated 'ith:
fair accuracy.

-

A thoriated filament should not under any
circumstances be raised to a temperature much
above that at which it is intended to be
operated, otherwise the thoria will he driven
off and the filament vilI for. practical pur-

-
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No doubt many readers desire to have the
set, bui lack lime or pcili1ies for makin
val'e-crysIa1 reflex receiver which any

"

-

Fig. 1.-The completed receiver as seen frorii above.

IT

The set comprises the following parts
Two variometers. -These may be of any reputed make, those illustrated being of the wellknown McClelland type, tuning from about
250 to about 700 metres. The left-hand variometer tunes the aerial circuit and that on the
right the tuned anode circuit. The l:tter
variometer is shunted by a fixed condenser
(Dubilier) having a capacity of 0.0003 F.
Variometers with specially fine ire windings
are now being introduced for use ¡n tuned
anode cirèu its, and, if one of this type is purchased the parallel condenser may. be dis-

ìs expected that forthcoming chaiiges in
the licensing regulations vill do much to
stimulate the home construction of wiieless
receiving sets. ,A considerable amount of
literature is available for those who wish to
undertake the actual Construction of. all the
itenis which go to make up an efficient sets
Many would-be constructors, however, are deterred from making a start owing to lack of
the time and facilits necessary fo the proper
construction of small parts.
Many no doubt realise that the present-day
skill and enterprise of wire'ess instrument
makers render available well-finished and
highly efficient components, better in appearatice and performance than can be produced
by the home constructor with -only limited
orkshop facilities.
i'he purpose of the present article is to show
how an efficient modern receiving set can be
built up from readily obtainahle'components
with the aid of a few simple tools stich as a
brace and bit, screwdriver and soldering iron.
The completed instrument is shown in the
accompanying photographs, Fig. i being a
l)lan and Fig. 2 a front elevation. Fig. 3 is a
complete circuit diagram, whilst Fig. 4 is a back view showing the simplicity of the
-

pensed with or reduced to a alue of about
..
o.cooI ,F.
-Three fixed condensers of the Dubilier or
óther equally reliable type. Two of these
should havé a capacity of o0003 aF and one
of o.00i F.
One intervalve transforuier having a stepup ratio of about i tG4. The transformer
-

-

\\iring.
Components Required

\Vitlì

the exception of the three small ebonite
strips which provide adequate insulation for
the various terminals, and which will no doubt
be on the market shortly, all the components
are readily obtainable from advertisers in this

journal.

Fig '3.-The circuit diagram.

-
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Assistant Editor.

lçasureof assembling their own receiving
individual parts. Here is an efficient
[e

can build from standard components.
Fig.

I

shovn

n the phptographi is one of the.Elwell
ironclad " type.. The screening wh.ich this
type of transformer affords is a desirable
feature, though perhaps not strictly necessary
in this case, and any carefully designed and
vell-made transformer should prove quite
satisfactory.
The remaining components, namely, the
crystal detector, filament rheostat, and valve
holder are all standard articles, and readily
obtainable from sireless dealers.

2.-A frnt

view of the

set.

points of the' terminals,.to permit the valveholder to bè inserted from the under-side, and
to allow the various connecting wires to pass'
through. Fig,. 4; referred to in conjunction
with the circuit diagram, Fig. 3, should enable
all connections to be correctly made.
Preliminary Assembly
Those whó are desirous of testing the various stages as the work proceeds are advised.
to try two preliminary assemblies as follows.
Firstly, fit into place one variometer, the
crystal detector, and the aerial, earth and
telephone terminals. This makes a complete
crystal receiver, and the results obtained
should be noted so that subsequent improvement can be appreciated. Secondly, add the
second variometer with its parallel condenser,
the filament rheostat, valve-holder, reservoir
condenser (0.001 pF), and the battery terminais. Connect up as shown in the circuit
diagram, Fig. 3, 1)ut shot-circuit the telephone terminais and connect the telephone
receivers in place o! the primary winding of
the " reflex" transformer, T1 T2.
This will enable the results obtained by
one stage of HF amplification, followed by
crystal rectification, to be observed, and mcidentally will indicate whether- everything is.
in order so far.
Action of the Set
Upon transferring the teiphones to their
proper terminals and completing the connectioñs to the primary winding of the reflex
transformer, the action taking place in the
set is as follows.
.

Assembling and Connecting Up
All the components are to be assembled
upon and properly secured to a woodn baseboard measuring iin. by gin., and provided
with cross pieces beneath each end to raise'
the board about to in.
The actual arrangement xviii be clearly seen
on reference to the photograph,. Fig. i, whilst
Fig. 4 shows that holes are to he drilled
through the board to clear the projecting

'I

-

t.

-

.

-

-

Fig. 4.-The wiring bcneath

(Continued on page 362.)

the basebow-d.
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SEEING ATMOSPHERICS
An interesting description of a method of investiéation info the properties
of atmospherics.
The apparatus refer, ed to was recently shewn at a meeting
of the Radio Society of Great Britain.

j'

5 OST amateurs ai familiar
that bughear knovr
1VI'vtl
yariously us atmospherics,
statics, or X's (X often standing
foi- something unprintable), but few
realise that these disturbances can
also be seen. The apparatus is
beyond the resources of the average
amateur, but an account of the
method used ma be interesting.
'Ihe chief piece of apparatus is
what is known as the Cathode. Ray
Osci I logra ph.
Tb ¡s consists of
a glass vacuum tube À, at one nd
of which is a small filament B,
which can be heated by an accumulator in series with a rheostat.
This filament when glowing pro-

Fig. 1.-The cathode ray osciilograph.
stream of cathode rays
are reduced to a narrow
beam by means of a diaphragm C
with a circular hole. 'U the other
end of the tube is placed a screen
of a certain phosphorescent subwith a
which
glows
stance
duces

a

which

greenish-blue
light where the
cathode particles strike it. E and;
E1 are two parallel iietaI plates
-

.

-.

Fi

C

I;

T--H-.?
Fig. 2.-Arrangement of circuit
making atmospherics visible.

inside the tube, so placed that the
beam of cathode ras passes betveen them.
By applying a difference of potential to these plates,
the beam ill he deflected, vhicli is
shown by the movement of the spot
of light on the screen D. There are
also another lair of plates at right
angles to E, E,, which are shown
by dotted lines in Fig. i.
To make atmospherics visible the
tube is used as shown in lflg. 2.
lE and E are the aerial and earth,.
C is a condenser, E and E1, F and
F, are the two sets of l)laes. To
F, F, is applied a pure alternating
E.M.F. 1)roduced by a triode oscillator. Its frequency is from 200 tO
500 per second. 'Fhe effect of this

--+- -.

-4--4-

-4rn-

.4- .4-

4-

#4-+

F. H. Haynes.

Med.
(The Wireless
8vo.
Pp. 107.
Press Ltd. London), 2S. öd. net.

iii

wire1'his volume includes
less circuit diagranis covering every
conceivable requirement of the vireless experimenter. It commences
' ith a representation and explanation of the graphical symbols used
in wireless diagrams and proceeds
from the simplest aerial circuit to

the loose-coupled crystal receiving
circuit; reacting circuits with single
inductances are treated together
with the wiring of a valve panel.
Single vahe receivers with tuned

BOOK NOTES
-

e

-

magnetic reaction are dealt
ith
and so on with many variations including, of course, the wiring for
A
note-magnifiers.
particularly
useful set of diagrams relates to
an experimental three-valve receiver
and includes an actual practical
wiring of the set.
The Reinartz
circuit with variations is illustrated,
and the Armstrong super-regenera-

354
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pair of plates alone is to produce,
instead of a spot of light, a Fiorizontai line of light since the alterfluting E. M. F. causes the spot to
move rapidly back ards and forwards. When now an atmospheric
(or other strong inipulse) is received
by the aerial, a potential difference
is applied to the plates E, E1, and
this tends to deflect the spot verti.
cllv up or down. Hence the two
movements combined produce on
the screen the wave forni of the
impulse received by the aerial.
I ri this way atmospherics ma
be
said to have been seen, arid much
information as to their properties
has been obtained. They are found
to be heavily damped trains of
waves, their typical appearance
being as shown in Fig. 3.
This method is hardly sensitive
enough for rendering ordinary wireless signals visible, hut this is not
to be wondered at, seeing that th
average E.M.F. of a signal is So
micro-volts, whereas that of an

Fig. 3-Curves representing the
appearance of atmospherics.

atmospheric
ion,00ø

i

in

niicro-olts.

the region

of

The Cathode Ray Osci lograph
can also be emloved in order to
see the wave form of other alternating currents, such as town suppijes.
I

\V.E.M.

-

-4

The Amateur's Book of Wireless

Circuits.

12,

tive circuit. A multitude of switching arrangements, recording circuits, buzier wave-meters, heterodyne w ave-meters, charging circuits, etc., are included, and also
circuits for high-power telephony
transmission, and four - electrode
valve with 11F. and L.F. amplifi-

cation.
Thc explanatiòns printed
on each page with the circuit diagrams are sufficiently full and explanatory and, of course, it is a
simple matter to embody principles
shown in one circuit with those of
another. The book is a compendium of wireless circuits and should
prove invaluable to the serious ex
perimenter.
J. 11. T. R.

. -
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The general aï-rangement, whiclì through the centre for a small
ï, consists of one
bearing pin. The spring, which
heel
which
on
top
of
runs
the
the
is shaped in the manner shown, is
WHEEL CONTACTS
plunger bar, and another vheI cut from strip brass slightly under
which runs along the coil, both
in. wide, and about min. long.
wheels being mounted in a light
The frame is made of strip brass
VOR efficiency and practical frame of strip brass. Under the
tin. wide and
long.
Six
use, the wheel contact is by slider bar a flat brass spring is
holes are drilled to receive three
far the best, for the óbvious placed which rests on a bearing bearing pins, which are riveted
reason that it does not injure or pin by its own tension after ad- over when the wheels are fitted in
wear the vire over which it passes.
justment. An insulating knob at, the frame. The hole in the centre
The pressure being derived from the top completes the device. It of the strip takes a short 2B.A.
a true centre avoids the jarring
will be found that the two wheels
screw, the insulating knob (which
should he bushed with brass) being
screwed on tightly before the
frame i bent to shape. The
rap WHEEL
P/N
wheels, with their bearing pins,
also the spring pin, should be as
sembled afterwards, care being
L.
1'%:
rAR
taken to see that the holes for
,,P/V0T$
80770/4 WHEEL
these pins are exactly opposite
BRASS
each other. This should be the
CL EA RANCE HOLE
IIY
case if the centres for the holes
POR P7N
are all marked from the centre
hole (not from the ends of the
strip) and if proper care is taken
to bend the frame correctly.
is shown in Fig.

.

ï.

"R q
j

-

-

H.B.

4116

-

Fig. 1.-Illustrating the general arrangement of the wheel cênlacis and their
component parts.
re

movement over the wires due to
side pressure, as in the case of the
plunger type of contact.
The design shown to the top left
of Fig. i may be adapted for. use
with an inductance or potentiometer, and may easily 1e constructed by the handy experimenter. In adapting this device to
a potentiometer, the whole. thing
sou1d, of course, he made on a
smaller scale.

MOUNTING FOR
FRAME AERIAL

re

gïe

a very easy working movement, and the spring brings the
correct pressure to bear upon the
coil.
The details are shown clearly
in Fig. 'r. The top wheel has a
flat face, whereas the bottom
wheel has a convex face, which is
found to give a better contact, besides assisting to reduce friction,
These wheels, which are made of
brass, each have a clearance hole

355
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THE great drawback to most
types of mounting for the
useful frame aerial is that
the pivot upon which the contrivance turns must also act as a supHence considerable sideport.
stranis are thrown upon it, which
cause it ere long to work loose;
the frame then develops a bad
wobble. Below are the details of
A27
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very simply made turntable,
which ëan be relied upon to give
good service and to remain perfectly steady in its action.
The base (Fig. 2) consists of a
piece of wood-any kind of wdod
a

Fio. 2.-Illustrating lite base for the
frame aerial support.

will do provided that it is seasoned
and unwarped-Sin. square and
in. thick. lt is provided with
two small batten6 which raise it
sufficiently to allow clearance for
the nut and shank of the spindle.
A din. hole is drilled through its
midpoint, and a 6m, circle is
marked out. Round the circumference of this circle brass escutcheon pins are driven in.
The disc (Fig. 3) is made of
similar wood. A brass strip iin.
ivide is secured round the edge
of the under surface by means of
screws whose heads are countersunk. The best vay of making
this strip is to mark it out in segments on a sheet of brass and then
to cut out the segments with the
shears. The disc is attached to
the upright member of the frame
by means of two small angle
brackets, vThich are obtainable
from any ironmonger.
Through
the centre of the disc and up into

,

Septeniber

tube is to act as a bush for the
pivot.
The pivot is a 6in. length of
sin. round brass rod, one end of
which is threaded for Iin., and
it is fixed to the base by means
ofa pair of nuts as seen in Fig. 4.
lt must be so arranged that its
upper end does not reach the
bottom of the hole in the upright
member, for it must not act as a
support.
The frame mornited on the disc
is now slipped on to the pivot, a
little vaseline being applied to the
surface of the brass strip. lt will
be found that it turns quite easily
and with perfect steadiness. The
brass strip travels smoothly over
the heads of the escutcheon pins
which take the whole weight of
the aerial. The pivot is thus sub- jected to only the most trifling

I

)

L

Fig. 3.-Showing disc on which is
mounted Ike frame aerial support.

the upright member is drilled a
hole just large enough to take a
din. length of brass tubing with
an inside diameter of iin. This

window cement a piece of tin or
copper foil of from S in. to i ft.
square, ànd connect this to the
aerial lead-in wire. On the inside of the window pane, amj
directly opposite the outer sheet
of foil, cement another sheet of
the same dinensions. A wire is

cerio!

Ta 08170/

e i»
'/

or copper

4',!

g/iie1 on gloss

To 38/

Fia. 5.-A novel arranenien1 in the

form of an aerial

5RASS rOBE

sheets

.INS

Fie. 4.-General view

nf the

lead-tn.
The metal
to which the wires are connected

act as a condenser.

EJCCITc/IEON
'

arrange-

ment, s1iowin the respective positions
of the different parts.

strains,and as it moves

in a long
biass bush there is no fear of its
becoming loose.
This type ot
mounting can he fitted to any existing frame aerial, and it will be
found to repay well the trouble
taken in putting it together.
R. W. H.

led from this directly to the aerial
binding post of the receiving Set.
These two sheets of foil, with tbe
glass window pane between them,
act as a condenser in series with
the aerial. It is undesirable to
have these two sheets smaller titan
the dimensions given, otherwise
considerable losses are likely to he
caused, and received signals appreciably weakened, as the small
capacity tends to cut down unduly
the natural wavelength of the
aerial proper.
F. T. S.
*

-_.,(ßRA53 STR/

/
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A FINE
A CONVENIENT
AERI&L LEAD-IN

THIS idea

is for those who
cannot bring the lead-in
wire under the window because in summer the mosquitoes
get in, and in winter the cold gets
accompanying sketch
illustrates the idea. On the outside of the upper pane of the

in.The

ADJUSTMENT

FOR CONDENSERS.
a

ANVONE who has gone in
at all for long-distance reception on wavelengths of
less than óoo metres will have
discovered how extremely clfficult
it is to accomplish the critical tuning needed to bring in weak
signals.
One keeps on hearing
snatches of the desired transmission, but the slightest turn of' the

356
k
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condenser knob causes it to be
lost at Once.
The reason is that on the short
aves a tiny increase or decrease
in the capacity in a tuned circuit
makes an enormous difference in
the frequency of the receiving
circuit. With strong signals this
does not
astly matter, since
they can usually be heard over
a fairly vide band; but with
very weak sounds, such as those of
broadcast transmissions from the
United States, matters are altogether different.
ITere it is
essential to be able to tune almost
exactly to the frequency of the
sending station. The same thing
applies, though of course in a
lesser degree, to the more distant
of our own broadcasting stations
and to Continental telephony.
One way out of the difficulty is
to use a 3-plate " vernier " condenser wired in parallel with the
A.T.C. This is satisfactory up to
a point, but it vill probably be
found necessary to use a second
vernier '' in parallel with the
closed Circuit condenser, which
means that the wireless table is
apt to become chock-a-block with

edge it engages, a whole turn of
its milled head will produce quite
a small movement of the dial. The
gear ratio will, in fact, be ¡2 or
¡5 to i.
Rough tuning is done in the
ordinary way by turning the condenser's knob. As soon as a faint
signal is heard the small knob is

/
0

-Ç,vur

;

i!i1
-

/
(

¡

rubber-covered upper portion of
the screw is of very much less
diameter than the dial with whose

-LOc( NUT
SPRING WASHER

WASHERS

/

L. RUBBER.

MILLED HEADED SCREW.
Fig.' 6.-Illustrating the "micrometer" movement.

apparatus.
A very simple tip for obtaining
fine adjustment with an ordinary
o.00i
F or o.00c iF condenser
is shown in the drawing.
A
B.A. clearance hole is drilled in
the ebonite top in such a position
that a screw slipped through it
just makes contact with the engraved dial. We now obtain a
' in. 3 B.A. screw with a milled
head, and work on to it a piece
of stout rubber tubing
in. in
length. Over this is placed a thin,
flat washer.
The screw is passed through the
hole in the panel, a flat washer; a
spring washer and a second flat
washer being placed in turn over
its shank. A nut is then turned
down until the screw re olves
easily and steadily in its hole,
when a second nut is put on and
screwed hard down to act as a
lock.
It will be seen that as the

W

of the correct value. After experirnenting ith various kinds of
variable leaks, for many weeks
without having much success, I
tried dipping a match stick in
Indian ink.
The result was
amazing; the signals were louder
and as cleat as on a crystal set,
and the filament current on the detecting valve could be cut down
substantially.
Various resistances may be
made by dipping one match stick
completely in the ink, while
another may be dipped for threequarters of its distance only.
Using an MO. " R " type valve
with the leak connected between
the grid and the positive low-tension, I found the best value to
be an ordinary match stick completely covered with Indian ink.
I can thoroughly recommend
the ibove method of making a
gridleak as it costs ñext to nothing; the leak is easy to mount
and is variable, inasmuch as différent leaks may be made and
clipped between two small spirals
of No. 22 S.W.G. bare copper
wire.
E. W B.
4'

4'

used, and with its. aid such fine
adjustments can be made that
there is usually no difficulty in
bringing the signal up to the fullest possible strength. If the set
is used for long-distance work, it
is advisable to fit this form of fine
adjustment not only to the A.T.C.
but to the secondary condenser, as
well as to those which tune transformer, or tuned anodes and the
reaction coil. The same idea may
also be applied with excellent resuits to the dials of variometers
and vario-couplers.

R.W:H.

A CHEAP SET OF

CRIDLEAKS

4

..
all experimenters know,
to get the best. results out
of a single or multi-valve
S

receiving set, the gricileak must be

357

SOLDERING
CONNECTIONS
*

THERE are four points

to
be remembered when making a soldered joint.
The
surface of the parts to be soldered
should be thoroughly cleaned.

The surface should be

treated

non-corrosive soldering
The temperature of the iron
should be kept at the right value,
and the point should be properly
"tinned." The metal parts
should be heated with the iron,
and just enough solder applied to
cover them.
Provided these precautions are
taken, every joint will be a good
one, and the apparatus connected
in this manner will be silent in
its operation, without any of the
hissing, scratching and " frying
noises so common among poorlyS. G. R.
connected sets.
with
flux.

a
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By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

ättenipt will
L OZVDON.-An
probably he made to induce the

President of the I eague of
Nations to speak to 2L0 on an
ordinary land-line, and his speech
vjlI then be broadcast simultaneously if it is received clearly
in London.
This would he a
spectacular demonstration of the
possibilities
of
simultaneous
broadcasting.
.

There is no doubt that the
B.B.C. have done well with the
simultaneous broadcasting.
It
was only in IIarch last that the
first experiments were made, and
these were by no means satisfac-'
tory. In the middle of May an
attempt vas made to relay grand
opera to all the stations, but only
with partial success. The B.B.C.
engineers were a bit downhearted, and thought that it wOuld
never be practicable.
However,
they kept at it, and the recent
tests, which were aptly described
as wireless juggling, prove con.cusively that simultaneous broadcasting has '' arrived. '
In October, the London Mon-.
day evening programme vill be
radiated simulta neously. It was
sâid that an all-star symphony
programme would he broadcast on
these Monday evenings. To the
average listener a symphony concert is anything but an all-star
performance. It is to be hoped
that something very much brighter
than a symphony concert will be
radiated, otherwise the provincial
listeners will get a poor idea of a
London programme.
The

B..C.

competition for the

besr photographs .sketches or de-

scriptions of listening-in is drawing to a close, but there is still
tupe to send in an attempt.
Again ve have had the enjoyment of listening to HM. Grenadier Guards Band. The cornet
solo in " Samson and Delilah"
was exquisitely rendered; and
how well \feyerbeer's '' Marche
aux Flambeaux " sounded
The
soprano solo, " Dear Heart," by
Massei, vas like good old wine.
!

Did you ever notice how the
kettledrum blots out a lot f
music? Thi was painfully apparelit the other night when Mes.
sager's '' Les Deux Pigeons " was
hein
played by the London
Orchestra. It reminded one of a
good " broad" spark, working at
hich sDeed.
What an extraordinarily fine
voice is that of Miss Gertrude
Johnson, of the B.X.O. Co. Her
version of Bishop's " Lo, hear the
gentle lark " will long he remembered by listeners-in; and how
well the notes in the flute obbligato blended with the singer's
voice.
Forthcoming .vents

SEPTE1I BER.
12th

(\Vs».).-7. 15, Dramatic Criti-

cism.

9, Professor Ireland on
io, Sir Alfred Her-

Histor'."

bert on "Machine Tools."
i3th (TlIuRs.).-7.
Musical Criticism. 9, W. E. \Vilkinson,
LL. D. (London), on the New
Rent Act." Paviova Ballet Music
from Covent Garden.
i4th (Fin.).-7.
Cinema CritiCiSfli.
\V. \V. \Vatts, of The
Victotia and Albert Museum, on
"Knives, Fdiks and Spoons."

i,

',

,

i7th

(Mox.)._7.i3,

CISflÌ.

Literary Çriti-

9, Major l-l. Barnes, on

"The New Regent Street'."

BERDEEN.-Aberdeen sta14 tion will be opened on October ioth. The date has been postponed from the 2nd, as there are
some big events in connection with
the coming of the Colonial
Premiers, which stand in the way.

.

-

-

made
unusual contribution to
broadcasting recently. Mr. Robert
.Parker, the bass of the British
National Opera Company, had
reached one of those fine declamatory passages .in the Prelude to
" L'Paggliacei'' when the station
cat stole unobserved to the microphone and emitted a " grand
howl." Evidently it appreciated
the quality of the music and
desired to add its own melody to

B an

that of Mr. Parker
At the conclusion of Sir
George Davies' remarks from 2L0
on " Preserved Foods " the other
night a London listener quickly
switched over to Birmingham in
time to hear again the last portion
of that gentleman's talk broadDoes
cast from Birmingham.
Birniingham Station "bottle up"
lectures like this on a gramophone
oj similar record and turn them
loose on their wavelength?
-

-

r

Forthcoming Events
SEPTEMBER.
i3th (THuRs.).-Beatrice Eeelvn,
'cellist.
i5tli (S%T.).-StatiOn Military Band.
17th

(M0N.).-Carnlen Hill, sopra-

no, British National Opera Co.
x9th

(\VE».).-Station

Repertoire

Co., in song recitals.

358
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20th (THURs.).-l\largaret
and Maurice Coles, di the
National Opeía Co.
21st (FRI.).-Mr. Sidney
and Miss Russell, of the

Davies
British

Russell
British
National Opera Co., in a -farce,

"The Collaborators."

DOURA7EMOUTH.-Mr. Bertram Fryer, who has done such
excellent work in Nevcatle, is to
get the much-coveted position o.f
Director of the Bournernouth station, which will possibly open on
October i7th. Mr. Fryer made
excellent tise nf the comnarativelv
limited material at his disposal,
and if he can mobilise all the
talent which is resident in and
which visits Bournemouth he will
speedily make the new station one
of the best in the country.

A.R.A.M., and Manchester can
now pride itself upon having one
of the finest instrumental combinations of any of the British broad-

cast stations. The number of permanent players is 13, but on the
fortnightly synphony orchestral
nights the number is increased to
25. \Ve are not sure that any improvement is made by the extra
number, as the microphone appears
to lie swamped, so to speak, and
the reproduction is confused.
Doubtless there is a limit to the
power of the microphone to assimilate the various sounds, but improvements in this direction may
be expected in due course.

TRANSMISSIONS
ClI.Sf,n

CLASGO TV-The Scottish play,
'-i" Rob Roy," which was broad-

CARDIFF

........
LOO6DON ........

MANCHESTER..:.

NEWCASTLE ......
GLASGOW ........

cast by 5SC, was the most ambitious attempt of the kind yet made
from any broadcasting station in
the country. The piece was produced under the direction of Mr.
R. E. Jeffrey. Nearly loo peri.
formers took part in the production, which occupied a little over
two hours. Reports from various
quarters show that the actors and.
vocalists were heard clearly and
distinctly throughout the Glasgow

Wod.,,gt5
5WA.. .353 metro,
2L0

...
...

.369
.355

ONO ... .400
SSC .. .418

.... OIT . .420
ThIES OF WORKING.

BIRMINGHAM

.

.3.30 to 4.30 P.m. and 5.0

(019.30 P.m. EST.
LondOn 113G orn, to 53.30 Inotod a

Supdn.

.

.

1.39 to 4.30 p.m.
.8.30 to 10.30 p.m. EST.
OtO 3.0 P.m. to 5.0 P.n. oloo.

SILENT PERIODS.
CARDIFF ................ 8.0 to 8.30

LONDON .................. 6.15.. 7.0
MANCHESTER ............ 7.45,. 8.15
NEWCASTLE ................. ..
GLASGOW ............... 9.0 ,. 930
BIRMINGHAM ........... 8.0 ,.

4HEFF1ELD.-It

area.
On October 6 " Roh Roy " will
again be broadcast from the Glasgow station and relayed from the
various stations throughout the
country, in order that radio enthusiasts all over Greai Britain
may have an opportunity of hear-

From
station
winter
gramme

The opera series begins on
Septemher 17th with '' Il Trovatore."
Carmen " will be sung
on October ¡st, and other works to
he performed include " Loben-

grin,'' '' Faust,''

Rigoletto,''

The Valkyrie," " Don Giovanni," and " The Flying Dutch-

man."

ing it.

September 6th Glasgow
going to revert to
time," the concert probeing provided from 7.15
to 50.30, with an interval from
9.0 to 9.30.
is

The operatic evenings will last
from 7.45 to 10.15, and usually
the whole voik will he given.
Forthcoming Eve rlts

SEPTEMBER.
12th (WED.).-Special afternoon
concert at 3.30 Miss Beatrice
1\liss
'cello;
Eveline,
solo
Kate \Vinter, soprano; Mr.
Land line
J olin Ward, tenor.
transmission at 8.30 of opening
of British Association's leeting
at Liverpool. Sir Ernest Ruther- ford on "The Electrical Structure
of

is not safe
-' to prophesy, as far as Shef-

field is concerned, hut we learn
that this next week-end may
see some land-line relay work
carried out, from the Birmingham and Manchester stations,
the relayed items being radiated.
from the new Sheffield station.
.'

:

MANCHESTER-The transmissions from 2ZY hare improved considerably since the new
station opened.
The orchestra
also has made rapid strides under
the guidance of the station director, Mr. Dan Godfrey, jun.,

i3th (THuRS.).-Mr. Miles HodgMisi Ealin
son, elocutionist.
O'Neill, soprano. Suite for flute
and pi1no; Mr. Joseph Lingard,
Miss Jessie Cormack.
Miss
M r.
Annie Chadwick, soprano.
Joseph Markham, tenor.
i4th (FRI.).-Talk by Mr. Geo. \V.
Thompson. on "Builders cf
Ridgeway's
Ancient Romè."
Dance Band.
i5th (SAT.).-.2ZY Orchestra. Mr.
Tom Powell, tenor. SMr. Victor
Smvthe as
x6th (SuN.).-Svlvian Male Voice
Quartet. Mdme. Emily Hard.
man. soorano.
Mr. Stuart
Hemingway, tenor.
i7th (MON.). Mr. Da id Openshaw, baritone. Talk by Mr.
William Miller (of Millers'
Fashion Service). Special operatic night, "Il Trovatore," by the
Solo2ZY Operatic Company.
ists: Miss Madge Taylor, Miss
Olive Mackay, Mr. William
Hindle, Mr. Lee Thistlethw'aite.
Çonductor: Mr. Dan Godfrey,
jun., A.R.\.M.
Lecturer: Mr.
Moses Baritz.
18th
(TuEs.).-2ZY Orchestra.
Miss Carmen Hill, soprano.
Talks on Steeplejacks and their
Work," by Mr. S. Bidder, who
erected the aerial at the new
Manchester station.
I9th (VED.).-Mr. Máurice Cole,
pianist. Miss Marguerite David,
soprano. 2ZY Orchestra.

?Iatter."

¡

In the meantime the temporary
broadcasting station at Ventnor
Place is to carry on almost up to
the time of the opening of the new
relay station. Experiments with
the latter have given great satisfaction so far, hut t must be
remembered that even when a
practical effort is made to give the
public relayed matter, great
things must not be expected at
Eckersley
and
first.
Capt.
Capt. \Vest are, however, doing
their utmost to make the scheme
a success right-from the start.
-
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SINGLE OR. DOUBLE-WIRE AERIAL.:
By

A.

W.

SPECKLEY.

.

As there are divided opinions among experimenters on this subject, the following article is oJ
interest. The l'iews expressed are not necessarily ours, and we in,'ite òur readers' criticisms.

Wli'll the adent of broadcasting on
low wavelengths the question as to

the best type of aerial to employ
assumes an importance not pre\ iously considered. When telegraphy, with an occasional
French or I)utch concert, was the goal of
experimenters, the twin or double açrial was
adopted without question, and the single wire
was used s a result of lacl of facilities to
As a rule the owner
erect a double wire.
vas of the opinion that he was handicapped
thereby in comparison with his more fortuiiate fiends.
It has alw'a's seemed strange to me that
altlìouglì a large amount of information as to
mast construct ion, iiisulation, etc., etc., was to
be found in every text-book, little or no
-

S

S

reason was given to explain why any particular tepe of aerial should be erected ; the
respectke merits were skimiTled over and
the l)eginner was left with tile impression
that. it did not matter very much v hich he
adopted.
Mv owi experiences and experiments have
focëd me to take up a definite position with
regard to this -matter, and in order to promoté, or prpvoke, sonic interest in the subject, I propose to givé lily reasons for discardinc the double ill favour of the sinie wire.
An aerial, as ve know, possesses lotlì capa
city and inductance, both of which are necessary to enable us to tune to a given wavelength, hut what is not generally understood
is that to obtain the maximum strength and
efficiency, these two factors must be present
in their correct proportions, and here J would
like to protest against the oft-repeated stateme!t that a certain sized coil will tune from
stich a wavelength to such a wavelength with
the help of a variable condenser. lt will do
It will certainly cover
nothing of the sort
!

the difference between the two gures, but it
viil be at efficienc at the one point on the
condenser where the inductance and capacity
are in agreement, and at that point only.
\Iost of us have noticed that although we
can '' get '' a particular station with several
combinations of coils and condenser values,
there is one particular coil which gi\çs us
tile liest results.
In my opinion, 90 per cent, of the sets in
use are tuning-in low wavelengths with too
much capacity and too little inductance.
lt cannot he over emphasised that it is the
inductance that supplies the potential to grid
and that too much capacity in the circuit has
a damping effect, and we should, therefore,
use as much inductance as possible.

Now the regulation twin wire aerial is of
high capacity, and will not admit the introduction of sufficient inductance into thecircuit to obtain the proportions necessary for
best reception on low wavelengths.
This disadvantage has been felt by most
experimenters, and the advice generally given
is to put the condenser in series with the
aerial. This permits the tise of a larger coil,
hut is not by any means a satisfactory method,
for whilst admitting that the total capacity is
now less than the smaller capacity and also
variable, there is a dead-end effect somewhat
simi1aito that expèrieiced when tisi1g a large
solenoid on short wavelengths.
This then is the reason for using the single
vire of low capacity, but another fault still
to be found with the double wire is that it
is very difficult to get the two \vires identical
in every respect, and unless this is done you
are actually working on two aerials of different
values, making it almost impossible to tune
to the critical point so necessary for the reception of pure telephony.
:
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Wireless Weekly is read by many
people new to wireless, and who most
probably will attempt to make their first
Set from purchased components in the coming
dark evenings, it may be interesting to Consider for a few minutes what the Costs are
likely to bè. It is easier to arrive at a figure
for the cost of such a set than is generally
realised, for so many components are common to practically every kind of set and are
fairly well standardised as to price.

Naturally the cheapest of all is a crystal set.
If this is of the simplest single-coil slider
type, it will only be necessary to buy the wire,
a brass rod, a slider, four terminals, a fixed
condenser to shunt across the telephones, and
a crystal with its holder and cat-whisker. The
cost of the baseboard can be left out, as this
may generally be constructed from odd wood
lying about the house.
Insulated ire for winding inductances is
sold by the pound. No. 24 enamelled is quite
a good wire for the beginner to use, and
enough to wind an inductance to cover the
wavelength range required with an ordinary
aerial can be purchased for about 2/-. A
slider with spring and plunger costs about Od.;
brass rods for the slider about the same, and,
if you should buy it, an inductance tube of
treated cardboard is also obtainable for od. or
less. Excellent and well-made crystal holders
on ebonite bases, and fitted with cat-whisker,
can be bought at prices from 3/6 to 5/-,
although cheaper varieties which work quite
well can he purchased for as low as 2/-. A
really good specinlen of crystalcosts about a
shilling, and a good lixed c6ndenser half a
crown. First-class terminals can now be
bought for 3d. each.
I

,.

S.4_ 5.4__4_

Valve sets, of cours are more expensive,
not only because the valves themselves cost
money, but because of the necessary batteries
that go with the set. For a one- or two-valve
set a 30-ampere-hour (actual) accumulator is
big enough, and this vill cost about £2 to £3,
according to quality. For a three-valve or
four-valve set I would recommend a 40-amperehour (actual), w hicli will cost 12/- or 15/_
more. A 6o-volt high-tension battery for any
valve-set, single-or multi-valve, will cost about
14/-, and the salves themselves can be put
down at 15/- each, unless you choose to use
the dull-emitter valves hich sell at 27/6 each.
Telephone lieadpieces for use with either
crystal or valve sets run at about 20/- to 30/a pair, and a good loud-speaker costs about
£6. Standard components used in every
valve set are filament resistances (2/6 U.wards), grid condenser (2/6), gridleak (2/6),
valve socket (i/- or 1/3). Any fixed condensers which are shunted across telephones,
i ntervalve
transformers, primaries, etc., cost
about 2/6 each. .

*

*

4-

ponents for the man who is rather fastidious.
If the crystal set is to consist of an inductance
with tappings and fine tuning is carried out
with a variable condenser, the cost will go up
at once. The studs will generally need to he
mounted on a panel of ebonite, although good
dry wood will do, and a switch-arm viih
sufficient number of contacts will need to be
purchased. \ good switch-arm fitted vitli
ebonite knob, washers, etc., and, say, half a
dozen studs with nuts and «ashers can be
purchased for i/6 to 2/6. The variable condenser will cst anything from ioJ6 to 25/-,
according to the quality, and your ebonite
panel will probably cost you 2/6.

As

*

4-

*

*

*

*

If you wish

*

to confine yourself to reception
of, the broadcasting band of the British statipns, a set of plug-in coils will cost you about
£ i. If you make your own inductances with

Of course these figures do not represent the
cheapest that can be obtained, but the prices
are fairly representative of good quality corn361
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tappings and switches, as described on the
pre\ious page, you will save sohie money,
of course. 1f you use a variable coiidenser
for tuning,this w ill cost you another Li or so.
*

*

*

*

*

_*

Again, if you are a beginner, it is well that
you should have clearly in your mind the
limitations under which w'ireless works. Many
newcomers in the business of ireless, as disL
tinct from the hobby, have sought to revolutionise the business by stating bluntly that
they want "none of this corpplication;" but
simply a set which will have a dial nn it,
marked fôr the various stations. They imagine
set can be designed with such a dial, so that
the user can turn from one station W the other
Unformerely by twisting a knob."
tunately, as e\ery serious experimenter found
long ago, the design of such a set cannot yet
he effected. Conditions of reception vary from
day to day and from night to night, and hilst
on some evenings it is quite possible to hear,
say, Glasgow strongly with a two-valve set,
on other nights, when conditions are not
normal, it will perhaps need a three- or four-.
valve .eéei.ver to reach the sanie degree of
audihilityt.

*

A point to be borne in mind by the home
construtor is that if he has built a onevalve
set an4 subsequently desires to build another,
the same high- and low-tension batteries, tele-

phones, filament resistances, gridleaks and
the Iikç vill probably sere just as well in the
new set as in the old. In this way once dne/
has started in the game of home building,-continuance is not so expensi\e as might appear

-

.

"WIRELESS -WEEKLY"
(Contlnuedfro

i

-

,:.

,

...

REFLEX' RECEIVER
m

The differences in potential set up across;
the aerial tuning varionieter, VR1, and ap-plied to the grid and filament of the.valve,
set !P amplified hut still oscillating currents
in the tuned anode circuit, VR2, C1,' in Fig. 3. Rectified pulses of current at audio
frequency flow through the crystal detector
D and the primary winding T1 of the reflex
transformer T1 12 and are thus passed back
again into the grid circuit of the valve to
u ndergo low-frequency amjl ficat ion, the resultant audio-frequency current then actuating the telephones T connected in the posi-_
tiye side of the anode or high tension battery'
B2 (ôo to loo volts).
Operation

I92

at first. Most experimenters use a needless
amount of ebonite in their sets, and as this is
a very expensilre item, much saving can be
effected by leing out ali except tJiat which
is absolutely required for insulation.

These few indications will show that building your own apparatus is not a matter to be
emhrked upon under the impression that a
four-valve set will cost you about Li. In
the foregoing itenis will he found most of the
essentials w ith approximate costs, and it will
he seen that these alone, without any " fancy "
fitments, will make the price mount tip. If
note-magnifiers are used, you w ill need an
intervalve transformer for each stage of such
magnification, and these will cost from 20/10 30/- eacn.
*

12,

-

To operate the set, connect up the aerial,
earth, telephones, and batteries to their ap-

-

..

-

L

page 353).

propriate terminals; adjust the filament rheostat until the valve is burning at correct bnlliancy, and set the crystal detector, merely
by guesswork, to a point where a fairly loud
click is heard each time contact is made.
Search for signais by swinging the aerial
arionieter slowly through 1800, changing
the position of the anode variometer about
5°. or 6° at each swing.
\Vhen signals are heard, adjust the two
arionieters to give the best results; carefully
reset the crystal detector and, finally, try the
effect of varying the filament brilliancy by
means of the rheostat.
\Vhen purchasing he necessary coniponents, Specify that they are to be used in
the assembly of a Wireless Jl1eekly Reflex
Receker, and your supplier w ill- see that you
get either the identical ajiicles specified, or
satisfactory alternatives.

-

-
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Conducted by A. D.

Vernier Variable Condenser
FROM Messrs. Gaston E.

A

Marbaix we have received,
a variable condenser, for
panel mounting, of approximately o.00i F, provided with
a three-plate vernier in the
same instrument operated by a
small knob in the cintre of the
main knob.
This instrument is
manufactured by a vell-known
American engineering firm, and
really beautifully constructed and
A
finished.
high-class bevel
scale is supplied, marked from o
to ioo divisions, and substantial
stops. The instrument is designed
for fixing under the panel by two
screws, a card template being supçlied for drilling the panel.
The rigid construction, good
mechanical design, and smooth
movement of the concentric
spindles are particularly noticeable! Small copper soldering tags
are provided for connections.
On test the insulation was found
to he excellent, the maximum capaF, and the
city about o.00i
minimum reasonably small; the
electrical connections are effective
and silent in opeïation, great care
having evidently leen taken to
ensure this. The vernier gave very
fine tuning an
was extremely
handy in use.
Altogether a very fine instrument indeed for the discriminating experimenter.
Also made in 0.0003 and.
0.0005

F capacities.

An Accumulator-charging Set
for Alternating Current
Messrs. Serjeant & Rose have
submitted for practical test a

rotary converter, consisting of an
alternating-current motor of h.p.
designed for 220 volts and 25 to
So cycles alternating supply, and
a direct-current dynamo delivering 5 amperes at 8 volts continuoils, for honie-charging of acdumuThe motor and dynamo
látors
are both mounted on a substantial

-.

____v

I

-.

..-

-

F

--

-.---

!
u -

.-.-

-

».'..-:---

---

'-______..

:-

trollable.
The general impression of finish
quite
vas
and workmanship
favourable; the efficiency was as
high as can be expecteJ from so
lt forms a consmall a unit.
venient and easily operated charging means for those who have
AC mains in their homes.
An Enclosed Crystal Detector

I
&

6-volt accúmulator at añ ordinary
rate of amperes it ran steadily,
with little vibration, practically
no sparking at the dynamo
brushes, and minimal at the A.C.
motor-brushes; also the hearings
remained cool. The motor heated
up quite noticeably, hut apThe
parently not dangerously.
ou.tput vas rtcady and easily con-

a

-

-z

Messrs. Armac have submitted
for test an enclosed type of crystal
detector, with a sensitised galena
crystal and conventional catwhisker, mounted on a neat ebonite base, provided with two subProvision is
stantia terminals.
also made for the easy replacement of the crystal.
On practical test the setting of
the cat-whisker was found to be
convenient, the
action being
smooth and positive, without backlash. In actpal reception, in compalison with a good standard
Perikon detector, and also with
proprietary galena crystals, the detecting qualities were found to he
excellent. Local broadcasting, on
a P MG. aerial, and a really
efficient tuner, was clearly readable, every word being distinct, on
This was in
the loud-speaker.
daylight, and about ¡3 miles from
1

The Gaslon E. MarbaEx condenser.

base-board,
being
the drive
through a flexible coupling. An
adjustable resistance is also provided for regulating the speed and
output.
On actual test on an AC.
supply the machine was observed
to take from r to
anipere, according to load, from the AC.
supply, and delivered all of rated
amount of D.C., without immediate signs of overload. On a
long run in actual charging of a
.

2L0.
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An idea which a more experienced experimenter may liI<e to try out is shown in Fig. i.
l'bis shows a power amplifier using two
talves. The negative potential for the two
grids is obtained, not from any battery, hut
f rom the drop in E.\l.F. across a resistance
included in the common anode circuit.
The resistance R, shunted by a capacity C2, is included between tile negative terminai of the high-tension battery
B
and positive side of the filament
accumulator B1. There is normally a
steady anode current flowing round the
anode circuit, and as this passes through
the resistance R making the right-hand end
of R egative with respect to the filament, it

-

obtained, a large condenser being also
nected across the tapped portion.

Fig. 1.-IUus!ratin

is possible to obtain a negative potential on
the grids of the two valves b) connecting the
bottom end of the secohdaries T and T4 to
the right-hand side of the resistance R.
The condenser C is to smooth out
any variation of potential across R, as
t
is, of course, only desired to give
the grids a steady d.c.
potential of,
say, - io or niore volts, or iii some cases
perhaps only - volts, depending upon the
high-tension voltage and the t'pe of valve

o novei method

negalive

con-

o/ ob!ainzng

rjd bias.

\ii advantage of the arrangement is that
the negative potentials on the grids are more
or less automatically regulated, no matter
what high_tension voltages are applied; the
greater the high-tension voltage the greater
will be -the current flowing in the anode
circuit, and consequently the greater the
potential difference across R; it vil1 thereforé be seen that the grids will have a higher
negative potential, which is what is wanted.

used, and the position of the valve.
regards the vâlues of the resistance R,

.s

trict Radio Society. Informal
meeting.
i4th (FRI.)-The Leeds and District Radio Society. Lecture,
Mr. D. Pettigrew,
Care of
Brown's A ' Type r hones."

-

for an oidinrv amplifier using ahóut (bo
volts, a resistance of 6,odo ohnis illÙsùally
be about right, while the condenser C2 has a
value of not less than - 1F, this condenser
preferably being as large as possible. The
ideal conditions would be to h-e the resistance tapped to enable different voltages to be

Obtaining Negative Grid Bias
vill remember that recéntl)t I was
spealdng about methods of óbtainiig a
negative grid bias for amplifying salves.

SEPTEMBER.
t3th (TJ1uRs.),-11ford and Dis-

Edito,.

i

-

(TIluRs.),-.Hackney and
District Radio Society.
Mr.
will
Skinderviken
lecture
on
J.
" The Skinderviken Microphone Button and its Uses."
27th (THuRs,).-Ilford and District Radio Socity. Informal
zoth

FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
2oth (THURs.).-Ilford and District Radio Society. Mr. A. J..
Thompson. Lecture on " Vacuum Tubes." -

meeting.

-
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PICTORIAL CIRCUITS

u

SIR,-You have often invited
criticism, and I am now putting
before you my personal idea re the
following.
Latterly you have adopted pictorial diagrams, and I tried to
follow one or two, hut the exertion was too great during the heat
wave, and as I noticed you also
used the conventional diagram,
have reft them alone since,
in
my opinion this pictorial diagram
would be better omitted.
The
conventional symbols are clear ani
very easily memorised, and the
diagram at a glance shows what
each connection is doing.
The pictorial diagram would
only be useful to anyone making a
slavish copy of it, without any idea
of what they were doing, and its
educative value would be nil.
\Tith the other type of illustration
the veriest tyro could not help getting some idea of the circuit.
I hope you will ot allow the
newer style to Oust the old one.
Many good things come from
U.S.A., but this is a retrograde
step, to my thinking.
I am, etc.,
ARTRTJR

HOSDAY.

[We shall be pleased to learn
the jews of other readers in this

matter-ED.]

ST75

V

SIR,-I thought your readers
might be interested to learn the
results from the circuit ST75
which I have made üp and somewhat modified as per diagram.
Components. -McClellan

vario-

meter; Cossor as HF. and Marconi " R " as detector; Ferrix

ANOTHER OPINION

transformers by Rose, Lloyd &
Co., Ltd.'; 0.0002 /AF condenser
for anode coil; S4 and 75 Burndept coils.
No aerial is used with this set,
'hilst the earth is made to a main
'.aterpipe joft, away. 2L0 is too
loud for telephones. The results
on a Claritone loud-speaker are
excel lent.

SIR,-My c-riticism &f
C. H. S." in TI ireless Weekly
is that all he requires is a textbook to learn theory. I am sorry
he cannot see the big interest
lVi,cless TVeekly has created solely
through publication of new cirI am, etc.,
cuits.
Devon.

-

51'I' can be tuned in but with
difFiculty inasmuch as the 1oupling has to be so tight that the set
5X0
is inclined to oscillate.

J. A.

WEBBER.

THE RADIO SciCIETY
We are asked to publish the following letter to The Secretaf y of
the Radio Society of Great

Britain.

DEAR
Su,-Reference your
letter of July 3oth giving detairs
of a new scheme for representation on the National Committee;
at our meeting on August roth it.
was unanimously decided
" That in the matter of representation on the Committee of
the Radio Society of Great
Britain London should be
treated as a separate group entirely and under no circumstances should any member o-f
an affiliated society of the
London group represent the pro'incial societies on the National
Committee."
As this seems to be a matter of
easy adjustment we trust that your
Committeè will give it immediate
attention.
As there is at present no other
means of communicating our
ideas to other provincial societies a
copy of this resolution is being
forvardecl to the wireless press.
Yours faithfully,
P. SAWYER,
Hon. Sec.
[We agree vjtl) the views of this
society, and believe the Radio
Society are adopting them.-Eo.I

Mr;

The. ctrcuif referred fo by
Collins.

(Newcastle) is very clear, and
every word froni this station can
be distinctly heard. On July 2Sth
between ¡0.20 and 10.30 p.m: the
dance music, including the item
Play That Song of India," as
received from 5N0. Subsequently
I heard the News Bulletin and
Veather Report, which I noticed
were word for wod as per 2L0.
It would seem that capacity is
a great trouble with this circuit,
the least movement of the body
whilst tuning in 2L0 causing howling.
Amateurs such as 20M,
5PU, etc., are ea.sily tuned in and
very clear.
I am, etc.,
CHARLES COLLINS.

London, S.W.12.
365
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"VALVE" (LEEDS) wishes to construct
three-valve receiver with an inductively
coupled tuner, one H.F.. and one L.F. valve.
He asks for switching arrangement so that
he may use one, two or three valves at will.
a

F. R. (CHISWICK) experiences considerable trouble from crackling noises in his set,
which he is unable to trace. He has tried
several different H.T. batteries, gridleaks
and even filament accumulators, but the
noise still persists. He asks our advice.
As you appear to have examined all the most likely
sources of this trouble, and as your connections
are well soldered, it is very probable that the
trouble is due to a defective intervalve transformer, or, alternatively, to the insulation of your

telephones being defectie. In 1)0th these cases
the remedy is obvious, Lut we suggest that, to determine from which source they noise arises, you
borrow a pair of telephones which you know to he
in perfect condition and test them against your
own.

--

J1

The above diagram illustrates a suitable type of
receiver, and shows switches for effecting the ronnections you desire: The condensers C3 and C4
should each have a a1ue of 0.0003 tF, the former
being variable. The gridleak GL is 2 megohms.

J.

O.

J. (N.W.6) wishes

-

T. C. M. (RETFORD) is constructing the
receiver shown on page 248 of "MODERN
WIRELESS," No. 4, and asks the values of
RG and R7, C4 and C.
Employ leak resistances of 2 megohms each for
R and R1. The condensers, 'C4 and C., should
each have a maximum of 0.0003 pF.

to construct fila-

ment rheostats for his multi-valve receiver,
and asks for particulars.

To make an efficient lì lament rheostat suitable for
controlling two valves of th high-temperature type
operating from a 6-volt battery, you will require
a former upon which about x ft. of No. 22 s.w.g.
bare Eureka resistance virenia be wóund. Thi'
vill give the desired fine adjustment of temperature, at the same time possessing sufficient resistance to enable the valves to be worked at their
most suitable point.

J.

G. (BOLTON) wishes to construct two
coils, one for a wavelength of 14,000 metres
and the other for a 'wavelength of 23,450
metres. These are to be tuned by means of
0001 sF variable condensers in parallel.
For the construction of long wave coils such as
those you specify, wire of about No. 36 s.w.g.
should be used. If a 2 in. diameter former is
employed, 1,200 turns of this vire will he required
for the first coil and 1,500 turns for the second
one. These coils may be wound in slab formation,
and embedded in paratuin wax.

E. H. L. (LEICESTER) wishes to construct
the ST100 circuit, but desiresto employ a
valve in the place of the crystal. He asks
where he may find particulars of such an

instrument.

Details of a three-salve STïoo circuit which dipenses with the crystal rectifier appeared in 11'ireless lVeckly, Vol. z, No.

2.

R W. F. (MANCHESTER) has a receiver
in which both the aerial and anode circuit
tuning are effected by means of variometers,
and wishes to introduce reaction into the
apparatus so as to strengthen signals and

increase the selectivity.

1eaction can be included by connecting in serie
with the second variometer, namely, that. in the
anode circuit of the first valve a small basket coil
which can be coupled to another basket coil connected in series in the plate circuit of the second
valve A two-coil holder will enable the coupling
to be adjusted conveniently.
.
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H.H.E.. (BIRMINGHAM) has

F. S. (PAISLEY) lias a cardboard tube
in diameter by 6m, long and wishes'
to wind it to cover the British Broad'casting
Company's band of wavelengths, using No.
20 s.w.g. d.c.c. copper wire.

a B.B.C.

2in.

crystal receiver, and asks how he may
extend the wavelength range of this so that
it is possible to receive Paris time' signa:;.
In order to receive the transmissions from this
Station it vill be necessary to connect inseries with
your present inductance another considerably larger
variable inductance. This may be 4ifl; in diameter and 8m, long, wound with No. 4 s.w.g
enamel led. copper ivre and fìtted with a slider.

H. A. C. (E.C.4) refers to the article on an
experimental two-valve receiver by A. R.
Wiskin which appeared in "WIRELESS
WEEKLY," Vol. 2, No. 7, and states that he
is unable to wind the number of turns
specified in the article on to the formers for
the basket coils.. He queries-the dimensions
of these.

A suitable i«ductance for this purpose can be con
structed by winding your tube full with a single
-layer of the No. 20 ivire in your possession: This
should .be tapped at four equal intervals, af'ter
thirtieth turn, a stud switch ,beïn made 'to 'peTmit
selection of any number of turns' as required. Thi's,
in conjunction with a variable condenser of
0.0003 F, will cover the broadast range..

tl,

.

.

The dimensions of the formers referred to are correct. We regret, however, that, owing to an error
on the author's part, the gauge of wire was incorrectly stated. This should be No.. 28 s.w.g., double
silk covered wire, instead of No. 24 s.wg., as specifled in the article.

We do not think that the trouble which you experience from howling is due to unsuitable condensers.
It is more likely to be due to reaction effects; which
may be at high- or low-frequency. If the reaction
is taking place at low-frequency, it may be cured
by reversing the connections to one or other of the
intervalve transformer primary winnings. \ou can
ascertain whether the howling is in the high- or
low-frequency part of the set by varying the tuning
of the aerial circuit when the set howls. This
will alter the note if it is due to high-frequency
reaction. Variation of the filament resistances of
the low-frequency valve should alter the note if the
howl is at low-frequency.

-

J.

T. W. (LIVERPOOL) has a valve receiver,
comprising detector valve and two lowfrequency 'alves, which continually howls.
He submits particulars of his tuning apparatus, and asks whether the values of the
condensers are unsuitable, and if so whether
this-would cause the howl.

making the 4-valve
receiver described in "MODERN WIRELESS," No. 3, page 190, Fig. 8. He asks thevalues of various components for the reception of British Broadcasting, also what range
he might expect on this receiver.
tF, C9 0:0002 itF,and C3
C shouldhe o.000
W. (ROCHESTER) is

1iF. L, should. he a No. 35 or 50 Igranic
coil; L, should be a No. 75 Igranic coil. The
gridleak resistance should be 2 megohms. If these
o.000

values are employed in this iustrurnent you should
expect to hear all the British Broadcasting Company's stations on. telephones.
:

i

E. T. Y. (LANCASTER GATE) requests a
circuit diagram of a loose-coupled crystal
set.

A. Y. M. (FOREST GATE, E.7) has made
up the ST 100 circuit and obtains exceedingly
good results. Loud-speaker signals are clear
and strong when the loud-speaker is close to
the receiver, but when he attempts to take
this into another room, it is found that

persistent howling occurs.

The trouble in connection' with the use of a loudspeaker at the end of long flexible leads could be
overcome by the use of a low-resistance loud-speaker
and a telephooe transformer. In this instance, the
usual bridging condenser of 0.002 tF should be
connected across the fine wire winding of the telephone transformer. It might also be possible to
cure it by using an iiitervale transformer as a stepdown transformer with your present loud-speaker.
In addition, try connecting various sizes of fixed
condensers across the loud-speaker terminals. A
condenser of about o.00 or o.006 tF capacity
would be suitable for this purpose.

We show herewith a suitable arrangement for your
purpose. For the reception of British broadcasting, the coil L1 should consist of 6o turns of No.
20 s.w.g. d.c.c. wire vound on a sin. tube, and
fitted with a stider, and coil L2 should have sao
trns of No. 26 d.c.c. wire wound on a 2ifl. tube.
This should be tapped at every so turns. The
telephones T should be of high resistance, sáy,
2,000 ohms or more.
367
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GOOD TOOLS MEAN EFFICIENT WIRELESS SETS
We give you Best Qertlity Tools with lowest

prI ces by supplying the user direct:

Send us your Postal Orderor enqutriesto-day; you'llgetcurbestimmed!ateattention.

None too small or too large.
WE PAY CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.

-

DRII..L, capacity o-l.
Gears Cut from lull metal. Complete with Three-Jawcbuck and set of Drills, -/
10/6
'Ç "
ADJUSTABLE STEEL HACKSAW FRAMES, 8-52", Ñickel Plated, complete
with s Blade
. .
2/SUPERIOR PARALLELTABLE VICES, withclamp, 2r steel jaws, accurate
finish
6/6
COMBINATION PLI ERS. Flat nose, Burner Hole, side cutting, (
1/9
SCREWDRIVER!, London Pattern flat handles, 6
1/3
ELECTRICIANS' TURNSCREWS, steel blades, hardwood handles, 4 only Bd.
HAMMERS, Kent Claw pattern, good quality
1/6
For light model worl, tack or pin hammers
.
1/6
FILES, BestCastSteel, setof 3, 6' (FIat Bastard, Flat 2ndCut, Flat Smooth) 1/8
Half-round 6-Bastard, each, lit., znd-cut, each Bd., Smootls,each Bd.
STOCKS & DIES, BA. (Dies irdia.) cutting 2,4,6 and taps. Londofl made.
On card with Taper Taps
10/- per set.
with Taper and Plug faps
.
12/6
HAND

./V.

....................
........
.................

........
....
.

............

THE BILLING TOOL

CO..,

I

J.IN. (GLASGOV) has madè up a crystal receiver
on the lines of the broadcast receiver described
in "How to Build your own Broadcast Receiver,"
Radio Press Limited, but is unable to erect an
outside aerial. He is two miles from 5SC and wishes
to know whether he might expect results with a
frame.

\Vilh vers' Careful adjustment 'ou might be able to
hear the broadcasting from 5SC, which we understand uses the maximum power permissible.
The
frame is connected across the aerial and earth terminaIs of the set, and might be tuned by a small
value not grcater than
variable condenser having
o.00ò3 sF. Vou will most probably obtain better
results with an jhdooi- aerial arranged bèneath the
raftrs of sour house. Or even a number of straight
lengths of wire arranged along the top Iloor- with
leads brought down the staircase to the ground floor,
current issue of Modern Wireless.

as described in the

BEWARE
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EVERY GRID LEAK.

ON

WATMEL.VARIABLE GRIDLEAK
(Patc.nt applied foi.)

The. Resistance-
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steadily
Variable
between
to 5
megolun3.
Only
requires a in. bole
in panel for fitting
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Suiinble for u in
anycircñit, and improves the working
of arg valve de
tector. (50,000 to
1OG,000 ohms tor
the S.T.100 Circuit.

PRICE 216 EACH
The best Variable Grid Leak made.

WATMEL. WIRELESS CO.

Price

3/6;)

Connaught House, la, Edgware Road,
Marble Arch,W.I. Tel. 4575 Paddington.

j

JtB G. (N.W.6) asks whether we consider circuit
ST45, "Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio
Press Limited, to be a satisfactory arrangement of
three valves for general receiving purposes, and if
so would we give him the value of suitable components for broadcast reception.
Circuit ST4

probabl
represents the best way of
connecting up three valves for broadcast work. The
valus of the various components for this purpose
should he as follows
Igranic
Coils L1, L2, and L3, Nos. o,
, and
respectively.
Condensers C,, Ca, C3, and C4, o.00r tF (variable), 0.00025 sF (variable), ,.o.0003 F, and
o.002/LF (fixed).
The value of the gridleak R5 should be 2
megohms, and the telephones r of a resist.

All the advantages of experimenting with a 2-valv.

set are yours for half-a--crown.
if you have
PHILIP3' MODEL
of
WIRELESS RECEIVING SET

W.

H.

designed by
A.C.G.I.

DERRIMAN, B.Sc.,

and

N.

COX-WALKER.

Of immense value to the amateur who desires to gain knowledge of the
functioning of valves-a subiect which is often so difficult to understand wIthout the aid of expensive apparatus.
The model will appeal strongly to those who hold or contemplate
holding an experimental licence.
The model is of stout cardboard folded to size 10x71 inches and is
contained in a strong manila envelope.

2 ¡6

Obtainable Irom

Price
net
(post free 2'8).

all

-

-

Booksellers. Stationen. and Apparatus Dealers

or

direct

Iron,

GEORGE PHILIP & SON, LTD., 32, Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
NO LISTENER-IN should be without Philips'
WirelessMapofCreatBr,tain. Price 2/6 net.
n

"ON THE S.T.

loo lT GAVE
ROAR WITH 2L0's
DANCE MUSIC. AUDIBLE AT
THE END OF A LARGE
SUBURBAN. GARDEN."

A FINE

-

Erl raer Jroi

lesi repon by

'Wirciess I Vce*Iv," July

Mr. A. D. Cowpen, B.Sc. (Lond.), in

s, regarding the EEC Xlraudin" Valve.
Telephone

1111

EcONOMIcELEcTRI

Head Office: IO. FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.

A40

Showtooms:

303,EUSTONRD.,N.W.I.

1055

BraHch Showrooms.

TWICKENHAM.

ance greater than 1,000 ohms.

G.1 A. P. (SOUTH LAMBETH, S.W.8) submits a
circuit diagram of his high-frequency amplifier,
which does not, however, produce any amplification.
He asks whether it is correct, and if not could we
advise him.
\'our circuit is quite correctly arranged,, but ve do
not think you are employing the prqper size of

The small conintervalve coupling condenser.
densers marked o.00j pF in 'our circuit should be
ahot.t 0.0002 tuF. You should, however, try highfrequency transformer coupling, as it is difficult to
get this arrangement to. work if extended to niore
than one stage.
.
.

4.

RJ K. (PENZANCE) sends us a photograph of a
live-valve receiver he has recently purchased, and
asks whether he could eliminate interference from
the stations at Land's End, Lizard, etc., which give
him great trouble.
\Ve are afraid you vill always experience interfer
ence from these stations, as the receiver the illustrasubmit is not at aU selective. if
tion of which
you were to remove the tuning apparatus in the
existing set and substitute an inductively coupled
arrangement with carefully tuned primary and
secondary, you might obtain better results. \Ve
suggest as an alternative that you experiment
with the interference eliminating circuits described

yj

in Wireless Weekly, VoL 2, No.

Type "C " will be found the most

,

when probably

suitable.

-
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Radio Préss Books. give him
all the information he neéds.

El

4e

Cóm plet e
....

z. Wireless tor At

John Scott

Lis

T

jj

t

Post
Price. Free
-lo -/

Taggart, F.Inst.P.
SimpliOed Wireless..

John Scott-

u-

-

u/z
-

z16

u/

-

.

Taggart, F.lnst.P.
How to Erect Your
Wireless Aerial ....

Mittell,
A.M.I.E.E.
B.

.

The Conslyuction of
Wireless Receiving

Apparatus

.

P. D. Tyers.
a
7. How to Make
Wireless
Unit
Rocoiyer

..........

i1
..

i/k ;I7

2/6

2/8

2/6

2/8

2/6

218

li-

III}

E. Redpath.

9.

Wireless Valves
Simply Explained

John Scott-

Taggart. F.Inst.P.
Wireless
io. Practical
Valve Circuits ......

John Scott

Taggart, F.Inst.P.

II. Wireless

Licences
end How to Obtain
Them ............
E. Redpath.

Elementary Text-book
on Wireless Vacuum
Tubes

............
John Scott-

'JJ

I

pobtiolied recently.

-

-

Some will find out the correct ansWers by
expensive experiment-others, more wisely,
will benefit by the experience of those

who have trodden the thorny paths of Radio
before them.

The concentrated experience of some of the
known Wireless engineers and experin
menters is available for all readers of Radio
You cannot do better than
Press Books.
purchase the complete Library one Bbok
at a time. Each Book covers a different
phase of Wireless and none overlap. Get
one or two tonday and keep thèm by you
for ready reference-they are sure fo save their
cost many times over. From all Booksellers.
best

-

-

.10/-

(Post
....ire)

Taggart, F.Inst.P
C Thor, printed in hoi., type

Loud Speaker using only an indoor Aerial
or Valve rectification in ä multia
valve Set? These are -a few of the questions
which confront the amateur constructor.
a

-Crystal

Taggart, F.Inst.P.
3. How to Make Your
Broadcast Receiver
Jo h n Sc o t

TOW many tutns foraCoil to reachtheParis
Wavelength-the type of circuit to operate

bave beer

-

RADIO PRESS LTD.,
Court, STRAND, W.C.z.

Devereu

Radiotii3ooh
WncvrLj
-

-
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The. holiday, season

is

j

over and your thoughts

'

are turning to the
pleasures 9f the longer
nights.

k

.

Broadcasting has im- proved by great strides
since last winter, both
iñ quantity and qUality.
To enjoy it to the full,

'i

.

,

you must,.use Mullard
Valves.

E.P.S.58
r

.'

Type
-.

Type

"Ora" and "R"

fór general reçepti9n with 4-volt
accumu1ators
L.F. (low filament current) for general receptiàn. with
2-volt accumulators or suitable primary batteries

'

15.

0

7

2

6
6

£1 15

O

-

Type P.A.

£1
Li

for loud, speakers, giving good volume withoüt
distortion. '-:
'

-

'

Ask your usual dealer for them, and
particulars of other Mullard products

forr

-.

i

'1

Obti1nable from all high-class electricians, wireless dealers, etc.
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"Coming
:

Advertiser:

I

"W. W.

Why

:

Advertiser

"

W.W.

:

'
:

Advertiser

:

W.W."

:

can

not

now-- -

talk advertising

it" again!
Advertiser:

W.W."

But that's nonsense-proved
number.

without

times
-

t

W.W.

"

I
think it's logical to advertise when
there's no business, and when the business comes
along to stop advertising.

But you have done no adertising
to get any business.
-.
t

" W.W"

:

;

Maybe not; but I'm just saying what
about it.

I

"

All enç,iuzries

alrady lam finding that with th
approach of the long expected wireless revival
my order book is becoming " bulkier and bulkier
a fact, and

every day

Advertiser: What
-

-

'W.W."
S

-

I must politely but finally tell you such a
policy is quite wrong.

:

lt's

.5'

-

.

.

think

And

They try to think it where I am concerned, but
I'm proud to say I have convinced many to the
contrary.

Advertiser: Yes?

.

Advertiser

:

-

Well,

Yes

But don't you find it's --what a lot of people

think?

not? Surely-.

Surely because I'm 'getting busy, and when I'm
busy I don't need tó advertise.

Ah!

g

-

Try

o you suggest.

I

should do
-'

and quarters alternate
weeks on our £15 series rate -and prove what
otiiers -nave aone-that you always need to
advertise.
a series' of halves

.,,,

Advertiser: Right

you are, then. I'll start at once to test
your view against mine.Î
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:
Simultaneous Broadcasting
THE success attained in simultaneous
broadcast transmission was exenipl itied
on Wednesday night last when the
presidential address of Sir Ernest Rutherford
to the British Association at. Liverpool was
successfully transmitted. from all the' [3i'itislì
nroaacasting stations.
lt as singularly appropriate that the first
speech to be simultaneously transmitted
should be that of the eminent scientist who
specialises in the study of electrons and
atoms, the present-day knowledge of whih

an undue proportion of entertainment from
their- local station, for which, they natuilly
have the highest regard. Enthusiasts in

hall in Liverpool. The time talen,, by the
sound wa es to traverse the length of the hail
is about one-fifth of a second, whilstiess than
one-fifteth .of a second suffices for. 'the landline and wifeless transins5iOn to l)e repr.o.
duced in the telephone receivers of distant
listeners.
-'
Simultaneous broadcating in a case where,
the " broadcast matter" (to quote from the
PJ\l.G.'s licencQ to the Broadcasting Cornpany) is really of national interest, is an excellent thing, and will do much to further the
realisation of the poteiitialities of broad:

fidence-and making a \\:llole_llearted effort to
'overcome the ill effects of the long depression.
That- wireless, and broadcasting in par
tiujar, will be extremely popular this coming
wintcannot be doubted, and what is wanted
more- than anything at the present time is a
u-n'iled effért on thç. part of all who have the
rea-I- iìiterests of wireléss at heart, firstly, to
obtain a definite and final settlement of the
licensing and frotection questions and so put
wireless once and forall above the ill fate

Northumberland and Durhani maintain that
5X0 is " quite the best of the stations,"
whilst those i n South Laiicashir and Cheshire
will argue stoutly iñ fvoiir df 2ZY, and we
feel sure the, B.B.C. w-iii aDureciate and value
this regard tophighly to opávis-it by an
unnecessiri!y- frequent or unjtistified use Of
si multaneoús broidcast ng..:
Further Progress
Despite the continued nôn-appearancé -of
has done so much for the deve,lopment of -- the Report-the latest information at the, time
of going to pres being that it will be pubwireless.
lished shortly_public interest in 'mtters
The remarkable nature of the achieement
wireless continues, to revive, vitli a conseis appreciated when it is realised that listeners
quent improvement in the conditions of the
as far distant as Glasgow and London heard
wireless, industry generally, .members of
the words of the speaker actually before:
which appear to be gainiig increased conmembers of the audience at the badi òf. the

-

-.

i

-.

-

-,
-

casting, as so ably disçussed by I)?. Lee de
Forest in anotherpage of this journal.
The metliod hà ñöw passed hevor-td the
experimental stages, and w'e look to the
B.B.C. lo make full and proper tise of the
new development in hroadcásting. \Ve mention this because we know that many readers,
particularly provincial readers, view with a
certain amount of alarm the possibility of
simultaneous transmission depriving them of
A8

I

-

.370.

whiclvseems to baye dOgged it ever sinçe the
introduction of brôdcásting; and, secondly.,
to make personal consideiations secondary to
a determination toincrease the popularity of
wireless in the British Isles to an extent
which, a year ago, ould lìae been considered impossible.
One opportunity for a combined elTort in
this direction ill occur in the forthcoming
ll-British Wireless Exhibition and Convenhion, to be held in the \Vhite.City, Shepherd's Bush, from November 8th to 21St.
..

-
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THE POTENTIALITIES OF BROADCASTING
In

the following

:.

LEE DE FOREST

By Dr

anide lhi tell known
pos8ibilities

of

tnven1or ecprese broad views on the
future broadcasting..
-

IN

:

:-

radio broadcqst, whih ision ihe last eighteen
months has been bringing more and more
into reality. But I confess that in those early
pioneer days my eager imagination fell far
short of picturing the astonishing hold with

1909 w'hen the idea of radio broadcasting.
first occurred to me, and themusic f the
Metropolitan Opera singers was for the
first time launched upon the ether, and again
¡fl ¡916 wheiì for the first time regular radio

-Our

centre picture shows the valve panel al Carnarvon, Wales, by means
of which di,ec( communication with Auslrdlia was made pìssible.

i

:t

!

J#

-.

-

i

-

t3.

--Wi
-

'la
I:

The broadcostiiz of aserirlon
diretl from hie

-

4b'

_44

'k

-

TransnittWu the news
bulletin

-

cost lransniission.

.

.

*

-

O

-

.11

----.1
%__,
.

¿

-.

..'

NahivesofHovana

i

lisheningtobroad-

j.

Ica
..

lind emanating
from New York.

-

.

I

-

A

-

--_________________

oncrts

were maintained from

-

-

',

vhich this 'ideaso suddnly gripped the entire
American natioi. And not alone the Aiieri-.
can people, for I have found that iii England,
France, 1-bilanci, and een in Germany,
vherever the fame of American broadcasting

tle old station

at Highbridge, \vhen I had a small but intensely interested audience growing in numbers nightly-there began to dawn before mè
avision of the astonishing potentialities of the
3711
-

.

.
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it- lias enkindled to anastonish-'.
ing degree the imagination of classes which
one might doubt would respond so quickly.
In trutlì the.broadcasting idea which America
may be justly proud of originating is already
outgrowing national bou ndaries. \l ready the'
radio telephone is beginning its benign work
of breaking down tile artificial barriers erected
by politics or race. Nothing since the eariy
days of the discoverers has so appealed to the
imagination of a nation. No other medium
in man's history has demonstrated its unique
powers for uniting far eparated sections of a
great country, for causing to become acquainted dwellers in distant districts from
north to south-from east to west. More than
the newspaper, more than the postal service,
this mighty seri ice of' hearing the spolen
oice in greeting, the public address, the
sermon, the lecture, the musical programme,
is actively uniting us in a bond of comnion
fellowship, common acquaintanceship, as no
other conceivable nstnimentality can accomplish. I predict that as an educational mediurn the, radio telephóne broadcast will in
time prove second in importance only to the
public school.. Already we see a closer interlinkage between the peoplé of Capada atd
ourselves'due to the broadcasting idea; and
soon these benefits will extend to Europe,
between the peoples of the old world, always
heretofore strangers, enemies because strangers and personally unacquainted. \Vheri
night after night the citizens of foreign lands.
vill hear the friendly words, the music and.

haspenetrated

i

the songs from across strange frontier, then
gradually will the feelings of enmity ,and
suspicion, based chiefly on distance and
ignorance of each other,. change to understanding and goodwill. Thus I maintain
that radio broadcast vithi its irresisfible educational influence is destined to prOve one of
the most pótent powers for abolishing war.
So rapidly is this movement growing that

it will not be long before the necessary high
power broadcasting stations will be planted
in all our cities, each covering a sufficiently
vide area to enfold the entìre land in a mantle
of ml4sic, to breathe into every ear which cares
to listen, voices of comfort, of nightly com-

panionship with the world's doings and the
world's best minds. ' just a Song at Twi-

September

19,

1923

"-but

its lovely echoes are being-heard
miller's cabin in the rancher's hut, in
the -living room of the old farmhouse, over
the mountain range, beyond the desert, across
the silent prairie, oser the wastes of sea.
&nd who can say what minds are not
awakened, w hat souls that were deadened,
what hearts long embittered by loneliness,
will not be stirred to a new life, a new outloôk
by tiìat sound?
.
When., one seriously considers the human
side of this hroadcasting.idea and its possibilities, one must admit that it possesses potentialities for universal educatiòn, -and for
all the train of good which results from universal education, which can be conìared only
to that brought about during The past fixe
centuries by the art of printing. Only this
new revolution will grow tö maturity in a
decade, instead of 500 years-a graphic commentary on the acceleration of man's present
progress.
.1 have for a long time maintained that this
educational value of radio broadcasting will
prove by far its greatest worth-to the peopl
of our country-and later of all nations. No
doubt just now the entertainment feature is
the most striking, the phase most appealing
to the popular desire, naturally enough. Unquestionably the fine programmes which are
now being given by the large broadcasting.
stations are accountable for the astonishing
spread of receiving stations during the past

light

in the

-

..

eighteen months.
But comparison of radiò broádcasting to the
introduction ofthe printing, press is not too
hold. When newspaper and press syndIcates
realise its full possibilities in their own field
(and their leaders are rapidly coming to this
realisation), this comparison vilI become commonplace. Editors now have a medium where
antenna wires take the place of 1\tergenthaler
type-setters, ether waves of ink and press
paper, head 'phones of spectacles and ears of
eyes. It is indeed gratifying to me to note
t he whole-hearted a rid enthusiastic co-operation of the American press generally to the

broadcasting idea. \Vithout this broad vision
on the part of newspaper men the present
popularity and astonishingly rapid growth of
l)rOadCaStiflg would have been quite impos-

sible.

HAVE YOU °REÁÖ THE CURRENT ISSUE OF " MODERN WIRELESS"?
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"WIRELESS WEEKLY" CIRCUITS-No. 23
A Three-Valve Receiver for Broadcasting

M

i

COMPONENTS REQUIRED

T,-T2

L1: A variable inductance.

T3-TIJ

C:

variable condenser, capacity o.00l pF.
C.: Grid condenser, capacity
A

0.0003

/1F.

R1
R.

Filament rheostats

R3)

R4: Gridleak ot

sistance.

n-iegohms re-

2
-

Low-frequency nter al ve

by the use of suitable honeycomb
coils, efficient reception may he

i

transformers.

-

obtained UOfl any commercial
wavelength
In sorne cases an advantage is
gained b shunting the primary
of the lust interealve transformer with a 0.002 iF fixed condenser, bust a similar or larger
condenser across the terni inas
of the loud-speaker often improves the toue considerably.

GENERAL NOTES
1his

receiver is particularly
suitable for use with a loudspeaker. For broadcast reception the inductance L may consist of 6o turns of No. 26 gauge
wire on a s-in. diameter cardboard tube, provided with five or
six tappThgs. There is only the
one tuned circuit in the set, and,

Il'.

u
u
u
u
u.

i
u

m
u

4

-u

L1

u

PRACTICAL WIRELESS NOTES-No 5
CRIDLEAKS
as appfied tu revitlying val's.
may he connected in three dif-

i

ferent ways. the eak nla' be
-shuned directly acloss the grid
I condenser, or it may be connected. between the grid and
either the negative or positive
side-- of the filament lighting
! battery.
-

-

-

-

When the first valve of a receiving set is the rectifier, it is
esuall' quite satisfactory to connect the leal across the grid condenser, but when the rectifying
valve follows a high-frequency
valve, the intervalve coupling
being effected by means of a con-denser, the leak must be connectëd betweèn the grid and thepositive side if the filament, as

to place it aros's tie grid eóndenser would merely connect the
grid of the rectifying valve to the
anode of the JLF. valve.
The gridleak should he eónnected between the grid and.
the negative side of the filatuent only when the valve isto
function as an amplifier, in a
capacity - coupled
multi valve

U
-

I

-

-

amplifier.

-

.

-

--'-4-

--
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TUNING TWO-CIRCUÏT RECEIVERS

i

-

By G. P.

KENDALL,

B.Sc.,

Staff Editor:

.

J.

Further simple explanallons regariling hie practical manipulation
-.

(Continued from Vol.

2,

No. 9, page 342.)

of

receiving apparatus.

-

-

4.

.-

--e.-..

.,.

making the arous' adjustments possible
must he adopted.
First see that a suitable pair of coils
ar in use, referring if necessay to the
chart in Moderh lVirelêss, No. 6, thaking
the arious capacity allowances previously explained. Next place the two coils clOse together, i.e., coupli tig tight, set the aerial tu ning condenser (C1) to, say, 50 on its scale and
revolve C between zero and maximum. If
no signals are heard, increase C1 to 100 and
again vary C2 round it
hole. Tange. Increase C1 by a further 5, revolve C2, and so

WHEN we come to consider receivers
containing moré than. one tuned circuit
we find that the operations of tuning
are becoming more complex añdthe necessity
for logical methods is more than ever apparent. The method given for tunIng-in with
a receiver possessing two adjustments, such
as described in my last article, will prove helpful in working out a methQd for such a receiver as that of Fig. r herew'ith, since it
conveyed, the idea of progressive alteration
of one variable quantity and the simultaneous
variation of another.

.

..

.

L1I
Ji
Fg. 1.-A

simple two-circuit crystal receive',

'FigT 2.-tA two-circuit receiver u'ith stand-by-tune switch.

In Fig. i w have a receiver whose two circuits we will assume are tuned by means of
interchangeable plug-in coils and the ariable
condensers C1 ahd C, the coils L1 and L
being ñiounted in a two-coil holder so that the
coupling between them is variable. The
special advantage of this èircuit is its selectivity, i.e., its sharpness of tuning and conseqtient power to discriminate between waxes
of closely similar lengths, when the coupling
between the t\\'o tuned circuits is moderately
weak. Under these conditions both circuits
must be tuned fairly accurately to th wavelength of the signals before they vill be
heard, and since there is no indication given
when either of them chances to be in tune
without: the other, a systematic method of
-

Al2

-

n

on, proceéding by additions of 52 until the
whole scale of C1 has been covered.
If the signals still have not been picled up
it may meanthat their wavelength falls outside the range covered by the pair of coils in
use, or that the exact adjustment required
upon the aerial tuning condenser happens to.'
50
steps which vere
be between the various
tried. If the latter is the most probable explanation, set C1 to
and proceed as before
in 50 increases, thus testing a series of adjustments between those previously used.
\Vhen the signals have been picked tip
adjust. C2 so that they are heard with maximum strength, then vary C1 slightly to check
its correctness, and proceed to try various
atues of coupling between the coils, readjust3.74
'5
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the-tuning at each alteration until vo'i
obtain the.loudest signals and the greatest
in

freeLlom from whatever nterference may' be
presént. It is generally best t coninieiice,

with the cdupli ng .'' tight,'' aîid - radually
loosen it until a point is reached at which...
tuning is very sharp and Feyond_ whicl
Seriously .iñ
signals -. begin : to 'diminish
strength. lt may-sometimes be necessayto_
weakeñ the coupling stifl further to reduce

tó tunè-in b setting' (lie plate, circuit coudenser C2 to zero and varying C1, until a
point is fo'ind at which the signals are heard
and on either side of whichì they diminish.
'l'his being fou id, tune the plate circuit and
realjust the aerial circuit if necessary.
A peculiarity of this circuit, which, is
usually noticeable -hen the reaction effects
arc fairly strong, is that it is possible to fifld
à pair of settings on the condensers which do
iiot indicati that both cii cuits are in tune \\ ith

-

interference, since thìe'looser the cóuphing tIftiuiore select ive the receiver.
bé .pkked
,\Vhii Thé
.siro.n, such as those from a near-by broadisting stition, a simpler method of tuning

sial'to

p'ré'

'

only, unless, of cotrs, the dçsied station

is very ner andso may be expected to give
Yery strorlg signals without critical adjustment. In this latter c'asé i may' be possil)le

t.

4..

tJe incoming signals, but yet which seem
Place the coils as close'
lo be points of maximum signal strength
together as possible, ,et C to its zero and
.. \\'hat this actually means is thát one,of the
.\Vlieii
,proceed to..tune-in by varying C.
circuits is tuned a little below the true wavethe desiréd'iná1 has been found and tuned
length and the other a -little above it, eacl
to its loudest'on:C,, séparate the coils, which
will canse t he suiiiiids to vanish; and vary C,,
'
until they are. 'heard aain. ;\djust the
coupling to its best valué as before.
Vet anotlìr easy theth(?a is to make use
a " Stand-by-Tune '' switch lo ènable either
direct or inductive còupling -to he employed
at will, so that th two circuits can be tuned ...
one'àt a time. The òniiections of such an

-can le adopted;

..:

.

.

.

-

-

:

-

-

ai-rangement are shown in Fig. 2, from hich
it will be seeii that tIje double-pole doublethrow switch S connects the rysÍal and
'phones across either tIte primary or secondary coil at 'vihl.
\Vith stcli a receiver t he l)r0CeSS of t u ni 11gill is much simplified, and nia', be perfoi:nied
as follos :-Separate the coils widely, place
the switch fo connect the 'phOnes and crystal
to the primary coil, and tuile by.varyiilg C1.
When the signals have been found and accurately tuned-in bring the seèondary coil tip
to an inch or so from tile primary, turn the
switçh over to the other posit iofl and vary
('2 until the signals are heard once more, sub,sequèn,tly adjusting the coupling.
These examples vill serve as an introduction to the more difficult case of the
two-valve circuit illustrated in Fig.' 3. This
receiver häs two tuned circuits, and.its adjustments are usually rather critical as à result
:of:the inherent reaction effects present;
flic best -method toadopt is undoubtedly.:
the first of those given in. connection with the
flo-circuit crystal receiver, hut since the tuning may l)e very sharp the aerial condenser
t

C

should

be.

increased

in steps of 30 or

Fit'.

3--A

two-valve cirCuit introducint' twos«parote
lu ninj operations..

adjustment appeal-i ng to he correct i n that a
ariation of either reduces the signal strength.
If, however, the circuit which -is tuned too
high is reduced in wavelength a little, t
corresponding increase in that of the other
vill bring in the signals again with increased
vdfui:ne, and so one can proceed to reduce one
and increasê the other until the improvement
gives place to a reduction, indicating that
the correct setting has been passed.
Of course, one cannot tell in practice which
circuit is tuned to above the true wave and
which below it when a pair of settings arc
found vhich seem to be points of maximum
signal strength, and one can only proceed io
make alterations and determine by trial and
error which should he reduced and which increased in the manner which 1- have indicated.
The explanation of these phenomena -is
somewhat abstruse and limits of space forbid
my attempting it here.
A13
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A P/2-KW VALVE TRANSMITTER
The foÑowin. article describes one óf the new Iransiniltirzg sels
manufactured by the Mmconi's Wireless Teleraph Co., Lid.

-

Ç)

Q

'

THE apparatus herein describedsecondar.' to the spark or C.\V.
generally fitted for interchangeable working in conjunction with the set referred to
in Wireless. ll'eekly, VOI. L, No. 5.
Certain parts, therefore, are cornis

II4

.,-

---.--

Fig. 1.-The

.;_

complete apparatus.

mon to both sets, nameR, aerial,
earth, key, convertor or generator,
transformer and, D.C. and AC.

circuits.
Two switches are provided for
changing over from spark to C.W.
and vice vcrs. The first of these
connects the power ti-ansfornier

-

-

laments when transmitting, and it
is called the compensating choke.
This choke, which is in series with
the lighting transfof-mer when the
key is up, is shorted when the key
is depressed.
H.F. currents are

set,

ind fdr the latter makes the middle
point connection to earth. This
switch also connects the two pri.
maries of the transformer in parallel for C.W., these being in series
for spark transmission. The second
switch controls the aerial and earth
connections.
Direct coupling is used in the
C.\V. set, the general design being
that of a panel carrying one power
and two rectifying valves. Three
valves, anode taps,
\ave range
phigs, reaction handle, variorneter
handle and three ammeters are
mounted on the panel front, while
at the hack of the panel there is
the variometer, tuning inductance,
reaction coil, grid condenser and
leak, feed condenser, compensating
choke, primary choke, etc. Figs. i
and 2 show the complete instrument
and the connections respectivély.
A.C. at 500 cycles is rectified l'y
the two rectifying valves (of the
Fleming 2 electrode type) into pulsatina unidirectional current with a
frequncv of i,000, the ripples being
smoothed out by means of smoothing condensers. The plate cIrcuit
of the power valve is fed by rectified
AC.,. while,.the filaments Of the
three valves are lighted through

filament
lighting
transformers.
These transformers are of the stèpdown type, the primaries being
connected to the AC. supply
through two' choke coils with adjus:able iron cores. One of these
chokes adjusts the filament bi-illiancv by the AC. primary voltage.
The second choke prevents fluctuation in the brilliancy of the valve
'

O

prevented from going back to the
supply circuits by means of a choke.
The
milliameter indicates the
amount of the H.T. feed current
to the power valve, the current
being controlled by the manipulat-

-

-j

-_______

'

Fig. 2.-Circuil diagram of the
Marconi Jì. kw. valve transmjller.

ing key, which makes and breaks
the primary circuit of the transformer, and therefore controls the
output of the transformer.
This type of transmitter is extremeR' efficient, and has a v avelength range covering most corn- merciai \vavelengths, and is capable
of transmitting over a range of
¡,5oo miles. It radiates a pure
continuous wave hich reduces the
possibility of ihterference to a

minimum.

"WIRELESS WEEKLY" BINDING CASES

To make the best use of such a work of reference es is provided by the first volume of "Wireless Weekly"
it is essential to possess it in a compact form with a comprehensive index, and that our readers realise the
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The

Super

Aeria

Y01] may remethhr that - I
told you ome time ago of
on& of odr local radiomaniacs, whose enthusiasm vas
such that when he took unto
himself a wife and had perforce to build a house he

erected the aerial first and had the
house built to suit it. He chose,
of course, the highest :oint in the
neighbourhood
hils dwelling
place.
While the house vas abuilding the masts stood gaunt,
bare and forlorn; but as soon as
the young pair had moved in there
was a scene of feverish activity...
A bevy of ancient mariners vas
hired to splice wire ropes.
The
ilace was littered with insulators,
pulley-blocks, coils of vire, and
iniscellaneous bits and pieces.
Callers tripped over tent pegs
hidden in the grass, or \vere caught
sharply under the chin by unsuspeçted VireS.
Eventually it was complete, and
a very line jol) too. The tapering
masts with many stars, the lead-in
supported on a seanianlike array
of spars and riggin, the two giant
earth leads supported on poles
that ran to twin earth plates all
combined to produce an e,iscmblr'
that was noble and impressive.

fr

A Prodd Moment

Proudly the owner stood surveyiiig the fruits of his toi!, and as
he stood he observed three ligures

They
taking a walk up the hill.
paused for a moment by his fence.
'I'hey looked at the array in stupe' \\ hat's that, Ma? '.'
faction.
'' Ask yer
asked little Tommy.
(lear," said the lady'
Pa,
addressed, with true feminine tact
(if you are a father you vill
understand). Paterfaniilias, with
.

Wireless WeeK1y

.

s

i

a reputation

for omniscience to
keep up, as not at a loss for a
moment.
Oli, that's one o
them directing stations for aeroplanes,'' he explaiued.
\Vhat
would you not gi\e to hear a casual
stranger so (lesciibe your aerial ?
'Ihose who seemine usually say,
Oh. that's only a clothes line.''

The E,<plosive Coionel
'l'ite latest recruit to our wireless
club is a retired Gunner Colonel
who served most of his time in
The East, and has acquired the
traditional, curried liver.
Need I
say that his temper is not of the
sunniest, and that if his profession has vouchsafed him a prdfound knowledge of the ways of
high explosives, his long doniicfle
on coral strands has given hirn a
on'ei' of discharging salvoes of
high expletives such as few
l)OSSSS

how

to Deal with

Rebellious Seth

meetings of the club he. is
IambI ike, ave that he is incessantly rising on j)oiI1t of order.
Ihit in his own wireless room he
lets himself go. He held a transmitting licence for a few days,
but this was withdrawn hastily
after the broadcasting display
which he gave when he thought
that his apparatus \vas not working, though really, it vas.
The
glow of his aerial was visible for
miles, and dozens of receiving
sets in the neighbourhood vere
burnt out.
He has, however, disco:ered
the magic formiia for exorcising
the evil spirits that sometimes take
possession of sets, and will not let
them work though there is
apparently nothing amiss with any
part. When this happen to him
At

-

..

e--

Colonel
B loodthtii oler
sinipi y
opens hi mouth and remarks
no, I am afraid that I cannot tell
you what he sa s, for the printers
inform me that they ai-e out of
tungsten steel type, and the
oidinary kind lias far loo low a
niel ting point. Possibly, however, can imagine for yourself.
Anyhow it frightens away each
and all of the seven devils that
have possessed the set.
The

Thirst for

Knowledge

I always love the fellow who,

having not the slightest knowledge
of electricity, asks you to. tell him
in the briefest possible way exactly
how wireless 'works. It's a funny
thing how the possession of even
the simplest fool-proof set gives
tise to a thirst for knowledge
about its "innards." People will
own a gramoptionc for years without ever wishing to remove the top
of the case beneath which the
inech.nism is hidden. The telephone may hang upon the wall or
stand upon the desk without
prompting any desire to inquire
into the way in which it works. It
is accepted simply as a useful
accessory to business or social life,
and the ordinary man's curiosity
is as little excited by it as it is by,
SaY, a chair or a coal scuttle.
Ihit with wireless matters are
very different. Vour non-mechanical friends buy Sets whose contiols Consist of one knob to he
tuvid lied, and perhaPs a switch.
They laugh to scorn your own
hook-ups,'' and
unti ly-looking
wonder why on earth you can he

lotherei with all those unnecessary levers and knobs and things.
Ail we desire,'' say they, '' is
to be able to hear broadcasting

377
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when we want to, and ve don't
care two brass Iuttons how it is
done." That is the first stage

characteristic human laziness the
erstwhile pooh-poohers of your
enthusiasm want to find things out,
not by reading, which wOuld enDeal Gently With Them
ai1 the use of their brains, but by
The sec6nl is guaraited to. .asking more or less futile queswithin three
calendar tions in order that they may ue
occur
months. Its coming is- betokened .yours instead. It is flattering, no
by the putting of what are apdoubt, to think tha4 they credit
parently polite qùestions, asked
ou with such a possession.
merely for the sake of askig,
Be gentle rith them, for they
about your own apparatus. As- -mean no harm. Lend them simple
suming at first a mask of indif- bhoks, help them when they are
ference, the questioner seems not
puzzled. It vill not be long heto care whether you ansyer or not.
fore they forswear fool-proof sets
Little by litLle the queriesbecome - and start upon the construction of
more and nmoi'e pointed, and yu
ambitious affairs with the object of
can see th iepl'ie are eagerly
bringing in the voices of the whole
awaited.,
world. Ves be kind to them, for
The light is dawning,' but with
theirs is a thorny path.

The Punning Habit

If there

is one habit that 1 deplore it is that of making puns
when such -serious subjects as wireless are being discussed. The
pun is in any case merely a survival of what passed for wit in
Victorian days.
It is really
beyond endurance when you et a
man like Snooper, who is otherwise an intellignt being, descending to such lévels. An old lady
vas examining his set the other
day.
" And can you hear the
Genian stations? " she asked.
Oh, yes," said he, without even
every Nauen
a blush of shame,

then.''
WIRELESS WAYFARER.

SIMULTANEOUS BROADCASTING.
*1
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Our photograph shows the apparazzs employed at 2L0 for the simultaneous broadcast transmissions.
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AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED NOTEMAGNIFIER
BySTANLEY Ò.RATTEE, Staff Editor
A general purpose ampliJier which will fully ipay th
moderate outlay and limè spent upon its coWslruction;

note magnilier, or Io\v-frequency.
amplitìer, preented iii. tuis article was
designed p ri nia r ly fo r use w
lie
crystal receiver described on page
o of
Jl'irelcss TVeckly, Vol. 11., No. 9, l)ut siilce
it is a complete unit in itself, it may he used
with any crystal or vilve receiver with relatively equal results.
The addition of one or Iwo stages of audio(sometimes called low-) frequency amplilcalion to a simple crystal or valve receiver does
not introduce any special ditliculties, and for
that reason the construction of one of these
instruments may be undertaken by even tue
veriest amateur constructor. In order tò simplify matters, the panel and hase of the apparatus to be described are iiiade of wood,
and the usual contai ni ng box dispensed .'it Ii.
T11E

i

i

t

i

t

-

The Panel and Base
If (lie instrument is to be used wit h the
crystal receiver referred to above, the height
òf the panel and the depth of the base should
he of the same dimensions as the panel aild..
l)ase of tue crystal receiver, in order to give a.
neat auea rance to the .tvo un its lìei used
together.
If, however, the ex peri menter
wishes to make a general utility unit, then the
-

Fig.

2.-Back

view of panel.

-

panel and »ase may be of
wood, of length
and height to suit his con venience.
'1 lie panel and hase are held together by
two righit-angle brackets which are
in.
lengths of the sanie wood as the partei,
screw ed to both the panel and the base.
i ii.

Components Required
l'hie ñcessarv apparatus for tite Construction of ïh note-magn iIer is as fol lows
i

valve socket.
hilament resistance.

i

intervalvetransforrner.

i

-

-

8 teririinals.

-

.

-.

--

-

-

.

Quantity of No. i8 or No. 20 tinned
0pper .\\:ir( for co.necIing purposes.
i f ed condenser, any value between
0.005 p.F and o.ot ¡,.F.
As seen from the phôtographs, Figs. ànd
2, the instrument is exceptioiiallr compact in
the arrangement of its parts, which are so
placed that the leads between tl1enl äre as
shòrt as possible. This not only gives the
interior of the ahi puller a neat appearanée, but
lso thakes the wii-i g a more srnple operation. Tue ''inpui ' ierminals may be seen
on the lèfi oil the panel shown in Fig. i, \vhiie
the ' óutput'' or telephone- terminals may be
seen òn the righlt. The L.T: and Ii.T. terminais are situated at i-he back of the base,
.

i

I

.

Fç

1-The

and may be seen

complete lnslrw?,enl

in

f

i

2
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nected to the " input" terminals shown on
the left of Figs. i and 3. \Vith regard to the
" input-" circuit, experimenters may find that
with certain makes of transformers the a'ddition of a fixed condenser of 0.002 uF shunted
across the primary will often improve results ;
the position of the condénser is indicated in
the circuit diagram, Fig. 3, thought with thé.
transformer used, this ondensem wa's, not
found necessary.
The secondary winding of the transformer
Is connected to the grid leg of the valve socket
one end and to the LT. negative ät the
other. Connection is now made from the
anode leg of the valve socket to the H.T posi.-.
live terminal seen to the left of Fig. 2, the
ILT. negati\e terminal being connected to One
of the '' output '' terminals slio n in Fig. i
Across the two H.T. terminals should be con- nected a reservoir condenser of any capacitybetween o.005 ¡1F and o.oi /LF. The final connect ion before the instrument s complete is-,
from the other '' output " terminal to the
L.T. positive.

Connecting the Components
The wiring of the unit is best carried ou
with No. iS or No. 20 S.W.G. tinned copper
wire, the leads being kept a short as possible.
The arrangement of the components is so
thought out that practically, no two wires of
the same circuit need run near to each
other, and for this reason care may be taken
to keep the wires perfectly straight,- with a
viéw to giving the general finish of the interior of the instrument a workmanlike appearance.
The acttial connections of the receiver are
illustrated in the circuit diagram, Fig. 3, afl(l
are best carried out as follows :-Befor«
mounting the transformer complete the fiament lighting circuit by connecting the L.T.
©

19,

HT

0.0/?

-H-

Notes on Óperating
-.
The connecting of the unit for use in conjunction with a crystal or valve receiver
accomplished by removing the telephones
from the receiver and connecting in their
stead the '' íñput ''Ierminals of the amplifier,
the telephones being connected to the "output " terminals of the amplifying unit.
-

+

C

i

-

-

--

-

OUTPuT.

/NP/T
-

Fig.

3.-Wiring diagram

-

Almost ans type of valve may be used so
long as the L. 1'. supply and 11.1'. voltage are
consistent with the needs of the' particular
valve chosen.
-.
When "used vîth a valve- receiver, 'if it is
desired tod'o so, the same high-tension and
filament batteries may be used for both the
receiver and for the low-frequency amplifier,
instead of separate. batteries, provided that

of Ike unit.

negative terminal to the blade of the filament
resistance, while the end of (lie resistance is
connected to one of' the filament legs of the
valve socket. Connection is now made from
the L.T. positive to the other filament leg of
the valve socket.
By sitching the filament resistance to' its
"off" position, placing a valve in the socket
and then slòwly switching on the resistance,
this circuit may now he tested; everything
being in order the valve should light. \Vith
this circuit satisfactorily completed, the transformer should be placed in its desired position. \Vith regard to this component, any
well-known make of transformer may be used,
though in the actual instrument under de-

the- telephones rnare connected between the
anode of the valve and the FI.T. positive on
the amplifier, instead of as shown in Fig. 3.

The great feature of a low-frequency amas an addition to the simple crystal or
valve receiver is that it may be used for
signals of any wavelength without alteration.
The instrument described will work equally
well vith a crystal or valve receiver, thus
making it an ideal unit to be used for obtaining stronger signals from the local broadcasting or other stations vithiiì range of the

plifier

scription an Eiwell " ironclad" transformer
is fitted.
l'he primary of the transformer is con-

AIS

-

-

receiver.
380
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BroadcasUn* News
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-

By

LONDOL\ ----As soo
as
the
" report " is out of the way
the B.B.C. has some developments
quite as big as simultaneous broadpsting. .:1here might, for instance, be something done in the
.way of portable transmitting sta.tions. That would solve a greaf
many. problems, such as the linking up of places- where a big
single event is being held which it
is desirable shòuld be broadcast,
ut where it is not worth while
putting in a land line.
I

Sorne of the listeners in the provincial areas seem to be alarmed
a bout the simultaneous broadcasting proposals, and they seem to
think that it is the beginning of
the end. 'Fue argument is that if
news bulletins can he relayed
simultneously, and a London concert on Monday evenings, there is
no reason at all why the whole
programme should not be relayed
f ioni London.

Whether it would be possible to
relay a concert satisfactorily every
evening remains to be seen. The
B.B.C. says that it is going to do
nothing to diminish the popularity
and prestige of the local stations.
The happy relations between the
provincial stations and the listening public are great business assets
to the Broadcasting Company, and
they are to be maintained and
strengthened.

OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

- -

thiich appreciated by thê children.
Mr. \'right's assistance at head-.

\hizourka
technique,

quarters is of the tmost value.

being simply perfect.
Forthcoming Events
SEPTEMBER.

Uncle Arthur is also heard frequently in the children's hour
these days, and, of course, he is
alvas heard on Sunday evenings.
He is usually on-also foi a tiñie
on Thursday evenings.
The.
search for the man with the per-'
fect broadcasting voice still continues.

-

-.

-Uncle Jeff is till .the life and
of the children's hour.. His
unique gifts as an hnproviser on
the piano endear him. to the
kiddies.
The advent of Mr.
-K. A.. Wright, Uncle Humpty
Dumpty, at. 21 O has also been

-

-

(TIIURs.).

Critic. 9.
monds on

r,

-

.

i;

(Fii.)-7. Cinema Critic.
Cani. R. Ramsbottorn. O.B.E..
Natual history Museum, on
"Mushroonis and. Toadstools."
22nd (S.T.).-7.15, A talk on Football. g. x, Mr. L. Oliphant on
The Secret Snake Sanctuary."
24th (M0Ñ.).-7.
Lord Macor on
hospital
Saturday
Fund."
9.15,
Prof. E. \\. Mcl3rkle,
F. RS., LL.l), D.S., on
.cquircd Characters Inherited?
25th (TUES.).-g, Mr. J. Humphre s, vice-chairman of the
Concert Artistes' Association, on
The- Adair - \Vounded Fund."
io, Capt. Twelvetress on "Motor-

2

st
o.

-

i.

-

We hae indeed had a veek
çrowcled with the good things of
music, to wit HM. Grenadier
:

Guards Band, and HM. Irish
Guards Band, although the writer
thought it was somewhat of a pit
that in '' Three Blind M ice '' the
wonderfully
sweet
'' Marche
Funebre " of Chopin hrnild have
been travestied ; it séemed wholly

lug.''

i, -

i,

(\VED.).
l)raniatic
Critk,
Mr. Anthony liertram, official lecturer to the
National Portrait Gallery, on
' Literary Portraits.''
io, ilr.
hugo }lirsf on Electrical Engineering."

26th

.

mal à propos.

.

BiRilli VGHAilI.-\Vhat
probably the íìrst auction sale
by wireless vas conducted from

We feel sure the popular Yo.

Hungarjan Rhapsody öf Liszt has
neger been heard to greater advantage thah it vas the other night a.
rendered by the 2L0 Band, while
Miss Daisy Kennedy's performance on the violin was superb; her
playing of Haizycki's difficult

i,

Musical
,
Mr. R. C. SynYBecome an
J tòw to
Actuary.'' io, Piøf. ....... CoIlis
on "The Importance of Psycho-.
logy in Industry.''-

20th

Speaking of voices, what areelatiön was
Uncle Rex's
dramatic singing one Sunday night
recently.. He seems to have paid
a good (leal of attention to voice
production, and listening to his
speaking voice, which is light and
sparkling, one would not for a
moment imagino his singing voice
to be so full and rich. Congatulations " Uncle Rex," and we
hope to hear you again in the
heavy,stuff..
''

was a triumph
her -_ double stopping

Dramatic
i9th (\VID.).
.
Critic. 9.10, Monsieur Andra on
"French." io, Mr. W. J. U.
\\oolcock, C.13.E., ori ".\pplìed
Chemistry. '

.

.sOul

i

.-Th__'

--

51T recently. The old.aeria,l of
the \Vitton station was offered for
sale. Apart fròrn its " historical
value, of which, doubtless, the
new owner will think with pride,.
thç aerial was worth between £30

381.
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Forthcoming.Everts

and £40. But MT's audience
contains some keen barainers. and
£5 was the first bid

-SEPTEfIBER.
i9th (WED.).-An All - Classical
NighE-Coleridge Taylor. Miss

Mr. Joseph Lew'is, who vas the
salesman, addressed to the microphone a gentle. admonishment.
Come,
come "
he
said,
surely it is 'orth more than
that? " And promptly the tele:
phone hell rang-an advance 9f
one pound. Any further offers?
A few minutes later another ring
-and so the price advanced to
£12: There, for the time being,
the matter iras left, in the hope
that further adi-ances would be

Bessie l'sluirie (contralto) and Mr.
William Gilchrist (tenor) vill sing
songs and duets.
20th (l'HuRS.).-Special engagenient of i\liss Carmen Hill, of
London (soprano). Mr. Jas. T.
Stoddart (tenor), of Glasgow,
will also sing.
2 ist (!'ui.).-diss Purvis (soprano)
and Mr. Lewis Covie (baritone)
will sing-, and the Scottish CoScietv
operative
Vholesale
Batid will give selections.
22nd (S.aT.).-Mr. W. F. Coineliiis
(dtilcinierist) will i'e selections,

made
-

by Miss
Amy Carter, Mr. Geoffrey \Vam,
and Mr. Harold Cases'.
27th (Tiiurs.).-Miss l)aisv Ken-'

nedv, solo violinist.
28th (Fiu.).-Special

soprano; Mr: FredericI. Perrin,
tenor; Mr. Edward Isaacs, sole
pianist; Miss Florene I)unn,
contralto Mr. Cart Fuchs, sólo
'cellist.
21st (FRI.).-Mr.'. Geo. Jennison,
.F.Z.S., MA. (of Belle Vúe. on
.Elephants '; Mr. Jantes Vors.

.\'erdi

and
Olïenbach night.
Mr. W'. R.
Stokes. F.R. \.S., will lectUre on

"Canals of Mai-s."
29th (SAT.),-Station Militars' Band.
Merchaitt
Venice-v is the second pias'
to be broadcast iv LS(', and the
results vere as satisfactory as in
the cast of the initial play " Roh
Roy."
For the Shakespearian
play the. cast numbered about a
score. and the conditions in the
roactcasting room were more
favourable accOrdingly.

CLASGOI-V.---" The

'-'of

Roh Roy " was sent
Since
out the officials of the Glasgow
Station have been overwhelmed
with correspondence rega rd ing the
performance. About 500 letters
and postcards have been received,
and of this number only half a
dozen express adverse criticisms.
The prevailing tone was of congratulation, and there was a
general request for a
repeat
performance.
Mr. William Maley, President
of the Scottish F'ootl,all League. is
to broadcast on Friday. September 28th, while in response to i
demand by listeners, several weltknown hands are to l)erform in the

near future.

LONDON
MANCHESTER

5W!....

.353
2L0 . .389
2ZY . .. .385
9NO . .400

NEWCASTLE ......
GLASGOW ....... 5SC
BIRMINGHAM .... SIT

.

(raV,

(conductor, Mr. Harry
Morti tuer),
25t h
(TUES.).-Fourth Sym phony
Concert by 2ZY augmented
Orchestra (conductor, I)an Godfrey, jun., .\.R..t.l'ol.); Mr. 1)an
Jolies, tenor.
26th (\\'ED.).-.-.M
nedy, solo violin

I

metro.

Daisy ken2ZY Orchestra.

SS
;

.

.419

. .
.

- NiolIv

Band

.

.

(Svi.).-Miss

..

Wogotoogii,

('oil-Sigo

enter-

soprano; Mr. Victor Snivihe in
2ZY
"Algv's. -Adventures ";
Orchestra.
23rd (SUN.).-The Artristrong-\Vhitworth Orchestra.
24th (.\lox.).-Miss Frances Kendull, soprano; Radio Military

TRANS1ISS1ONS
........
........

dialect

Mr. \V. Lee l-lowarth's

I)ance Band.
22nd

will sing.

CARDIFF

Lancashire

ley,

iainer;

and Mr. Neil 'Donaldson (tenor)

Forthcoming Events
SEPTEMBER:
26th (Wim.).-Song rciial

1923

19,

.

.

"Ç IIEFFIELD.-By

.420

the time
that this 'appears. the Sheffield.
station should at last be going
strong. In the meantime -it vill be
connected up with Manchester y
land line, and Manchester and

TIMES OF O ORRINO,
Weekcl'oys , .. .3.32 to 4.30 p.m. end 6.0
to 10.30 p.m. 0.5I,T.
'London 11.30 o.00. to 13.30 noto o.]
3.30 to 4.30 p.m.
Soudoy,... .8.30 to 10.30 pro. G.M.T.
21.0 3.0 p.m. to 2.0 p.m. ruo,

SILENT PERIODS.
CARD! 77 ................. 8.0

to 0.30
MAI8CHESTER ............ 7.45., 8.15
NEWCASTLE .............. 9.2 .. 950
GLASGOW ................ 9.3
930
BIRMINGHAM ............ 9,0 , 9.oa

,

Ihose vho
MCSTER._
cloulit-the'ahility of ra.liò to
transmit humour should
Mr. Jaye Raye, who has been
bröadcating from some of the
B.B.C. stations. His turn recently from 2ZV was one of
the funniest things ve have
heard so far, by wireless it vas
just the simple type of humour
'vhere the spoken VOr(l is enough,
without vision or enil el lislrment
little pianoforte
other than
music. It is just what is required
in a popular programme.
Forthcoming Events
SEPTE M 13ER.
i9th (\VED.).-Mr. Maurice Cole,
solo pianist; Miss Marguerite
Davh, soprano; 2ZV Orchestra.
20th (TIIURs.).-No afternoon performance. Miss Phyllis Kebble,

london programmes will

be

re-

layed.
lt has been found that
land lines are more economical
than wireless reception.. 'lt is
hoped, however, that local talent
will he r°iven a chance and that
-Mr. Ilo'd will continue, his in-.

valuable assistance.
-

The Shflield Chamber of Commerce has written to the B.B.C.
asking that Sheffield should e.
made the same as Newcastle and
Manchester, and be a main broadcasting statiOn. They are rather
late in the day with this request.
It is strange that they should
allow experiments to go on which
have all been openly conducted
with the view to establishing a relay station, and never once give
expression to their desire of having
a main broadcasting station. As
a matter of fact, with programmes
from London, Manchester, and
locally as vel1, Sheffield should be
better served than any of the provincial stations.
.
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RADIO SHADOWS
-

By
-.
-

E. H.

CHAPMAN.

M.A.

D.Sc.,

F.R.MelSoc.,

Staff Editor.

with that troublesome phenomenon "blind

Ap arlicte deolin

ç

-

spots."

-

TIlE proposed investigation of the Radio
Research Board into the
mena known as " blind
lading of signals '' reminds us
sent knowledge of the travel
aves from t ransmitti ng station
station is somewhat i iiCoiìiplete.
These twò 1)henomena, which
iii tile same investigation, are
not connected by any close

I

venient terms they do not conveya i-cry adequate idea of what is really meant.' A better
idea would be conveyed by the term ' shaded
area." " Shadow" and " shade " are words
of everyday tise with us. Then,, again, the
word shadow is frequently used in scientic
work which is not connected in any way with
tlìe study of light. For example, in the extreme south of South America the Andes
cause the nun-shadow of Patagonia.
That

two phenospots" and
that our preof vireless
to recei\ i rig
O

are to figure

preSumahi)
relationship.

WA VLENCTN 2CC M TRES

CO ME;

WAVELNGT11

400
I

L.

100

200

1

/__
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fr'

__ ___

,úNTA1

/00

1/

VNTA1N US

,
I

:3'
PObVEQ

5
rn

7
/i'/LokvArr5

9/0

F

-.3
PQbVEQ

Fig. 1.-Carves sll9wing the effect upen the lransïnitling range due

since thè fórmer is a mOre or less permanent
éffect, whereas the chief feature of the latter
is its transitory chaìacter..
By the term " blind spot '--' is meant an
area, generally small, which is cdnsitentiv
shielde4 froni the incoming waves of one or
inore transmitting stations. The lack of
signal strength is aI\va)s apparent and does
not appear to vary vth changes: in atmospheric conditions.
Although the words '' blind spot '' and its
American equivalent "dead spot " are con-

9

7

«/tOWATTS

/0

intervening hills.

is to say, the Andes shield

that part of the

-.'.rgentinc from the ellects of the rainy,

trly

ves-

winds, and so cause the rainfall to !e
only one-eighth of what it is on the other
side of the mountains; rom this illustration
of the word shadow it will he seen that attention is of necessity drawn to the cause of the

-

it

to

5

IN

1

shadow.
En wireless work a mere knowledge of the
existence of " blind spots "-will help us little.
\Vhat
want to know most of all is what
causes those '' blind spots,'' or, to put it
3S3
i2i
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rather more scientifically, what we desire to
know is what is it that throws a radio shtídow
and vhy.
Another point io he 'notèd with regard to
the use of the term " blind spot " is that it
gives the idea of complete blindness, 'whereas
theterm is a purely relative one., It is doubtful if any area can he caReda "blind spot"
¡i the strict sense of the term. There may he
partial äbsorption of the electro-magnetic
waves radiated froni a certain transmitting
station, bt that is by no means the same
thing as there being total absorption, l'ben,
again, a certain area may be well if the
" radio shade " for transmissions from one
broadcasting station, yet be quite " in the
open " for transrnission from all the other
broadcasting stations:
Because of the lack òf authentic iiiformation on this subject of "blind spots " a good
many stories have gained credence which
ould otherwise have received no attention at
all. A well-known American writer recently
related how there used to be mysterious
yarns told by ocean travellers of a place in
mid-Atlantic where no wireless signals had
ever been heard, either from ships or from
shore statiòns. There was a similar story of
another place in the Atlantic where signals
from all over the world wete easily picked up
.

u

of the same sound waves haie

thro'n

19,

1923

no sikh

shadow.Another important thing shon by the
'curves of Fig. i is that increase of power with
the shorter wavelengths does not appear to
have much effect' when the 'transmission is
over mountainous or hilly country.
In connection with the effectof a landmass
on vireess signalling, it is interesting to recall an example frequently quoted by American writers. Ships to the north of Long
Island often find, difficulty,, in getting into
wireless conimúnicátion with ships o the
south of the island, although the islánd is
only some forty miles wide. Long Island
also appears to thros a radio shadow in the
direction of New York. Ships put at sea

O

day or night.
Since the establishment of the broadcasting
stations in England there have been many
caSes of what are undoubtedly radio shadows.
For example, in some of the deep valleys of
South \Vales it is very difficult to receive the
Cardiff broadcasting. Here we have a distinct
suggestion of the possibility of mountains
casting radio shadows.
The effect of hilly or mountainous country
on the rage
f a wireless station is well
shown by the curves in Fig. i. These curves
have been constructed from the data of If. R.
San key dealing with the range of commercial
spark stations. The absorbing properties of
mountains and hills with respect to wireless
waves are well shown by these curves. A
very noticeable feature is that mountains and
hills have greater impeding effect on the
shorter wavelength.
This is in accordance
with what lias been observed in connection
with the travel of sound waves. Often enough

Fig.

2.-Map illustrating

how New York is

to seaward by Long

"shielded"

Island.

cainòt easily get into touch with Nw
York. Looking at the map in Fig. 2
one is stiuck with the possibility that
V

-

ea,
ut at
wireless waves from a ship
tending to take the line of least resistance,
may travel along the 'water of, Long Island
Sound rather than over the land of the island.
If so, wireless waves would only be showing
the same propensity for traveiUng over water
as thunderstorms do.
The whole question of radio shadows is
an extremely interesting one, and if the pre-

t,.

..

sent investigatioll inspired by tìe Radio Re-.
search Board is carried out by a sufficiently
large number of experimenters, a great deal
shouldbe.added to our present rather small

stock of knowledge of the way wireless waves
travel through the ether.

hills have thrown a distinct sound shadw
when houses and' buildings in the direct line

384
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CIRCUITS

The following delail.s' will afford e 'nr readers an opportunity of experimenting. Il should
be remembered thai certa in values, such as the anode voilages for instance, will require
modification when &itish valves a re used. We shall he pleased to learn of any reader's
success with the arrancme,zts shown.
.'

.

j
-

Fig. 1.-The diagram on the left illustrates a method
of employing tuned high-frequency amplification in a
reflex circuit. One high-frequency stage only, should
be' tuned,
namely, That next to the detecting valve.
Between the first and second valve are an uniuned
H.F. transformer and an L.F. transformer, the
respective primary and secondary windings being in
series. The plate circuit of the second valve is tuned
by means of a variometer, and the telephones, shunted
by a fixed condenser, are also in this circuit. The
complete arrangement therefore provides for two stages
of HF. anzplificahon, valve recliflealion and two
stages of L.F. ahplifiation.

tI,r
\ /

-

NO,Oß

a

i"

I

;,:

Coas
:

£

Fig. £'.-The diagram above shows t'ze complete circuit arrangement of a super-Izeterodyrie receiver willi a five stage resislancecoupled amplifier, for which high efficiency te claimed in the reception of short waves over great distances. The values of the
various components are specified as follows
The variable condenser C1, 00005 zF; C2. 0001 F; C3. 000(12.5 MF: the three coupling condensers C1, 00005 MF; C3.
0.000f MF; Ike telephonecondenser C6. 0001 MF; the H.T. reservoir condenser C7,
The anode resistances RL, should
haie values of front .50,000 to 70,000 ohms; gridleaks R. 3 megohms. each and the last gridleak R3, I luego/ini.

Fig. 3.-The diagram on the right shows a single circuit rc
ceiver, the first valve being the detector followed by Iwo
stages of L.F. amplification. The telephone ja'cks shown
enable one, two or three valves to be used as required, the
filament current of any valves not in use being auto.niattcally switched off by the insertion of hit telephone
plug. As reaction is provided direct on to the aerial
circuit by means of the vario-coupler, this arrangement is not permissil,ile upon the broadcast wavelengths
during, broadcast haurs. It is claimed that great.
selectivity is obtained by means of the variotneter conneched between the anode ofthe first valve and the upper
plate of the aerial tuning condenser.

s

f
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CRYSTAL

PRIN
By PERCY W. HAR

-

--

In
..

.

-

-

This receiver tile' selectivity of a loose 'col
direct-coupled instrument, while its conslru

ordinar

*

-

Photograph of the receiver.

across this secondary inductance., and the
operation is exactly the -same as in the more
conventional type.
Several very interesting facts have come to
light while experimenting wtlì this circuit
and when making the receiver in question-.

-

-

RECENTLY, wheti experimenting with
a view to increasing selectivity- in a set,.
it occurred to me that it slìouldbe possible to produce a crystal receiver in whick
the aerial circuit should be unttfned and so
tightly coupled to the secondary circuit that
two or three turns only shouId he enough to
afford the necessary transfer.òf 'energy. -An.
aerial with very fev' turns of inductaiice in
series with it seems to be practically aperiodic, although jt will give the best response
on the natural wavelength it possesses. The
natural wavelength of most receiving aerials
least, those used by amateurs-is far
lower than the shortest wavelength it is generally desired to receive.
I have nov
succeeded in building a thoroughly successful crystal receiver which I
thin ft possesses most, if not all, of the advantages of the loosely coupled type, as velÌ as
the simplicity and cheapness of the ordinary
direct-coupled recei\er. The circuit is shown
below. The aerial has in series with it eight
turns of thick wire wound directly over, and
in the centre of, a second coil consisting of
seven x turns of slightly thinner wire on a
-in. tube. This inductance is fixed and has
shunted across it a variable condiìser of
O.0co3 /LF capacity, across which are placed the
crystal detector and the telephones. The sole
tuning adjustment is the variable condenser

-t

-

I

J

-

Theoretical diagram of

1/re

circuit.

L

It might at first appear that the coupling
between the aerial and the closed circuit is
so tight that the two drcuits would act as
one. If this were thé case, however, the
wavelength-ai bration would be the same as
if the aerial and earth were connected directly
to the secondary inductance. That this is
not the case is provedby tests with the wavemeter and on signals, which show that if the
secondary circuit is set for a particular wavelength when the aerial is connected, the wavelength does not appreciably change when the
aerial and earth. vires are conipletely re-

i

moved.

\Vith the condenser set at minimum the
wavelength is about 250 metres and at a
maximum 550. If the aerial and earth are

3S6
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WER ON A NEW.
DIPLE
IS, Assistant Editor.

.

pler is combinèd with the simplicity of. a
on is no more difficult than that of the

.

:

.'

.fype.

:

H

connected direct to the secondary in
ductance the minimum wavelength is well
oser 600 metres, so that '.e have a much
larger inductance and therefore higher poteri-.
tial than is possible. with the ordinary form
of directly coupled receiver.
To tune. to
Cardiff or London requires under 0.000! 1zF
in parallel with the inductance, and therefore we get practically no reduction of signal

strength fom parallel capacity. Tuning is
quite sharp, which should pr&Fe advantageous
in the case of those who live near the seaside
or close to an ordinary commercial coast
station working on 600 metres.
There are no constructional difficulties,
and the-only point worthy of special mention
is the- method of vindine the inductance.

._:

-. i

+

The ivirin of the components as made on the underside
of the panel.

The former, on which the coil is wound is
3 in. diameter and 3 in. long. Half an inch
from one end, three holes should be bored,
and one end of the vire with about 6 in. to
spare should be threaded through these holes
and secured. No. 26 double cotton covered

Back-of-panel Vkw.

wire should now be wound -on with all turns
touching until half an inch from the othçr
end is reached. Three similar holes are now
made, the ire threaded through and secured,
leaving as before about 6 in. for connection.
When this larger coil, has been wound,
take a sharp instrument, and about in. from
one end of the coil open the wires slightly
atid pierce a hole through the former
Through this hole thread the end of a piece
of No.. 22 double cotton covered wire and
ecure it by passing it through three holes
on one end of the tube. Now *ind on eight
turns of the No. 22 d.c.c. vire, and when this
number of turns is in position part the underneath wires as before, pierce a hole through
the former, and pass the end of the thick
\vire coil through it, securing as in the previous case by threading the wire through
three holes at the opposite end of the former.
The coil and variable condenser are secured
to an ebonite panel measuring 8 in. by 5 in.,
the panel also carrying four terminals (aerial,
earth, and telephones) and a crystal detector.
The tube is secured to the ebonite panel by
two 4B.A. screws. The connècting wires between the crystal detector, the condenser, and
telephone lerminals should be soldered in position before thecoil is put in place, as thecrystal
detector comes underneath the coil former.
(Con/mnued O page 392.)
-

's.
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Constructína1

HALLOWS, MA., Staff

Conducted by R. W.

A

POTENTIOMETER

vire of different gauges.
The
values given are for Eureka vire:
They will he very much higher if
Nichrome is used.

.

OF QUALITY
+

gira,

vi1I I.e inìpossiLle
vire as tight as it is
desirable that it should be. Quite
close to either end of one of these
e]ges a 4BA hole is drilled and
tapped. . \ terminal is screwed
rito each.
Fnamelled vire should l)e used,
since it is much easier to wind
than bare (which has to be spaced)
The
and occupies less room.
gauge of vire chosen is now wound
on, its ends being secured to the
terniinals. As it is necessary to
put it Son under considerable tension an old leather glove should
he worn on the hand through which

he described in this note is
intended to he made by
those who wish to construct a really
sound instrument at home. To
make it up.properly one must have
sorné skill in accurate fitting, hut
there is nothing really difficult to
anyone who is used to doing work
of good amateur standard. It is
designed with a view to eflicieney
and long life inther thnn compactness. Hence it is a fairly large
instrunient more-suited to the exj)erimenters iahle thai] to the
panels of a
boxed in '' set.
fhe constructor can make it up

-.
-

supporting

Turns.

20
22
30
32

io6

2

4
5

Max.

Gauge.

i

-

-

Rcsistancc
ohms.

it is fed.

i

133

1'9

,,

292

230

,,

355

330

,

392

500

The former is provided with
two pairs of feet (see Fig. i) made
of angle -brass, each of which is
secured by a pair of 4BA screws.
'l'he guide-rod for the traveller is
a 6m, length of iin. square brass
rod, which must be perfectly

-.

Of these, No. i, which has a
carrying capacity ot 3 amperes, is
especially useful as a rheostat for
controlling the filaments of any
number of valves up to four.
tore
ft cap also be employed to
down "the output of a 6-volt battery to suit dull emitter valves.
No. 2 has similar uses, its carrying capacity being 2-3 amperes.

-

No.
-

the

SW.
No.

-:

of

lees.

111111111'

-

2.-Details

Fig.

s

-

.
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THE potentiometer to

.

Editor:

will act as a series resist-

striigiìt.

lt

is

-'I

supportel by tv0
I

/

.

.»

V'

J

4[
.

-
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-

IL- r_i
:

-

I

-

-

Fie. 1.-The polenhionleter, former
mid supporhin

lees.

to any desired resistance without

iltering the dimensions given:
The vindings occupy 4m: on a
former ineasuiing kin. in width b
in thick.
The following table
shovs. some of the maximum resistarceS thatcan beolitained by using

No. 4 is excellent as a grid potentiorneter, and No. ç is suitable for
placing across a dry battery to
regulate the potential required by
carborundum and other crystals of
the same type.
The former, which is 6m, in
length and has the *idth and
depth already mentioned, is of
ebonite. The long edges should:
be rounded off for the four inches
occupied by the vindings:' If this

Fies. J and

4.-Dimensions

of

the

"fraveller."

brackets (Figs. i and 2.), made,
like the feet, of angle brass.
The most difficult part to make
is the traveller, which is seen in
Figs:3,4, and 6. The body of
it (Fig. 3) is made from stout
sheet brass, bent as shown. A bole
im square is cut in each of its
ends, and--it - is. provided' with- a
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kind of lid (Fig. 4) made of the
same metal and fixed jn place
either by rivets or small screws.
At right angles to the traveller,
and fixed to it by a couple of small
screws, is the bridge (Figs.
and
n. brass, and
5) cut .fi-om
---i2',..i- -

TRA WEIlER

-

Fig. 5.-Cross seclion of ¡he polet¡liain et er.

measuring iin. in length by iin.
in breadth. To its middle point
is fixed, by means of a 4BA bolt,
a triple laminated contact, made
of thin phosphor bronze, whose
arms are Iin. apart. Two 6BA
screws passing through the bridge
provide a means of adjusting the
pressure of the Contacts upon the
winclings (Fig. 5).
To the ''lid " of the tra'eller
is. attached a disc of tin. ebonite
i%in. in diameter, winch serves to
prevent the fingers from coming
into contact with the metal when
adjustments are being made.
Above this is an oval knob, which
can be made by cutting out a piece
of ebonite measuring in. by tin.
by tin. thick, and rounding off the
iin. edges. Both knob and disc
are kept in place by two 4BA
screws, which are allowed to pro

-

«NOß

____i

Fig. 6.-Illustrating the method of
contact between "traveller" and rod

tude

a little way below the
lid " of the traveller.
The reason why they are made
to protrude is that they are wanted
to act as retainers for a short
length of stiff phosphor brónze or
clockspring, which is inserted between the
lid " and the guiderod (Fig. 6) in order to take up

play between it and the
traveller, and to ensure that contact shall alays be good.
The whole instrument may now
be assembled.
The tra\eller is
run up and doWn two or three
times oit its rod, and where the
cotitact arms make- scratches the
enamel i carefully cleaned off the
windings. with a piece of fine
emery cloth folded round a strip
of wood.
When this process is
finished the vindings are gien a
good rub with an old toothbrush in
order to remove ny small fragments of metal that might pack
between them and cause short circuits.
So long as care is taken to get
all the parts true the iiotentiometer will be found to work perfectly, the action of the traveller
being delightfully, smooth owing
to its, being balanced between, two
springs.
Vhen the pressure on
the laminated arms has been
properly adjusted by means of the
screws provided, the contact will
he all that could be desired, and
there will be none of the unevenness that occurs sometimes in
potentiometers of faulty design.
R. \\ H..
any

.

4

HINTS ON MOUNTING
'.CRYSTALS
UPON the way in which a
crystal is mounted depends
very largely the efficiency of
the set of which it forms a part.
If the contact which it makes with
its cup is poor or of varying
quality reception will not be good;
but if it is firmly seated in a
mounting which does not allow it
to move, then signals will come
in at their full strength, provided
always that the cat-whisker or the
second crystal is properly adjusted.
The most usual method of
mounting a crystal is to seat it in
molten metal which on cooling sets
hard and keeps it securely in position.
The disadvantage of fix-

ing the cristal in this ay isthat
the sensitivity- of many kindsartiCulady the -various types of
fused galena, such as hertzite, permanite and others of that classis adversely affected by heät. The
oldeP-' text-books récommend The
use of solder, whose melting point
-

-

-

.

.

-:

-

Figs. 7' and

'DZ DEI

PARER

-

-

8.-Illustrating

Iwo

methods of, mounting crystals.

is far too high to be good for
To-day Vood.'s.
most crystals.
metal is commonly used. This has
a much lou'er melting point, but
at the same time it is rather too
high to agree well with delicate
crystals.
An alloy with a melting point
so low that it can do little harm
is easily made. The constituents
are
Tin
..
... 2 Darts
Lead ....... 3 parts

:-

Bismuth...

5

parts

As this combination flows at a
temperature 15° Fahr. below that
of boiling water, it is not likely to..
harm even the most delicate of
crystals. 1f one part of mercury
is addecl. the alloy does not
solidify until it has cooled to something less than
Fahr. It

e

Figs. 9 and 10.-The four-clip
holder and dimension of clips.

can be made to run quite easily by
immersing the cup in ht vater.
Another common method of
fixing the crystal is to use a cup
provided with set screws. There
is no fault to find with this, provided that the crystal can be firmly
fixed. This however, is difficult
with many of the cups now on the
0

0
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market, since they have only three
screws. Jf cups designed on the

lines of;that shown inFig. 7.are
made, the four screws render thé
task of securing an irregularlyshaped piece of crystal far easier.
One can make quite sure that
the contact is all that it should be
in a very simple way. Procure a
fe: pence worth of. mercury, and
after the crystal has been secured
by the set screws pour it into the
cup by means of a folded paper,
as shown in Fig. 8.
If this
method, which gives excellent results, is adopted, care must be
taken that the detector is always
kept with its right side uppermost.
Another good tip which makes
cups, molten metal, mercury or set
srews unrecessary and at the same
time allows crystals to he changed
with the tmost ease, is to make
a mounting consisting of four
spring clips, as shown in Fig. 9.
The clips, whose dimensions ar
given in Fig. io, are made of
German silve or phosphor bronze;
They should be mounted on the
detector so that their tops are about
tin. apart.
R. W. H.

The condensers us&1 are of the
flat metal-ended type which lit into
clips. Both condensers and clips
can be bought quite cheaply .f rdm
advertisers in this journal, but
those whO prefer to make their

depth.

.

-+:

It

.

ri
ALI M011i

4ßA.

..'...

,L/4.LQ.i

I

-

11.-Dimensions cf panel.

Fig.

own are referred to the description
which appeared on page 673 of
IVircless

Weekly, Vol.

i,

No.

'-.

w-

ill .;be seen - tha t whatever

condensers are plçecl-in the clips
the total capacity of the hank is
the sum of their individual capacitïes, since all are in parallel.
If, therefore, a set of condensers
is made ranging from o.000i
to o.oi F, as described in the
note already referred to, the experimenter, by using combinations
of large and small sizes, can obtain a very ivicle range of capaeities in steps of o.000r F.
R. \V. H.

ii.

handy formula vlikh was
given there may be repeated.
The capacity in microfarads
equals Ox N x o.000i, where O
is the overlap of the plates in
square centimetres and N the
number of dielectrics made of the
best ruby mica o.002ifl. thick.
The panel for the condenser
bank is a piece of
ebonite
measuring 4Iin. by 6in. This
is marked out and drilled as
shown in Fig. ii, alt of the holes
being 4 B.A. clearance. Two
A very

.

A CONDENSER BANK

OF ADJUSTABLE
CAPACITY

.

+
AVERY useful piece of apparatus for the wireless
man's bench is a hank of
fixed condensers wired in parallel
and so arranged that ans' can he
removed or changed instantly. By
making various combinations any
capacity up lo the total of that of
the fixed condensers in one's outfit
may be otained readily.
To be
able to do this is a great boon vhen
one is experimenting in order to
find the best value of the condenser
to lie placed in shunt with telephones, loud speaker, the vintlings
of transformers, the high -tension
battery, and soon. It will also hé
fourni particularly useful if one is
making up low-frequency resistance
capacity amplifiers as a simple
means of discovering the best value
for the grid condensers.
-

through the end hOle Of eàch and
secured.
The dips are then
fixed in place by means of 4,B.A.
bolts passed through the brass
strips and the ebonite. All that
remains is to thount the panel
upon a smalU bx about ¡in. in

--.

TERMINAL

MASS STRIP

i

iIi

i

IlL

III

II

CL/PS

HI

HI

ill

VII

Il

FiLING SMALL
WASHERS

IT

often happens that a thin
washer must he still further reduced ir thickness. Difficulty

is usually encounteet in holding
íhe work so that it an be filed. A very handy method for doing
this is to place the washer to he
filed on a small block of wood,
over, which is then put ,a piece of
flat metal. Squeeze in avice until

the washer (Or other similar part
is to be filed) is embedded in the
block tó a depth equal to half its
thickness.
'1 he l)lOck is then put in the vice
with the thin metal piece resting
in the cavity, where it will remain secure while it is being filed.

ECO.

'MASS STRIP
'rERMINA
Fie.

12.-Tite plan

condenser

o]

completed

bank.

ERRATUM.
are-asked to Inform Our
readers that owing to a clerical
error the price of the type
A.R.D.E. valve In the advertlsement of the Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd., appearing
in Vol. II., No. 8, should have
read 27s. 6d. instead of 27s.
as stated.
We

strips of sheet brass 5j-in..- long
and in vide are each drilled with
seven
B:A. clearance holes to
correspond exactly with those in
the janel.
The strips are now laid on the
panels. The terminals are passed
..

..,

-

-

ï

i
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:i 1
give a course of ten lectures on
\Vireless Telegraphy and Telephony at Glasgow Technical College.
The first lecture of the
series will be given on October
2th.

THE Secretary of the Radio
Society of Great Britain reports that the affiliation
scheine is progressing favourably.
Group representatives have received numerous congratulatory
letters, and the -Committee, are
taking careful note of suggestions
forwarded for producing a scheme
acceptable to all.

oo

I

.0

o

0

September 20th, at 6.20
p.m. (Institute of Electrical Engineers-Tea Room), an informal
meeting will be held. This will
take the form of a discussion on
transmitting for amateurs, particularly on wavelengths of from i8o
td 250 metres. Mr. Maurice Child
will open the discussion, and it
i hoéd that a large number will
be present. No tickets are necçsOn

sa ry.

00

o
o
o
Profesor George \\ O. Howe,

D.Sc., Professor of Engineering
at Glasgow University (Scientific
Adviser to

Wireless Weekly),

is

to

o

-

earthquake. '
0
0.
0
The popularity of wireless dur
ing the conìingwinter promises to
exceed all previous records. Significant among many indications
in this respect is the fact that ar.
rangements have now been made to
hola an all-British wireless exhibition and Convention at the
\Vhite City, Sheherd'
Bush,
\V.12, from November 8th to 21St.
0
0
0
familiar home of rìiany
famous Exhibitions
vil
un.doubtedly prôvide splendid facilities for the display and demonstration of wireless on a scale
worthy of its prominence in the
public mind. ,This Exhibition is
being organised in conjunction
with The National Association of
Iadio Manufacturers, an organisation whose activities have always
been so closely devoted to the
maintenance of the highest standards of wireless development. As
a result, all the best and most
powerful wireless interests in the
country will be fully represented.

:that

1.

-

The ordinary monthly meeting
vil1 be held on September 26th as
usual at the Institute of Electrical
Engineers at 6 p.m. (tea at 5.30);
and, in view of the forthcoming
announcement of the P.M.G.'s
Committee, the President, Dr.
W. H. Eccies, will address the
meeting 011 wireless topics.:

o

A telegram from Kobe has been
received at Marconi House announcing the safety of Mr. A. H.
Director of
Ginman. Manain
the Chinese Ñatronal Wireless
'I'elegraph Company, Pekin, who
va in Tokio at the time, of the

These representatives are already attending Committee meetings, and representatives of Metropolitari groups have, in the case
of the Western district, appointed
Mr. J. H. Reeves to represent
them. The Southern and Eastern
districts will also be called shortly
to elect their own representatives.

0

-

o._

o

o

It had pre'iously been decided
\\ ireless Exhibition at

to hold a

Vêst,
Horticultural Hall,
minster, at the end of the present
month; but, having regard to the
more comprehensive arrangements
necessitated in connection with
the National Association of Radio
Manufacturers, t was felt that
the \\ hite City would furnish
more fitting accommodation. Consequently the arrangements for
the earlier Exhibition vere postponed and revised so as to amaigãmate with this larger Exhibition
in Nóvember.
th

Following entirely successful
experiments, says the Evening
A1ezvs, on board the Mantua, the
P. & O. Co. proposes to install
direction-finding apparatus on all
its mail steamers.
0
0
0

For the first time in the history
ssociation, the
the British
opening speech by the President,
Sir Ernest Rutherford, was broadcast by wireless on the night of

of

September i 2th.

o

.

o

o

The ¡l7esi,,zi,,stcr Gazelle recently proclaimed that once more
the superiority of wireless communication has been demonstrated.
All the more important and
trustworthy communications from
stricken Japan have been received
through the medium of wireless.

o

o

o

The Rochford Guardians have
turned down the proposal of their
house committee that a wireless
apparatus should be installed at
the institution for the benefit, of
the inmates and patients in the infirniary.
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-By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant .Ediio.
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untunéd aerials kind 5work-bench eqaipmcnt.

+
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XPERIMEN1'hRS who are lookingJor
ti-y can be rec9nl1something new,
mended to investigate the possibilities of
untuned aerial circuits. 0n anóther page I
4escribe a new crystal receiver utilising this
principle, and, of course, in the well-known
Reinartz tuner an untuned aerial Circuit is
also used. Tie method dscrihed in my
crystal receiver artiçie can be applied equally
well, in fact slightly better, to vale types of
instrument, and een two turns in a r.egenerati e receiver is quite sufficient to hand the
aerial energy to the closed circuit. Shortly i
hope to describe several interesting modifications of this type öf circuit in these columns:
\1eanwhi1e keen amatéurs should try out the
genera! arrangement for themselves.

-'--

1

-

-+-.-.5 -G- -4-

-.5-

-4-

-.5-

-4.-

54_ .55

.4.-

-.4. -.4.. -.4.

.5--

leciric light flex, which I frequently -use,
with the additional advantage that 'lien a
length is cut off there is no tedious baring of
the iisulation to get at the wire. Temporary
indoor aerials can he rapidly made up with its
aid, pim ided ve insulate it at points where it
would come into contact with the walls. Veryconvenient short-wae receiving inductances
of low resistance can also be made if we space
tite turns with string or other insulating substances, and, of course, there is not that irritating tendencr to spring off the former
characteristic of stiffer vires, such as No; i8
(LC.C1 which we should otherwise need lo use
to get the sanie low resistance. The price is
quite reasonable (/6 for ioo yards), and it'
shoild prove very popular once- its merits are
recognised.

\\Tanderiio round -the Shipping and Engineering Exhibition at 01) Ilipia the other
evening, I came across, on one of the stands,
sorne specimens of finely braided copper wire.
This braid is used for connecting the brushes
of dynamos to their terminals, and a few
moments' thought suggested io ne that there
are many useful applications for this substance iii wireless. Accorditigly i ordered too
yards, and have been using it i n many ways
the last few evenings. It is ideal for winding
frame aerials, for it is perfecll flexible, of
high conductivity, and makes a very neat
.arrangement. In conilecling up experimental
circuits it lias all lite advantages of ordinary

S

-

*

*

A ;ithe- useful purchase at this same cxliibition was ail electric soldering iron, fitted
with ini idptor 'and flexible cord for con nection to ail)' lamp socket. I found it on the
stall of the Igranic people, who are acting as
the English distiihutors. lt is made in three
sizes, but. the smallest is big enough for ali
ordinary amateur instrument building. The

CønSufliptiOfl is onl too w'atts (less than that
of a coupJe of bright lamps in the ordinary
living room), so that t he expense of ru i ni ng
it is nothing to worry about. It is perhaps
rather a luxury, but in an case it is verY
clean lo use and a great time-saver.

A. Crystal Receiver on a New: Principle
lt vihh thus be
coil in position, solder the tvo

\Vïth the
thiicl vires to the aerial and earth terminals
and tl)e two ends of the large coil of No. 26
wire to the variable condenser. The variable
condenser actually usçd. is a Fallon, coting
6s. 9d., whil
the particular crystal holder
costs 2S. 6d.
No telephone condenser is
used, as experiments on this particular receiver showed that there vas no gain whatever by connecting one in the, usual posiion.
-

-4- .5- -4-

(c00m)

.

.

..

seen that the cost of the instrunient is quite low, although its appearatice is quite equal to that of many expensive
commercial
i nstru meits.
Square-section
tinned-copper vire was usel for, most of the
connections, the only exceptions being here
the ends of the coil were taken to their respective terminals.
Any other constructional
points will be quite e ¡cent from the photo-

graph s.
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Plug-In Basket-coil Holder

MESSRS. Leigh .Bros. are
manufacturing a holder
for
basket-coils
titt&l
with the usual plug-and-socket
to plug into their single-coil
or other standard fitting.
This
has a fiat column of ebonite
cith the plug, etc., in the hase,
fitted with an ebonite knob, brass
centre screw, and an ebonite disc,,
Thin. diameter, under which the
hasket-coil is' to be clamped;
it will take coils up to sin.
diameter when mounted in the
former holder.
Small ter
minal screws are provided for
connecting the ends of the
coil.
An obvious minor criticism
is that the clamping-disc is
rather small for some types
of basket-coils; it might with advantage be made somewhat larger
in diameter.

Variable Grid-leak
Microgrid "
-aiiable
vernier gridleak unit has been
submitted to us for test by
The City Accumulator Company.
'I'his unit is arranged for panel
mounting by means of two small
screws, is sin. long, and occupies
a space of iin. by tin. on the
panel; it is operated 5y a small
ebonite knob at the end. It consists of a brass frame, carrying a
resistance unit in an ebonite tube,
vith a contact in the form of a
metal ball which is moved by a
crev-operated carrier along a slot
in the ebonite tube, thus giving
steady contact and a finely adjustable resistance.
A

Th

I

*

-

Conducted by A. D.

A

O

COWPER., M.Sc.

On careful mensurenierit of the
resistance values with the aid of
the neon oscillator it was found
to give a uniform range extending
beyond the limits
rnegahm tc 5
megohms-which is not al'ays the
case with ariable gridleaks-and
on trial as gridleak in a single
valve set it was absolutely silent
both in steady operation and dur
ing adjustment, and allowed of
fine setting to the optimum point
foi the particular valve and con-

_____
______

Tue

"Mícrorid variable

leak.

presents a step in the right diiecis seldom that adequate provision is made for easy
renewal of the sensitive element in
crystal sets; if substantial terminals vere fitted in this detector in
the place of the present small
screws, its utility would be considerably increased. The Hertzite
supplied with the insfrument is
fixed with fusible alloy (in that
actually submitted this had come
loose, but was readily replaced, as
the whole is quickly dismounted by taking out one
-brass screw); in so small a detector naturally it is notpossible
to mount a large piece crystal,
which limits the available life
to an 'appreciable extent.
'
On practical test, the insulation vas found to be good;
the adjustment convenient, the
sensiti e
spots
being easily
found; the setting- is not readily
disturbed by mechanical vibration.
Good signal-strength was obtained
on local broadcasting.
While
lightly made, it represents good
salue at thé moderate price quoted
for the complete detector.
A Plug and Adapter for

tion; for it

t

-

ditions. As the stabilising resistance in various dual circuits it
operated exceedingly well, the
large lange of resistance proving
very useful in this connection. It
also performed excellently in the
Flevelling circuit.
It is fitted with r.oldering tags
for terminal connections, and is
substantially made and mechanically sound.
ernier
We understand that
potentiometer upon this principle
is being placed on the market by
the City Accumulator Company.
A

Plug-in Crystal Detector

Messrs. S. A. Cutters have sent
us for trial a crystal detector of
the covered vertical type, which
is arranged to plug into an ebonite hase, for rapid change of
crystal when required. This re-

Terminals

Messrs. L. McMichael, Ltd,
have submitted to us a neat experimenter's gadget in the form
of a plug adapter for fixing
on ordinary terminals, and a
split plug with ebonite handle
and short length of insulated flex
whereby
to fit the adapter,
changes in connections so often
required in experimental work can
be made rapidly and surely, with
the certainty of making good
- electrical contact.

-
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A together the Flewellin

.

eceiver, and th

**

I am enclosing a diagram of my
'wave-trap arrangement used with
aerial transformer which' give's
éxcellent results. 1f you were to
this you would, I think,' agree
me that it gives excellent çontirol over 'the HF.
I 'live
5 miles from 2ZY, and can cut
him. out and, using this aerial
transformer, .1 can get all the
B.B.C. stationsaudible 30 yards
avây usink 4 valves.
i am, etc.,
A. TURNER
-

.

,

'

:

....

...

.

.

-

.

.Ashton-oiMersey:
:-

'T:: _______

-

:

-

-.

NEW CIRCUITS
issue of -August

Sw,-In -your

-

8th ¡ iioticed a letter headed

-

"A

one-valve.
results which I

astounding. The set
works with an earth (not without),
and the hiss so common with these
('ircuitsis entirely absent. I also
oonnected one note magnifier w itl
good loud-speaker results.
.oud
and clear speech is obtained, and
no interference; all broadcasting
station corne in strongly, also
amateurs.
I am, etc..
'iV. H. 1A1LEy.
Kent
luave had are

circuit referred to' by Mr. Turner

J

''try
I

I

FLEWELING CIRCUIT
SIR,-lt may interest your
irri that I liae put
rfaders to

O0005,.,F

.

The

teur broadcasting could he heard
very vell at a distance of about
¡5 miles from the transmitting
when
station and, at about 4
static is very l)a(l here.
it, of course, attracted everyone's attention, and took the lirst
rizc for being the most original
get-up.
\Vireles in these'pa'rts is stil!
in its infancy, though we have a
club with over roo members, an(l
think as soon as we arc able to
get a decent broadcasting set
going, interest will soon bring in

.

.

/
-

I
jl

cannOt imderst.and
\Ve
the attitude of the writer:
want to see every progressive CirCuit explained iii your popular
and efficient jouña -so let us
have all tite '' Supers ' ' of rel
ability that come along, as only by
experiñent can e hope to progress n the cience. There is no
difficulty if ne keeps by him
separate Components to svire up
any circuit or dismantle it and
return to the original one.
Best wishes in your progressi'e
course.
I am, etc.,
1-lulL \LFRED E. QUICK,
A.S.A.A., F. R.Econ.S.

SIR,-Re' Mr. Harris's article
in lVi,eless. lVcekli', VoI. 2, \o.
on Wave-traps. This course of
experiment, together v ith r.educing
I istortion
of recei e I telephony,
has occupied the hulk of niy time
(luring the last three months, anl,
strange to say, I sunihled on the
ciicuit as 'shown in Fig. 2 two
tiiglìts ago.

J,

j

(rousc,''' ind

WAVE-TRAPS

-

,-

J

'

.
.

.

.

-:

more enthusiastic

amateurs

.

like

myself.

My. set is completely homeiììade, even the condensers and
transformers, arid the results obtained are marvellous.
i might add that I am a staunch
advocate of your paper and
ilíòder,, lVí,cicss, and look for.
ward to every issue.
I am, etc.,
.
J.- E MAJOR.
-

.

.

.

Johanriesbu.

pIotogrãph
SIR,-1 enclose
f an Essex car fitted vth a vire
1es receiving apparatus for a
motor carnival, vhich tòok place
here recently.
.

Johannes bure.

.

ST100IN JO'BURG

car in

STJOO on noard an E8sex

.

-

-Using-ST ioo circuit,- local iñìa-

.

.

.

.........
{ 771e

.

.

-

-

Editor regrets 1/ial owing

toilée demands upon our space a
-number of letters are unavoidably
held- over.1

-

.

-

.-

-
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p'

fora circuit for
single valve transmitter using. variometer
tuning.
D. F. (BLACKBURN) asks

a

E. F. (BIRMINGHAM) wishs to wind
basket coils of No. 28 s.w.g. d.c.c. copper
wire upon a 2-in, former to cover from 350
to 1,780 metres.
Five coils rill be required to cover this range
eticiently, and they should have 3c, 50, 75, ioo,
and 150 turns respectively. A parallel variable
condenser of 0.001 iF capacity will be necessary.

T. E. H. (DURHAM) enquires regarding
the use and advantage, if any, of a "tunestandby" switch,
The chièf advantag of a " tuhe-standby " svitch

R,

______

-

-L.T+ò

I
_T_c3

We reproduce herewith a su itable circuit.

A. W. W. (LEICESTER) proposes to build
the circuit ST34, but finds difficulty in
reconciling the wiring diagram shown in
"Practical Wireless Valve Circuits," Radio
Press Limited, with his ideas of the components required for this circuit. He aSks',
if we can enlighten him on this pointu

Full instructions for the assembly of a broadcast
receiver embodying the circuit ST34 appeared in
If you read
iWodern ll'ireless for June, page 348.
this article carefully you vill have no difficulty in
assembling this receiver, which vill give surpris.
ingly good results.

is rapidity in adjusting to the wavelength of any required station. \Vhen the switch is placed in the
standby " position, the aerial circuit coil is coni
nected directly across the grid and filament) and
tuning is carried out on the aerial circuit, only.
When the station is found; the switch is put into the
tune " position, when the secondary coil is now
across the grid and filament. The adjustment of
the aerial circuit coil is left unaltered, and the
secondary circuit is tuned and the coupling varied
until strongest signals are heard.
Further slight
readjustment of the primary coil may then be found
to improve results:
:
.

P. G. H. (DORKING) possessès two honeycomb coils resembling the Igranic pattern,
but of which the inductance value is only
specified in microhenries.

t

The inductance value of a 75-turn Igranic oil is
approximately 37 microhenries, and that of a 50
Igranic coil 57 microhenries. The two coils in
youi possession are apparently identical with the
Igranic coils above referred to.

:

R. N. R. (KENSINGTON) asks questions
about the different methods of connecting
the grldleak.

D. C. (CATFORD) observes that if the
switch arm of his tuner is placed between
contact studs, a loud humming noise is.
heard in the receiver which vanishes when
the apparatus is again tuned.

The advantages of the different methods shown in
your diagrams depend largely on the type of valve
in use. lt is sometimes found that by connecting
one side of the gridleak of an amplifying valve to
the positive filament leg, the tendency to selfoscillation of the set is checked. It is advantageous
to have a switch, so that the gridleak may he tians
ferred to either the filament positive or negative leg
for experimental purposes..

.

.

The humming noise ou hear in y our telephones is
produced by earth currents which circulate through
the apparatus when the aerial circuit is open. In
our iflstance, the presence of an electric power
main is probably the cause of the noise.

b.
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EFFICIENT WIRELESS SETS
We give you Best Qeulity Tools with lowest
prices by supplying tile user direct. Send us
your Postal Order or enquiries 'to-day you'll
get our best immediate attention.

None too small or too large.

The"value of. this is not critical, but an inductance of about t hy is a, suitable all-round figure.
This could be made by winding x,000 turns of

WE PAY CARRIAGE ON ALL ORDERS.
HAND DRILL, capacity O-1'. Gears cut

from full metal. Complete with threejaw Chuck and Set of 'Drill,.,

,'

,

,",

No. 40 S.S.C. copper 'vile oñ a core consisting of
of an inch in. diameter and 4in.
'
long.

10/6

.

'

1923

H. A. D. (BARNES) is constructing the
choke -'coupled low frequency amplifer
recently described in the Query Columns of
WIRELESS. WEEKLY," and asks for suitable windings for the coupling choke.

GOOD TOOLS MEAN

4

19,

STEEL HACKSAW FRAMES,
s Blade 2/SUPERIOR PARALLEL TABLE VICES, with

soft iron 'vires

8-12",NikelPIatcd,complete sitIi

-

.

,

clamp, 2' steel jaws, accurate finish ..
STOCKS & DIES, BA. (Dies ir dia.), cuttinga, 4,6and taps. London made.
10/- per set.
Ou card with Taper Taps
12/6
with Taper and Plug Taps
303,HIGH HOLBORN,'po,s

........

.

...........

THE BILLINGTOOL

The

LONDON, W.C.1.

J. B. N. (NEWCASTLE) asks how such
a wide range of tuning is obtainable with a
variometer, as the number of turns of. wire
iñ circuit is not altered.

Molôo,, 598.

The best way to understand tile action of the "ariometer is to imagine it to consist of two separate
inductance coils, the coupling between which can
be varied. if the coils are imagined as L1 and L2,
then if tise two are so arranged that the coupling
between thetis is additive, the total inductance is
equal to that of L1 and L, plus M, where M is
the mutual inductance between the two coils. If
the coils are now turned at right angles, the total
inductance in the circuit is L1 plus L2, because M
is now zero.
1f, again, the coils are turned so
that the coupling between them is subtractive, the
inductance value is 1 plus I minus M.

'PERFECT HYDROMETER

A battery tester 0f precision and outstanding merit. The most reliable
instrument of its kind on the market. No one who uses an accumulator.,
should be without one; for it not oniy tells you when your battery is run
down but shows you at a glance how much charge is kit. Heavy rubber.
bulb and nozzle; Hydrometer scaled to indicate "full, " half, and
"empty" (charge), as well as specific gravity of Electrolyte. The price
is, for the first time, within the meansol everyone.
each, complete, post free.
Money bach without question lt not delighted with your purchase.
Sprciai terms to the Trade. Travel/cot wanfrd.

3/9

The C. P. Co., Ltd.,

12/13, Mlles Lane, Monument, London, [:C.4.
'Phone

BEWARE

OF

Central 9182.

WORTHLESS

IMITATIONS,

LEAK.

ON EVERY GRID

TRADE MARK

-

THE

SEE

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Pat'ent applied tor.)

Siltabte tor use in
any circuit, and improves the working

The Resistance

steadily
between

Variab.o

_________

of ans
tector.

________
__________

to
megohm.
Only
reuirm a 4 in. hob
in panel tor fitting
4

W

PRICE 2/6 EACH

-

The be,t Verlebte Grid Leak mode.

valve

E. I. W. (BARNSTAPLE) asks whether we
can give him a circuit diagram of an improved Flewelling receiver which will operate
successfully on an outside aerial. He wishes.
for an arrangement which will be very
stable to operate and at the same time will
give good signal strength.

-

de

450,000 to
100,000 ohms for
the S.TiOO Cfrmit.
Price 3/6.)

7Jo

Connaught House, la, Edgware Road,

W ATMEL WIRELESS CO.. Marble Arch,W.I. Tel. 4575 Paddington.

JO9
I

ECONOMIC

L

I

CI 1Hi

being used by the beading Radio Experimusters for detection, high atad low frequency
amplification, power amplifiers and low power
transmission. Price 15/USE
"RECTARITE," the synthetic
crystal that makes Loud speakers talk!

I

I

Too312P
35oe5O

7

82

.

b111
I

Ci
I

Ç

"EEC" "XTRAUDION" VALVE

1 THE

r

'ELEcTRI
[

JI

-

.

0006,4F

..

is

/

-I

Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SQUARE, LONDON, w.l.

116

',.

I

Q

Write to-day for 40 page Radio
Catalogue mailed post tree, 4d.

Br

how,00,ns:

303, EUSTON RD.,

N.W:l.

P

ch

reprodue herewith a recent modification of the
Flewelling circuit which gives very good signal
strength when used oith an average aerial. For
instance, 2L0 can he received at good loud-speaker
strength 32 miles distance from the station.
\Ve

Large Specimen.

and Woyks.

TwICKENHAM.
.
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Taggart, F.Inst.P.
Simplified Wireless..

John Scott-
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How to Make Vout
Broadcast Receiver
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How.to Erect Your
Wireless Aerial .

Scott-

.
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.
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Wireless

1/-

II.
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1/-

Some will find out the correct answers by'
expensive experiment-others, more wisely,
will bénefit by the experience of those
who have trodden the thorny paths of Radio
before them.

¡/71
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WirelessVaives
Simply Explained ..
John Scott-

a/6

a/8

sF6

a/S

F-

The concentrated experience of some ofthe
best known Wireless engineers and experie
menters is available for all readers of Radio
You cannot do better than
Press -Books..
complete Library-one Book
time. Each Book covers a different
phase of Wireless and none overlap. Get
one or two to=day and keep them by yu
for ready reference-they are sure to save their
cost many times oper. From all Booksellers.
purchase the
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'The Report
have so often been informed that
the publication of the Broadcasting

WE

-.

-

Committee's report was imminent that,
at this date, we merely mention, with all due
reserve, that the latest information available
on enquiry in official circles is.that there is a
decided feeling that the report ill be published within a week.
It occurs to us that there are two possible
explanations for the delay which has occurred.

The Postmaster-General may he endeavouring
to avoid a further delay follo ing the publication of the report by getting his árrangements
veli advanced beforehand
The alternative
may be that he intends to compensate to some
extent for all the previous delay by publishing
the report and his final decision in the matter
si niultaneously.
The continued absence. of a constructional
licence i holding back trade, and vet Sir I
Worthington Evans, the P.M.G., is head of
the committee dealing with u nem ploymen t.
The irony of it
-'
Licences
-.
We have frequently referred to the urgent
necessity of hastening a settlement of the
licensing question. \Vhilst it is all very well

-

society to fully justify its existence has thus
been neglected. But perhaps the chance is
not entirely lost. lt may still be weeks before
either the, report is published or definite decisions announced. It is up to the Radio
Society of. Great Britain to use every endeavour to see that such is not the case, and
-.

by means of insistent deputations and active
propaganda it should support the çause of
British experimenters.

f

-

.

-

Demonstrations
On another page we refer to a forthcoming
open-air demonstration which is to take place
under the auspices of the Junior Car Club. In
view of our recent adocacy of publicity work
in connection with wireless, and hilst agree-.
ing that the organisation of outdoor demonstrations is a step in the right direction, wé
take this opportunity of mentioning the bad
effect produced upon a non-technical audience
by the distorted sounds emanating from over!,oaded loud-speakers.

J_1i_

to blame official procrastination-which experience should have taught us to expect as a
matter of course-what action, if aiiv, has been

.

.

-

-

The Wavelength Problem
Those of our readers whose experimenI
bring them into touch with long-wave commèidal transmissions will appreciate the diffi
cuRies in the 'av of establishing further stations on account of the congestion which at
present exists, and will be particularly interested in the article " A New Principle in
\Vireless Reception," extracted from a paper
read by our Editor before the British Association Meeting in Liverpool on September
i9th. A reprint of the full paper will appeaf

by the experimenters to expedite
matters?
1-lave they, through their societies, taken
any united action to ensure that their rasonable and legal requirements shall be complied
taken

with

nothing appears to have come of their visit,
and, in the absence of the continued vigorous
action which the state of affairs warranted, we
can only think thai the deputation was a sheer
waste of time.
A splendid opportunity for the parent

?

\Vhat has the parent societs, the Radio
Society of Great Britain, been doing all these
months? Nothing, as far as we are aware.
Over a year ago a deputation from the society,
representing the experimenters of this cOuntry,
waited upon the Post Office Authorities, but

in the next issue of Modern

TVireless.
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A NEW PRINCIPLE IN WIRELESS'

RECEION

The foflowtng
JOhfl

i

on extract from o Paper read before the Briljqh AsoiaIjon on September 191h
The full, Paper will be reproduced i, " Modern lVireless,"
No 9 appearzn October ist

scott-ragari; F.Jnst.P.

*
JPROPOSE fo give a very brief
outline of an inventioh which
i paténted in May, 1920, but
which is publicly described to-day
for the first time.
The principle is of such a hasiçcharacter that its application may
-,
-,artect nie wnoie treiiui u! LueLu'sJ
of selective reception.
The invention involes the increasing, at the receiving station,
of the frequency difference between
desired and undesired currents.
This method of solving the problem of selectivity and atmospheric
elimination has never yet been
attempted or suggested. The fiequencies have reniained the same,
and th methods which have been
adopted. live been calculated to
separate the desired from, the
undesired
frequencies without
attempting to change the actua'
f requency of either.
According to part of my invention, the frequency of the incoming currents is increased, with the
result that the frequency difference
-

metres and f.joo úietres. _The
wavelength difference, in this câse,
amounts to joo metres, a very
narrow margin and dñe which,
under ordinary- circumstances,
would lead to thé 15.Joo-métre

-

metres diference between the-two
signals, but- io metres difference
on a wavelength of about
metres is ten times more valuable than a difference of loo metres at
a wavelength of 15,000 metreS.
201000
-

Ç-..
L4

20000
M.

N

-

-

C4

200000

--

...
-

.-

-

-

000+
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T

-

Y
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-

Fii'. 1.-Redueing interference b' frequency niultiplicolion.

signals jamming the 15 ,000-rnetre
signals.
1f now ve apply both
sets of incoming currents to a f recjuency multiplier giving a multiplication of, say, io times, currents will be delivered to the receiver proper by both sets of incoming currents.
The 15,000metre desired signals will set up

zoo, 000

Thç number of cycles difference
factor in cbn-

is -the controlling

sid.ering selectise reception without

interference. The example of the.
r5,000-metre signals being jammed
by the 15, icc-metre signals may
be understood more clearly if we
deal in cycles of frequency instead
of metres. The 15,000-metre desired signal will set up oscillations
liaviiig a frequency of 300,000,000
divided by 15,000, which equals
20,000; The 5,! oo-inetre signals
wifl correspond to oscillations
having a frequency of 19,868.
The frequency difference, therefore, is only 132 cycles.
1f now, instead of receiving
these signals in the ordinary way
as, for example, by the heterodyne
method, we multiply the frequencies of both signals by io, we will
increase the frequèncy of the
signals due to the 15,000-metres
station to 200,000 cyclès, this corresponding' to a wavelength of
1,500 metres.
The i, oo-metres
I

Fil. 2.-Frequency mulliplicalion of 100 limes.
between currents of- different f requencies is increased.
An example will explain more
Let us
readily what is meant.
assume that two stations are working on wavelengths of 15,000

oscillations corresponding to. a
wavelength of only 1,500 metres,
while the 15, Too-metre signals will
be resolved into signals correspond.
ing to a wavelength of I,51c
There will now be jo
metres.
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interfering signals will produce interfering oscillations having a f requency of 198,6So cycles.
It vill be readily appreciated
that the difference between the new
desired and undesired currents is
now ten times as great, and equals
Where before ve
1,320 cycles.
had to differentiate between signals
having a difference in frequency of
only 232, we now have the considerably easier task of separating
out signals having a differetice of
frequency of as inucb as 2,320
cycles. Put crudely, it is ten times
as easy to separate the stations.
The new currents of multiplied
ftequency may be applied to selective high-freciuencv receiving drcuits ad the leterdyne metlocl of
reception may be employed.

Frequency Multipllcati'on and the
Use of Beats
It needs very little imagination
for a student of these matters to
appreciate the remaikable selectiity which is obtainable by a
combination of frequency multipli
cation ind heteìodyne reception.
A theoretical circuit is illustrated
in Fig. i.
In this figure it is assumed that
in' the aerial circuit, which contains
th inductance L1 and variable
cöhdenser C1, we have two sets of
oscillations.
One et has a fre,
quency of 20,000, corresponding
to the wavelength 15,000 metres of
the desired signals, and the other
çurrents have a frequency of
19,868, corresponding to the interfering signals of 15,'Ioo metres.
The circuit is tuned, of course, to
the frequency of 20,000, corresponding to the desired signals.
bít, nevertheless, this method of
selective reception is grotesquely
inéffective when the frequency difference is so small.
The next
stage in the process is to apply the
two sets of cuirents to a frequency
multiplier which is shown, for the
sake of convenience, as a box FM.
frequency multiplier may

-

-

take many forms, and might be a
series öf frequency-doubling deices, such 'as valves, or it ipight
be an apparatus for producing harmonics, a selected harmonic being
then treated as the fundamental
for reception purposes. The output currents from FM pass
through the oscillation circuit L2
C9,
and even here resonance
tuning may not be sufficient. Loose
coupling between L, and L3 will,
howeve, if the primary and
secondary circuits are tuned to the
new 200,000-frequency signalswhich are really derived from the
original 20,000-frequency signals
bya multiplicationof io-cause the
198,680-frequency currents, due to
the interfering signal which originally had a frequency of only
19,868, to be less effective.
Oscillations are now induced iñtothe circuit L3 C3 from the heterodyne H, which may he, for
example, a valve oscillator. This
lieterodyne induces local oscillations having a frequency of
201,000.
The result of inducing
currents of this frequency into the
circuit L3 C3 will be the producticsri of two sets' of beats.
The
201,000-frequency oscillations will
hêàt vith the deired 200,000frequency oscillations producing
heats 'of i,000- frequeicy, and
these beats will be rectified and
detected by the valve V, in the
outptt -circuit of which are the
telephone receivers T. The i,000frequency beats will, of course.
produce a musical note in the telephones T having a f requency of.
i,000, which is a very convenient
frequency for the reception of
cöntinuous
-ave signals.
The
201,000-frequency oscillations induced by the local heterodyne will
also produce beats with the oscillations having a frequency of
198,680 which, it is assumed, have
not been tuned out by the use of
resonance phenomena. The beats,
in this case, will have a frequency
of 2,300.

-

-

1923

26,

-

We now have., in the telephonçs

T two sets of signals. The de
sired sçts have a frequency oi
I,000, whilé the undesired ones hâve a frequency of 2,300, and no
difficulty should be experienced ir.
reading the desired signals vith
out material interference from the
other signals. It is important to
nOtice that the incoming signals
are not, of, course, simply steady
streams of continuous oscillations,
but coñsist of döts and dashes of
short duration, and that during a
considerable period of time, dots.
and dashes of the undesired
signals are received, during the
intervals between dots and dashes
of the desired signals.

Hundredfold Multiplication
far more striking example of
the possibilities of this new prinA

ciple in wireless reception is when
we consider the frequency multiplication to be, say, ioo times
Such conditions are illustrated in
Fig. 2.
The frequency multiplier FM
now increases the frequency of the
desired signals to 2,000,000, corresponding to 150 metres, while
the interfering signals now have
their frequency raised to 1,986,800.
The frequency of 'the local oscillations of the heterodyne are ailjusted to 2,001,000.
With the
desired currents of 2,000,000 frequency, the heterodyne currents
will prdduce ba
of t,000 frequency which will produce a musical note of i,000 in the telephone
With the interfering
receivers.
signals, the local oscillations wilF
produce beats. having a frequency
of 13,306. This frequency, to all
intents and purposes, may be
treated as above the audible limit,
and the desired signals would:
therefore be received in the telephone receivers without any interference whatever from the undesired signals, even though in theinitial aerial circuit the frequency
-difference amounted to such a small
amount as 132 cycles.

-

0

tried most of the components made by the well-known Lissen Company
and can recommend them to our readers. The results of actual tests will appear in our
"Apparatus Tested " pages in due course.
We have recently
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COMPONENTS REQUIRED
L1: A.variable induçtance.
C1: A variable condenser, capacity o.00i JAF.
Fixed condensers,

C2

R

Filament rheostats.

.

R)
R:
U:

capa-

City 0.0003

c3J

potentiometer, total re-

A

400
sistance
a0out
ohms
R1 Anode resistances, value
about ço,000 ohms.
R,J
-

-

-

Rí

Gridleak resistances, value
i
to 2 megohms.

1,000 metres, though in some
cases quite tood results are obtained upon the broadcast wavelengths, if the values nientioned
are carefully chosen.
Electrostatic reaction may be
introduced by connecting a
small variable condenser C,
F, as
capacity about o.0002
shown,. but this addition is not
permissible for broadcast.reception.
1hie potiitionieter, R,,

GENERAL NOTES
This is a simple, but effective,
high-frequency resi stance-capacity
coupled
receiver.
The
method of intervalve coupling
employed is economical, and
when once the values of anode
resistances, coupling capacities,
and gridleaks are correctly adjiisted, they need no further

assists

attention.
The set is particularly elTectivç on the vaelengths above

tion,

to

prevent

selí-òscilla-

as does the condenser C

U

connected across the le!ephone
receivers T.
.

AE./A

I

-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
GRID CONDENSERS
used with a rectifying valve
usually require to have a capa.
-,

:

¶

j

city of from

jF.

0.0002

tO

0,0004

The performance of the
detector valve can often he considerably improved by careful
adjustment of this value, and it-

NOTES-No

a good plan tó employ a variable condenser temporarily to
is

ascertain the value which gives
best signals, after which a suit
able fixed condenser can be sub-

stituted..

home-made condenser is
to be used, it should consist.of
1f a

,

6

copper foils s'epaiated by mica,
assembled between tvo clamping
pieces of ebdnite. The capacity
can then be adjusted slightly,
either b a sliding movement of
the copper foils or merely by
tightening or loosening the
clamping scevs.
.

I
U
:
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A CARBON-GALENA LOUDLSPEAKER
-

.

By CLYDE

J. FITCH.

-

To the mechanically inclined reader the following article suggeste a large field
xperiment and development.

f

j

THERE are many types
no

of loud-speakers

in use, but how many of these re-

produce music and speech with all their
original tones arid characteristics? Take a
horn from any loud-speaker and put it on
another and note the difference in the sound.
This is a simple test whiëh indicates that the
shape of the horn affects the qu.aliy of the
reproduced sounds.

Fig.

1.-A

photograph of the carbon-galeno loudspeaker, dismaniled.

Now take a number of loud-speakers without horns and quickly connect them, one at
a time, to a receiving set, and note the differ-.
ence in the quality of the reproduced concerts.
All sound slightly different, hut which produces the tones more like the original? As a
malter of fact, none of them are perfect; aU
are far from it. In other words, the loudspeaker is. the cause of much of the distortion
in modern radio receiving sets.
The galena loud-speaker about to be described is a possible solution to the perfect
loud-speaker problem. The only trouble with
this type of instrument is that it does not
give very loud signals. On a two-stage
amplifier the received programmes f roni near..
by radio Stations are barely audible two feet
from the horn, but this is remarkable, considering the simplicity of the device.
As Shown in the photograph, the galena
loud-speaker is nothing more than a galena
crys.tal moûnted on a mica diahragrn and

placed in all ordinary telephone receiver.
The threaded rod, passing through the hack
of the receiver shell, carries a few carbon
halls which make contact with the galena.
Tile passage of an electric current from the
galena to the carbon, or vice versa, heats the
junction and causes expansion, thus exerting
an outward pressure on the diaphragm.
Therefore, if telephonic currents, corresponding to the vibrations -of the human voice or
music, pass through the carbon-galena contact, vibrations will be set up in tile diaphragm
corresponding to the original vibrations of the
speech or music.
As this unit is strictly a resistance arid is
I1011-inductive, it has nó electrical period of
its own and will, therefore, cause no distortion due to electrical effects. The diaphragm
is always pressing against the carbon balls,
so that the natural vibrating period of the
diaphragm is highly damped, and there will
he very little, if any, mechanical distortion.
There probably is a distorting effect caused
by the sluggish action of the heat, hut this
is not noticeable; the reproduced speech is

exceptionally clear.

L.....

-

and 3.-Showing, onthe left, the type first used
by the author, and, on the rigid, the more successful
arrangement subsequently adopted.
Fies. 2

A model was made with a carbon diaphragm
having the galena crystal. pressing against
its centre. The galena was supported by the
brass rod whicfr screed through the metal
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'phone shell. The threaded rod; which was
gin. in diameter, allöwed for varying the
contact pressure betyeen the galena and
carbon' diaphragm. This 'phone was very
sensitive, but had a tendency to burn out
unles the current was very weak.
The next model vas made as show n in the
accotnpanyiiig photograph and iii the.drng
Fig. 2. The galena is fastened t th
centre of a mica diaphragm by means of a
ldw melting-point alloy, such as is used for
mounting crystals. The threaded rod carried
the carbon balls, as shown. and the contact
pressure was ad'justed by 'turning the rod. -'
From three to five balls 'ere employed, and -.
excellent results were obtained with the
'phone connected directly to the output terminais of a three-alve receiving set. The ..
resistance of the galena-carhon cqntact was
only 40 ohms, and to be efficient it should
hase a resistance of from io,000 to.30,0Co
ohms. Hence, we should not expect good
results.
To increase the resistance of the 'phone, a
deep hole was drilled in the centre of the iin.
brass rod, as slìo n in the illustration Fig. 3,
and in this were placed alternately four galena
crystals and four sets of carbon balls. This
increased the resistance to about 2C0 ohms,
and the expansion of the crystals and balls;
acting .upon each other, produced a greater
effect upon the diaphragm. The signals were
considerably strengthened with this arrange-

ment.
lt should be noticed in the circuit, as
shown in Fig. , thata step-down transformer
may be employed between the output of the
receiving set and the 'phone. \Vith its use,
greater efficiency may be obtained. The

The Austin-Ratcliffe Trading Co.
advises us that they are in a
position to supply any wireless
Experimenters
want by posf.
living in outlying districts who
are unable to avail themselves of
the facilities offered by the many
shops of our larger towns vill
no doubt be interested.
Autoveyors, Ltd., have published
a
revised leaflet describing
briefly the well.known threeelectrode variable condenser,
which should prove of interest
to many of our readers.

primry. winding of the transformer

hould
have an impedance equal to that of the valve,
and the secondary should have an impedance
equal to tlat of the 'phone. A polarising
battery of two to sx volts should be connected in series with the secondary iinding
in order to avoid the double frequency phenomenon. That is, both positive and negative
halves of the current vill exert an outward
pressure on the diaphragm, w hereas with tile
polarising battery only the increasing currents
\Vithout the pqlarl)1Sl1 out the diaphragm..
-

.

-.

,

-

Sp'ake'-

-

Thz'isfo,-,î'ep

zy

NaJzi'z9

''

Fig. 4.-Circuit arrangement for using carbon-galena
loud-speaker.
-

-

iii'g. hatter)r

the sçeech is very peculiar and
is entirely- uni'ntehhigillé.
It is veIl to keep in mind that the rectifying

or detecting property of the galena crystal'
hia
nothing to do with its property of reproducing speech. It is the heating effect made
by the electric current that causes expansion

of the galenaand carbon balls, and among
many. crystals and rñinerals tested galena
gave th best results. An ordinary carbon
ball microphone will act as a telephone receiver to a certain extent, a fact which was
known as far hack as 1878.

.........................................................................
.

Gaie/ai

-,

-

CATALOGUES
.

i.

Fulles United Electric, Ltd.,
have favoured us with a copy

of catalogue No. 250 A., dealing with the L.S.L. plate type
accumulators for lighting and
ignition purposes, and the new
B.J.X. and B.W.X " Block
type accumulators for wireless
and ignition purposes.

Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Parkinson are issuing a leaflet describing a five-valve broadcast
receiver which is specially designed for long.distance reception. It is claimed that this set
will receive . all the B.B.C.
Stations, the Hague, Berlin, and
Paris telephony.

George Palmer (Universal
Cinema Supplies) ha'e sent to us
a copy of their new catalogue
f wireless accessories.
'l'his
contains particulars of a large
variety of parts.
-
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In view of the claims one often hears made iii connection iiith
distance crystal reception, the following article is of especial interest.
lonV-

'

;

T various times owners of
crystal receivers have reported reception of signals
from broadcasting statiòns ovr
distances of several hundred
miles. On the face of it a feat

A

.-

-

c;jE

Fig. 1.-Plan showing approxim.ate
directions of the two aerials as nied
by the author in his lests.

of reception on this scale is not
In the pre-valve
impossible.
days of radio it was not unusual
for amateur and commercial
stations to cover several thousand
miles with asensitive crystal.
While the distribution of energy
in a C.\V. telephone transmitter
and a spark transmitter is consideraily different, the former, for
example, 'eiiploying energy to heat
filaments which is not direct-ly involved in the conversion of audiofrequency into radio-frequency
energy, it is clear that the radiation outputs of the two types of
sets are of about the same order,
and that what was frquently
accomplished with crystal receivers
ro or 55 years ago, in picking up
distant spark telegraph signals,
should still be feasible in telephone
reception to-day.
In one respect, however, receiving conditions have undergone a
great change. Where formerly, in
urban centres, there were only a
f&w receivers to the square mile,

now there may be hundreds or
even thousands. It has been sug-

gested, accordingly, that
radiation '' from the more sensitive
valve receivers, especially when in
a state of oscillation, might
account for some of the receiving
records made with elementary
types of sets normally rated as
good for only so or 20 miles.
Other. experimenters have denied
the possibility of this, on the
ground that sgna1s so received
would be distorted, while actually
no distortion was apparent in at
least some of the loñg-distance
crystal reception reported.
The
writer accordingly set about making a series of tests to determine
what effect, if any, a regeñerative
receiver might have on a nearby
crystal set in the line of extending the range of the latter.
Two aerials were erected as
shown in Fig. i.
One was an
outdoor aerial of about the usual
dimensions for broadcast reception, while the other ran indoors.

\

Crystal Set
."

E.

2.-The Iwo sets in the same
room and connected to a common
earth.
Fig.

The indoor aerial DE was a single
horizontal wire on the top floor of
a six-story. house, and it was so
arranged that a receiving set
might be connected at either eno.

The outdoor aerial ABC ran from
a point C indoors on the same levél

as DE to the roof at B, and thence
horizontally about 6 ft. above
the roof in a north-west direction.
The indoor aerial was directed
Regenerative

$et\

C
Crystal

Earth
Fig: 3.-The saine arrangernent

&ut

position of sets reversed.

north-east, the two flat tops being
at right angles.
The coupling
between these two aerials was no
closer, it will be observed, than the
vale frequently encointered in
practice between aerials on the
same or adjacent roofs.
The first experiments were
macle with a single valve regenera-.
tive set connected to the outdoor
aerial, and a crystal set connected
to the indoor aerial, both sets
being of the single circuit type.
The position of the two sets is.
shown in Fi-g. 2. The sets in this
case vere in the same room and
connected to a common earth.
Tests were first made on a local
station, distant about five miles.
The procedure and results. are
gi\en below.
s. With the regenerative set inactive and the outdoor aerial
earthed, a moderate signal was
received on the crystal set and in
door aerial. This was the normal
signal strength- of this combination.
-
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The outdoor aerial vas dis:
-connected from the earth, and,
with the valve cold, the regenerative set was tuned, the operator
listening on the crystal set. When
the regenerative set was tuned to
:tbe wavelength of the local station
the crystal signal increased, about
200 per ceìt',"or threefold. - The
setting of the crystal set, was 'not
changed during this test... In other
words, the crystal set on the small
aerial, by virtue of its electro-_
static coupling to the large aerial
picking up a stronger signal ith
higher received aerial current, was
able to triple its own signal when
the outdoor aerial was tuned to the
same wavelength.
3. Both sets being left tuned as
before, with minimum reaction on
the regenerative set, the valve of
the latter was !ighted. No effect
was observed on the crystal signal.
With the operator listeniñg
on the crystal set, the reaction
coupling of the valve set was
brought up to regenerative level,
By this
but short of oscillation.
means the crystal si.gnal was increased about 900 per cent. (tenfold). The final crystal signal
was therefore some 30 times what
it had been without the assistance
of the regenerative set and outdoor
aerial.
Earthing the outdoor
aerial immediately cut the crystal
signal to its original ialue. The
amplified crystal signal was not
distorted, inasmuch as regeneration on the salve set was not
carried to the oscillation point.
Although the salve set had been
tuned by listening ou the crystal
only, it was found to be. as
accurately tuned as if its own tele2.

.

rA

etfect due to the inherent nature
of regenerative radio-frequency
amplilication. The energy withdrawn by the crystal set is easily
compensated for by increased regeneration, and the additional
load imposed by the crystal set
allows a higher value of regenerative amplification short of the
-

Crqsto/

seÇj
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.

J
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4.-The sels separated and
connected lo individual earths.

Fig.

squealing point than would be
possible otherwise. In fact, with
the valve set adjusted to maximum
clear signal from the local station,
the crystal set being tuned to the
same wavelength, when the crystal
set vas detuned the regenerative
set broke into oscillation.
The, tuned. regenerative signal
was about 120 times that of the
unassisted crystal signal; or about
four times that of the assisted
crystal signal.

.

phones had been
normal manner.

used

in

the

Listening on the regenerative.
set, it vas observed that tuning
and detuning the crystal set altered
the egenerative set signal just
\Vhen the crystal
appreciably.
set vas tuned to the local station
the valve set signal was diminished
5.

very slightly-enough to be notice-

able when one was looking for it.
That is, the crystal set was able
to get an amplification of about .°
times with only a slight diminution in the regenerative signal, an

L1Fj;í1c3.Tc6
1,_U

úg5/O/ set

ege,ekoftve set

Fig. 5.-Illustrating how the eifellive capacity existing between two
adjacant aerials is sufficient for the
transference of radio-frequency energy
from one aerial to the other.

The layout for the second series
of experiments is shown in Fig. 3.
In this case it vas found that the
two sets influenced each other
Tuning the outdoor
much less.
aerial and crystal set increased
the regenerative signal about ço
per cent., and the crystal signal

could lie increased some 30 per
cent. with the aid of the.regeneraLive: receivèr and indoor aerial.
\Vhen the latter was set into oscillation the beat note on either side
of the local station's wavelength
could be heard in the crystal rtceiver very plainly.
In order to eliminate the possi1iility of false results owing to the
placing of the two sets in the samè
room with a- common earth, the
tests vere repeated with the crystal
set at the far end of. th' indoor
ierial, as shown in Fig. 4, rand
later with the valve set in this
position.
An assistant made the
necessary adjustments at the other
end. The results were practically
the saine, the reaction being only
slightly less owing to the somewhat looser electrostatic coupling
between the two systems. It vas
therefore established that the
effect vas one occurring between
the aerials, so that it may, and
undoubtedly does, occur between
the aerials of listeners situated
near each other, although the sets
may. be' in different houses and the
listners quite unaware of each
others existence.
The explanation of these effects
may be seen from Fig. 5, which
represents two aerials, i and 2.
near each other, i feéding a regenerative set, 2 feeding a crystal
set. Aerial i has a certain distributed capacity to earth along its
length, represented in the figure by
the separate capacities C1, C2,
C3. By virtue of this capacity a
certain voltage, represented byV,
is induced on the aerial by a passing electromagnetic \'ave. This
will cause a current 1 to flow
through the aerial inductance of
the set connected to the aerial, and
if the set is functioning properly
this current wil he detected and
heard in the form of a signal.
Similarly, aerial 2 receiveS a voltage V2 through its capacity to
earth C4, C5, C6.
But if the
aerials are at all near to each
other, they will also have with
respect to each other an appre-dable distributed capacity C7, C,
C,,. Through this capacity radio
frequency energy may he transferred from one aerial to the other.
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is large, and '2
small, the aerials being tuned tp
the same wa'elength,' aerial i wiil
exert a very appreciable effect on
the other, receiving ystem, but
will not be noticeably affected by
the action in the latter. Now, in
the case of a regenerative receiver
the aerial current is müch greater
than the current I originl1y re
ceived from the distant sfation,
for the effect of regeneration is to
greatly increase the voltages and
currènts in the grid circuit of the
tube by reaction from the plate
circuit. Thus we have an explanation for the facts experimentally
noted in the above tests.
Vhen the regenerative -set is in
a state of oscillation-and it must
be remembered that a great many
long-distance records are made
with zero beat heterodyne reception-it may have still another
eect on nearby crystal receivers by
radiating ocUlatiorìs tending to
make the crystal detector more
sensitjve than in its normal, unThis phenoassisted condition.
menon was noted by Mr. Carl Ort
eleven years ago, and described by
him in a discussion on a paper by
Mr. Edwin H. Armstrong presented before the Institute of
Radio Engineers.*
Ort wrote
is

Study or
See Armstrong: " A
'he
by
Heterodyne 'Amplilication

the many peculiar
objects which can serve as
AMONG
wireless aerials, trunks of
trees can be numbered. The ac-

September

"It may

be of interest to describe
sorne experiments which I began ip
December, i912, in ,a small town
in Austria.
At the time I was
carrying on radiophone experi
ment;, u'sing a small Poulsen arc
as atr'insmitting source. One day
it happened that I receiyed ot
only the speech from my arç
station but alsQ the noon timé
signals of the German Past Office

station at Norddeich. The latter
station was distant from my home
about 380 miles, the entire distance being over mountainous land.
I was impressed by the great distance over which I was receiving
with my small aerial, this being
about 30 ft. high and about 90 ft.
long.
Furthermore, I noticed
that the tone of the signals recei'ed with a crystal detector was
no longer musical but resembled
that obtained when a tikker was
ued. Later I investigated the
latter phenomenon, applying sustamed oscillations directly 'to th
detector, and found that the
amplification \vas due to the increase in sensitiveness of the cletector. I found that the aniplification could be obtained with any
freqüency not audible to the
Relay," Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers. Tol. 5
o. 2, April. ¡917, and discussion
Electron

folIo\vng.

.

t

..........................

..

TREE AERIALS

r

::

Good resulis are often obtained with tree aerials as described in the
accompanying note.
-.

-
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human ear. I was able to obtain
.amplifications of atout twentyfold. ..:. . The same amplifying effect can be used at equal
frequency for radio telephony. "
In Ort's last sentence we have,
no doubt, the outline of a method
of distance reception frequentl'
and unconsciously used to-day.
The upshot of all this is that in
any
congested
neighbourhood,
using the term in the nidio sense,
a distance record made on a
crystal receiver is worthless unless
e idence is presented that no
nearby regenerative receiser was
picking up the same distant station
at the same time.
The probability in any such case is that the
crystal receiver ras merely being
tuned to the amplified aerial currents f some valve set nearby. If.
one hears heterodyne squeal-s on a
crystal receiver that is immediate
evidence that a regenerative reêeiver is in action néarby and distant signals are apt to be relared
through it to the insensitive crystal
set. While long-distance work on
a crystal is possible and has
actually been accomplished under
conditions where assistance from
ah'e receivers was out of the question, such bonâ tide longdistance
crystal reception i rare, and most
of the cases reported should be
thrown out of court
i

-

-

.

'.

r' .......................................
.

26,

companying illustration shows how
the apparatus may be' connected,
the aerial lead heitig taken to a
nail in the upper part of the trunk
and the earth lead to a point lower
down. There has been some discussion as to the exact function
of the tree, some people holding.
that the wires connected to the tree
are the chief means of picking up
signals. Others have held that the
whole tree trunk, with its conducting sap, acts as an aerial, and that
the receiver, if connected as shown,
is shunted across part of the
total inductance. Whatever theory
should prove to be the correct one,
the fact remains that good results
are frequently obtainable with
'salve sets.
Experimenters might
try aperiodk aerial circuits in this
way. They should prove suitable
in the circumstances-P. \V. H.
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The Rivals
believe that any town
in the country can produce as
keen a pair of wireless rivals a
the two who are the pride and the
jòy of Little Puddleton. Until
about a year ago neither Blisford
nor Brogson could have put forward any sound claim to being mechanical. I doubt whether either
of them possessed so much as a
screwdriver.
They
probably
knew between them less about
electricity than you or I do of
Papuan Demonology or of the
Nebular Hypothesis. They were
the closest of friends, drinking each other's whisky, smoking
eacli other's 'baccy, and borrowing
garden rollers and lawn mowers
from one another in perfect
amity.
'lo-day their skill with veird
tools is nothing short of uncanny.
They build huge wireless receiving
sets of cunning design, and as for
their familiarity with electrons
.and such like, well they would
take the most eminent professor
that you could produce and talk
him to a standstill in half an hour.
I admit, however, that should you
take me at my word by producing
a professor and bringing him down
to our peaceful tovnlet to test the
veracity of this statement I would
prefer that he were a professor of
law or ancient history:
You remember the tale òf the
fellow who posed as an all-round
athlete and., boasted that he had
beaten both Innian and Joe
Beckett?
His statement was
perfectly true, for he had given
Tom \Vebster's favourite victim a
sound drubbing at haima, and
whacked the boxer's head off a'

Sweet Friendship

Lilliards

..

.

.

.

it appealed to Bilsford and $1ogson as water appeals to a duck:
ling.
They dived straight in

without the need of any prodding
from behind. For a time all rent
well, save that as they btuned
midnight therms in one another's
dens their wine merchants' and
tobacconists' bills increased so
alarmingly that their better halves
thought seriously of joining both
the Dry England Society and the
They
Anti - Nicotine League.
bought funny little sets and
erected aerials that were a menace
to themselves and to their neighbours.
Then they began to make things.
Hilsford would rush round to
Rrogson to show him the variable
condenser that he had made from
two empty cigarette tins, whilst
Brogson would prove his own
ingenuity and the growing skill of
his hands by displaying a switch
contrjved from a clothes peg, or a
oasket coil wound on a former
composed of hairpins reft f roii his
wife's dressing table.
Each
praised the other's efforts, or lent
a hand when help was needed.
War

is

Declared

The rift within the lute occurrèd
at a meeting of our wireless club
at which the burning question of
high-frequency amplification was
debated. Bilsford spoke in favour
of transformers; Brogson, who
followed, showed himself an
ardent supporter of the tuned
plate. They grew heated, taunts
were flung, the air became thick
Bilsford
recriminations.
with
cried that l3rogson might tune his
plates till they turned pink, but
-

-

9

guarantee to produce
better results with transformers.
Brogson replied that as Bilsford
never had produced any results
worth talking about, it would be
an excellent thing if he now put
his back into it and did something
at last.
Had not friends seized
them by the coat tails and kept
them from flying at one another's
throats, thCre would have been a
most regrettable scene.
Now they are no longer friends,
a fact which at first caused little
pain to their vives, though the
purveyors of tobacco and whisky
aforementioned werè most anxio.is
to see tne_ quarrel maoe up.
A
deadly hatred, however, has
sprung UI) between them, and I
fear that nothing will appease the
wrath that snioulders in their
he would

\\hen the new hobby came along

IDO not

.

bosoms.

-

The First Shirmishs
The days when men who had
developed a mutual feeling of dislike simply drew their battle axes
and banged away at each other
until they felt bétter are past and
gone. Nor is it now permitted to
order pistOls for two and coffee for
Bilsford and .Brogone at darn
soli nçerthélesngged in a duel,
though thèy did nôt' fight with
lt is perhaps the
lethal weapons
longest duel on record, for despite
the fact that thrust and counterthrust began ten months ago, it is
still raging: ' Each side has got
in some shrewd whacks, but
neither shows any real signs yet of
being beaten.
.
In a word they have become
rivals. Each wishes to be considered a greater - authority on
wireless than the other, to have a
bigger and more efficient set, to
receive more distant signals. At

t

-'

.
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club meetings they talk at each
other. 1f they meet on the neutral
ground of another man's hearthrug
they tell their host stories of
scurvy fellows that they have met,
the said scurvy fellows being
easily identifiable as Bilsford if
Brogson is doing the talking and
vice versa.
During our great
anti-oscillation campaign they
conducted an acrimonious correspondence in the Gazette, in the
course of which
Fair Play "
(Brogson)
tôld
" Pro Bono
Publico " (Bilsford) exactly '.hat
he thought of him, and received
in return some pretty hot ones for
himself.
Serious 1-lostilities
But what w-e may call the
practical side of the struggle
provided the greater interest. 1f
you happened to ask casually at
the wireless club whether anyone
had seen the latest and most expensive ahe, each of the rivals
was on his feet instantly telling
you that he had acquired it weeks
ago and offering to lend it to you
to try for yourself. Sometimes
one would steal a march upon the
other by getting inside information about the appearance on the
market of some new gadget. But
as a rule they deadheated.
The
competition of nations in navies

ue of our reades
give belOw particulars of
broadcasting- in J-Tollaiid :-(Dutch time is 20 minutes ahead
FOR the

The Housing Problem
Bilsford, however, started the
contest under a handicap of no
Little Puddleton
mean order.
lies in a valley. The older houses
are in the hollow, whilst thöse
more lately built have climbed
higher and higher up the hills on
either side. Bilsford's home lay
on the lower levels, but his rival's
stood proudly further up the
slope, and on its roof was raised
aloft an aerial unblanketed by
buildings, unscreened by his
neighbours' trees.

Sundays.-io-i r a.m., Heussen
Laboratory (valve manufacturers), the Hague PCUIJ 1,050
-metre concert. 3-6 p.m., Neth.
Radio Industry, the Hague
PCGG 1,050 metre concert.
8.30-10.30 p.m., NSF Hilversum.

Mona'ays.-9-io
Industry,

Tuesdays.-8-io p.m., Heussen
Laboratory, the Hague, i,05o

metres.
TI

Not to be done down in this way

Bilsford purchased a plot immediately above Brogson'.s and let
the local builder do his worst in
erecting a desirable villa. He
sold his comfortable old house
and moved in. To him the new
one's design was of little importance so long as the architect
contrived, as indeed he did, so to
place the house that it lay directly
between Brogson's aerial and

2L0.
Brogsoiì was furious, for his
rival now obtained signals of
volume.
greater
undoubtedly
However, being of the bulldog
breed he forthwith sold his house
and built one on the summit of
It matters not to him
the hill.
that he must start ten minutes
earlier than he was vont to catch
the 8.
; it matters not that he
must pant his way home up a
p.recipitous slope cn sweltering
He does not mind
evenings.
arriving hot and dishevelled on his
return, for has he not the proud
knowledge that his aerial is the
highest in Little Puddleton and
that he can receive stations that
are names and nothing more to his
riyal and the rest of us?

WIRELESS WAYFARER.

p.m.,

the
metre concert.

.

Neth.
Hague

delraad, Ymuiden PCMM 1,050
metre concert (amateur).
Daily (except Sundays).-8.
i-

ednesdays.-8-io p.m., Smith

Hooghoudt,
Amsterdam
(wholesale retailers, manufacturers, and agents of Browns),
PA5, 1,050 metre concert.
Tliuisdays.
8.30-10.30 p.m.,
Neth. Radio Industry, the
Hague I,o5o metre concert.
Fridays.-9-io p.m., Ch. Vetthuisen (wholesale r e t a i I e r,
manufacturer) at the Hague
PCKK Ofl 1,050 metres.
Saturdays.-8.3o.io p.m., Mid&

of Greenwich.)

1,050

.

BROADCASTING IN HOLLAND

-

Radio

armies was as nothing beside
for
their
struggle
frenzied
supremacy in the matter of wireless gear. Their vives soon began
to regret the reduction of the bjlls
for drinks and smokes, since even
at their highest thse were mere
drops in the ocean compared with
those that flowed in from wireless
shops. None of us needed to buy
anything. We could always rely
upon borrowing valves, rheostats,
condensers, transformers, or any
blessed thing from the groaning
shelves of the rivals.. It was indeed hardly necessary to haie a
wireless set, for each of them
kept open house in order to demonstrate to all and sundry the
superiority of his receiving set.

-or

-

am.,
11.30-11.35 a.m.,-1J.43-II.55
am., 12.15-12.30 p.m., 1.5830

am.,

10-10.15

120 p.m., 3-3.30 p.m., 4.154.30 p.m.. News Office, Vas
Diaz,
Amsterdam,
PCFF,
2,000 metres, daily news and
market reports. 1.30, 1.45, 2,
2.15, 2.30, 2.45 pm., Association of Stock and Bondbrokes,
Amsterdam PCFF. 2.000
metres stock and bnd quotations; Saturdays between 10.30.
11.30.
-
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A TELEPHONE
TRANSFORMER
ByH.A.C.
-.

-

-

-.

This artièle will prove of value to Ike experimenter who takes pri re in making his own
apparatus and prefers Ihe arrangement of low-resistance teleph mes and transformer.

MANY advantages may be gained by the

the iron core with cotton and the winding
commenced, the turns being wound closely
and evenly backwards and forwards as Cotton
is w'ound on a reeJ until five layers have beeii
completed. The finishing end of the wire
may also be bound in place with cotton and
the whole immersed again in hot vax.
For the primary virìdings it is almost essential to use some sort of winder, which may
easily be constructed from an old wire bobbin
in the following manner. Select ohe whid'i

transformer ¡ri conjunction with low-resistance 'phones
instead of the mpre usual arrangement in
which high resistance telephones are connected directly in the anode circuit.
An efffcient telephone transformer ma
easily be made at thé small expense of about
5S. provided care is taken in its construction.
use of a telephone

JECONDARY bWNû,NG(OUTPUr)

has a diameter of stem less than that of the
finished secondary winding, and saw oil
one of the cheeks. -If the stem is too long,
cut a piece off so that the distance from the
inside of the remaining cheek to the end of
the stem is about three inches or just under,
this being the length of the finished primary
coil. The cheek which was removed should
now he screwed to the stem, as in Fig. 2, SO
that it may be taken off when it is required to
remove the finishing winding.
À few layers of about No. 28 s.w.g.
enamelled wire are wound on this former

'2

PAPER

Fig. 1.-Seclion of compleled Iransformer, showing
dimensions.

For the primary and secondary windings
1h. of No. 2 s.w.g. enamelled coppèr wire
and about half-an-ounce of No. 38 s.v.g.
d.s.c. copper wire respectively will he required,
whilst sufficient No. 22 or 24 gauge iron vire
to forni a bundl
cut into lengths of
kin. ii diameter, vihl make an excellent core.
The iron wires should he straightened and
bound very tightly ith tape, especially at
the ends of the core, and soaked. in hot paraftin wax for about fifteen minutes. The vax
is then allowed to cool until it is about to
solidify, 'hen the whole may be taken out
and left until quite cold. The binding tape
and any surplus vax are then removed, the
iron wires and wax forming a solid core.
wide should be wound
A strip of paper
tightly round it two or three times and held
in place by a few turns of wire, which may be
The
taken ff as the winding progresses.
end of the secondary or inner coil of fairly
thick wire may thn be secured to one end of

O8/N
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Fig. 2.-.-Section of the finished primary winding, and
fariner.

until the diameter over the winding slightly
exceeds that of the finished secondary and
core. The experimenter should note that this
winding is merely for the purpose of removing the primary winding when complete, also
? adjusting its internal diameterto the correct
-
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size. After wrapping a piece of paper two
or three times round this, the primary windin
may be commenced, whilst the bobbin is
mounted between supports,.a piece. of. beniire forming a handle as in Fig. 3.
It is not necessary lo ind this coil in exact
layers, but the turns should be wound on as
evenly as possible, the vire being guided by
the hànd. The. experimenter should also be;
sure that sufficient length of wire is left over.
7N/CM

26,

1923

Another immersion in fairly hot vax vill
serve to hold the components together and
coat the w'hoje with .a laver of insulating wax,
after which it may be enclosed in a box or
-. incorporated in a receiving set as required,
the ends of the windings being soldered to four
terminals for purposes of making cotinection.
The experimenter, however, will doubtless
favour a cltIicler .nìethod of winding the
primary coil. If a small wooden. pulley be

5Nr

b$'R /IANDZE

RfAIOk'EA SIE Ch'EE

______

IIj

'8058,N W.4'/CN .SNOJID
7/ G.'? 71 Y OVER .5,°/NZ5

-

VOODEff

-

-----2---H
Fig. 3.-Tise winde,.

Fig. 4.-Illu.straf Ing method of winding (he primary coil.

the cheek of the bobbin for purposes of connection, and whilst winding, the bobbin from
whiCh the wire is taken may he mounted on a
large nail, as in Fig. 4.
After this is completed the whole, including
the former, should he soaked in fairly hot
wax until it lias permeated through the entire
primary winding. The bobbin should then
be removed from the \'ax and left until cold,
after which the cheek may be unscrewed and
the few turns of thick wire removed by pulling
steadily on the end. The primary, together
with the paper, may be slipped off and placed
over the completed secondary and iron core.

fastened to the spIndle of the winder, a sewing
machine treadle connected with this pulley
by means of a string or belt will solve the
diilicultv, or, as an alternative, the wooden
rod passing through the winder bobbin may
be held in the chuck of a breast drill which is
itself gripped in a bench vice.
The writer has made a transformer according to the description given, obtaining practically as good results with it and lowresistance 'phones as were obtained by the
use of high-resistance 'phones connected
directly in the anode circuit.

THE JUNIOR CAR CLUB'S WIRELESS PIÇNIC
THE Junior Car Club

is organising a
great open-air wireless picnic on
Sunday afternoon, September 30th. A
fleet of wireless equipped B.S.A. light cars
vill be present for demonstration purposes,
and also through the kindness of the Marconi
Company their large open-ai r dernonst ration
set vill be installed. This highly efficient
receiving set will be in operation in conjunct-ion
ith a powerful loud-speaking apparatus.
The latter is a gigantic ' Amplion,'' which
the manufacturers, Alfred Graham & Co.,
recently demonstrated in the Midlands when
io,000 people were able to listen in the open

initation to all the members of other motoring bodies and to the motoring public in
general.
The J.C.C. lias pleasure in announcing that
the vell-known personalities of the British
Broadcasting Comary have accepted the
Club's invitation to be present. These will
include " Aunt Sophie," " Uncle Caractacus,'' '' Uncle Arthur,'' '' Uncle Jeff,'' and
Uncle Rex." Motorists are therefore inited to bring their youngsters, who no doubt
w ill he particularly interested in seeing '' Aunt
Sophie" and the various " Uncles " in
reality.
.

S

-

-

air with perfect ease to a broadcast concert.
i'he Junior Car Club extends a very hearty

The venue is Burnharn Beeches, and the
Concert commences at 3 p.m.
410
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is given to understand that the Brazilian
Minister f Public \Vorks
on September 6th paid a visit çf
inspection to the, new receiving
sttiori erected by the National
\Vireless Company with French
\\'hile the Minister
apparatus.
vas present messages vere received with perfect facility from
Bordeaux.

o

o

o

The educational value of wireso apparent that we must
expect the next generation to
possess an all-round knowledge
which we havè never attained.
\Ve have talks and lectui'es on a
great 7ariety of subjects-music,
literature, art and science-and
although many of us would not
take the trouble to read the written
article, ve are often constrained to
listen when the words come uninviterl to our ears. Foi instance,
we heard the announcement recently of a talk on electricity for
less is

cooking purposes.
Not being
cooks, ve were just about to turn
off the precious juice, but lingered
to catch the first few words.
These aroused our interest, and tve
heard the talk through ; in fact it
proved most interesting and instructie. This has happened
many times when listening-in, and
as an educational medium wireless
is much pleasanter than dry,
laborious text-books.
\Ve leárn from a contemporary
that during 1922 110,000,000
dollars were spent by the Ameri-

can- public on wireless sets.

o

o.

According to the Leeds Mercury
one of the troubles experienced in
the organisation of a road motor
II

transport service has been the difficulty of keeping in touch ith the driver once he hàs left. hedquarters.
That is now being
overcome by the use of wireless installations, nd, according to Mr.
F. G. Bristow, General Secretary
of the Commercial Motor Users
Association, several large transport undertakings are considering
the fitting up of receiving apparatus on their motor waggons, so

-

.

450."

-.

-

.

oberate. The actual number ot
.stations in woriing order wts

-

.

conditions weTe good, and. the
American programme was received
intermittently until 5 a.m:
o
o
o
Appearing - in The Times of
September 5th, the following facts
make interesting reading
The broadcasting position in
this country, with its single organisation, contrasts strongly with the
position in the United States, with
its multitudinous stations. According to Government ligures there
were in the United States on July
2nd no fewer than 581 active
br6adcasting stations, but, as the
result of a close survey it was
found that, in point of fact, many
of these stations had, for one
reason or another, ceased to

:-
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The article dealingl. with this
subject concludes with a table
which in point of interest ve reproduce below.
The various
iñterests maintaining broadcasting
stations, according to the Government returns, were
.

:-

that they may be able to broadcast
instructions to their drivers.
Campbell Gray, Craigdhu, Kinnoull, a Perth schoolboy, witose
father, Mr. William Gray, is well
known in Perth law circles, has
succeeded in " listening-in " to
America. Young Grayhas a fourvalve set which he rigged up himself, and, after waiting until 3.30
am., he succeeded in tuning in
America, and was entertained by
piano solos, and speeches.
Af
though there were several interruptions by Morse, atmospheric

o.

.

:

-

Active,

Radio and electrical companies
Educational Institutions'
Newspapers and publishers
Department stores
,,,,
Business unknown
Automobiles, battens, cycles
Churches and Y.M.C.A's
Private
Hardware
Musical instruments, jewelry
Police, fire, municipal ...,
Clubs and societies
Railroads and poner companies
Telegraph and telephone com-

218
88

State bureaus

....

26

26
20
12

2

11

3
t)
2

4

6

10
7
-

.......
-

2

31

'

Banks and brokers .....
Dental, medical, drugs
Parks and amusements
Stock, poultry, and grain cornpanies

con-

tintkd.
121
13
26

68
36

.....,

panies..

Dis--

-

:

-

.

meatres

7
7

6

5

4
-

5
5
5

O
1

t
1

4

3

4

1

4

1.

3

3

Mining, marble and oil corn-

phles

...........

Real estate

.....

Laundries
..
Playing card manúfacturing

..

-

.

0

0

..

2

1

i

Q

1

0

S

.

-

0,

Although wireless telephony was
first heard in Chile only last December, interest in the latest radio
developments is sufluiiently keen
to justify the formation of the
Compania Radio Chilena, which
has assumed the representation of
the various world-renowned manufacturers of radio equipment.
The Government has not yet
taken any measures to regulate
w ire less activities.
Everyone, ve
understand, is free to erect radio
equipment exclusive of sparktransmitting stations.
A21
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EARLY DEVELOPMENTS IN WIRELESS.
By SIR OLIVER LODGE, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S.
of a history of the prògres of wireless
which began in. our No. 8 issue:

The conclusion

1889, .1 lectured to the Royal
Institution on " The Oscillatory Discharge of a Leyden Jar," and incidentally
exhibited many of the effects of vsavs, both
on wires and in free space, with overflow
and recoil effects. But there was nothing akinto signalling exhibited in this lecture, as
there was in the subsequent one of 1894.
Nevertheless Sir \\Tilliam Crookes, on the
strength of these experiments-which he
mentions-wrote a brilliant article in the
1892
Review for February,
Fortnightly
(Vol. 51, page 173), in which lie foreshadows
actual telegraphic accomplishment by that
means, and indicates also the possibility of
tuning or selective telegraphy, which was not
actually born till 1897. He is evidently impressed with the experiments both of Hertz
and of myself, and he quotes from my Phil.
Mag. paper of August, i888, in confirmation
and illustration of his prevision. For he says
-after speaking of choosing wavelength
with which to signal to specific people" This is no dream of a isionary philosopher.
All the requisites needed to bring
it within the grasp of daily life are well within
the possibility of discovery, and are so
reasonably and clearly in the path of
researches 'now being actually prosecuted ir'
every capital of Europe, that we may any day
expect to hear they have emerged from the
realm of speculation-into that of sober fact."
And then he goes on "Even now, indeed,
telegraphy without wires is possible within a
restricted radius of a few hundred yards, and
some years ago I assisted at experiments
where messges were transmitted from, one
part of a house to another without any interenirìg wire, by almost the identical means
here described."
That article appeared in 1892, and was an
inspiration of genius. Too little appreciation
is felt to-day for the brilliant surmises and
careful and conscientious observations of a
great experimental worker 1il.e William
Crookes. And on some of it orthodox'

IN March,

:

Senalore Guglielmo 2ILarconi, G.C.V.O., D.Sc., LL.D.

science still turns
.
back.

its

weighty and respectable,

Detecting Waves
In 1889 I had come across the effect of
ohesion under electric impetus, and employed it to ring a bell tinder the stimulus
of the overflow of a Levden jar, as described'
in my paper to the Institution of Electrical
Engineers in 1890.
heard of Branly's filings-tube-In 1893
an independent discovery of M. Branly,
which really constituted an improvement on
the first rough coherer idea. I. think I heard
of it through a lecture and demonstration by
Dr. Davson Turner of Edinburgh. \Vhat I
had called a coherer was not this, but a needle
1)oint arrangement, of the end of a spiral
spring touching an aluminium plate, w hich
was and is extremely sensitive, but rather
unmanageable.
\Vith a Branly's filings-tube I made many
more experiments, developing the subject;

Other Methods

of.

1
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diagrams roughly depicting the apparatus
shown, drawn (some of them) skilfully but
not always quite córrèctly, by the then editor
of The 1ectrician, Mr. W. E-1. Snell-it excited a good deal of interest; stimulating, to
the best of my belief, Captain, now Admirai,
Sir Henry Jackson, Professor Righi, and
Admiral Popff, to their various experimental
elsewhere
successes which have been
described.
To show that my work of 1894, though
published, and therefore unpatentable in this.
country, was recognised as of value and as
patentable for telegraphic purposes in the
United States, I appeal to my U.S. Patent
(674,846, dated May 21st, ¡901-application

and on the untimely death of Hertz I determined to raise a monument to. his memory by
a lectureat the Royai Institution On these experiments (Friday e\ening, June ist, 1894),
which I styled "The \Vork of hertz
meaning that it was â direct outcome and
development inspired by that work. I soon
found that the title was niisleading, so that
in the next edition I changed it into "The
Work of Hertz and some of bis Successors,"
and subeqtieiìly changed it still further into
"Signalling across Space without \Vires";
for that, of course, is what was being done all
the tithe.
The depression of a key in one
place produced a perceptible signal in
another-usually the deflection of a spot of
.light-and, as I showed at Oxford, also in
1894, employing a Tlìonison marine speaking galvanometer lent nie by Alexander \luirhead, a momentary depression of the key
would produce a short signal,. a continued
depression a long signal-thus giving an
equivalent for the. dots and dashes of the

"-

-

-4

s

tiled

.

Telegraphy 1894 to 1896

Mv Royal Institution (1894) lecture was
heard by Dr. i\luirhead, who immediately
conceived the desire to apply it to practical
telegraphy. And when my lecture was published-as it was in The Electrician, with

5.0

tO

,,
6.15
7.0 ,,
7.15
7.30 ,,

¡897),

which

was

.

-

:

O

12L(

20th,

up telegraphic or any.other development; nor
had I the foresight to perceive, what has
turned out to be, its extraordinary importance
to the navy, the merchant service, and
indeed land and war service, too. But fortunately in Italy there was a man of sufficient
ir!sight to perceive' much of this, and with
leisure to devote- himself to its practical
development.
'In 1896 Signor Marconi brought the sub.ject to the notice of the- Britih telegraphic
authorities, and the subject began to assume
practical and commercial importance.
Its
further progress during the present century.
is known to all. My patent of May, 1897,
for tuned or selective telegraphy, has been
legally established by Lord Moulfon as the
fundamental tuning patent. It was extended
in 191! for another seven years by Lord
and was acquired by the
J usticé Parker,

\lorse Code-if the flhings-tube vere assòdated with an. automatic tapper-hack. One
form of such tapper-hack' was then and there
exhibited-a tremble or vibrator being
r-'niountd on the, stand of a receiving tulingstube. This was suhsçquentjy improved into
a rotating steel whèel dipping into oiled mercury. Our aim was to get signals on tape
with a siphon recorder, and not he satisfied
\Ve sucwith niere telephonic' detection.
ceeded; hut more rapid p1-ogress would have
been made liad we stuck to thé telephone, as
wiser people did.

milE

December

granted, after long discussion, on the
strength of work recorded in ¡894, since it
could be proved to have been introduced into
the United States in that year-a year mentioned in the Specification, line -ioo.
I was too busy with teaching work to take

Marconi Company.

.

f

O

THE LONDON STATION
following are the

inter times for

8.30 to 8.45.-Second General Talk.
8.45
9.30.-Concert.
9.30 ,, 9.4o.-\Veather Report, Second News
Bulletin and Notices.
9.40 ,,. io.o.-Concert.
10.0
,, io.i5.-Men's Talk (three tin 1es
a
,,

5.3o.-Women's Half-hour.
6.

i.-Childrèn's

Hour..

.o.-Interval.
7.15.-Weather Report, First
7

News Bul-

week).

letin and Notices.
7.30.-FirSt General Talk.

8.30.-Concert.

10.15 ,,

.

¡0.30.-Concert. ....
io.3o.-Close Down.
-
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ASÍNGLE-VALVE SUPER-REGENERAtIVE
RECEIVER.
-.Y.
Ay A. D.

r.

COWPEI, M.Sc., Staff Editor.

Experimenters who ore interested in the possibilities of super-regeneration-and how many
are not-will welcome this practical article.
-

S

.

IN :uperregeneraive ¿iruits

a

powerful high audio- frequency
oscillation is permanently established by some means, in order to
check periodically the radio-frequency oscillations started by excessive reaction. In the original Armstrong one-valve circuit, this was
brought about by large tuned inductance and .reaction coils, bridged by
large tuning condensers, and themselves very closely coupled, either
magnetically or (occasionally) deetrostatical ly.
In the old and later Flevelling
Circuits the controlling oscillations
are produced by a regulated gridleak- howl, close coupling of the
radio-frequency reaction coils, to-

gether with a special feed-back from
the plate-circuit above the 'phones
producing this howl, which is tuned
up to a high audio-frequency by
means of an adjustable grid-leakor, as the writer suggested in No. 3,
VoI.

2,

Wireless TlTeekly,

p.

ç9,

-

Ft1.

L-Pholograph, of front
panel.

-

A 24

t"
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It is quite possible with this circuit to-go the rounds of every British
broadcasting station in rapid succession, on ' capacity " aerial alone,
and to read clearly each one at a
signal strength comparable with that
of the average B.B-.C. crystal set
receiving from a local station on an
average suburban aerial; the curious
point being that in N. London,
music, etc., from 2L0 and nearhy
amateurs come in at very little
g'reater strength than Glasgow, 350
miles distant.

44

.:

..

Results are a little better with an
earth-connection (in a first-floor
room) alone, but the improvement is
rather in the direction of steadiness
and ease of tuning than of greater
signal-strength.
An outside aeial,

by

using a fixed grid-leak and an adjustable grid-condenser.
Mr. J. Scott-Taggart has suggested (No. 5, p. 225) that it might
0e possible to obtain this " buzzing
by simply using the right values of
grid-condenser, grid-lak and ieaction, without even the singlè o.006
tF condenser in the grid-circuit and
feed-back connection from the platecircuit of the later Flewelling circuit.
The writer has been able to show
that this Can be done quite readily,
giving a very reduclic ad absurdurn of super-regenerative circuits-merely a single valve with
reaction, of quite ordinary equipment-and producing a circuit which
at the same time is easily tuned, and
possesses extraordinary sensitiveness.

Results Obtainable

s

.

Fig.

3.-Tue circuit arrangement.

frJf

I

CLOSE COCÑLEO

and a short inside aerial, gave no
improvement. Earth and aerial connections paralyse the circuit; whilst a medium-sized frame aerial is no
better than earth-lead alone, though
it is quieter. A very small frameaerial gave extremely good results.
The limiting signal-strength-con- siderably below that of the one-valve
Armstrong-rather militates against i
a vider use of the circuit. With twoi
note-magnifying valves, beyond a
filter-circuit to remove most of thea
whistle, only a moderate measure of i
effective loud-speaking resulted on
local transmission, whilst separate
-

21
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batteries, both 1-LT. and L.T., had
Extremely tooseto be
used.
coupling to a aperiodic outside
aerial, after the fashion of the
Reinartz tuner, gare no louder
signals.
However, it was quite possible to
hear in London both the Newstle
and Glasgow transmissions in turn
some feet away from the loud-j
speaker (a small Claritone), using a
frame-aerial 6m, by ¡8m, and a
D E.R. (Marconi Osram) run off
two flash-lamp batteries in parallel
for L.T., and nine in series for H.T.
As with the other super-circuits,
the utility lies in the direction of
long-range, small portable sets and
in situations where a decent aerial
cannot be erected. Since the quench.

Li1Z
Fit.

1.-Details of the

t'arto-

coupler.

ing-frequèncy is not fixed by a tuned
circuit it cannot be filtered out so
successfully as in the Armstrong cirCuit; but against that, and the
limited signal-strength, must be set
its surpassing simplicity.

Constructional Details
After preliminary experiments with
loose components, the set was made
up as in the photographs, Figs. r
and 2. The materials required, in
addition to the small frame-aerial,
valve, batteries and 'phones were
3-ply, 8m, by loin.
Ebonite
sin.
by

:-in.

:
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for switch; 31m, by lin., for.
'phone-terminals; 2irì. by ¡in.,
for grid-leak. in.
21m. by
iin., for valve-shelf. Valve-socket.
Filament resistance.
0.0002
variable condenser with
for panel n)ounting, and
k-iìol

S

'I

.

scale
megohm grid-leak.

-

-

2
-

:

i

e.-

-

Switch-handle.
5 contact studs.
Coil plug-mount.
Knob and scale, for variometer.
9 terminals.
Cardboard tube,
diam. by
-

din. long.

\\ ooden variometer rotor,
2in. diam.

about

About lb. No. 22 D.C.0 wire.
ioz. No. 26 D.C.C. vire.
Length of No. 2B,A. screwed
rod; nuts; screws; No. i8 bare
wire and sleeving for connections ; shellac varnish, etc.
Total cost, under LI, less vilve,
'phones and batteries.
The extremely close reactioncoupling required to produce the
grid-leak howl with ordinary values
of grid-leak, and H.T. supply was
obtained by actually winding a twopile winding of o turns No. 26
D.C.C. vire on top of the first thirty
turns (No. 22 DCC., single layer)
of the A.T.1. and in the same direc
tion, on a 3in. diam. impregnated
cardboard former, separating the
vindings by several layers of waxed
paper and insulating tape.
As shovn in Fig. 3, the A.T.I.
was completed with 40 turns (twopile-wound) of the No. 22 D.C.C.
wire, tapped at five points-every ten
turns-and a variometer rotoi' in the
middle gave fine tuning. An ordinary wooden-hall rotor, 2ifl. diam.,
with about 2in. winding-space, held
some 54 turns of the No. 22 D.C.C.
wire-the exact number is immaterial.
With the large capacity across the
wo windings, this sufficed to tune a
small frame-aerial, in series with it,
over the broadcast band of wavelengths. \Vhen using capacity aerial
or earth alone, a No. 75 plug-in

415
-

'-S:

:

Fi. 2.-Photograph

of back

of

panel.

brings the
vaelengtlì up.
Provision is made for this on the
panel, ábove the tapping-switch.
A fixed grid-leak of reliable and
constant value vas used, mounted in
clips. A standard Dubilier 2 megohm resistance suited most valves,
but the value can range from 50,000
ohms to 4 megohms according to
conditions, and, in particular, to the
size of grid-condenser used. With
the 2 megohm leak, a small variable
grid-condenser is required
The.
writer used one of the convenient onehole-fixing type of 0.0002
nominal capacity supplied by Jackson Bros.
The five-point tapping switch and
filament resistance vere .of ordinary
type.
For convenience, the components
vere mounted on a vertical panel of
varnished three-ply vood, about 8m.
by loin. (which has many advantages
for experimental construction), the
tapping switch, grid-leak, and 'phone
terminals being mounted on small
ebonite strips. The connections were
made with No. i8 copper wire,
covered as necessary by insulating
sleeving, all connections being quite
accessible behind the panel.
The telephone condenser as conveniently a little larger than usual
(0.004 tF), and was of the bandy
coil

-
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clip-in" type, supplied by the
Grafton Electric Co. The valve
was placed out of harm's way behind the panel, in a valve-holder
mounted on.a small shelf of tin.
ebonite.
Other details will be
gathered from the photographs
To reduce the serious effects of
hand-capacity, a sheet aluminium
shield was fitted behind the tuningknobs and scales, and earthed to
the L.T. plus.

Notes on Operation

\\ ith frame aerial or a No. 7
coil connected up in the grid-circuit, the valve-filament as bright
as may be safe, and maximum
available H.T., the variorneter
should be turned to maximum
ivavelength position and the gridcondeñser to maximum capacity,

:
.

:

:

I

S

I

S

S

¡923

strength will permit. The adjustnient of the grid-condenser for this
purpose naturally slightly affects
the tuning; so it must be followed
up by re-adjustment of the vario-

and a loud howl or .deep whistle
should be heard.
By- slowly decreasing the gridcondenser value ths should rise to
a shrill whistle. On swinging the
variometer or cutting in-and-out
turns on the coil by means of the
switch, the note will also change,
but should he kept at the high
audio-frequency by adjustment of
the grid-condenser (Or filament
temperature).
A welter of C.\V. Morse and
the array of heterodyne " humps
of telephone carrier-waves fami liai
to those who have used '' supers,''
should now- he heard ; and with
care one can tune into the narrow,
quiet zone between two heterodyne.
bands where telephony is readable,
adjusting the quenching-oscillation-frequency (Or whistle-note) to
as high a rate as the signal-

.

26,

meter.
If any " energy cqllector " be
used such as a short aerial or
ground lead, it should be connected
to the filament-side, as any load
applied at the top of the AT.I.
simply "chokes " the set.
There need be no fear of producing interference with this circuit at more than a few feet, using
a small frame-aerial or eartb.lead
alone.
There are interesting possibilities in the direction of ultrarportable sets, and of short-was e wOrk.
The limited signal-strength may
greatly imprOve on the shorter
waves.
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Our photograph shows some of the apparatus belontng lo members of ¡he B.S.A. Wireless Club on the occasion
of the Club's first exhibition held on September ist.
The experimental apparatus of the Club is seen in the
forqyound. il will be noticed that all components employed in this apparatus are provided with terminals, thus
wilL
allowing any circuit lo be sel up

--
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MODEL CONTRÖLLED BY WIRELESS
Enthusiasts will find in this branch of the hobby an interesting field ¿or eiperiment.

,.->->n------,.---,..-,
MNY of our readers will remember the
Phillips Airship '' which, demoiiwas

The movements of the sessel when in the
water are all controlled by wireless, and a gun
fitted to the small craft can he fired by the
same means; in the lowèr photograph the neat:

strated by Major Raymond Phillips,
successfully shown at the Wireless

--

The vessel afloat, with her owner

1ncornthàhd.

..

.

:

:-.

.

)

-9

I

..---.-

-

The

interior

of

the

máel.

\z

z.

arrangemeit'of the méchanismwill

the Central
ExhibiÍiònTheld ii London Hall, \Vestminster, during the latter part of
last year.
Operated in the same
our photographs
show a model "steamship" built by Mr.
Fuller, an experimental engineer and wireless
enthusiast.

he ob-

served, w ith the step-by-step control- switch,
and coherer and tapper for'ard of the accumulator.
The whole' vessel was built and fitted by
Mr. Fuller down to the smallest detail, including the gun.
.
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Conducted by R. W. HALLOWS, LILA., Staff Editor.

-

A VARIOMETER WITH
A WIDE RANGE OF

INDUCTANCE
is a varionieter
which can be used to cover
HEREWITH
a
vicle band
of wavelengths without the necessity
of employing a switching arrangement. It is in reality a 3600
variometer, as the coils oppose each
other at one parallel setting, thus
affording a lower value of inductance, providing the windings of
the coils are equal. As the rotor
is turned through 1800, the inductance increases, until it equals the
sum of the inductances of the two
coils, viz., the rotor and Stator.
Continuing the rotation in the same
(lirectiOn, the coils are connected,
to assist each other. Therefore,

"lube 2"/c'nq
3

/ube

/1/0179

Weodefi WO5h

er wit/7 sp/il
brass r.wg

SkV#Ch b
/179 W/Y/7

Fig. 1.-Constructional details
the variometer.

of

the inductance increases through
another 1800 until the mdxirnum of
self-inductance is reached, when
A

the coils are again parallel. This
arrangement for switching the coils
- is accomplished by a commutating
or switching arrangement that is
directly on the shaft of
mounted
the rotor coil. This can be better

SOME AERIAL

TIPS

cO many beginners-and not a
few of the older hands too

L_Jfail to get their aerials just as

Fig. 2.-Seclion of the comniulalor
arrangement. The connections are
also shown.

undèstood by referring to -"the'
sketch, Fig. i.
Due to this switching arrangenient, a very large number of turns
can be used on both the stator and
rotor coils, with a corresponding
broad range of tuning; ioo turns
or more arc suggested for each
coil. Referring to Fig. 2, the
variometer is connected as follows
One terminal of the stator coil is
connected to a binding post. The
Second terminal of the stator is
connected to one brush, and the
other brush to the second binding
post. The terminals of the rotor
are connected to the split ring on
the wooden washer.
The construction of this variometer is very simple, as it is made
of standard parts easily obtained.
The details given in the sketches
are self-explanatory.
Each coil
has a winding of ioc turns, these
being bank vcoirnd in the usual
manner, to save space.
R. B
418

they should be that the few tips
which follow may be found useful.
Their adoption vill save a great
deal of trouble.
in the first place make your
hailiards endless by splicing or
binding together the two ends of
the cord or wire. Few things are
more annoying than to drop the
cord and to see its end gaily sailing upwards out of reach or even
right through the pulley. This
cannot happen if the tip given is

adopted.
\Vhen endless halliards are used
a toggle like that used at the top
inner corner of flags should he

Fig.

3.-The

toggle and its ropes.

fitted to a short length of wire or
rope attached to the bridle. To fix
on the aerial knot one of the
halliards into a loop as shown in
the drawing and pass the toggle
through it, then pull tight.

28
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Wire made of many strands
cabled together is far better than
rope for halliarcls. A new rope
varies consiílerably in length
according to the state of the atmosphere, and sorne time must elapse
before it becohés weathered. For
the same reasoñ wire should be
preferred to rope for aerial stays.
Many people have trouble with
blocks that jam owing to the
halliards slipping in between the
rim of the pulle' and the stropping. The best of all pulleys for
wireless work is the sort used foi
window sash-lines, which is known
as a side pulley. They can le
bought from any ironmonger for
Is. or less. In these, if well made,
the wheel is so close to the frame
that jamming is impossible. The
pulley is fastened to the side of
the mast near its top by a couple
of in. bolts.
To grease a squeaking aerial
pulley is quite a simple job.
There is no need to scale the mast
Or take it down.
Bind a piece of
cotton waste on to otie of the.
hahhiards, give it a good dose of
oil and haul it up to the pulley.
Work it through from sitIe to side
two or three times. Oil will be
squeezed out on to the rim of the.
wheel, whence it will trickle down
on to the axle. Again the advan.
tage of having endless halhiards is
demonstrated
It is most important that the
mast should be fitted with a truck.
for if it.lias none water will work
right down into the grain of the
wood and set up rot. The grain
of the truck should be at right
angles to that of the, mast.
If your mast begins çshov large
cracks in hot weather .do not be
alarmed-all masts crack in time.
Should they be ver5 bad a good
tip is to take the mast down and to
force over it one or two short
lengths of stove piping of different
diameters, the larger, of course,
being jammed down towards the
bottom end of the mast. These
act as ferrules and hold the wood
together. Some solignum or other
preservative should be worked into
the cracks with a small stiff brush,
or it may be squirted in with a
syringe.

Don't neglect the end of the
aerial that is away from the house.
Some people appear to think that
it does not matter much; they .put
three or four insulators at the leadin end and give the other only one.
This is exactly what should not be
done. The free end is the point of
highest potential, being generally
most distant from earth, and
should be vell insulated.
R W. H. -,

on wood, the hole through which
it is tO pass should be made avery
tight fit. The core can then be
forced through from the under-:
side, until its shoulder rests:
against the wood. If the hole is a
sufficiently tight fit nothing further
need be (lone to fix it in place;
but should it not be held firmly

TERMINALS FROM
OLD SPARKING

ANEAT.PLUG-IN.

enough the brass collar method of
securing should be used..
FL

.

DETECTOR.

PLUGS.

EXCELLENT terminals of
large size and heavily insulated, suitable for aerial
and earth. lêads, can be macle
from porcelain cores of old
sparking plugs.
One of their
great advantages is that they can
be secured directly to a wooden
mounting, even if they have to
carry high-frequency or high-ten.

.--

--;

__________

I

little

detectoi

ill be: found very
A.NEAT
handy for reflex and other
cirçuits employing a crystal Tecti-'
lier in combination with valve amplifiers can bé made up very
quickly in the home workshop. It
is made to plug into its mounting
Inon the set for two reasons.
the, first place this system allows.
detectors provided with various.
crystals to be interchanged in an
instant; nc!, secondly, the effect
of reversing the direction in which
current flows through the detector.

which

can be tried without one's having
to undo a single connection; the
is simply pulled out,
turned round, and replaced.
Fig. 5 shows the finished instrument, wtiiC! is very .conipact
indeed, measuring only sin. in
length by tin. in breadth. The
overall height including_the plugs
.-is only 2Jin.
The foundation is a-block 'f
ebonite measuring sin.
length
by hin. in width and ein.. ih
depth. For the plugs- bio
holes are drilled in the lower sid.
Thesé .hòuld be )in. deep. The
solid portions of the plugs, which
should be filed down to iin. ih
length, will be found to be a driving fit into them. When the fopr
4B.A. holes for the screws, which
secure the uprights, have leen
drilled and tapped as shown in
Fig. 6 in the top of the block,
the plugs are inserted into their
holes arid driven home by gentle

detector

Fig.

4.-An

old

sparking plug

terminal.

sion currents. They, can thus he
used in the set which has wooden
panels and saves ebonite by (-niploy ing the bush method of
mounting valve legs and so on, or
they will be found very handy for
attachment to high-tension battery
boxes and accumulator crates.
The drawing shows the method
of fixing the plug-core terminal to
an ebonite panel. A hole through
which it will just pass is drilled
it is then secured in place by a
brass collar, which butts against
its shoûlder. The lead on the
underside of the panel is fixed to
the electrode by means of solder.
If the terminal is to be mounted

--

i.
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tapping with a piece of hard
wood. 4B.A. tapping holes are
now made right through the ebonite fron side to side, passing
These are
through the plugs.
tapped, -and screws are jut in

lightlythey

will have to be re-

September. 26, 1923
A somewhat novel and satisThe eid
factory method of tapping either
tightly
into it; a,nut is then put on and a single layer or hank wound coil
As the
locked agaiñst it. The spindle is is illustrated in Fig. 8.
next put through the hole in its tapping point is approached the
upright, when a' flat washer, a wire is scraped bare and a narrow
spring washer, and a second flat strip of copper foil is slipped
washer are placed over it. The under the bare section. The vinding is then coñtinued after the
tension is adjusted by means of a

how the cup is mounted.

of the spindle

nut-it

Fig.

5-The

coniple!ed deteclor

moved and re-inserted later-i--to
keep the plugs in place.
The uprights are made from
angre brass. They have both the
The
same overall dimensions.
only difference between them is
that that intended to take thé
spindle supporting the crystal cup
(A, Fig. 7) has a 2B.A. clearance hole drilled gin. from its
top edge, whilst the other (B) has
a 4B.A. tapped hole whose centre
is -hin. from the top. The catwhisker is made of thin brass wire
coiled into a spiral by being wound
tightly round a knitting-needle. It
is fastened by means of solder to
its bracket, which is made from
a piece of springy.sheet brass iin.
wide bent as shown in the dravin.
The bracket is soldered to the face
of the upright.

i:

-

is screwed

should be such that the

spindle turns rather stiffly. Thi
nut is ldéked by means of a small
tapped ebonite knob which is
turned hard down on to it.
'The uprights may now be fixed
in place by means of their screws.
A small brass strip is sandwiched
between each and the ebonite, the
other ends of the strips, in which
4B.A. clearance holes are made,
being held down by the. screws
which pass through the plugs.
This detector is very siniple to
operate, and once adjusted it

-

-

SOLDERED

1--4-V' A
Fig.

7.-Dimensions

for uprights.

stays put '' very vell. Rotation
of the spindle on which the cup
is mounted causes the crystal to
turn eccentrically, so that its surface may be searched for the most
sensitive spot.
Both hands are
thus uséd in making adjustments;
this will be found a great improvement on the ball-mounted catwhisker withwhich one hand has
to move the point over the crysta)
and also to adjust the pressure
of the contact.
R. \V. H.

-

Fig.

6-The

.

-

strip has been bent back out of
the way:
When placing the strip in position only
small portion of its
length should be slipped under thé
wire, as the majority of the strip
will be required for attaching the
tapping vire. By rolling the long.
projecting end over a i-inch nail
a tube is formed into which is inserted the tapping wire as shown
in Fig. 8.
The bare winding
h&ding the strip together with
the tapping wire inserted in the
tube are treated with solder.
This method of tapping proves
far more satisfactory than the
extra turn principle in that there
is no possibility of breaking the
vire at the point where the vire is
usually twisted for purposes of
anchorage.
S. G. R.

a

HEEL-BALL

materials have
been recommended för filling-in unwanted holes in
ebonite panels, but I have not yet
seen a mention of one of the most

VARIOUS

mounting plug.

The crystal cup is made from
a piece of gin. brass rod -Ñin. in
length.
A 2B.A. hole for the
spindle is drilled and tapped quite
close to the circumference, and
the hollow for the crystal, which
is also placed eccentrically, is
made with a in. drill,
Reference to Fig. 5 will howA

Fie. 8.-Showin how the :opper
foil is secured.

TAPPING
INDUCTANCES
THOSE experimenters

who

are in the habit of winding
their own inductance will,
appreciate that the general method
of making tappings leaves much
.
to be desired.
420
'

.

valuable, namely, " heel-ball."
This substance can be obtained
fi-om shoe-makers, and can he
melted into holes. Over-fill the
hole, scrape it down to level of
panel, and give a light rub with
glass-paper.
4 G. P. K.

-
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By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS.

LOzVDON.-The

next siniultaneous transmission will be on
October 2nd, when some of the
speeches at the banquet of elcome to the Colonial Premiers vill
be broadcast. The Duke of Connaught, General Smuts, the Piemier of Canada and other Colonial
statesmen will take part. General
Smuts can be depended upon for
a piece of real eloquence, and it
will be interesting to hear how he

"

comes over."

Most of the speeches and talks
which have been broadcast up to
date have been of the nonexiting order, but one wonders
what it would be like to listen to
a real fire-eating speech by Lord
Birkenhead or Mr. Lloyd George.
Of course the B.B.C. have a very
necessary rule that speeches to be
broadcast must be submitted in
manuscript and the manuscript
An experimust be adhered to.
ment ought to be made with some
eloquent speakers. Any natural
exuberance which an orator might
have would be considerably toned
down in the studio, with its uninspiring
micrQphone
and
the
elimination of all sounds of appreciation (and otherwise) to
which the orator is accustomed.

The B.B.C. claim to have discovered a new wireless vocal star
in Mr. Romano Ciaroff, who
seems likely to prove a second
Caruso. A long colitract has been
made with him, and listeners will
have the pleasure of hearing his
voice shortly.

It was quite a brainvave on the
part of 2L0's announcer the

other night to give us a sort of
verbal '' Leader '' or '' editorial
on the poition of affirs in Spain.
\Ve hope to have more commenta ries on
safe non-controversial " topics, to liven up 'the few
items that are permitted to be
broadcast.
a]

'

a]

r

The aualitv of the Pavlova
Ballet I! usic transmission was
very excellent indeed, and the
little address by. the Japanese Ambassaclor was most interesting,
though a trifle difficult, perhaps, to
follow.

The Sunday night address by
the Bishop of Kingston-on-Thames
was virile and to the point-quite a
relief to the semi-intoned sermons
one often listens to.
Very possibly if there were- more plain,
forceful speakers like his Lordship, there would be fewer empty
pews in our churches, chapels, etc.

Forthcoming Events
SEPTEM BER.
26th (\\ ED.).-7.15, Dramatic Critic.
9.15, Mr. Anthony Bertram, on
Literary Portraits." io.o, Mr.
Hugo Ilirst on Electrical En-

gineering."

-

Musical
Alan F.
on
"The Mansion
House.'' io.o, Mr. R. J. Pitcher,
on "Hbw to Become an \naìytic

27th

(THURs.).

Critic.
Walker

9.i3,

7.15,

Mi-.

.

Chemist."
28th

(Fit.).-1lr. Ernest

"Elocition."

7.15,

Esdaile on
Cinema

9.13,
A
Talk
on
AMronorny.
29th (S\T.).-.Mr. A. \Vallace Jones
on
How to Get Fit and Keep

Critic.

Fit.'
3th (Sw.).-Stein way
Recital.

«-t-

OCTOBER.

(Mo.).-7. 15, l\lr. John
Strachev's. Literary Criticism.
9.13, Major-General
Sir W.
Sefton Brancker, K.C.B., on
The Future of 'Low-powered
Aeroplanes."
2nd (TUES.).-7.13, Mr. \V. Rees
Jeffrey's, on ' Highway Administration." 9.15, Simultaneous
broadcast of the speeches at the
Royal Colonial Institute Dinner
to the Colonial Premiers.
Ist

has nw been
arranged that the
Aberdeen station of the British
Broadcasting Company vill be
opened on October joth, when Sir
George dam Smith, Principal of
Aberdeen University, the Marquis
of Aberdeen, the Lord Provost,
and others are expected to take
part in the ceremony.

ABERDEEN-It

-''definitely

¡RA' 1NGHA2J/.-lf the new
Bsimultaneous
transmissions from
London are to be completely we!comed in the Provinces, it will be
well to avoid, as far as possible,
unfortunate "clashes " such as
that which occurred with 51T
when Sir Ernest Rutherford's
address was radiated from Liverpool.
The Birmingham station
had arranged for the transmission
of " Maritana." The event had
keenly
been
anticipated
by
listeners-in of the Midlands, and
the station choir, the principals,
and the orchestra had put in some
painstaking rehearsals. In addition, the services of Mr. Moses
Baritz as lecturer had been
secured.,
-

.

.Ha!P

Organ

prelude was radiated, but
for the rest-the Liverpool trans'l5he

42 J
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was substituted. and until

rnissi
10.20

September

51T's audience had nothing

to listen to but a landline transmission.
At .10,30, when Mr.
Percy Edgar had offered explanation and an apology, the station
company nobly resolved-or so, at
least, most of us thought-to go on
with the opera.
They. did so,
until nearly midnight, when the
city's transport facilities had long
lt is to be hoped that
ceased.
London is not going to act arhitrarily in this way in the future.

Forthcoming Events
SEPTEMBER.
26th (\VED.).-Song Recital

by the
Principals of the Station Repertoire Co.
27th (TILURS.).-Miss Daisy knnedv, violinist..
28th (FkI.).-Verdi and Ofìenbach
night. and a !eclure by Mr.
V. R. Stokes, F.R.S., on the
Canals of Mars."
29th (Sr.).---Station Military Band.

-

rS

BOURNEJ/OUTII.
B.B.C. hope to have the
.
I

.

.

CLASGOÏV.

F

:

forthcoming

-

The

........ SWA
LONDON ...... 2W
MANCHESTER .... 2ZY

The -prinipa1
t this

eeiits

items

of

-

with
the

\Vireles Orchestra are èonfi'ned
-

to this composer's works for the
e'eiiiiig. Miss Kathleen Carscadden, soprano; Mr. John Ireland Robertson, bass-baritone;

Mr. P. Malcolm, MA., FElS,,
on When the Day Shortens,''
27th (TUCR5.).-The Glasgow Amateur Concertina Band; Mr. Dan
Jones, ' tenor; Miss Catherine
Dunca?t, contralto.
28th (FRI.).-.\ddress on "Football." by Mr. William Malev,
President of the Scottish Football
League; i\lr. \Ilan Morton, ijass,

SEWCASTLE .....

550

GLASGOW
SIR N.INSHAM

SIT

..

312

....

369
305

..

SSC

415

...
-

-

net,es.

400

40

-

--

IVORH!N'J.

to 4.30 p.m. opI 5.0
to 10.30 p.m. 0.M.T.
Lop,loo 11.00 .m. to 12.30 Ipot.a.I of
3.30 lo 4.30 p.m.

W,ehdor, .. 3.30

tuodoy,.

.

-

-

GET.

.8.30 to 10.30 p.m.
21.0 3.0 p.m to 6.0 p.m. oioo

SILUf T P510/005.
CARDIFF

8.0

..................
7.15
........... 0.15
NEWCASTLE .............
..............
LONDON
MANCHESTER
GLASGOW

BIRMINGHAM

...........

8.0
P.O
8.0

to

0.30

.. 7.0
.

7.46
9.30
9.30

-.

8.4

..

Forthcoming Events
SEPFEM BER.
2(8th

station are, as roIIO\vs
S í PT E M BER.
26th
(\Viu.j.'-\ " Niglt.
Schubert,

O

CARDiFF

-

(\VEL1.).-Afternoon

.

concert,

3.30. Miss Buckley, elocutionist.
Miss Daisy Kennedy, solo violin.
8.45;. German
.2ZY Orchestra.
Tal k.
2th. (Tiiess.').-Morning Concert,
No after-11.30, by 2ZY Trio.
Mr. Seth Lannoon concert.
.cater,, solo 'cello. Mr. Leonard
Hirsch, 'iolin, and Miss Jessie
Cormack, piana. 8.43, Spanish
-

Talk.

(Fii.)-Oxford Picture I louse
French Talk,
Orchestra, 3.30.
The Garner Scholield
8.43.
t
Orchestra.
2gth (ST.).-Oxford Picture House
Mr. Harry
Orchestra, 3.30.
I-I opewel I, baritone. 2ZV OrchesMr. Victor Smythe as
tra.
".Algy." Mr. Dan Godfrey, jun.,
Rugby Football."28th

3oth

entertainer. French
Relay transmission
of speeches by H.R.H. Duke of
Cnnnaiight and Colonial Premiers
from Hotel \ ictoria, London.
3rd (\VEU.).-Afternoon Concert,
3.30; vocalist, Mme. Sinkinson,
soprano. 2ZV Orchestra. Mr.
james \Vorslev, dialect enterMiss Catherine Aulse(amer.
Signor Silvio
bruok, contralto.
Sideli, bass. g.5, German Talk.
a
TT Eli CASTLE-ON-TYNE.
'
Mr. Ernést Lynch Odhams,
the new Director of the Newcastle
station, has now entered upon his
duties.
Mr. Odhams vas educated at King's College School,
and was for some time assistanteditor and leader-writer of the
Bombay Orievial. Review. More
recently he has been engaged in
boòk revie*ing for and as director
of a well-known publishing company.- Mr. Odhams has given expression to his keenness on doing
his utmost fo the continued success of 5\TO:
\Villiaips,

Talk, 8.35.

TRANSMISSIONS

-

by 2ZY Trio.
Ò30.
Special

2nd (Tu.s.).-The Band of HM.
Royal .\ir Force, afternoon and
evening: Mr. Stephen Williams,
Mr.
Fcden
bass - baritone.

WROADCAST

new

:0

3.30,.

previous occasions.

.

(íoN.).-fternoon

Concert,
Spanish
Operatic
'ralk,
Night "Carmen "(Bizet). Principals
Miss M. Taylor, Miss
N. Da ies, Miss R. Hunt, Mr.
\V. Hindle, Mr. L. Thistlethvaite. New Organised Chorus
of 2ZV station. Lecturer, Mr.
M. Baritz. Conductor, Mr. Dan
Godfrey, jun , .\.R.A.M.

st

AN.CHESTER.-'I he symphony concert from 2Z\ on
the j th inst. vas very enjoyahie,
and much improved iy the, skilful
arrangement of the drum. vhieh
has been a disturbing fìctor on

The

station in operation on or about
October i 7th next. Work is proceeding at the Studio in Holdenhurst Road, and, when completed,
it will be the largest in the pro
winces. Two 120-ft. masts ai-e to
he erected at th
transmitting
station, which is to be situated iii
Bushey Road.
The wavelength
and call sign of the new station
have not yet been determined.

Olerensha, baritone.

M

-

:

OCTOBER.

.

....

1923

solo piano. Mr. Mikel Arenstein,
Mr. Edward
solo violoncello.

and Miss Gertrude SinlpsQn, in
selections from their repertoire.
29th (SAT.).-An All Scotch Night.
Miss Flora Blvthrnan, contralto,
and Mr. .\lexander M. \lliso,i,
baritone. The programme vill
consist of Folli Songs Trio for
Two \'johns and Piano, 'Cello
Solo, Cornet Solo, Flute Solo,
Clarionet Solo and full orchestral
items.
-

TJJJES OF

26,

(SuÑ).--Mr. Joseph

Shore,

-

-

-.

-

e'

We' regret' to ' announce that
Newcastle listeners-in will soon
miss The cheery voice of Mr. W. D.
Simpson, the Senior Assistant Station Director, who is leaving to
take up similar duties at Aber'deen.
Mr. Simpson has been connected with 5N0 from its inauguration, and its success has been
-

in no small measure due to his indefatigable efforts. All who have
been in any way associated with
him regret his departure and unite
in wishing him every success .at
Aberdeen.
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TECHNICALITIES

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor.

.

.

A useful tool-Sand-blasted ebonite-Receiving Ajnerjcan broadcasting.

.-..-..-.-..-"-..-.-.-.-..--.-.
A FURTHER
fkit
expanding bit. It
bore holes
any
from iin. to iin.
useful addition to my tool

is ali

in wood of

vil1

size

in

diameter, the adjustment for the diameter of
the whole being made by loosening a.screw
and resetting the citter---quite a simple
operation performed in a few seconds. Set at
an inch it serves to cut the hole in wooden
baseboards over which we can set the' flanged
tYpe of valve socket with sufficient clearance
for all four lugs; set at an inch and a quarter
it makes a hole which will allow any of the
tubular type of vahes, such as the Ora.
Cossor, Ediswan or Xtraudion, to project
slightly through it-a very convenient
arrangement when we want to put the valves
inside the ¿abinet, but sufficiently projecting
to show that all is well with them. The shank
of the bit is very long, and thus we.can bore
ttirough thick voodén frames when fitting up
a lead-in tube. It is a great convenience to
be able to set the cutter so as to bore a hole
the exact size of the tube we desire to use, and
jf I had this tool earlier I should hae saved
myself a great deal of trouble. The smallest
size (sin.) is a useful hole to bore in a baseboard when using strips of bonite for
mounting terminals, the hole being sufficiently
large to allow clearance round the shank and
nut of the ordinary terminals used. This expanding bit, which can be bought from any
good tool shop, costs 7/6 with two cutters,
and of course does the work of a whole collection of bits of various sizes.
e

*

*

1Iv remarks in a recent issue regarding
sand-blasting ebonite have brought me a
letter from the Britannia Rubber Co., pointing out that they have been supplying sandblasted ebonite for some time past to those
people who desire it. This is good news, and
shows that if amateurs ànly asked their dealers

for this ebonite it is obtainable from trade
sources. The company in question sends me a
small panel treated on both sides as a sample
of the w'ork, and, as I indicated in my previous article, the result is very efficient and
pleasing. One of the largest firms supplying
amateur requirements has now a sand-blasting
apparatus installed, and will shortly be able
td prepare panels ro order for its custoiners...

-

Many experimenters are under the impres.
sion that reception of American broadcasting
can only be effected during the winter months.
That this is not the case is proved by severar
reports which have recently reached me regarding the reception of WJZ and other
stations during the svmmer months...

The three-alve receiver of which I gave
constr-uctional details- in the September issue
of Modeni IVireless has already proved successful for this purpose, and a reader who
built 011e succeeded in receiving an American
talktöTathirs a fe' hours after finishing thç
instrument. k friend of mine who has done
a great deal of experimenting with the Armstrong super-sonic receiver (not the superregeîìerative instrument) has succeeded in
receiving American broadcasting on a frame:
during the last month or so. About 3.30 in
the morning seems to be the best time, as at
that hour the horrible mush from Leafield has
ceased. I should be very interested to hear
from readers who have tried any of the
wavetraps described in my recent article for
the reception of merican broadcasting. In
many districts it should be possible to cut out
this Leafield musli by one of the traps. Type
C should be the best for this. In any case,
now that the darker evenings are coming;
every serious amateur ho has a set with a
high-frequency amplifying valve should try
to picl up one of the :merican stations

Have you given your order for the binding of Vol. I. of " Wireless Weehly"?

i.
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Conducted by A. D.

s

Crystal Set
Messrs. Radio Instruments, Ltd.; ve have reFROM
ceived for trial one of their
B.B.C. crystal reèeivers, Type
XLA, equipped complete with
'phones, etc.
This set is housed in a highly.
finished case, with convenient
handle for carrying it and a
padded compartment for the head'phones. The impression given by
the external appearance is very
favourable; the variometer control silky; and the enclosed crystal
detector of the synthetic galena
type, easy to adjust and sensitive.
On actual trial, the signal-strength
on local broádcasting at 13 miles
was very fair, using two pairs of
'phones, and with a good double
aerial; on the 3oft. single test
aerial, low and screened badly, the
A Complete

signal-strength

was

surprisingly

good. Furthef tests showed thàt
reasonably good signals could be
got under ery unfavourable conditions, e.g., 2L0 being audible
ori the high aerial even without
any earth. The criticism might
be offered that the replacement of
the crystal, when worn oit-as it
must eventually become, even with
so light a cat's whisker-would
preseñt some difficulties to the un-

initiated.

-

Block Accumulators
Messrs. Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd., have given us
an opportunity of making an extended trial test with two of their
block type accumulators. The cells
submitted were two two-volt units
óf 20 ampere-hour actual capacity

COWPER,

-

-- -

M..Sc., Staff Editor.

holder for use on the table or
panel-top, with the conventional
plug-and-socket arrangement for
plug-in coils. This has an ebonite
base (with holes for screwing
down), and two convenient terminais; connections to plug and
socket are substantial, and no wires
are exposed. On test the insulation was found to be excellent, and
the holder, convenient in use, particularly with circuits which re
quire isolated inductances as anode
coils, radio-chokes, etc. It might
he suggested that the base is
rather narrow for use with the
larger size coils in temporar
hook-ups on the experimenter's
work-bench.

ampere-hour by the old, and
meaningless rating of " ignition
capacity ").
These were sent fully charged.
fter standing a couple of weeks
the discharge characteristic was
followed continuously for a rate
orresponding to the filament current of a single R valve, ampere.
At this rate, and for the first discharge, the cells showed distinctly
over the rated capacity, and held
the voltage well, up to a late point
in discharge. After a liberal rê
charging at a , ampere rate, the
rather severe test vas made, of
taking the discharge at a rate corresponding to the demands of a
four-valve set; at this comparatirely high rate the effective capacity fell considerably short, and
the voltage rapidly decreased from
just under four volts to a low
ligure-.showing that the accumulator was overrun. After another
liberal charge at the s ampere
rate, the cells vere given an extensive trial on a two-val e set
using R valves. Here they retamed approximately four volts
for a lengthy period, and gave
silent and satisfactory operation.
When used for a service within
their power, the accumulators show
good capacity and maintain their
charge well on standing.
They are cased in substantial
ebonite containers; the terminals
are strong and reliable; while the
acid does not splash out when the
cells are carried about.
(40

Shrouded 'Low-frequency
Intervalve Trans ormer
Messrs. The Formo Company
have submitted for test a lowfrequency transformer of the enclosed type, being completely
shrouded in an aluminium case,
only the terminals being exposed.
at the top.
On test both in conventional and
dual circuits the amplification was
found to be satisfactory; there vas
freedom from distortion; and the
actual ratio of signal strength
A

magnification measured was good.
The insulation resistance between
windings and between inding and
case was very high, and there were
no signs of distress with a plate
voltage over 120 V. and R. valves.
The transformer was found to be
quite sritable for use with the
ST75 and other dual circuits, giving good loud-speaker strength in
two-valve receivers.

Coil-holder
Messrs. Leigh Bros. have sent
for examination a single-coil-

A
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Stopping the Self-oscillathn of the First

.
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.

core is used. Ten feetof No. 47 silk-covered
resistance wire wound on a lin, former will
do admirably, hut the reader may work out
from any suitable resistance wire table the
length of ir.e required to give about 500
ohms.

Valve

THE following idea, which is carried out
on certain commercial hroadcast receivers,
is worth Irying out if you have trouble
with your first valve. l'he first vahe of, say,
a tuned anode with reaction circuit always
tends to oscillate, owing to the 'capacity
coupling between the tuned anode circuit and
the grid circuit. To avoid this, we introduce damping into the grid circuit of the
first valve, and one method of doing this is to
connect the bottom end of the aerial circuit

Fig.

.

j

-

.

A

Principal Càuse of Howling

.

-

A well-designed dual amplification circuit
should not ho1, even when reaction is being
used. Many dual amplification circuits are
perfectly well behaved until reaction is intro-j
duced, and then they tend to start howling
as the reaction reaches the critical stage. This
may be explained by assuming that there is a
crtain amount of low-frequency reaction all
the time, and that the increased strength of
signals caused by introducing reaction has a
trigger effect which causes the valve to oscillate at low freqvency.
In a dual amplification circuit, as the reaction is increased, signals become stronger,
and may be sufficiently strong to start off the
low-frequency oscillations.
The other explanatioii, which is rather similar, is that when
the reaction is tightened beyond the critical
point, the valve oscillates at high frequency,
and there is, in practically every case, a
change of conditions in the valve. The anode
current, for example, might increase.
I have oercome one of the commonest
causes of low-frequency self-oscillation and
sensitiveness to touch," i.e., tendency to
howl when .certain parts of the apparatus,
such as the telephones or loud-speaker terminais, are touched. This is overcome by connecting the transformer in series with the

1.-STJ4

wit/i added resistance to prevent selfoscillation of the first valve.

to a point on the filament accumulator, say,
This introduces grid
halfway &ong it.

damping and often produces the desired
result of stopping the first valve oscUlating
of its own accord.
The idea I want to mention, howeer, is
to insert in the grid circuit a .5oo-ohni resist-

ance. Fig. i shos this arrangement. In
the grid circuit of the first valve of the ST34
circuit there is shown a coil of resistance wire
R1 having a value of 500 ohms. Any insulated
resistance wire giving this resistance will do.
The coil is wound iductively on a small
cylindrical former, and, of course, no iron

aerial circuit, the secondary being shunted by
a capacity, preferably variable, or, if fixed,
having a value of about o.00i jiF.
425
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IN GENERAL
SIR,-With reference to Dr. Roberts' note on atmospherics and
the possible connection of some
with mete&rites, I remember reading a note on earth telegraphy,
etc., as practised during the uar;
the writer, a German, referred to
the disturbances due tonatural
causes, similar to atmospherics in
radio, and in particular instanced
one sound often met with and for
which he sought an explanation.
The description he gave tallied
somewhat with the supposed
meteorite noise; he said that some
idea of the sound could be got
by pronouncing the word " pion
rather quickly. Might not this he
due to earth currents induced by
the action of meteorites?
I think your Brynrnawr correspondent (Vol. 2, No. 4, p.
162/163) is rather dogmatic in
assuming. that because he happens
to get the results mentioned, South
\\rales is not a '' blind Spot.''
Probably it is the same as many
other districts, a collection of more
or less blind spots with a few good
spots here and there.
T
hare
heard all the B.B.C. stations sufficiently well to identify themGlasgow being the only doubtful
one-with crystal receivers here.
Yet I could point to several places
within a 2-mile radius where two
valves would hardly do as much.
Real blind spots are much more
localised thait has been supposed,
but they may be grouped rather
closely in certain districts, thus
giving the impression on superficial
examination that the whole is one
big dead region.
Only actual
trial at the actual place where
reception is desired can decide
whether it is blind or not..

-

-

.

Valve makers supply various
details of the currents, voltages,
etc., of their valves, but one has
usually to write specially to find
It
out really useful details.
would not cost much to include
slip
wit/i each valve a printed
showing typical curves for the
variety-individual curves would
certainly not be expected-and an
indication of the total emission. at
normal temperature.
I am, etc.,
L. J. Voss

Plvmpton, Devon.

-

-

/

-

receiver and tune in a distant or
sharply tuned, station and note the
exact position by A.T.C. Disconnect this aerial and carry out the
same procedure with the other; of
course the same station must be
tuned in
N ow the aerial which
requires the ,nosl capacity, or, in
other.words, the higher scale reading on the A.T.C. to receive this
station must be increased in inductance or capacity value. This
is easily done by winding a few
turns of wire on a piece of sin.
diameter tube and placing in series
with lead-in and receiver, the
number of turns being increased
until the A.T.C. requires the same
degrees of capacity as the other
aerial. By means of a switch,
either a twin or single aerial may
I am, etc.,
be used..
.

RECEIVING AMERICA
SIR.-\\°jlilst listening at my
station 2K1\' on Sunday morning,
September 2nd, on a three-valve
set, I vas successful in hearing nineteen different American
stations, the farthest being 4DL,
\Vest Palm Beach, Florida.
The reception is interesting at
this time of the year, a it i really
unfavourable for long - distance
work, atmospherics being had.
I am, etc.,
\V. R. BURNE.
Sale, Cheshie.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE
WIRE?
SIR,-Re your article " Single
or Double Aerial," fl'irlç5s
I find
Weekly, Vol. 2, No. .
the hest method of solving this
difficulty is by erecting- a twin
aerial and balancing the natural
wavelengths of the separate wires
afterwards. This can be done as
follows :-Bring a separate lead
iii from each aerial wire to the receiver; the leading-in wires must
be kept at least one foot apart.
Next connect one lead-in to the

F.

Barnsbury,

BONSTEAD.

N.t.'

RESULTS

Sxg,-I congratulate you on
producing such valuable circuits as
the STioo, 75 and 76.
Having experimented with these
circuits for some time, I have come
to the conclusion that át last I have
found the ideal " broadcast receiver " ; this is the ST76.
I receive all the British stations
on a loud-speaker, loud enough to
be heard 30 yards from the instrument; using the type B wave trap
I am able to cut out all inter
ference.
I am, etc.,
T.

W. HOLMES.

\Voldinham.
[Tite Editor regrets that. owing
the demands upon our space a
number o/ letters are unavoidably
hcld over. J
Io
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in. long, and after being suitably
insulated should be wound with 4,500 turns of No.
44 S.S.C. copper vire for the primary, and after
further insulation again wound with 11,000 turns
of the same gauge of wire for the secondary. This
will give a step-up ratio of 2k to i. Half an ounce
of wire will b required for the primary and ik
ounces for the secondary. The resistance of the.
primary will be 1,100 ohms, whilst that of the
condary will be 3,600 ohms.
The inductance
value of the primary will be about 8 henries, whilst
that of the secondary will be about 50 henries.
C. H. L. (CARDIFF) has in his possession

C. B: M. (CARDIFF) has a single valve
receiver which will tune from 350 to 3,000
metres and wishes to know how he can
increase the wavelength range. He further
asks how a high-frequency valve may be
added.

in diameter and

a crystal, valve, and low-frequency transformer. He asks for a Circuit in which
these components may be embodied.

The most convenient method of increasing the wïvelength range of your receiver is to add in series with
your inductance one of the interchangeable types
of plug-in coils. It will probably be necessary to
plug-in a small coil in series with the reaction coil
at the same time. We reproduce herewith a circuit showing how a high-frequency valve may be
added to this receiver. We suggest that reaction
should be taken to the anode circuit of the highfrequency valve, thus making the set permissible
for the reception of broadcasting. The additional
coil L1 proided for aerial tuning should be of the
same dimensions, and wound with the same gauge
vire
the coil you are at present using. With
the H.F. valve added, this latter coil is used as a
tuned anode coil. The condenser C1 is of the same
capacity as C2.

2

-

We reproduce herewith a ircui suitable for your
purpose, and which should enable you to receive
strong signals, provided that a good outdoor aerial
is used.
The variometers may be any of the instruments
adsertised in this journal.

-

W. F. T. (BIRMINGHAM) asks for the
size of former and number of turns required
to tune the aerial circuit of a small telephony

A. M. (BIRMINGHAM) wishes to know
the best gauge -and the amount of wire
required for a low-frequency inter-valve

transmitter to 440 metres.

transformer ratio 2 to 1, and also the best
type of laminations to use.

75 tUrns of No. 20 s.w.g. d.s.c. copper wire on a
3 in. diameter former will give you this wavelength
if used in conjunction with a standard P.M.G.
aerial. A suitable reaction coil would be 40 turns

The core should consist of a number of fine iron
wires not exceeding No. 28 s.w.g.
It is important not to use a thicker gauge of wire where an
open core is employed. This core should be gin.
.

of No. 26 s.w.g. d.s.c. copper wire wound directly
over the lower end of the main inductance.
427
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EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Patent applied for:)
The Resistance is
steadily
Variable
between
to 5
mogobmi.
Only
require.ia in. bole
n panel for fitting.

PRICE 2/O EACH
The but Variable Ond Lesi mide.

Suitable for use in
any circuit, and improves the workint
of an$ valve dcteclor. (50,000 to
100,000 ohms for
the S.T.100 Circuit.
Price 3/0.)

The approximate range .of th receiver you refer to
is about 05 to 2o.rniles under favouratle conditions. With reference to your coil, the actual wavelength of this would vary according to the type of
circuit in which it was employed. The wavelength
tj which such a còil would tune a P.M.G. aerial
wpuld be about 800 metres.

Connaught Houne, la, Edgware Road,

WATM EL WIRELESS 'CO., Marble Arch,W.I. Tel. 4575 Paddington.

*

.

The Broadway, Muswell
Telephone: Hornsey

N.b.

Hill,

668.

The reason foE undu prominence being given to
certain notes is that reaction is taking place in your
receiver, which sharpens the resonance. The modulation system employed at the transmitting end
continùally aries the wavelength above and below
the normal, and when reaction is taking place
greater effect will he produced at a certain wavelength than at the others: We suggest that you experiment with different values of HT. voltage.
An improvement might also be effected by shunting
the HT. battery with a larger fixed condenser.

COMPARE OUR PRICES!
Reni and Egg Insulators .. each 0/2
each 0/2
Insulated Hooks
Spade Terminals threaded each 1d.
Bushed Ebonite knobs, best each 0/3
Lead-in Tubes, any length, per ¡n. 0/1
Best Ebonite, only in sheets
Aerial WWe, 7/22 npper, zoo ft 2/2
per lb. 4/6
per yd. 2d. and 3d.
Lead-in Wire
',
per yd. 0/5
Systofiex, best
Silk-covered Twin Flex.. .peryd 0/3
Systoflex, cheap ......... per yd. 0/3
Switch Arma, complete, best only 0/9
Best qualityCoil Holders, 2-way 5/6
2/Filament resistances, best only
Best quality Coil Holders, 3-way 6/6
1/Fixed Condensers
Knife Switches for panel mounting 0/8
2/Best Condenser Dials
Engraved Rheostat Dials
each 9/4
Basket Coils, 250-5,000 metres
Crystal Cups, with 4 screws, each 0/2
set of 7 3/voit,
6
C.A.V. Accumulator.
Ebonite Valve Holders, best
6o amp., in case with switch,
quality
0/9
fuses, etc ............ LI 19 0
Valve Sockets ......... per doz. 0/9
Special R type Dutch Valse,
Valve Pins ............ per doz. 0/6
guaranteed best quality ...... 8/8
Brunet L.F. Transformera ...... 14/High-class Guaranteed L.F
All types of valves at cut prices.
Transformer ................ 9/6
Instrument Wires.
.H.F. Transformers, any wave
Prices per lb
Enamlength ..................... 3/6
No
D.C.C. D.S.0
cUed.
Crystal Detectors, in glass ...... 1/6
3/9
2/3
0/8
i8 ...... 2/6
Shaw's Genuine Herizite, large.
2/6
3/9
2/3
20
.....
Herbo Cat's Whisker improves
2/8
3/11
2/6
0/6
22
results on any crystal set
4/4
2/6
3/4
24
Phone Cords, best ...... per set 1/3
4/4/11
3/26 ......
Condenser Plates ...... per pair 1*d
5/10
4/6
28 ......
3/4
Contact Studs ......... per doz. 0/4
6/10
5/4
3/9
Small Spacers ........ per doz. 23d
30 ......
7/IO
3/11
Large Spacers .......... per doz. 0/3
32 ....... 7/2
8/10
4/4
8/Brasa Bushes ............ each 1d
34 ......
11/6
......
8/6
4/8
per
0/3
36
2 and 4 B.A.1hreaded Rod
ft.
Shell Insulators, large
each 0/6 ......... All sizes in stock.
reeling
for
under
z
ib.
0/3
id.
extra
Shell Insulators, small
each
All gods sent off same day as ordered.
Enclose ,sufftcint for postage, extra postage sviti be returned.

Headphones
16/6
Genuine Brunets, 4,000 Ohms
N. & K., best Ilnish, very loud 14/Il
French D.L., 4,000 Ohms
11/6

........

:

.

.....

t

A. L. W. (WANSTEAD) has a four-valve
receiver, from which he obtains good results,
but certain notes of vocal and instrumental
music are more pronounced than others,
and, generally speaking, orchestral music is
unsatisfactory.

ROWLEY & LOUIS
12,

H. A. (DEVON) asks the approximate
range of the crystal receiving set described
on page 173 of " WIRELESS WEEKLY,"
Vol. 1, and also wishes to know the wavelength of a coil woúnd with 170 turns of No.
22 s.w.g. wire on a 3 in. diameter former.

..........

..............
..........

.

.

L C. B. (BRADFORD) requests details of
a high-frequency transformer suitable for the
broadcast wavelengths.

An efficient H.F. transformer for wavelengths between
and 450 metres may Consist of 2 basket
coils. These should each have iso turns of No.
SSC. copper wire wound on a former having an
internal.diameter of of an inch. The two coils
should he placed on a short piece of ebonite tube,
and separated by a single layer of Empire cloth.
To connect up, if the two coils are so placed that
the direction of winding is the same throughout,
then the outer end of the respectie coils should be
connected to anode and grid:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

K.' (SOUTHEND-ON-SEA) has been recommended, to add the low frequency
amplifier shown in circuit ST'26, "Practical
Wireless Valve Circuits " to his crystal
receiver and asks whether-we consider this a
suitable arrangement.

Ejoiic 'E ii(Cj
THE "EEC" "XTRAUDION" VALVE
"s

I

-

I

¡

is being used by the leading Radio Expertmeisters for detection, high and low frequency
amplification, power amplifiers and tow power
transmission. Price 15/USE
RECTARITE," the Synthetic
crystal that makes Loud speakers talk!

dayo
Head Office: 10, FITZROY
SOUARE, LONDON, W.1.

Showroo,ns:
I

303, EUSTON RD., N.W.1. I

well-made note magnifier is a highly efficient piece
of apparatus, and, when added to a crystal receiver, will result ii a very satisfactory increase in
signal strength.
A

F

..'

t

M. P.. B.' (}Jornsey). Please send address
to this office when your queries will be
answered by post.'

Branch and Works.

TWICKENHAM.

-
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Radio Press Books give him
all the information he needs
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V

Taggart, F.lnst.P.
Simplified Wireless..

John Scott-

3. How to Make 'jour
Broadcast Receiver
J° h n

V.,

Scott
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Welessera1.1.

xl- x/z
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.7.. How

to

Unit'S

Make
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Wirelsu-

..........
E:Redpath...

Valves
.-. Wireless
Simply Explained ..

John Scott-

;:Io.

11.

x/6
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O

Some will find out the correct answers by
expensive experiment-others, more wisely,
will benefit, by the experience of those
who have trodden the thorny paths of Radio
before them.
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i/7

2/6

2/8

2/6

2/8
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h

Elementary Text-book
on Wireless Vacuum
Tubes ............

John Scott-

-

Taggart, F.Inst.P.
i-

The concentrated experience of some of the
best, known Wireless engineers and experi.
menters is available for all reäders of Radio
Press Books.
You cannot do better, than
onç Book
purchase the complete Library
at a. time.: Each Book covers a different
phase of Wireless and none overlap: Get
one or two to=däy and keep them by you
-'for ready reference-they are sure to save their
cost many-times ove'r. From all Booksellers.
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Taggart. F.Inst.P.
Wireless
Practical
Valve Circuits ....... 2/6 a/8oho 'Sco t tTaggart, F.Inst.P.
and How to Obtain
Them .............
E. Redpath.

V

V

J

I

V

V

.

a

Receiver

.

V

The Construction of
Receiving
Wireless

Apparatus .......'
P. D. Tyers

t

-

V

AM.I.E.E.

t

.

V

Taggart, FVIIIStPV
4. How to Erect jour

.

-16

Taggart, F.inst.P.

V

-

OW many turns for a Coil to reach the Paris
Wavelength- the type of circuit to operate
a Loud Speaker using only an indoor Aerial
-Crystal or Valve rectification in a rnultia
valve Set? These are a few of the questions
''hjch confront the amateur constructor..
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Variable Rheostat
Potentiometer

tr

12/14/-

-'

-

-

-.

Complete set of
parts ready for mounting as
illustrated,
S.T. 100.

-

18

or requency Transformer.
150

to

30,000

Pnce2

Q

T%

Q.

11.1.
O
,

'k

HF. Anode Reactance Coil.
150-20,000

metres. Price 25/..

i

W
Variable Intervalve Reaction
and Anode Reactance. 2004,000 metres.
Price 38/-

rituuut;i

The ";greatest success obtained by
experimenters has been with the
use of these products.
They are guaranteed and designed
.
by the engineers
of our company,
who .have received Universal recognition for their work in the field
of radio research.
In all new circuits R.I. components
are employed because they represent
the accepted standards of the British
Wireless Industry.

Mounted Fixed Condenser.
00O2 to so mfd.
2/6-10/-

-1

j

---.-

-,

Radio Frequency Transformer.
150

to

4,000

metres.

Price 25/-

RADIo INSTRUMENTS
''

The 'famous R.1. Transformer.
One price one quality. 25/-

Twenty-five years wireless

Our new 48 page catalogue contain
ing a full description of all our sets,
components, and accessories sent
free on application.

ç

'-I

-

practice is behind the manufacture of every article we put
on the markets -

-

8
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